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Introduction to Security and Privacy
in Social Networks

Yuval Elovici and Yaniv Altshuler

As the area of online social networking develops and many online services add

social features to their offerings, the definition of online social networking services

broadens. Online social networking services range from social interaction-centered

sites such as Facebook or MySpace, to information dissemination-centric services

such as Twitter or Google Buzz, to social interaction features added to existing sites
and services such as Flickr or Amazon. Each of these services has different

characteristics of social interaction and different vulnerabilities to attack.

The value of online social networking sites stems from the fact that people spend

large amounts of time on these networks updating their personal profiles, browsing

for social or professional interactions, or taking part in social-oriented online

applications and events. People nowadays have become immersed in their preferred

online social environments, creating an exciting entanglement between their real

and virtual identities [1]. However, this immersion also holds great peril for users,

their friends, and their employers, and may even endanger national security.

There is much information in the patterns of communication between users and

their peers. These patterns are affected by many relationship and context factors and

can be used in a reverse direction to infer the relationship and context. Later on,

these relationships can be further used to deduce additional private information

which was intended to remain undisclosed. A recent study carried out at MIT is said

to be able to reveal the sexual orientation of Internet users based on social network

contacts. In this example, the users whose privacy was compromised did not place
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this information online, but rather disclosed their social interaction to users who

apparently did disclose this information [2].

In other cases, this problem can become even worse due to the (false) assump-

tion of users that information marked as “private” will remain private and will not

be disclosed by the network. Indeed, although the operators of social networks

rarely betray the confidence of their users, no security mechanism is perfect.

Because these networks often use standard (and not necessarily updated) security

methods, a determined attacker can sometimes gain access to such unauthorized

information. The combination of sensitive private information managed by users

who are not security-aware in an environment that is not hermetically sealed is a

sure cause of frequent leaks of private information and identity thefts [3, 4].

This problem becomes even more threatening when viewed from the corporate

(or even national) perspective. Users who possess sensitive commercial or security-

related information are expected to be under strict control in their workplaces.

However, while interacting virtually in social networks, these same people often

tend to ignore precautions due to a false sense of intimacy and privacy, all the while

being unaware of the damage their naive behavior may cause. Because it is hard

(and sometimes illegal) to monitor the behavior of online social network users,

these platforms constitute a significant threat to the safety and privacy of sensitive

information. Hard to detect and almost impossible to prevent, leaks of business,

military, or government data through social networks could become the security

epidemic of the twenty-first century [5, 6].

This book aims to bring to the forefront innovative approaches for analyzing and

enhancing the security and privacy dimensions of online social networks. To

facilitate the transition of such methods from theory to practical mechanisms

designed and deployed in existing online social networking services, we need to

create a common language for use between researchers and practitioners in this new

area, ranging from the theory of computational social sciences to conventional

security and network engineering.

The rest of this book is divided into three parts covering three complementary

themes and is structured as follows. The first part contains four studies that touch on

fundamental aspects of security and privacy in social networks, raising and

discussing topics such as the conceptual definition of identity in social networks

and the interplay between ethics and crowdsourcing. The second part of the book is

devoted to innovative mathematical models which link the social dimension of

networks to existing privacy and network security issues. This section contains

three studies which analyze different domains ranging from mobile networks to

financial trading networks and demonstrating the essential differences between

security issues in social and non-social environments. The third section focuses

on specific case studies and presents an in-depth analysis of three unique examples

of how “security-oriented research” is carried out in social domains and how it

differs from similar efforts which do not take place in such environments.

Chapter “Introduction to Security and Privacy in Social Networks” introduces a

multidimensional concept of privacy in social networks which delineates aspects of

privacy along various legal, technical, and social dimensions. The privacy concept
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thus developed is then visualized using tripartite diagrams which provide a quick

orientation to this paradigm’s strengths and weaknesses as demonstrated in social

networks. The chapter then investigates how these properties evolve from the fact

that information in the physical word decays over time, while in the online world,

information is in principle permanently available. Although this chapter focuses on

a qualitative analysis of this topic, a more quantitative metric that would clearly

enhance comparability of privacy issues in different social networks and the

tracking of improvements over time is envisioned for future development.

A key aspect of social networks is the digital identity (or identities) adopted by

users to characterize and recognize themselves and others. At first glance, it may

appear that users of social networks treat and use digital identities similarly to their

“real-world” identities. However, the absence of physical contact enables people to

create several identities, some of which may be anonymous. Furthermore, users of

social networks search and acknowledge each other based mainly on attributes that

they exchange through the infrastructure of the social network (which in turn can be

further used to disguise one’s true identity). Chapter “Interdisciplinary Impact

Analysis of Privacy in Social Networks” sheds light on the fascinating topic of

digital identities by presenting a basic conceptual framework that analyzes funda-

mental aspects of the use of identities in social networks and recommends possible

methods to improve the use of such identities. The chapter begins by presenting

basic concepts related to the differences between digital and real identities,

followed by a discussion on the challenges of the digital facet. Next, solutions for

security and privacy challenges relating to digital identities are presented. The

chapter discusses the perception of the identity of an entity as a notion existing in

the minds of other entities. This gives rise to the possibility of multiple identities for

a single entity in different contexts, a phenomenon which is called “pseudonymity”

and which is possibly or potentially available in the online world more readily than

in the real world.

Chapter “Recognizing Your Digital Friends” presents an overview of the

requirements for and comparisons of encryption schemes for social networking

services based on a peer-to-peer (p2p) infrastructure (as opposed to centralized

server architectures) and describes the challenges of p2p social networking

architectures and their high-level requirements. The chapter then discusses the

criteria by which p2p encryption systems should be evaluated and compared:

efficiency, functionality, and privacy. Four examples of existing p2p social net-

working architectures are then reviewed (PeerSoN, Safebook, Diaspora, and

Persona), which focus on encryption as a means of ensuring data confidentiality.

This is followed by a comparative analysis of these architectures against the

evaluation criteria presented earlier. In addition, this chapter contains a parallel

discussion of the differences between broadcast encryption and predicate encryp-

tion techniques in the context of the p2p encryption challenge.

The first part of the book concludes with chapter “Encryption for Peer-to-Peer

Social Networks,” which thoroughly investigates various ethical issues with respect

to the expanding field of crowdsourcing. This highly disruptive field involves the

partitioning of a mission into many small pieces, each given to ad hoc employees
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using an online platform. The rapid pace of this process enables fast completion of

highly complex tasks at extremely low cost. Together with the anonymity of these

platforms (which protects the identities of both the employers and the employee),

this approach transforms crowdsourcing platforms into the equivalent of a super-

computer network for a fraction of the cost. The number of potential applications is

boundless, and several ethical questions arise. This chapter reviews recent

developments in this area while examining some of these ethical challenges. In

addition, chapter “Encryption for Peer-to-Peer Social Networks” studies the atti-

tude of workers in crowdsourcing platforms (such as MTurk, oDesk, or Elance)
towards performing unethical tasks and asserts that, although many workers in

several crowdsourcing platforms studied expressed reluctance to perform unethical

tasks, in practice, many workers were willing to accept unethical tasks (especially if

they were well paid). Simple but unethical tasks may include breaking into some-

one else’s email account and sending a fake email on behalf of that person, or

faking a review of a commercial service. However, more elaborate large-scale uses

may involve activities such as identification of demonstrators by police agencies or

dictatorships. Interestingly, the results of an experiment detailed in the chapter hint

that the anonymity provided by the crowdsourcing platform, the anticipated task

consequence, and gender were not found to be influential. On the other hand, when

the amount of monetary compensation offered increased, so did the willingness of

workers to perform highly unethical tasks.

The second part of the book is introduced by chapter “Crowdsourcing and

Ethics” and investigates how social networks influence the pricing of assets in the

financial market. This influence is a result of the ongoing and unavoidable compar-

ison of relative performance imposed on investors and traders because of the

comprehensive integration of social networks into everyday life. Counterintui-

tively, this abundance of information may sometimes act to suppress of integrity

in investment practice by pushing investors to adopt irrational investing strategies.

For example, leading investors will in many cases be manipulated into buying risky

assets knowingly at inflated prices. This chapter presents a mathematical model that

studies these dynamics and suggests that the overpricing of risky assets that is often

observed in the market is derived from these “social forces”.

Chapter “The Effect of Social Status on Decision-Making and Prices in Finan-

cial Networks” predicts the existence of new kinds of malicious attacks on

communications and on mobile infrastructures that are targeted at extracting, not

password or credit card information, but information about the relationships in a

real-world social network and characteristic information about the individuals in

the network. The chapter discusses the expected features of such attacks and

explains the differences between these attacks and traditional types of attacks

against data privacy. The chapter then presents a mathematical model of such

attacks and predicts that they would be impossible (or very unlikely) to detect

using most of the network monitoring tools used today. This problem is caused by

the surprising fact that the best strategy for attackers seeking social information and

habits is, counterintuitively, a very slow and nonaggressive strategy (in contrast to

most of the known malware threats).
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Many online social network (OSN) owners regularly publish data collected from

their users’ online activities to third parties such as sociologists or commercial

companies. These third parties further mine the data and extract knowledge to serve

their diverse purposes. In the process of publishing data to these third parties,

network owners face a nontrivial challenge: how to preserve users’ privacy while

keeping the information useful to third parties. Failure to protect users’ privacy may

result in severely undermining the popularity of OSNs as well as restricting the

amount of data that the OSN owners are willing to share with third parties.

Chapter “Stealing Reality: When Criminals Become Data Scientists (or Vice

Versa)” discusses this problem while focusing on the use of classical privacy

preservation models originally developed to protect tabular data privacy, such as

k-anonymity and l-diversity, to preserve users’ privacy in the publication of OSN

data. The history of these methods is reviewed, and their applicability is

demonstrated.

The third part of the book examines specific case studies regarding the unique

features of security and privacy in social networks. This section opens with a

discussion of innovative methods for using machine-learning techniques to recon-

struct the structure of unknown social networks. Using this method, publicly

available information may be used to reveal concealed information, which severely

compromises the users’ privacy, anonymity, and trust in the network.

Chapter “Applications of k-Anonymity and ℓ-Diversity in Publishing Online

Social Networks” presents the “link reconstruction attack,” a method that is capable

of inferring a user’s connections to others with high accuracy. This attack may be

used to detect connections that the user wanted to hide to preserve his privacy. We

show that the concealment of one user’s links is ineffective if it is not also done by

others in the network and we present an analysis of the performance of various

machine-learning algorithms for link predictions inside small communities.

In contrast to chapter “Applications of k-Anonymity and ℓ-Diversity in Pub-

lishing Online Social Networks” which demonstrated an attack that can be executed

on social networks to steal private information, chapter “Links Reconstruction

Attack” analyzes this topic from a different angle by studying the Bitcoin peer-to-

peer monetary exchange system. The degree of anonymity in the Bitcoin system, an

electronic analog of cash in the online world, is investigated using data from

transactions which are publicly available to ensure the integrity of the Bitcoin
system. Using mainstream methods from network theory, this chapter demonstrates

how this anonymous (at least in theory) payment system can be partially de-

anonymized. This technique is then used to track the “flow” of large amounts of

stolen monetary credits, thus demonstrating how the identity of the users responsi-

ble for this theft can be disclosed using this network-based analysis method.

As discussed in previous chapters of this book, integration between several data

sources may lead to compromised data privacy through the use of certain network-

based analysis methods. Chapter “An Analysis of Anonymity in the Bitcoin Sys-

tem” is devoted to exploring the record linkage problem and presents a scheme for

the maintenance of data privacy when data and records from multiple databases are

combined in a way which still allows record-linking information verification
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services. The chapter begins by discussing two common modes of operation in this

field, the de-identified and the fully trusted mode, and asserts that these approaches

do not provide a definitive response to the needs of social data privacy. The chapter

then reviews existing techniques and related work on record-linkage and privacy-

preserving computations, pointing out the need for a new scheme for representing

integrated data. The chapter contains a proposed model for a decoupled data

architecture. The main technological concept studied in this chapter is the separa-

tion between identifying information and sensitive data, which needs to be

protected. In this chapter, it is demonstrated how this decoupled data-access

model can provide the same protection as de-identified data while at the same

time being able to integrate data to support broad research in computational social

sciences in a flexible manner. The study also tested the impact of different

mechanisms for hindering inferences of identity when names are revealed for

record-linkage purposes.
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Interdisciplinary Impact Analysis of Privacy

in Social Networks

Michael Netter, Sebastian Herbst, and G€unther Pernul

Abstract The rise of the social web has traditionally been accompanied by privacy

concerns. Research on social web privacy has been conducted from various

viewpoints including legal, social, and the computer sciences. In this chapter, we

propose an interdisciplinary approach to capture the multidimensional concept of

privacy. For this purpose, we developed a three-layered framework to systemati-

cally analyze the privacy impact of various research directions. In addition, we

conducted an interdisciplinary literature analysis, highlighting areas for improve-

ment as well dependencies between different research directions.

1 Introduction

Over the last decade, the evolution of the World Wide Web led to the significant

growth of Online Social Networks (OSNs), which are receiving much attention in

the research community. While social networks have always been an important part

of daily life, the advent of Web 2.0 and its easy-to-use services increasingly shift

social life to their online counterparts. OSNs provide an infrastructure for commu-

nication, information, and self-expression, as well as for building and maintaining

relationships with other users.

The increase in relevance and the quantity of social web services has been

accompanied by privacy concerns. On one hand, these worries have arisen due to

the prevalent oligopolistic social web landscape with only a few service providers

possessing large databases with millions of user profiles. On the other hand, privacy

concerns focus on the challenges of presenting different facets of the self to

different audiences, and to keep those views consistent. While this bears a
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resemblance to managing different appearances of the self in the real world, the

inherent properties of mediated OSN communication (e.g., the permanency and

searchability of personal information) places privacy at risk. Although privacy

controls are in place to currently restrict access to personal data, users seem to be

shortsighted with respect to future aspects of current behavior [1].

Both aforementioned areas of privacy have been studied extensively by

researchers through various viewpoints such as law, the social sciences, and

computer science. However, the ambiguous nature of privacy and the multiple

definitions available impede a consistent view of the concept. Robert C. Post

notes that privacy “. . . is a value so complex, so entangled in competing and

contradictory dimensions, so engorged with various and distinct meanings, that I

sometimes despair whether it can be usefully addressed at all.” [2].

In this chapter, we stress the need to integrate insights from diverse areas of

research on social web privacy. We contribute to this field by providing a

framework with which to decompose social web privacy and systematically

analyze the effects of different research directions. Subsequently, we applied the

proposed framework to the body of research. Our results highlight areas for

improvement as well as dependencies between different research directions,

emphasizing the necessity to foster interdisciplinary research on social web

privacy.

The remainder of this chapter is structured as follows. In Sect. 2, we give an

overview of related work. In Sect. 3, we decompose social web privacy and transfer

its components into a framework for analyzing the concept from different research

directions. We apply our framework on the existing body of research,

differentiating between privacy issues related to OSN users and OSN service

providers in Sects. 4 and 5, respectively. Finally, in Sect. 6, we summarize our

findings and highlight areas for future work.

2 Related Work

In this section, we present existing approaches that aim to integrate several research

directions in order to create a holistic view of privacy. Approaches to particular

aspects of privacy are discussed in our detailed impact analysis of the various

privacy perspectives in Sects. 4 and 5.

Spiekermann and Cranor provide a framework with which to build privacy-

friendly systems [3]. They distinguish between privacy-by-policy and privacy-by-

architecture. The former is a legally-driven approach that focuses on notifying the

user and obtaining consent prior to processing personal data. The latter is a

technically-driven approach to minimize the collection of personal data without

limiting functionality. However, their approach does not consider the social per-

spective of privacy and focuses on privacy in general, whereas our work examines

social web privacy. The importance of social web privacy is acknowledged by the

European Union, which is promoting several related research projects. For

8 M. Netter et al.



example, PADGETS1 uses an interdisciplinary approach to strengthen users’ privacy

while harnessing social network data for policy making. Similarly, the European

research project PrimeLife2 has developed a framework with which to analyze

privacy issues related to other OSN users [4]. Project results show that privacy

issues arise when legal or social norms are disregarded or technical safeguards are

circumvented. Depending on the owner’s initial categorization of personal data

(private, semi-public, or public), the PrimeLife framework allows an estimation of

potential privacy risks. Unlike our approach, this work does not take privacy threats

stemming from OSN service providers into account, but solely focuses on user-

related privacy issues. PRESCIENT,3 another EU-funded project, conducted an in-

depth study of privacy conceptualizations [5]. It takes a legal, social, economic, and

ethical perspective of privacy, highlighting similarities and interdependencies. This

project’s results provide useful insights to help understand the concept of privacy;

however, the analyses do not follow a structured approach, as described in this

chapter.

3 Proposed Three-Layered Framework

In this section, we give an overview of our proposed framework. The framework

provides a general-purpose structure for social web privacy research domains.

Subsequently, the concept of privacy is broken up into a set of characteristics that

are used to conduct our impact analysis, as described in Sects. 4 and 5.

3.1 Overview

In their conceptualization of privacy in 1890 as “the right to be let alone,” Warren

and Brandeis were one of the first to recognize the multidimensionality of the

privacy concept [6]. Until then, privacy threats were primarily related to potential

physical harm [7]. The rise of the information age led to a large number of privacy

conceptualizations from a variety of directions such as the social sciences, law,

architecture, urban design, health sciences, and computer and information sciences.

In their work to structure the concept of privacy, Patil and Kobsa introduce three

main perspectives from which to describe and analyze privacy [8]:

• Legal: This aspect focuses on laws and policies that protect the individual from

corporations, governments, and other individuals. For example, the European

1 http://www.padgets.eu/
2 http://www.primelife.eu/
3 http://www.prescient-project.eu/
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Data Protection Framework promotes informational self-determination that

emphases an individual’s rights to control the collection and use of personal

data [9].

• Technical: This aspect translates norms and regulations into technical

specifications. The Platform for Privacy Preferences Project (P3P) is a popular

example of enhancing the individual’s ability to control information disclosure

by technical means [10].

• Social: This aspect concentrates on managing social relationships and the

boundaries between private and public life. For instance, Nissenbaum describes

privacy as contextual integrity, arguing that personal information is published

within a well-defined social context [11]. Privacy is breached if personal infor-

mation is available outside its intended context.

In this study, we adapt this three-layered view and extend it to cover privacy

risks in online social networks. Typically, two distinct areas of research can be

observed [12, 13] as depicted in Fig. 1:

• OSN Service Providers: Research in this direction includes the means to legally

bind service providers to comply with current legislation, to increase end-user

trust in service providers, and to provide technical safeguards; e.g., by crypto-

graphic or steganographic means [14].

Fig. 1 Classification of OSN privacy research
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• OSN Users: This research aims to recreate the different social contexts of the real

world; e.g., by supporting an individual to segment social streams for specific

audiences, and by providing the means to have different digital identities [15].

The two aforementioned research directions are combined with the three

perspectives on privacy (legal, technical, and social), resulting in our proposed

framework. The framework is shown in Table 1, with the cells containing concepts

that become relevant for their respective dimension. Note that the three dimensions

are not mutually exclusive – they are interdependent. In Sect. 3.2, the two research

directions (OSN service providers and OSN users) are further decomposed into a set

of privacy characteristics.

3.2 Characteristics Used to Analyze Social Web Privacy

This section outlines fundamental characteristics of privacy derived from a litera-

ture review. These privacy characteristics are not exhaustive; rather, they aim to

provide a solid foundation for analyzing the impact of the three perspectives on

privacy. The characteristics are described in detail as follows.

3.2.1 Data Sovereignty

Data sovereignty describes the extent to which an individual is able to control the

processing of his personal data [16]; i.e., his informational self-determination.

Personal data in an OSN is typically available in a structured manner and can

easily be copied, linked, aggregated, and transferred [4]. Consequently, it is difficult

for an OSN user to control the flow of personal information, and thus privacy is

placed at risk. The problem increases because the OSN typically lacks the spatial,

Table 1 Proposed three-layered framework for analyzing social web privacy

Privacy issues related to

OSN users OSN service providers

Legal International standards (Organisation

for Economic Co-operation

and Development (OECD) privacy

principles, EU data protection

framework), national laws

International standards (OECD

privacy principles, EU data

protection framework), national

laws, privacy policies

Technical Cryptography and steganography,

privacy agents, fine-grained access

control models, visualization

of personal data

Cryptography and steganography,

privacy agents

Social Peer-group pressure, trust relationships,

tie strength, privacy awareness

Privacy awareness, pressure

of the media
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social, and temporal boundaries of the real world, which limits the flow of personal

information by default [17].

3.2.2 Data Transience

Data transience relates to the loss of personal information over time, which can be

considered a typical characteristic of real-world communication [4]. In contrast, the

mediated communication of OSNs results in permanent storage of personal infor-

mation. As Mayer-Sch€onberger noted, “Since the beginning of time, for us humans,

forgetting has been the norm and remembering the exception. [. . .] Today, with the
help of widespread technology, forgetting has become the exception, and

remembering the default.” [18]. In addition, this permanency of personal informa-

tion poses a great challenge to privacy, since we are no longer free to construct our

future identities because contradictory information may be available online [19].

3.2.3 Protection Against Profiling

Protection against profiling subsumes an individual’s ability to prevent an adver-

sary from collecting, aggregating, and linking personal data in order to create a

digital dossier [20]. Such profiling threats are increased if secondary data such as

location (e.g. from mobile phones) and connection logs are linked to existing OSN

profiles [21]. The relevance of these threats is underlined by sophisticated attacks

such as stealing-reality attacks [22]. The current landscape of social web service

providers, with their targeted advertising-centered business models and large iden-

tity silos, adds to this threat.

3.2.4 Audience Segregation

Originally developed by Goffman [23], audience segregation states that each

individual performs multiple and possibly conflicting roles in everyday life, and it

needs to segregate the audiences for each role in a way that people from one

audience cannot witness a role performance intended for another audience, thereby

keeping a consistent self-image and maintaining privacy [24]. In current OSNs,

contacts are typically classified as “friends,” making it difficult to selectively share

personal information with a specific group of people. As a result, privacy is

threatened because a large audience might have access to personal information.

3.2.5 Privacy Awareness

Privacy awareness encompasses the attention, perception, and cognition of the

personal information others have received and how this information is or may be

12 M. Netter et al.



processed [25]. An individual’s awareness of privacy risk is a prerequisite for

privacy-preserving behavior.

3.2.6 Transparency

With regard to OSN service providers, transparency describes the user’s ability to

be informed of processing and dissemination practices [26]. Taking a social point

of view, transparency implies the ability of an individual to understand the flow of

personal information within an OSN and to recognize contextual boundaries, which

is important for contextual integrity [11].

3.2.7 Enforcement

Enforcement is an individual’s means to bring his privacy preferences into force.

With regard to OSN service providers and OSN users, it describes the extent to

which an individual can control adherence to privacy settings and limitations [27].

3.2.8 Summary

Figure 1 provides a summary of the presented characteristics of privacy. Most

properties apply to privacy issues related to social web users and service providers;

audience segregation only applies to the former, and protection against profiling

only applies to the latter.

3.3 Classification Scheme

The analysis of each privacy characteristic is based on a structured scheme. First,

legal aspects are analyzed, highlighting their impact on privacy issues related to

OSN users and OSN service providers. Second, the effects of existing technical

approaches for enhancing social web privacy are discussed. Finally, the

implications of social norms on strengthening privacy in a given scenario are

examined.

Additionally, for each privacy characteristic, a visualization of the classification

and the effect is provided. A tripartite diagram is used to represent the legal,

technical and social dimensions. In this diagram, a colored circle represents the

impact (dark blue indicates a major impact, mid-blue a medium impact, and light

blue a minor impact).
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4 Privacy Issues Related to Social Web Users

In this section, we describe an impact analysis of privacy issues related to OSN

users. The results are summarized in Sect. 4.7.

4.1 Data Sovereignty

From a legal point of view, laws and policies applicable to governing the exchange

and flow of personal information between people are typically not available. Thus,

the legal dimension does not contribute to data sovereignty with regard to other

OSN users (no impact).

In addition to the legal dimension of data sovereignty, several technical approaches

have been proposed to support a context-sensitive disclosure of personal data in an

attempt to strengthen data sovereignty. For example, access control models that

enable the user to map their real world trust relationships to OSNs have been

introduced [28]. Such technical approaches, in general, attempt to recreate real

world social norms. Thus, they can be considered a useful means to strengthen data

sovereignty, but their overall impact isminor due to their limited supportive character.

From a social point of view, data sovereignty is threatened if personal informa-

tion is taken out of its intended context. Tagging people on pictures – a common

feature of OSNs – is a typical example of losing control of personal data flow. Gross

and Acquisti argue that social norms can strengthen data sovereignty if the fine-

grained social relations of the real world can be transferred to OSNs, as these foster

reliability and predictability in the behavior of other users [20]. However, adherence

to social norms highly depends on the trust relationship between two users, which

are commonly divided into weak ties and strong ties [29]. Strong ties typically reflect

relations with well-known acquaintances, and an abuse of confidence is likely to

have a negative impact on the associated real-world relationship [29]. In contrast,

studies indicate that users tend to have increasingly weak ties in OSNs, lacking fine-

grained social relations [30], [20]. Individuals are commonly viewed as “contacts”

or are even called “friends.” Examining the impact on privacy issues related to other

OSN users, unauthorized disclosure could primarily be regarded a social problem

that relies on strong ties to be effective. As a consequence, the overall impact of the

social aspect is medium, due to the aforementioned prevalent weak ties of current

OSNs. Figure 2a illustrates our findings regarding data sovereignty.

4.2 Data Transience

Digitally mediated communication differs from real world communication; it adds

persistence, searchability, replicability, and scalability by default [17]. However,

other OSN users typically cannot be legally forced to delete voluntarily shared

14 M. Netter et al.



personal information after a given period of time. As a consequence, there is no

legal impact on data transience regarding other users.

From a technical perspective, putting an expiry date on personal data is difficult

because digital information that is eventually available can easily be copied. While

approaches to technical data transience exist, successful attacks, as demonstrated in

[31], substantiate their minor impact.

From a social point of view, the permanency of personal information in OSNs

poses major challenges. According to Gross and Acquisti, OSN users are typically

unaware of existing data storage periods [20]. Consequently, we deduce a lack of

social norms regarding data persistence, and conclude that there is no impact

stemming from social aspects. A summary of our results is shown in Fig. 2b.

4.3 Audience Segregation

Managing the presentation of the self to different audiences is a social challenge

that is not governed by legal regulations (no impact). From a technical perspective,

audience segregation is partially implemented in common OSNs (e.g., Facebook

Groups4 and Google Circles5). In addition, audience segregation is starting to gain

attention in the research community. The prototypical OSN Clique,6 developed

within the PrimeLife project, for example, implements a fine-grained access control

mechanism to present each audience with a different view on a user’s identity [24].

Another approach presented in [32] automatically determines distinct audiences

based on the user’s relationships. In the current state, a medium impact of audience

Data sovereignty. Data transience. Audience segregation.

Impact: Dark=major, Mid=medium, Light=minor

Social

Technical Legal

Social

Technical Legal

Social

Technical Legal

a b c

Fig. 2 OSN user privacy analysis (Part 1)

4 http://www.facebook.com
5 https://plus.google.com
6 http://clique.primelife.eu/
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segregation on OSN user privacy can be deduced. However, increasing research

activity indicates future growth of the importance of technical means.

From the social point of view, audience segregation is a useful concept that can be

used to apply the theory of contextual integrity, as outlined in Sect. 3. Currently,

however, audience segregation is notwell supported in existingOSNs. Consequently,

users resort to behavioral strategies such as choosing appropriate communication

channels (e.g., private messages) and to mental strategies (e.g., self-censorship) [33].

Studies show that managing different audiences is a burden to many users, and

is rarely applied [34]. Based on the results of the aforementioned studies, only a

medium level of social impact of audience segregation on privacy can be inferred, as

shown in Fig. 2c.

4.4 Privacy Awareness

Awareness is an important requirement of social web privacy that affects many of

the characteristics presented in Sect. 3. However, from a regulatory point of view,

OSN user awareness cannot be legally enforced (no impact).

Technical aspects such as usable user interfaces influence perceived privacy

protection and the awareness of privacy risks [35]. However, similar to previous

characteristics, technical aspects only have a supportive character with which to

facilitate privacy awareness and draw attention to potential privacy violations

(minor impact).

Privacy awareness is primarily a social concept with a gap existing between

theoretical and practical privacy awareness [26]. Privacy awareness is backed by

further studies indicating that OSN users frequently underestimate privacy risks and

rarely use the available privacy settings [20, 36]. According to Acquisti, immediate

gratification outweighs long-term privacy risk and leads to a myopic evaluation of

privacy risks [37]. As illustrated in Fig. 3a, there is a medium level of social impact

on privacy protection from other users due to the discrepancy between the theoreti-

cal and practical effects of privacy awareness.

Privacy awareness. Transparency. Enforcement.

Impact: Dark=major, Mid=medium, Light=minor 

Social

Technical Legal

Social

Technical Legal

Social

Technical Legal

a b c

Fig. 3 OSN user privacy analysis (Part 2)
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4.5 Transparency

Although similar to privacy awareness, transparency aims to enhance a user’s

understanding of the propagation of personal data within an OSN to better protect

the data from unauthorized access. From a legal perspective, an individual has few

means with which to force other users to make their spreading of others’ personal

data transparent because, typically, no applicable regulations exist.

Taking a technical point of view, transparency-enhancing approaches focusing

on logging and retrospective analysis of personal data disclosures have been

proposed [38]. Additionally, it has been shown that weak ties and loose sharing

preferences (e.g., friend-of-a-friend) may lead to a large personal network and

non-transparent personal data spreading [20]. Technical approaches to visually

improving personal network transparency have been proposed, underlining that

transparency strongly depends on the OSN service provider and related application

programming interfaces (APIs) [39]. Following this reasoning, we assigned a

medium level of technical impact because many transparency mechanisms rely

on APIs that are provided by OSN service providers.

Similar to the legal dimension, the spreading of personal information by other

OSN users is typically not governed by social norms, leading to no social impact on

transparency. The results of our analysis of data transparency are shown in Fig. 3b.

4.6 Enforcement

The enforcement of law is an inherent property of any legal system. In the context

of social web privacy, an individual can seek an injunction if reputation-damaging

information is published. However, legal remedies are not universally applicable to

the social web. Following the European Court of Justice, legal protection requires

personal information to be restricted to close friends and family members in order

to be applicable [40]. In addition, legal remedies only allow the suing others after a

privacy breach, thereby resulting in a minor overall impact of legal enforcement on

privacy protection against other users.

A technical means of redress may have a positive impact on the enforcement of

legal remedies. However, current OSNs differ widely in providing the technical

means to address problems (e.g., cyber-bullying) [41]. Thus, technical means are

considered to have only a supportive function with minor impact.

In investigating privacy enforcement from a social perspective, tie strength

plays an important role. In some cases, a specific group of an individual’s OSN

(e.g., family members) may have established social norms that allow each member

to employ peer-group pressure to enforce privacy interests [42]. Following the

reasoning in [20] that relationships in OSNs often consist of weak ties, the effect

of social norms on the enforcement of peer pressure can be considered minor.

Figure 3c summarizes these findings.
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4.7 Summary

Table 2 summarizes the results of our impact analysis using the proposed frame-

work. This section has described how privacy protection from other social web

users is predominately covered by social norms. This corresponds to the real world,

where users mainly rely on selective sharing of personal data and highly

differentiated relationships to ensure privacy. The mediated nature of OSNs (e.g.,

permanent storage and searchability of personal data) adds a new layer of complex-

ity that influences privacy because the informational environment of OSNs is

counterintuitive to the norms of personal data distribution in the real world. This

often leads to a violation of contextual integrity [43]. Table 2 shows that technical

approaches to privacy can be seen as a supportive means to translate social norms to

the OSNs with potentially increasing importance in the future. On the contrary,

legal measures play a minor role and are a last resort to retroactively punish privacy

violations. These observations correspond to those of Strahilevitz, who suggested

that the law does little to shape people’s actual expectations of privacy [44].

5 Privacy Issues Related to Service Providers

Following the analysis of privacy issues related to social web users, we considered

the impact of service provider-related privacy issues in this section. These results

were then summarized and integrated into our framework.

5.1 Data Sovereignty

To ensure data sovereignty, legal norms have been enacted to control the exploita-

tion of personal data by OSN service providers [40]. For instance, according to the

German Teleservices Act and the Federal Data Protection Act, service providers

require a user’s explicit consent to use personal data for advertising purposes [40].

Furthermore, legal requirements for OSN service providers comprise the secure

Table 2 Summary of OSN user-related privacy impact analysis

Data

sovereignty

Data

transience

Audience

segregation

Privacy

awareness Transparency Enforcement

Legal

Technical

Social

Impact: Dark ¼ major, Mid ¼ medium, Light ¼ minor
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storage of personal data and exclusion of search indexes by default. Consequently,

legal aspects have a high impact on strengthening an individual’s data sovereignty.

From a technical point of view, several approaches to facilitate data sovereignty

have been proposed (e.g. [14, 45]). These approaches rely on cryptographic and

steganographic means to effectively protect an individual’s personal data from

service provider access. Although they can easily be integrated into current OSN,

they commonly infringe the service provider’s general terms and conditions

because their business model typically relies on free access to personal data for

advertising purposes [4]. Hence, despite the theoretical effectiveness of the afore-

mentioned approaches, the practical difficulties lead to only a medium level of

technical impact on data sovereignty.

Commonly, OSN users do not have any social relationship with OSN service

providers. As a consequence, an individual cannot rely on social means to ensure

service provider adherence to data sovereignty. Therefore, there is no impact from

this dimension. Figure 4a shows that data sovereignty with regard to OSN service

providers is mainly legally driven with a medium level of technical influence.

5.2 Data Transience

Similar to data sovereignty, data transience is fully covered by legal norms and

regulations to be fulfilled by OSN service providers. Providers are required to

entitle a user to delete all personal data stored in a OSN profile and to cancel his

membership [40]. Similarly, the European Data Protection Framework requires

personal data to be removed if the purpose for which the data was collected ceases

to exist [9]. This places the user in a strong position and leads to a high legal impact

on data transience.

Approaches described in [31] can be applied to technically enforce data tran-

sience with respect to OSN service providers. However, their general impact can be

Data sovereignty. Data transience. Protection ag. profiling.

Impact: Dark=major, Mid=medium, Light=minor

Social

Technical Legal

Social

Technical Legal

Social

Technical Legal

a b c

Fig. 4 OSN service provider privacy analysis (Part 1)
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considered minor; in their general terms and conditions, most OSN service

providers prohibit any tools that place access restrictions on personal data.

Similar to the description of data sovereignty (see Sect. 5.1), the missing social

relationship between OSN users and OSN service providers leads to no social

impact on the enforcement of data transience. This is illustrated in Fig. 4b.

5.3 Protection Against Profiling

Privacy threats stemming from OSN service providers have been recognized in the

OECD privacy principles [46] and the EU Data Protection Framework [9], which

stipulates that data minimization is one of the key principles preventing service

providers from linking personal information and building digital dossiers. How-

ever, several of the underlying principles of the social web counteract data minimi-

zation. For example, the business models of OSN service providers mostly rely on

personal data being used for advertising purposes. As a consequence, several

personal attributes are mandatory for registration. Studies indicate that only 3 out

of 29 OSNs allow for a fully pseudonymous registration [41]. This leads to the

conclusion that despite existing legal regulations to protect the user against

profiling, the legal impact in practice can be considered minor.

Technically, the approaches presented in Sect. 5.1 can be applied to prevent

profiling. Other research directions include the application of user-centric identity

management systems on OSNs to strengthen user control, and to prevent service

provider and third party access without prior approval. Maliki and Seigneur focused

on the concept of Identity 2.0 and respective implementations [47]. They concluded

that technical approaches in practice only have a minor impact on protection against

profiling because the general terms and conditions of OSNs commonly prevent their

application.

Again, due to the typically missing strong ties between OSN users, social norms

are not applicable for protecting against profiling (no impact). Figure 4c highlights

the lack of social impact.

5.4 Privacy Awareness

Similar to user-related privacy threats (see Sect. 4.4), awareness is primarily

influenced through a social perspective, while legal and technical means do not

contribute at all.

For example, studies reveal that users of Facebook place more trust in the service

provider than in average Facebook users [36]. They also show that 56 % believe

that Facebook does not share personal information with third parties, and 70 %

believe that Facebook does not combine information about them collected from

other sources. Less than one out of four users claim to have read Facebook’s privacy
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policy. While privacy risks tend to remain invisible to the average user [48],

awareness increases if privacy-invading features are introduced such as Facebook’s

News Feed [49]. A high awareness is generally seen as a major obstacle in

generating revenue by OSN service providers [12]. This leads to the conclusion

that while awareness increases in exceptional situations, OSN users become accus-

tomed to privacy threats stemming from service providers, thus leading to a

medium social impact on privacy awareness (see Fig. 5a).

5.5 Transparency

The primary source of information used to assess the legal impact on transparency

is the service provider’s privacy policy. Bonneau and Preibusch extensively

analyzed the privacy policies of 45 OSN providers [41]. As a result, flaws in almost

all privacy policies, ranging from bad technical accessibility (e.g., by requiring

JavaScript) to extensive use of legal jargon that is far too difficult for ordinary users

to understand, have been identified. Other issues include a missing specification of

applicable national data protection laws and the nation in which the data is stored

and processed. These results show that there is no significant correlation between a

network’s privacy score and actually privacy practices.

A similar study on service provider transparency revealed that users are often

unable to determine the amount of personal data required prior to registration [26].

The study additionally shows that even upon request by e-mail, service providers

often do not provide adequate support to increase the transparency of their data

handling practices. Consequently, despite the existence of privacy policies as a

valuable legal means of fostering transparency, there is only a medium legal impact

due to the aforementioned restrictions in terms of practical implementation.

In addition to legal means, several technical approaches to service provider

transparency have been developed. P3P is a prominent example [10]. P3P requires

service providers to publish a machine-readable privacy policy that subsequently

Privacy Awareness. Transparency. Enforcement.

Impact: Dark=major, Mid=medium, Light=minor

Social

Technical Legal

Social

Technical Legal

Social

Technical Legal

a b c

Fig. 5 OSN service provider privacy analysis (Part 2)
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can be matched with the user’s predefined privacy preferences. However, most

OSN service providers do not provide a machine-readable version of their privacy

policy, thereby making P3P inapplicable [41]. Also, the task of defining privacy

preferences can hardly be executed by non-technical users [50]. Taking these

shortcomings into account, technical means have only a low impact on facilitating

transparency.

Considering transparency from a social perspective, media coverage plays an

important role in communicating the personal data handling practices of social web

service providers [41]. However, they typically do not provide a substantive

analysis of privacy problems; rather, they focus on partial aspects of privacy. The

minor impact of mass media on transparency is also supported by the lack of

privacy awareness (see Sect. 5.4). As illustrated in Fig. 5a, this leads to a minor

overall impact of social means with respect to fostering transparency.

5.6 Enforcement

The inherent enforceability of legal measures (see Sect. 4.6) also applies to OSN

service providers, and is reflected in the dominance of the aforementioned legal

impact. OSN service providers typically employ a privacy-by-policy approach

(e.g., as defined in [3]), notifying and obtaining the user’s consent to its privacy

policy prior to registration and thereby strengthening the legal impact of enforcing

privacy interests (high impact).

Regarding the technical perspective, several means of enforcing OSN user

privacy preferences are available (see Sects. 5.1 and 5.2). However, their overall

practical impact is minor, taking into consideration that these tools are often

prohibited by the service provider’s general terms and conditions.

While social norms have a significant impact on enforcing privacy interests

toward other users (see Sect. 4.6), there is typically no social relationship between a

social web service provider and its users. As a consequence, the power structures of

social groups do not apply. In addition, the effect of mass media coverage is limited

in its ability to put pressure on service providers, as outlined in Sect. 5.5. Thus,

privacy interests toward service providers cannot be socially enforced (no impact).

Figure 5a shows the dominance of legal remedies on the enforcement of privacy

preferences.

5.7 Summary

Table 3 summarizes the results of our analysis of privacy issues related to OSN

service providers. Two major conclusions can be derived. First, a shift of impact

from the social dimension to the legal dimension, as compared to the results of

Sect. 4, can be seen. Second, our results show a general increase in the impact of all
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dimensions compared to the impact of Sect. 4.7. In particular, the major legal

impact is noteworthy and shows that legislators realize the existence of an unequal

distribution of power. Consequently, they try to strengthen the position of OSN

users. In contrast, the minor impact of social norms can be explained by a diffusion

of responsibility. Service providers are typically not embedded in an individual’s

social structure; thus, social norms do not apply. Similar to the results described in

Sect. 4.7, technical tools can be seen as a supportive in nature, although their impact

is often limited. Finally, the limited means of all three dimensions to protect an

individual against profiling is noteworthy, emphasizing the service providers’

efforts to protect their business model.

6 Conclusion and Future Work

The rising popularity of online social networks poses many challenges in the field

of privacy. Unlike the real world in which personal information is ephemeral, in the

online-world, such information is almost infinitely available. This poses great

challenges in managing identities online, and in context-sensitive sharing of per-

sonal information with other users. In addition, the prevalent oligopolistic social

web landscape threatens privacy as it fosters the growth of identity silos.

We proposed an interdisciplinary approach to address the aforementioned pri-

vacy risks. Consequently, as the main contribution of this chapter, we developed a

framework to systematically analyze social web privacy issues from a legal,

technical, and social perspective. Furthermore, the impact of these three different

perspectives on privacy among OSN users themselves, and between OSN users and

service providers, has been highlighted based on a thorough literature review. Our

results support our initial assumption that the challenges of social web privacy

cannot be addressed from a single direction; rather, they must be addressed by a

comprehensive interdisciplinary approach.

Our results lead to a variety of research directions for future work. For example,

the role of technology in pursuing social privacy violations should be investigated

Table 3 Summary of OSN service provider-related privacy impact analysis

Data
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in detail. Additionally, we wish to overcome the limitations of subjective and

qualitative characterizations of privacy effects by conducting a quantitative study

to investigate social web privacy based on the framework presented in this chapter.

This could lead to a further convergence of research activities.
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Recognizing Your Digital Friends

Patrik Bichsel, Jan Camenisch, and Mario Verdicchio

Abstract Interpersonal relationships are increasingly being managed over digital

communication media in general, and by electronic social networks in particular.

Thus, digital identity, conceived as a way in which to characterize and recognize

people on the Internet, has taken center stage. However, this concept remains vague

in many of its aspects, which complicates the definitions of the requirements or

goals of digital, remote communication. This work aims to shed light on this topic

by sketching a basic conceptual framework, including the terminology that captures

the essence of digital identity, to analyze those issues of concern to Internet users

regarding recognizing their communication partners, and to propose possible

solutions.

1 Introduction

In recent years, the Internet has radically changed the way in which people interact.

The Web 2.0 wave, in particular, has enabled people to take center stage on Web

sites, such as electronic social networks (ESNs). Consequently, the focus has shifted

from published content to those people who created it. A major benefit of this

development for users is the dramatically increased ease of keeping in touch with

each other, with the result that people spend more time online. This trend for an

increased online presence also provides for new business opportunities. For exam-

ple, it allows companies to create targeted advertising campaigns or to simplify and

streamline corporate communications by using social media platforms.
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However, the differences between the offline world, where people physically

interact with each other or with organizations, and the electronic realm of the

Internet also pose challenging issues that cannot be neglected. Two important

challenges are: (1) electronic data can be easily copied, and (2) it is hard to

determine the “origin” of electronically transmitted data. Not only do these factors

complicate the representation of a person or an organization online, as well as the

communications with these entities, they also pose serious threats for users in terms

of the theft and resale of personal data [1–3] or online predators [4, 5].

Our work focuses on the gap between what traditionally characterizes a person

or an organization and what is made available in digital form. In particular, we

focus on how we can recognize a person or an organization when we interact with

them over a network that has no intrinsic security guarantees, such as the Internet.

In the offline world, a person has certain characteristics or attributes (e.g., name,

hair color and length, facial features) that enable others to identify her; these

constitute her identity. The same is true for less tangible entities like organizations;

some characteristics can define them (e.g., name, date of establishment, address)

and allow others to refer to them. The recognition of people or organizations is

tightly bound to these identifying attributes. The question then arises regarding the

role of these attributes in the definition of identity, and it is legitimate to ask

whether the same concepts and mechanisms work on the Internet.

We will not get into the protracted philosophical debates on the essential

characteristics that make up entities [6], or attempt to classify them based on

whether or not they change over time [7]. We think that such distinctions are not

very significant in the usual practice of identity management. In our view, a

characteristic or attribute, c, can enable us to identify an entity, E, so as long as it

has not changed since the encounter when we registered c as belonging to E and

it uniquely characterizes E in the multitude of other entities from which we

single out E.
Our inspiration derives from how the identities of people and organizations are

managed in the offline world. Our goal is to build a model of identity on the Internet
and explore to what extent the criteria we use offline to recognize and authenticate

people are supported in the online world. In particular, we tackle those issues that

arise from the lack of physical interactions in the context of the Internet.

2 Basic Concepts

In this section we present the fundamental concepts we use in this paper. In our

view, communication between entities plays a fundamental role in defining identity.

These entities � individual persons and organizations � are characterized by cer-

tain attributes, which include their name, date of birth (or establishment), as well as

their communication exchanges with other entities. In Sect. 2.1 we introduce some

characteristics of communication that are relevant to our work. We do not aim to

provide a comprehensive definition of the concept of identity; rather, we want to
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provide a conceptual framework that will assist us in identifying similarities and

differences between the recognition of persons and organizations in the offline

and online worlds. We define those concepts related to recognition in Sect. 2.2, and

continue in Sect. 2.3 by comparing and contrasting recognition in the offline

and online worlds.

2.1 Characteristics of Communication

In general, communication serves the purpose of exchanging information and

can occur in several different forms. Examples of the ways in which people can

communicate include talking in person, sending an e-mail, making a phone

call, leaving a voicemail, having a video chat, or writing a letter. All of these

possibilities can be exploited for the same objective; however, they have different

characteristics that affect the ways in which communicating entities perceive each

other’s attributes. In our view, the attributes of some person E are comprised of not

only personally identifiable information, such as her first name, last name, or date

of birth, but also all the impressions and attitudes that are transferred during the

communication processes with which she is involved.

Proposition 1 (Attribute) An attribute is information that is linked to an entity E
that helps other entities to distinguish E within a set of entities.

Communication can be characterized as either synchronous or asynchronous,
depending on whether or not it takes place simultaneously in the presence or

absence of all communicating entities. Synchronous communication is probably

the most common way in which people get to know each other better (e.g., during a

conversation in a bar, at a work meeting, or talking on the phone). In contrast,

asynchronous communication does not require the presence of the communicating

parties at the same time. This is implemented when one entity leaves persistent

information (i.e., a set of attributes) that will be observed by another entity at a later

time. Examples of this type of communication are letters, memos, and photos.

Synchronous communication allows for faster exchange of information among

participants and usually provides for a broader variety of attributes, such that

identities are presented and perceived in a more effective way. For instance, we

can think of how much faster we get to know a person through several phone

conversations and dates rather than by exchanging letters as pen pals. By compari-

son, asynchronous communication has the benefit of preserving messages because

it relies on objects that can store information typically for a much longer period

of time than can the error-prone memory of a human. For example, think of how we

can better recall the details of an event through photos as compared to our

remembrances.

Another important distinction between these types of communication depends

on whether it takes place offline or online. The increase in computational power, the

availability of computing devices, and the introduction of the Internet have
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provided a number of new communication possibilities. For synchronous

communication, this started with scant text-based chats and evolved to fully-

fledged vis-a-vis conversations due to developments like Skype. However, in the

Internet era, asynchronous communication plays an even more important role,

as shown by the unprecedented success of electronic social networks (ESNs) and

blogs like Facebook, Twitter, and Tumblr. The services provided by these Web

sites allows for the creation of persistent descriptions of an entity (i.e., its

attributes), including physical features, personal tastes, and opinions.

The immense impacts of these kinds of services show that a new way to

communicate with people and organizations has been established. We intend to

investigate how such communications can be enhanced and improved; therefore,

we first need to analyze its foundations by providing an adequate conceptual

framework.

2.2 Identity Concepts

We begin with the basic concepts that characterize identity, which we illustrate

using examples from the offline world. As we said before, in our view, identity is

strictly dependent on communication, and the simplest, most common form in

which offline communication can take place is a physical meeting between two

people or a telephone conversation. Whether intentionally or not, a person E
exhibits some of her attributes during communication. These enable the other

person to associate them with E, and this association is the fundamental component

of what it means to know, remember, or recognize E. Thus, we intuitively define the
identity of a person E as that set of all the attributes E communicates in any way to

any other entity.

The same basic principle of the association of attributes for recognition holds in

more complex examples of communication. For example, these include communi-

cation scenarios where more than two parties are involved or when one of them is

an organization rather than a person. In fact, although a person cannot communicate

with an organization in the same way she would communicate with another person,

an organization can also be characterized by attributes that people can use to

identify and distinguish it from others. For organizations, the presentation of such

attributes to other entities is often delegated to a specific person, usually in the

organization’s public relations office.

In general, during a communication between two entities, E and U, some of the

attributes that contribute to the definition of the identity of E are revealed to U.

Proposition 2 (Facet) A facet of the identity of an entity E is that set of attributes
that describe E and are presented by E in a well-defined communication context.
A facet of E is denoted by f E.

This is a very general view in that whatever a person looks like, says, or does in

front of other people can be seen as defining part of her identity; indeed, our
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appearance, our opinions, and our actions define our identity. We indicate by FE the

set of all facets ({fi
E}) that entity E is presenting. FE is a dynamic set, in that the

attributes that E shows vary continuously. Examples of a facet are a person E’s
Facebook page or her appearance at a dinner party. Note that online facets are

closely related to how van den Berg and Leenes [8] imagined realizing audience

segregation in ESNs. Temporal issues are not within the scope of this work,

although we again point out the role played by communication in the definition

of identity. Thus, it is not fundamentally important whether FE changes quickly or

remains constant; rather, its effects on the other entities that perceive, record, and

remember a subset of FE are important.

In fact, not all of the attributes made available by E are gathered and retained

by her communication partner U. Rather, people can be distracted and may miss

some particulars, or they may forget some information due to their imperfect

memory and the passage of time. Hence, the result of the communication between

E and U is not equivalent to a simple transmission of information of the facet

that E is revealing. Thus, we need to introduce the concept of a perceived identity
of E by U.

Proposition 3 (Perceived Identity) Entity U’s perceived identity of entity E,
indicated by IU(E), is that set of all the information on E’s identity that is kept in
U’s memory or stored in her device’s memory.

While E’s facets define her identity, a perceived identity is the impression that

those facets made on U, which consist of all those attributes that U retains and

associates with E. Similar to FE, IU(E) is a dynamic set, although it changes more

slowly than Fe. One reason for this is that IU(E) represents a coherent image that U
associates with E. Thus, it can only be updated when U learns new information

about E and, accordingly, fundamental changes require verification before IU(E) is
changed. Note that while a synchronous communication that affects IU(E) also

affects IE(U), an asynchronous communication typically leads to an update of only

one of the two.

We illustrate our concepts using the example depicted in Fig. 1, which shows the

different facets a person called John Doe reveals to his employer, the state in which

he lives, the jurisdiction, or his biking friends. For example, the employer and the

state both get to learn John Doe’s first name, last name, and his salary. Apart from

these entities, John does not want anybody else to know his salary; thus, this is not

part of any facet John reveals to other entities. An important difference between

offline and online facets is that the former are not persistent and typically only

become manifest during synchronous communication. The latter are persistent,

easily accessible, and through the implementation of features such as the Facebook

timeline, they provide access to a fine-grained facet.

The perceived identities are not shown in Fig. 1, but we point out that even

though John communicates a single facet directed towards a group of people,

the resulting perceived identities will all be different. For example, this is notable

with his friends that remember different parts of a conversation and come to

different conclusions. Moreover, in the offline world, John naturally has different
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conversations with his friends, corresponding to revealing different facets, which

contribute to the diversity of the perceived identities.

Another example where we see differences between a facet and the resulting

perceived identities involves the company where John works. Although John

consistently presents his “professional facet,” we can be certain that his boss, his

closest colleague, and the human resources manager who interviewed him all have

different perceptions of John. In fact, each individual within each group of people

has a different perceived identity of John.

Using the concepts of perceived identity and facets, we can specify what we

mean by recognizing a friend: a person U seeing a facet f E
0
attempts to map this

facet to some already existing perceived identity.

Proposition 4 (Recognition) In the case when U can match a facet f E
0
to an

established perceived identity IU(E), we say that U recognizes f E
0
as a facet of E;

that is, for U, E’ corresponds to E.

If a person U cannot map f E
0
to any existing perceived identity, then either (1)

the information disclosed in f E
0
may not be sufficient to attain a mapping or (2) U

did not have a previous encounter with E’.We now discuss differences between the

online and offline scenarios before outlining the challenges that we face in

recognizing digital friends.

Fig. 1 Facets of a person called “John Doe” depicted as the attributes that John shares with

entities, such as (from top left, counterclockwise) the state, his employer, his friends, his cycling

mates, and law authorities. The picture includes digital facets created of John; namely, a political

blog and his Facebook profile
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2.3 Comparing the Offline and Online Worlds

We analyze our identity concepts by focusing on new elements that arise in the

online context in order to make comparisons with the offline world. Just as a person

communicates with others and reveals some of her characteristics in the offline

world, so can a person describe a side of herself on a blog or a social network page.

A digital facet of an entity E, f E, is any set of attributes in a digital format that refers

to E, is created and managed by E or an authorized entity, and is presented in a

unitary way on a computer system. E’s Google+ page and an email from E are

examples of digital facets.

The information provided by a digital facet, possibly in the form of text, pictures,

or multimedia files, can be considered as the digital counterpart of a person’s offline

facet; that is, what she presents when people physically meet her. Analogously, just

as entity U builds up a perceived identity of entity E by communicating with E in

the offline world, she can form a perceived digital identity of E (i.e., IU(E)) by
checking some of E’s digital facets from FE (the set of all data that has been

published by E or by an authorized entity).

Thus far, we have focused on the similarities between the offline and online

worlds with regard to dealing with identity; but, there are indeed important

differences! Digital facets are scalable, that is, they are persistent, easily accessible,

and potentially address a broad audience. This is opposite to offline facets, which

are typically volatile and limited to a very restricted audience. Moreover, their

digital nature makes them easily copyable, which marks an important difference

with the offline world, where biometric, hard-to-copy features typically pertain to a

facet. Also, ever-improving search algorithms make the retrieval of digital infor-

mation more and more efficient.

This, in combination with cheaper storage, causes information on the Internet to

become virtually un-erasable, that is, the Internet does not forget. This can be a

desirable feature for a blogger who seeks to convince people, spread ideas, or

simply entertain. However, it may not be true for ESNs, where users possibly

publish personal information intended only for a small group of very close friends

(e.g., vacation pictures that are not meant to be shared with work colleagues and

superiors).

Persistency and retrieval of digital facets play significant roles when entities

change their attributes. While the interests and opinions of people, and even their

physical features typically change over time, they evolve so slowly that they can be

considered as constant over significant intervals of time. In fact, we usually

recognize the people with whom we communicate and interact on the basis of

their biometric properties, such as facial features, voice, or handwriting. This

occurs automatically, and we only become aware of this process when a mismatch

occurs, as for example when a person calls and pretends to be someone we know,

although their different voice quality gives the scam away.

In effect, in the offline world we only notice changes in attributes when we do

not communicate with someone for an extended period of time. Because people’s
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memories fade with time, such changes to a person’s attributes hardly ever

undermine the coherence of the person’s perceived identity. In addition, negative

but non-repeating attributes, such as a bad temper, may be forgotten and quickly

forgiven in the offline world. In contrast, statements that were made online in the

distant past have a potential impact on the present and the accessibility of ESN

attributes has reportedly caused people to get fired [9, 10].

In summary, in the offline world, people’s physical features provide fundamental

support in the recognition process. A major difference in the online world is the lack

of such direct contact. In the following sections we will illustrate the issues that

arise from this lack of direct contact. But, for now, we want to shed some light on

the increase in freedom that it allows. On the Internet, nobody is tightly bound

to their physical features; thus, the immediate recognition processes that take

place in the offline world are not inevitable. Anonymity has become possible, but

there is more.

We have said that entities build up perceived identities of the people and

organizations with which they communicate thanks to the digital facets presented

to them. Thus far, we have taken for granted that these digital facets are based on

some real-world entity; that is, they correspond to a person or an organization.

However, we can imagine completely new identities that can be designed from

scratch, where their digital facets present a coherence that induces a perceived

identity in the audience, but are not based on any physical person or existing

organization. We call this new type of identity � with a purely digital existence � a

purely digital identity (DiD).
Thus, while each person or organization has one identity, they may create and

control any number of DiD’s. Note that a person U coming across a digital facet

representing a previously unknown entity X cannot decide whether this facet

represents a real-world entity or merely a DiD. In the following we will deal

with the challenges that stand in the way of recognizing that a digital facet belongs

to a real-world entity, as well as the mechanisms that foster such recognition

processes.

3 Challenges for Recognizing Digital Facets

Several issues arise in a context where entities present themselves through digital

facets; that is, communication takes place without any physical contact. We will

discuss the main challenges in this section and propose possible solutions in

Sect. 4. We begin our discussion in Sect. 3.1 where we focus on the authenticity

of facets and the attributes of which they are comprised. In Sect. 3.2 we elaborate

on the case in which authentication leads to identification because the attributes are

personally identifiable. In specific scenarios, identification is undesirable and a

person may prefer to keep facets separated. We cover such privacy aspects of

facets in Sect. 3.3.
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3.1 Authenticity

Like every other type of information that is transmitted over the Internet, digital

facets are affected by security issues, such as integrity, confidentiality, and authen-

ticity. In our context, the predominant concern is the authenticity of facets, because,

as said before, the lack of physical contact and the ease with which digital data can

be copied and transported pose serious threats. In this context, we use the term

authenticity in the following way.

Proposition 5 (Authenticity of a Facet) A facet f E is said to be authentic when it
has been published either by the entity E to which it refers or by an authorized
person.

We distinguish two types of possible attacks from malicious users that are based

on alteration and duplication of facets. Alteration attacks target an already existing
facet and change it or add new content. Duplication attacks aim to create a new

facet designed to look like it is part of an existing FE, where the set of facets may

relate to a pure DiD or the identity of an entity E. The goal of both attacks on the

facet of E is to convince an entity U who views the attacked facet to add these

maliciously placed attributes to IU(E).
To support the correct use of facets and identities on the Internet, users need

instruments that guarantee the authenticity of the facets they are viewing. A first

good starting point for attaining authentic facets is to support the authenticity of

relevant (i.e., personally identifying) attributes of which these facets are comprised.

However, some considerations must be made first.

Not all attributes in a facet play the same roles in supporting its authentication;

their importance depends on whether or not they constitute identifiable information.

Consider the following example: a picture-less Facebook page of one John Smith

from New York City in which the name and surname are shown to be authenticated.

How certain can we be that this page actually belongs to our friend John who lives

in New York City? The problem is that a very common name within a very large

city does not sufficiently identify any particular person. Thus, although we can be

sure that these are indeed the name and surname of the person managing the page,

we are far from recognizing our friend.

Clearly, the situation would be different if the authenticated name and surname

were ‘Michiko’ and ‘Kakutani’; these attributes are so uncommon in New York

City that our trust in this digital facet is much greater. It should be noted that such

trust implicitly relies on the confidence we have in the authentication mechanisms

used by the server that hosts the facet. The advantage of relying on the authentica-

tion of some identifying attributes is efficiency; we can authenticate an entire facet

by checking only a small (but significant) fraction of it.

A second mechanism is the creation of a link between all facets in FE. If there

were universally accepted specifications on how to represent the fact that different

facets are all part of the same identity or DiD, then recognition of different facets

belonging to one FE would be straightforward. However, there are no such
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specifications and the Web sites that host facets do not share a uniform data

structure for their users. An external service could provide a similar link for facets,

which comes with implications for trust.

3.2 Identifiability

In some situations, the authentication of a facet is sufficient, and may even be the

best that we can hope for. This certainly holds for facets that are part of a pure DiD,

which is not based on any real-world identity, such as a Facebook page for a

fictional character, or a political blogger who keeps her real identity hidden. In

such situations, we use the authentication of facets to be able to recognize that two

facets belong together (e.g., the Facebook page and the Twitter page of our fictional

character).

However, it is much more common for a facet to present some attributes that can

be linked to the identity of a real person, E for example, through a picture or E’s
work address. A person U who already knows E has a perceived identity IU(E).
When U is viewing such a facet, she will naturally update IU(E) with the new

information provided by the facet. Consequently, identification goes one step

further than authentication. That is, if U knows the link to the person E that has

published a facet f E, as well as another facet f 0E, she can conclude that both facets

belong to FE and use the published information to enhance IU(E).
We will illustrate alteration and duplication attacks by a malicious user with

some examples. It still often happens that, especially with small family-run hotels,

we are required to fax our credit card data to make a reservation. If the hotel’s Web

page (or its business ESN page) has been altered to show a different fax number,

it is easy to imagine the consequences.

The most common examples of duplication attacks on the Internet are phishing

websites, but this problem affects social networks as well. For example, fake

profiles on Facebook are often used to spread malware by enticing the average

user into befriending them and obtaining access to more and more profiles [11].

In front of a page that shows attributes, such as the first and last names and the date

of birth of E, users are naturally led to think that E has published the displayed data

and also manages this page. Such a supposition is true in most cases, but it cannot be

taken for granted, especially considering that digital content can be easily copied

and reused.

The immediate advantage of duplicating a facet of an ordinary person may not

be apparent; but, let us consider a Facebook page presenting itself as an official

facet of a pop star. With the pretense of a competition, this page could easily trick a

considerable number of people into giving out personal information, such as their

email addresses.

The facets in these attacks, whether the result of an alteration or a duplication,

are not part of FE and, by extension, of the identity of E, because they have not been
published by E or an authorized person.
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3.3 Privacy

It has been said that the best way to keep a secret is to never have it. In this context,

we may say that the best way to avoid privacy issues is to never sign up for anything
on the Internet. Because an increasing number of services are moving to the digital

domain, such advice has become very hard to follow. The issue here is the opposite

of identification; some, or possibly all of the facets published by an entity Emay not

be supposed to be ascribed to E. In other words, sometimes there is the need for

avoiding linkability between a facet and a perceived identity IU(E).
These needs can arise in many different contexts. We are not only thinking about

a controversial political blog in countries with controlled media, but also much

more mundane cases like a teacher who manages a comic book discussion forum

and does not wish to be recognized by his students. The possibility of separating

facets only arises due to the lack of physical contact and it may look like a call for

anonymity, although users often have more complex needs. In fact, complete

anonymity would not serve the purposes of the aforementioned political blogger;

the blog’s existence relies on the connection between all the entries, which is

normally given by the URL that publishes them and provides the authentication

required to post new messages. Should the blog be transferred to another address

because of technical or safety reasons, how could the readers recognize it when it is

back online at a different site?

We are looking for solutions to support pseudonymity; a means to tackle the

trade-off between having easy recognizability that a facet belongs to FP, the set of

facets of a pure DiD, and keeping the details on the entity behind it private.

4 Security and Privacy for Digital Facets

In this section we propose solutions to the problems raised in Sect. 3. We begin by

analyzing ways to authenticate attributes in Sect. 4.1, which may be used to

authenticate facets. This is followed by a discussion of identification possibilities

in Sect. 4.2. Finally, we propose solutions to the issues of separating facets and

achieving online privacy in Sect. 4.3.

4.1 Authentic Facets

In the offline world, we primarily use biometric attributes during synchronous and

asynchronous communication processes to authenticate others. For example, we

recognize the faces, voices, speaking patterns, or handwriting of the people with

whom we regularly interact. However, we may not use such approaches online, as

we are confronted with digital information transmitted over an insecure channel.
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We will first see how we can attain authenticated attributes before thinking about

how we can authenticate entire facets.

4.1.1 Authentic Attributes

The authenticity of attributes can be achieved in several ways: (1) attributes may

have intrinsic authenticity; (2) attribute authenticity can be verified directly; or (3)

an entity vouches for the attribute’s authenticity. We will discuss these three

approaches.

Intrinsically authentic attributes. We can identify attributes that assert authenticity

in the digital domain. Even if they are exchanged in an asynchronous manner over a

digital channel, they still bear authenticity information. This is the case for

attributes that are tightly bound to how an entity expresses herself, which makes

them hard to copy. Examples are writing style, humor, style of postings, or the style

of taking pictures. As soon as a person U recognizes an intrinsically authentic

attribute, she then recognizes to which IU(E) the attribute belongs.
Note that intrinsically authentic attributes do not necessarily lead to identifica-

tion, even though they are tied to a person. Imagine a situation in which E creates a

pure DiD, G, consisting of a set of facets FG. E uses an original writing style that

fits the DiD and its purpose. Assuming that a person U knows one facet, fi
G, which

constitutes U’s image of G (IU(G)), then U can match the writing style of a second

facet, fj
G, that she observes and, thus, recognize the correspondence of fj

G to IU(G).
This allowsU to update her perceived identity IU(G) using the information from fj

G.

Verified attributes.We distinguish two ways for attaining verified attributes. A first

approach relies on certificates, such as X.509 [12], U-Prove [13], and idemix [14],

with which E can add certified attributes to her facets. Let us assume that E has a

certificate from her government that comprises, among other attributes, her first

name, last name, and date of birth. When registering on a host (e.g., Facebook), E
can provide the certified attributes instead of simply inserting them into a Web

form. The host would provide a mechanism to distinguish certified from non-

certified attributes and show which entity provided the certification.

Consequently, a user visiting the facet can verify the set of certified attributes

and decide how confident she is that it authentically represents E (i.e., corresponds

to I(E) of some person). As an example, Facebook could check the eID of its users

during the authentication process and show the verified information in the form of

attributes authenticated by the country that issued the eID. In this situation, each

new post would implicitly be bound to the authenticated attributes of the eID card.

A second, alternative way is to directly verify attributes. This is only possible

when they come with an external authentication mechanism. An example is an

email address where access to emails is only granted after successful authentication

to the email provider. Thus, by sending an email to an address provided as an

attribute in a facet, the host of that facet can verify if the user can authenticate to the

email provider. In fact, most services, including ESNs, use such an approach to
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verify that a user signing up for the service has indicated a working email address.

Other examples of attributes with external verification mechanisms are mobile

phone numbers (using an SMS to communicate a verification code) and a physical

address (using a letter bearing verification information).

However, using verified attributes imposes several requirements. First, the hosts

need to adapt and expand the registration process to incorporate a verification step

in which information like a certificate could be checked. Note that the frequent use

of email address verification has lead to services that provide short time addresses;

that is, a user obtains a temporary email account to receive the verification code

without the host (e.g., the ESN) learning a permanent contact for the user. A further

adjustment would be incorporating mechanisms to show whether an attribute is

verified and, if so, by whom.

Second, the requirement of possessing a certificate is currently only practical for

entities such as companies or larger organizations. These organizations typically use

the certificates to allow their customers to authenticate communication. For exam-

ple, bank customers can authenticate the correct bank using certificate information.

However, as governments (e.g., Belgium, Germany) start issuing electronic identity

(eID) cards, certified attributes may become available for a broader audience.

Third, users need to trust the certificate issuers used by their digital friends, as

well as the host of the facet for verifying the certification correctly. Note that while

the increase in trustworthiness of attributes appears to be coupled with a loss of

users’ privacy with respect to the host of a facet, the use of privacy-friendly

authentication techniques can mitigate this issue [15, 16].

Externally-verified attributes. If we use a weaker trust model, we may consider

additional entities for providing a verification of attributes. The fact that people

interact with each other through their digital as well as their offline facets on a daily

basis comes to mind. Therefore, after a user has assessed the authenticity of an

attribute, she could share her findings, as for example by assigning a confidence

rating or a recommendation. For such a process to work, the person recommending

an attribute as authentic needs to authenticate it to the host of a facet. That is,

depending on the trust model used, whether the viewer of a facet trusts the

recommendations to be processed correctly by the host, the latter may need to

provide information on the people that provided the recommendations. This is

required because, otherwise, there would be no means of establishing trust in

such a rating or recommendation.

We may view ratings or recommendations as a certification provided by a

community of users. A mechanism like this can already be seen in several websites,

where users authenticate themselves to the host by using one of their ESN accounts

and, depending on the number of times they have visited the site and written

comments, they acquire a status (e.g. “top commenter”) from the host that is

meant to increase the trust of the other users. A mechanism for bootstrapping

trust in the authenticity of attributes using community-based certification has

been proposed by Bichsel et al. [17]. Their intention was to build a public key

infrastructure (PKI) using certification information.
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Verified attributes may be communicated between hosts using protocols like the

Security Assertion Markup Language (SAML). For example, assuming that Google

verified the phone number of a person E, it can forward this information to another

host. The latter concludes, based on knowledge of the process and a trust in Google,

that the attribute bears the correct value. Thus, it shows in E’s facet that the phone
number is verified by Google. The drawbacks of externally-verified attributes

are similar to those of verified attributes; namely, the required changes during these

processes on the parts of the hosts of the facets. Additionally, the original verifier of an

attribute – Google in our example – learns information about a user’s activities.

4.1.2 Authentic Sets of Facets

As we know, facets can reflect several aspects of the entity to which they refer.

For example, a profile on LinkedIn shows professional aspects, while a blog on

Blogger reflects snippets of ideas or tips, and movie reviews on Rotten Tomatoes

reveal interests in a particular movie. We will now focus on mechanisms that

support linking these facets and recognizing that they belong to the same set, FE.

Attribute equality. The same information published under different facets (e.g., the

same first and last names in several facets) seems to imply a link between them.

However, we must not forget that the simplicity of copying digital information

makes it easy to create a facet that is seemingly equal to another one. It is important

to note that relying on the equality of general attributes or on similar information

(e.g., different facets stating that they are leaving for vacation) is not per se a

guarantee. However, we can consider authentic attributes (see Sect. 4.1.1) when

judging whether or not a facet belongs to a set FE.

Depending on the mechanisms used, authentic attributes can serve the purpose

of recognizing a link among facets in several ways. First, authentic attributes, such

as certified and community-certified attributes we described in Sect. 4.1.1, can be a

means to verify if several facets have been created by the same entity. The reason

for this limited use lies in the fact that users only have to prove authenticity during

the creation of a facet.

Second, intrinsically authentic attributes help to establish a link, as for example

between posts released on behalf of several facets. More concretely, a blog entry

using a specific writing style and a status update on Google+ using the same pattern

allows an observer of these two facets to recognize the link between them. The

same functionality may also be achieved by mechanisms like the release of certified

attributes with each update of a given facet. Note that some mechanisms used to

recognize the correspondence of facets lead to the identification of the entity

publishing the information of the facet. We will treat cases related to identification

in extensive detail in Sect. 4.2.

A requirement for all cases in which we derive authenticity of a facet based on

authentic attributes are that the host of a facet must use a dependable authentication

mechanism and the viewers of the facet must trust in the verification process carried

out by the host. In addition, compared to current implementation, this approach
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requires adaptations to many processes, such as the display of authenticity

information for attributes in ESN profiles.

Unique reference. Amore direct solution to link several facets is to publish them by

endowing them with a unique reference. This reference supposedly works as

an identifier by showing viewers from among a unique set of facets FE they are

observing one facet f E. This assumes that the reference works across multiple

domains of the Internet. Such a reference needs to be coupled with an authentica-

tion mechanism. A cryptographic public key is one possible way to achieve these

results by using a secret key as an authentication mechanism. Another possibility is

a uniform resource locator (URL) coupled with a mechanism like OpenID [18].

Consider the following example. If user U visits some blog on Blogger and sees

a comment by John Smith, she should be able to recognize if he is the same John

Smith that U knows from Facebook. A unique reference can be established in

accordance with the trust model we rely upon. If there are trusted hosts, then

identity providers can possibly endow a facet with a unique reference, as for

example a public key or an OpenID URL [19].

When we rely on such hosts, we assume that the username of the facet on the

trusted host is unique. For a reference to be fully recognizable, it should explicitly

include the trusted host’s name. But, this is not part of current practice by many

Web sites. Thus, when Web users see that a John.Smith entered a comment in a

blog, there is no way to automatically establish that it is John.Smith@facebook.

com, (i.e., the John Smith U already knows).

Publishing unique references will require adapting the current practices of how

facets are handled. If the hosts of different facets could agree on a mechanism that

supports such a solution, this would allow for the automated detection of several

facets. Such an agreement, although very desirable, appears to be unlikely. Instead,

alternative solutions have emerged. For example, a dedicated service that provides

a unique reference to all social network activities of an entity, called about.me,1 has

been introduced. Another, simpler practice is to publish in the form of an informa-

tion item within one facet a link to another facet (e.g., Facebook users often post a

link to their Flickr accounts). This user-initiated linkability of facets, however, does

not allow for any automation and comes with a poor user experience.

4.2 Identifiable Facets

Several of the authentication mechanisms presented above are related to the entity

represented by a facet. They are very natural choices to support authentication,

because facets depicting real-world entities are very frequent, as opposed to pure

DiD’s that are relatively rare (e.g., a political blog that should not be linked to the

1 https://about.me/
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actual person issuing the posts). What follows are some forms of interactions that

ensure that a facet does indeed refer to a real-world entity.

Synchronous attribute exchange. More and more facets offer the possibility

of having synchronous interactions that closely resemble communications in

the offline world. Examples of these are Skype, which offers voice and video

conversations, and “hangouts” in Google+, where a group of users can video-

chat. Such interactions allow for authentication mechanisms that transport bio-

metric features that are hard to copy. In addition, people are familiar with these

authentication mechanisms, which allows for a very smooth user experience.

Consequently, this mechanism closely resembles the offline experience; thus, it

provides a seamless authentication experience.

Out-of-band information. Finally, if a person U has already interacted with a

person E, by having met her in person or called her on the phone as examples,

then all attributes that are coherent with the information exchanged during the

offline interaction and published in a facet of E’s digital facets increase U’s
confidence in the authenticity of these facets. For example, if E mentions her

vacation in Rome while on the phone with U, then U gains confidence that the

Flickr account with the Colosseum pictures belongs to the DiD of E. Note that

we have assumed two things: (1) the phone conversation was private (i.e.,

it would be relatively difficult for an imposter to learn that the information

exchange had occurred), and (2) the Flickr account was protected by an appropri-

ate authentication mechanism.

While such out-of-band information can prove to be useful, the observer must

consider the effort required to fabricate the information published digitally. For

example, the correspondence between a new Skype status message “Vacation in

Rome. Yeah!” and new Colosseum pictures on a Flickr page can increase a viewer’s

confidence in the fact that those facets belong to the same set of facets. However,

the Skype message can be easily fabricated by an imposter who plans to imperson-

ate the owner of the indicated Flickr account.

4.3 Private Facets

The lack of physical association might seem to be a disadvantage with regard to

identity management, as it elicits a need for verification of the authenticity that

determines whether a facet actually represents an implied entity. However, this lack

of physical association can introduce new and interesting types of communication.

Unless we are in specific law-defined contexts that require a user to release her

attributes according to some real-world definition, there is no limit to the choices

for her published characteristics.

In these situations, entities are free to create facets of pure DiD’s that present a

meaningful coherence and, possibly, make them look like they represent an existing

entity without actually corresponding to any real person or organization. This

would be the case, for instance, for the aforementioned blogger who wants to
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protect her real identity, but still wants to be represented on the Internet with a facet.

One can also surrender any pretense of realism and create facets with such unreal-

istic features that it becomes obvious they are fictional.

Pure DiD’s, however, are also affected by the authenticity issues outlined above.

For example, the DiD of some blogger B may also have a social network page.

While these two facets should be recognized as belonging to one set of facets, FB,

it should remain difficult for an imposter to create additional facets that are

mistakenly interpreted as being part of FB. In addition, the link to facets of the

person publishing content in FB must not be recognizable; that is, the person’s

privacy should remain guaranteed.

Most of the mechanisms we described in Sect. 4.1 for recognizing that several

facets belong to some entity also work for pure DiD’s. More precisely, all

mechanisms that do not rely on the recognition of a real-world entity that controls

a set of facets can be used directly, as they keep the entity’s privacy intact.

However, there are implications on the trust relationships that users entertain with

the entity that hosts their facets.

Let E be an entity whose DiD has a facet on host H. When E trusts H not to leak

any personal information, her real identity can be considered protected. Then, all

E needs to do to manage her DiD is to authenticate it to H. Currently, this is usually
done by using a username/password pair. The host H requests the release of

personal information at registration time, which makes the actions of E identifiable

to H. When this trust is missing, E needs to rely on an authentication mechanism,

which also protects her identity from H. Indeed, suitable authentication tech-

nologies, such as pseudonym or anonymous credential systems [15, 20, 21], are

already available. These allow E to authenticate pseudonymously by prescribing

the use of certified attributes combined with strong cryptographic mechanisms.

Thus, these systems maintain the level of assurance that H needs, while at the same

time allowing E to remain pseudonymous.

Another cryptographic primitive that can be used to maintain facets in a privacy-

friendly way is verifiable encryption [22]. This prescribes that, when entity S
communicates an attribute type and its value to entity R, R receives the information

encrypted in such a way that it can be decrypted only by a designated mediator,

although the attribute type can nevertheless be verified by R. S and R agree on the

terms under which the mediator is supposed to decrypt the encrypted attribute

value. Note that while S trusts the mediator only to decrypt the attributes in case

S “misbehaves” according to the agreed upon terms and not before, R trusts the

mediator to decrypt in the former case.

Verifiable encryption enables management of the facet of a pure DiD to be

passed from one person to another. For example, the aforementioned blogger, who

we call A, can be substituted for by a new author B without anyone else knowing

about this change. We assume that A verifiably encrypts her public key and

publishes it with each post. Then, the blog’s host, checks that the public key

verifiably encrypted with the previous post matches the public key used to sign

the current post in order to be assured that the post was submitted by the legitimate

author. All that A needs to do to pass the authorship to B is to verifiably encrypt B’s
public key in her last post.
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5 Related Work

Researchers from several fields have intensively investigated the analogies and the

differences in the concepts of identity in the physical and digital worlds.

Allison et al. provide an overview of this concept from several different

perspectives: legal (authorship and ownership issues), philosophical (logical

relations among digital objects), and historical (chronological models and records

of the evolution of digital identities) [23]. Cameron attempts to provide a more

unified definition of this concept with a synthesis of all its aspects in a list of “laws

of identity” [24]. Pfitzmann and Hansen [25] provide an extensive terminology on

privacy-related concepts, such as anonymity, pseudonymity, or linkability.

Other efforts focus on singling out the available technologies in order to imple-

ment online the principles that are traditionally attached to identity. For example,

Windley considers the support of digital identity to be fundamental for businesses

on the Internet to succeed, and provides several pointers to existing proposals and

standards [7]. Van den Berg and Leenes claim that people exploit the compartmen-

talization of social spheres in order to have different audiences in accordance with

the context, and prescribe that social networks should provide instruments that

enable users to do so also online. They show that this is possible with current

technology by proposing a social network of their own [8]. Korolova et al. also deal

with the trade-off between social connectivity and privacy. In particular, using

experiments with a crawler in a social network, they show that user pages with too

large a look-ahead enable attacks on privacy in the form of knowledge extraction

that involves a significant fraction of the links in their networks [26].

Regarding proposals on standards, two main research guidelines can be found in

the literature. Low-level computational instruments continue to be elaborated in the

context of cryptographic research in order to expand the boundaries of what can be

provided to users in terms of security and privacy. For example, Lysyanskaya et al.

aim to find means to handle pseudonyms or anonymous access [16]. On a higher

level, in the context of distributed system research, standards are proposed to

support the expression of identity attributes for authentication and access control

purposes, such as in OpenID [19]. More and more of these studies, as for example

Ardagna et al. [27], consider privacy issues as fundamental.

6 Conclusions and Future Work

Internet users deal with digital identities in a manner similar to how people deal

with each other’s identity in the real world. Nevertheless, the lack of a physical

dimension leads to greater freedom and anonymity, which allows for new types of

identity to arise in the digital context of the Internet. People seek out and find each

other based on the attributes that they exchange through their digital counterparts.

The aim of this work was to shed some light on the basic concepts related to digital
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identities and to propose solutions based on existing technologies to support

recognition of people over the Internet, with an eye on both security against attacks

and privacy for users who intend to remain anonymous.

We think that the next steps on this research path should deal with the digital

identities of organizations. These have the peculiarity of either being managed by

more than one person at the same time or by different people throughout their life

cycles. This topic is particularly interesting, because it calls for a compromise in the

tradeoff between anonymity of the users on the Internet and the accountability of

their actions within their organization.
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Abstract To address privacy concerns over online social networking services,

several decentralized alternatives have been proposed. These peer-to-peer (P2P)

online social networks do not rely on centralized storage of user data. Rather, data

can be stored not only on a profile owner’s computer but almost anywhere (friends’

computers, random peers from the social network, third-party external storage,

etc.). Because external storage is often untrusted or only semi-trusted, encryption

plays a fundamental role in the security of P2P social networks.

Such a system needs to be efficient for use on a large scale, provide functionality

for changing access rights suitable for social networks, and, most importantly, it

should preserve the network’s privacy properties. That is, other than user data

confidentiality, it has to protect against information leakage regarding users’ access

rights and behaviors. In this paper we explore the encryption requirements for P2P

social networks and propose a list of evaluation criteria that we use to compare

existing approaches. We have found that none of the current P2P architectures for

social networks achieve secure, efficient, 24/7 access control enforcement and data

storage. They rely on trust, require constantly running servers for each user, use

expensive encryption, or fail to protect the privacy of access information. In a

search for solutions that better fulfill our criteria, we found that some broadcast

encryption (BE) and predicate encryption (PE) schemes exhibit several desirable

properties.
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1 Introduction

In current online social networks (OSN), users do not have complete control over

who can access their data. While most OSN services provide some privacy settings

to limit the audience to which a user’s content is published, some default settings

will make this content public. Because most users reveal an astonishing amount of

information in their profiles and tend not to change the default privacy settings [19],

the privacy situation is quite alarming. In addition, other privacy settings can be

overridden by a user’s friends’ decisions; for example when granting access to a

third-party application. In other systems that do allow third-party applications (e.g.

Android and iOS) users can install information flow monitoring applications and

detect private information leakages [10, 11]. However, OSN users do not have this

capability and can only react post factum when it becomes evident from other

sources that information was leaked.

More importantly, there is no real protection against access by the service

provider itself both for user-generated content and inadvertently generated infor-

mation, such as, among others, behavioral patterns in linking, messaging,

interacting, commenting, logging on and off, locations, browser types, and

operating systems used. This content can then be mined and used for targeted

advertising or be released to third parties. Whether this is done and to what extent

the users’ privacy preferences can be enforced, depends primarily on the privacy

agreements of the service provider and other legal issues such as the location of the

service provider, the servers, the content, and the user. The business model of

current OSN providers is based on advertisements and, thus, the collection and

mining of user data. The OSN providers or anyone who can access and collect user

information can sell it either legally or illegally [2].

To prevent such undesired disclosure of user data, efforts have been made to

circumvent the OSN service providers and give data control back to the users.

While some proposals use the existing infrastructure of the OSN provider, others

decentralize control and take a peer-to-peer approach. In this paper, we focus on

these latter types of solutions and, more narrowly, on those that enforce privacy

policies by cryptographic means. We use the term encryption throughout this paper
as a shorthand for this concept, including key management and other required

mechanisms.

Access control based on encryption is fundamentally different from that in

existing centralized, provider-dependent social networks, because the centralized

provider has control over how their servers behave, given their configurations and

security measures, and can enforce policies using the operating system. If all users

had their own constantly running servers, then a P2P social network could be

achieved via direct end-to-end communication and access control would be similar

to the centralized case (though performed locally on each server). However, this is

currently an unrealistic assumption and enforcement needs to occur on a different

level. Encryption is a means to accomplish this for a P2P environment with data

storage that is either untrusted or semi-trusted. Several P2P OSN proposals use this.
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In this paper, we discuss and compare several prominent approaches: PeerSoN,

Safebook, Persona, Diaspora, and our new proposal using public-key predicate

encryption and private-key identity-based broadcast encryption (IBBE).

To arrive at a good solution for the effective and efficient use of encryption for

access control and privacy-policy enforcement in P2P social networks, we first need

to define the requirements for such systems. In this paper we group these into the

following categories: efficiency, functionality, and privacy. Efficiency refers to

how much the encryption scheme requires in terms of storage, computational

cost, and communications overhead. Functionality refers to categorizing

possibilities when using the encryption scheme to manage permissions. Privacy

refers to the side-effects of the distributed system of leaking information about the
user data and not just the user’s data (confidentiality).

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. First, in Sect. 2, we state the

criteria that are crucial for the encryption schemes in P2P social networks. In Sect. 3,

we describe existing P2P social network architectures and what encryption methods

they use. We continue by evaluating existing encryption schemes according to the

stated criteria in Sect. 4. In Sect. 5, we explain broadcast encryption and how it

works in a P2P social network and evaluate it according to our criteria. We describe

and analyze predicate encryption in Sect. 6. We summarize the results of our

evaluation in Sect. 7 and table (Table 1). Finally, we draw some conclusions

in Sect. 8.

2 Essential Criteria for the P2P Encryption Systems

The P2P environment and the absence of a trusted party place many security

constraints on encryption-based access control systems. In addition, for acceptable

usability, it is imperative that all actions can be executed fast enough to achieve a

positive user experience. In this section we first analyze these constraints and

subsequently state requirements for encryption systems.

The National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) established criteria

for the evaluation of the Advanced Encryption Standard (AES) candidates.

We derived similar criteria although we adapted these to suit the P2P social network

environment. The NIST uses the following criteria groups [25]:

1. Security: “resistance of the algorithm to cryptanalysis, soundness of its mathe-
matical basis, randomness of the algorithm output”, etc.;

2. Cost: speed and memory requirements

3. Algorithm and Implementation Characteristics: flexibility, algorithm sim-

plicity, etc.

We omit security evaluation because we will compare different families of

encryption systems and not specific algorithms and their implementations. While

a security evaluation according to the NIST criteria would be meaningless in

the context of this paper due to differences between algorithms that are within
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one family, it should be revisited for concrete examples as they become available.

We divide our criteria into three categories: efficiency, functionality, and privacy.

The efficiency category roughly corresponds to the cost category of NIST, and the

functionality and privacy categories correspond to the NIST’s algorithm

characteristics category.

2.1 Efficiency

In ordinary centralized access control the security subsystem authenticates the user

and enforces policies provided by access control lists (ACLs) or capabilities.

In contrast, in a P2P system we cannot rely on untrusted storage for authentication

and authorization. We do not have access to the operating system of a replica holder

and, thus, we use encryption and key management to replace this functionality.

Encryption-based access control relies on authentication during a key setup phase,

when a decryption key is given to the user after authentication. This key has a role

similar to an access token in systems like Kerberos, while the encryption scheme in

a P2P social network plays the role of the security subsystem in a centralized system

in the sense that it takes a user’s key and authorizes access to the data.

An access token has a short lifetime and can be easily renewed, whereas a users’

key is given out for a much longer period; thus, there is a higher probability that it

might be stolen or lost. Cryptographic keys are also prone to aging. And, although

user key renovation is not too frequent, it can have significant consequences

because of its fined-grained access control requirement.

To achieve fine-grained access control, each object should be encrypted separately

for different sets of recipients, such that encrypted objects are completely unrelated

and a change in one of them does not influence the others. That is why, all objects to

which this key provides access should be re-encrypted during a key renovation

procedure, which is clearly a performance issue. It might be better that such a

procedure for all the user’s keys for the system is done at one time, so that a single

object becomes re-encrypted only once. With a large number of objects, however,

re-encryption of all data might be quite time consuming. Thus, it is important to have

rapid encryption. Also from the perspective of usability, the speed of encryption/

decryption is very important. Operations like posting a single message, a photo, and so

on will not take much time even with inefficient encryption, although retrieval of

recent wall posts, messages, and entire photo albums can be more time consuming.

The speed of encryption/decryption depends not only on the speed of the underlying

cipher, but also on the scheme’s scalability. Therefore, the first requirement is a

constant cost encryption/decryption that does not depend on the number of recipients.

To the best of our knowledge, however, there are no encryption schemes that have

both encryption and decryption that do not depend on the number of recipients.

In a centralized system the addition/removal of a group member influences all

objects to which this group has access, although this is not generally true for

encryption-based access control systems. Some encryption schemes require that
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all objects are re-encrypted if the group changes. This is not scalable and might

have a strong impact, especially in P2P networks, because the number of objects

(posts, photos, etc.) can be quite large and groups can change quite frequently (e.g.

adding new friends). Thus, the second requirement is that the addition/removal of

users from a group should not depend on the number of subjects/objects and it

should have constant cost, as in centralized systems. If the encryption system does

not have a constant cost for the addition/removal of users from a group, then

re-encryption should be as fast as possible.

Another issue is encryption overhead in terms of storage. For P2P storage with

replication it is crucial to save as much space as possible, as otherwise the system

will not be scalable. Encryption overhead (headers) can be quite considerable for

short messages and may even require more space than the actual encrypted data.

If the size of the header depends on the number of receivers, then such an

encryption scheme is not suitable for a P2P social network with considerable

numbers of possible recipients. Therefore, the next criterion is the header scalability

with respect to the number of recipients. Another concern is the storage cost of the

encrypted data.

2.2 Functionality

Different types of encryption schemes (symmetric, asymmetric, and others) have

different properties and thus can be used to realize different P2P social network

features. Yet, an encryption system that combines different encryption schemes

should be able to provide all functions of the social network. The encryption system

defines the P2P social network’s functionality, the security provided, and the

privacy levels.

A P2P social network’s encryption system should be able to encrypt objects for a

single subject as well as for any possible set of subjects in a cost-effective way.

However, efficient encryption for the conjunction/disjunction of groups is not

supported by all encryption systems, although this is quite a useful operation for

users of social networks because users’ connections can have different origins

(colleagues, family, etc.) and different levels of trust. Such operations as encryption

for a group of which one is not a member and encryption for “friends of friends” are

even less frequently supported, although these operations have analogies in every-

day life.

2.3 Privacy

The security subsystem within a centralized environment controls all of the flows of

information from a single point of control. However, it is much harder to implement

such control with the encryption system of a P2P network with untrusted storage, as
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the encrypted objects’ contents are not the only things requiring protection. It is also

important to protect that information regarding which subjects have access to what

objects, the quantity of objects, and their types. It should also not be possible to

verify if a particular user has access to some particular object. The user should be

able to see only those objects that are encrypted for her or for the group of which she

is a member. The requirement for fine-grained access control results in a set of

separately encrypted objects. The users should be able to determine which files they

are able to open without checking all of the files; otherwise the system looses

scalability. At the same time, an object’s encryption header should not reveal those

subjects who have access to this object. If the access list accompanies the encrypted

data, malicious users can completely reconstruct a network of contacts from these

lists. Additionally, they will know who can access which encrypted objects, and

thus be able to infer some information from that knowledge.

2.4 List of Criteria

In summary, we have derived the following evaluation criteria: efficiency of

addition/removal of users from a group; efficiency of user key revocation; encryp-

tion/decryption efficiency; encryption header overhead, capability to encrypt for the

conjunction/disjunction of groups; capability to encrypt for a group of which one is

not a member; capability to encrypt for “friends of friends”; and not reveal access

structures in the header.

3 Existing P2P OSN Architectures

In this section we describe and analyze existing P2P architectures for social

networks.

An early version of a P2P social network, developed under the PeerSoN project

[1, 5], relied on the conjunction of symmetric and asymmetric cryptography. Data

were first encrypted using a symmetric key, after which this key was encrypted with

recipients’ public keys. Users’ IDs and encrypted symmetric keys were stored

alongside the encrypted data.

Safebook [6] is based on two design principles: decentralization and exploitation

of a real-life trust. It relies on matryoshkas that provide data storage, profile data

retrieval, and communication obfuscation. A matryoshka is comprised of a set of

nodes that are grouped in several concentric rings according to the level of trust that

each node associated with the matryoshka has towards them. The innermost layer/

ring is the most trusted and consists of ‘friends.’ This ring is actually responsible for

storing replicated data for the node associated with the matryoshka. The innermost

layer stores published data in both encrypted and unencrypted forms, although

private data are stored by the owner himself and are not replicated to the innermost
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layer. According to Cuttilo et al. [7], a “simple group-based encryption scheme” is
used for encryption, and users receive opportune keys [6] to decrypt the published

data. The owner should explicitly authorize and republish to the inner ring every

message written by other users.

Anonymity in Safebook is achieved by multi-hop routing. A distributed hash

table holds pointers to nodes on the outermost ring of the matryoshka. The incom-

ing request is routed from the outermost ring to the matryoshka’s core. Using

asymmetric cryptography, the routed messages are encrypted on a hop-by-hop

basis.

The Diaspora project [14] uses a client-server architecture, but does so in a

decentralized way. It requires a constantly running server for each user to achieve

end-to-end communications. Users without servers can choose from one of the

existing servers to store their data. Encryption is used to insure confidentiality of

stored data. Not many people may be willing to run a server and provide storage for

other users for free. Even if a user finds such a server there is no guarantee that the

server will not be shut-down at a later time, which could potentially result in a

complete loss of all the user’s data. This risk is mitigated in systems that use

multiple replicas held by peers, rather than having one instance as is done in

Diaspora.

According to Diaspora’s security architecture proposal there are three levels of

data security [15]: unencrypted information that is available to everyone; and

information encrypted by the server for some intended receivers, information

encrypted by the owner herself for some intended receivers.

Encryption is executed in two stages [16]. First, a random encryption key is

generated (symmetric cryptography) and the message is encrypted using this key.

Second, the sender encrypts this secret key for each of the receivers with a

corresponding public key and sends it to them. Currently, an AES-256-CBC cipher

is used for symmetric encryption and RSA is used for public key encryption [18].

Diaspora works according to the Push model [17, 18]. Data posted by a user are

encrypted for the recipients and pushed to the recipients’ servers in an encrypted

form. To delete posted data, a retraction request is sent to the recipients’ servers.

Another P2P architecture is Persona [3]. This stores data in an encrypted form;

thus access control is encryption-based. As with PeerSoN, storage is not trusted,

and confidentiality is ensured by encryption. To provide specific rights to stored

objects the profile owner defines access control lists (ACLs) and instructs the

storage medium to set them. ACLs contain users’ public keys and their access

rights. The storage medium authenticates the users and authorizes their actions

based on the entries in the ACL. This scheme provides limited data integrity

protection. However, the credibility of access control enforced by untrusted storage

is not that strong, so the main protection mechanism is encryption, which only

ensures confidentiality.

Persona relies on a ciphertext-policy attribute-based encryption (CP-ABE)

scheme [13]. With CP-ABE, a user’s private key is associated with a number of

attributes (e.g. ‘friend’, ‘family’). During encryption, an access structure over
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attributes is attached to a ciphertext. The user can decrypt the ciphertext if that

user’s attributes pass through the ciphertext’s access structure.

Because ABE is computationally expensive, encryption in Persona is a

two-stage process. Data are first encrypted with a symmetric key, after which

they are ABE-encrypted.

4 Evaluations of Existing Encryption Schemes

Based on Our Criteria

In this section we evaluate the suitability of encryption systems in existing

architectures for the P2P social network environment. Our evaluation is based on

the criteria described in Sect. 2.

As described in the previous section, existing P2P architectures for social

networks use the following two types of encryption systems: a conjunction of

symmetric and asymmetric cryptography (i.e., trivial broadcast encryption scheme

[9]) used in Diaspora and the early version of PeerSoN; and CP-ABE used in

Persona. There is not enough information on the encryption system used by

Safebook, except that it is a “simple group-based encryption scheme” and users

receive opportune keys [6] to decrypt published data. In addition, expensive

asymmetric cryptography that is used for communicating between hops inside the

matryoshka defines the time cost of information retrieval and posting by other

users. The time required for encryption/decryption of data is negligible compared to

the time required for information retrieval and posting. Other relevant drawbacks of

Safebook are its reliance on trust relationships, and authorization and republishing

of every message written by others.

4.1 Efficiency

It is well known that asymmetric cryptography is much more computationally

intensive than symmetric cryptography. Even Elliptic Curve Cryptography

(ECC), which is the most efficient type of public-key cryptography [20], is much

slower than symmetric cryptography. Moreover, storage efficiency is inadequate

because for each of the receivers the object must be encrypted separately. This is

why encryption systems based solely on asymmetric cryptography are not used.

Compared to a purely asymmetric cryptography scheme, an encryption system

based on the conjunction of symmetric and asymmetric cryptography is much more

efficient because the object itself is encrypted using a symmetric cipher, after which

this symmetric key is encrypted multiple times for each of the receivers with their

public keys. However, even this approach is not quite suitable because the number

of objects in the typical profile is very large. Thus, the overhead associated with
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encrypting the same keys multiple times is quite significant both in terms of time

and space. Encryption for a group means that data are first encrypted with a

symmetric key and then this symmetric key is encrypted with the public key of

each member. The addition of a user to a group is very simple; it only requires

encryption of the symmetric key(s) of that group with the public key of that user.

Conversely, the removal of a user or a set of users from a group requires the

re-encryption of all data encrypted for that group, which is considerably harder.

Both the early version of PeerSoN and Diaspora use this encryption system.

PeerSoN uses it in a Pull model, while in Diaspora it is used in a Push model that

has the disadvantage that the same encrypted object has to be transferred multiple

times (i.e., separately to each of the recipients).

The CP-ABE scheme used in Persona [4] was the first CP-ABE scheme

introduced and had many drawbacks. The size of the ciphertext and the speed of

encryption/decryption are crucial parameters for the P2P social network environ-

ment. In the original scheme, they were linear in the number of attributes in the

access structure, which is not adequate for a P2P social network. In addition, so far

as we know, there are no CP-ABE schemes with constant size ciphertexts or

decryption that does not depend on the number of attributes and have constant

cost. The encryption time with existing schemes also scales linearly with the size of

the access formula [21, 29]. To our knowledge, the most efficient CP-ABE schemes

in terms of decryption, such as the scheme described by Waters [21], are linear in

the set of attributes from the user’s key that satisfy the access structure. Encryption

for one contact can be accomplished using the public key of that person (or as with

conjunction of symmetric and asymmetric cryptography), while encryption to

groups uses CP-ABE because of its advantages in efficiency and functionality.

An attribute defines a group; to encrypt for that group, one encrypts for that

attribute. If all receivers have some common attribute, then CP-ABE is quite

efficient from the point of view of ciphertext size; although, if the receivers are

members of different groups then the overhead can be suboptimal (depending on

the number of attributes), even though the encryption time is very favorable.

The CP-ABE scheme used in Persona is limited to monotonic access structures

(no negations) which leads to inefficient encryption; for example, in cases when

access is allowed for the entire group except for a few members. This scheme has

troublesome user revocation, as several different users might match the decryption

policy [4] and there are no negations to prohibit access for some specific users.

In the worst case scenario, revocation of a user’s access rights basically means

creating a new group of users that corresponds to some new attribute that the

members of this new group have in common and re-encrypting all of the old group’s

data with new symmetric keys. To the best of our knowledge, the only CP-ABE

scheme that allows negations is the one described by Ostrovsky et al. [27].

This scheme, in conjunction with using identities as attributes, yields simple

revocation, although the decryption time and the storage cost are still linear in

this scheme.
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4.2 Functionality

The combination of symmetric and asymmetric cryptography allows for encrypting

for the disjunction of several groups by encrypting data with symmetric keys that

correspond to those groups. However, it is impossible to encrypt for the conjunction

of groups. Encryption for some arbitrary set of users that do not belong to the same

group is equivalent to creating a new group, as, after encryption, these users will

share the symmetric key used for encryption. We have described the encryption

procedure from the perspective of group creator/group member, but it is impossible

to encrypt for a group for which one is not a member unless that group has a public-

private key pair shared among its members. Encryption for “friends of friends” is

also not supported.

CP-ABE schemes seamlessly support encryption for the conjunction/disjunction

of two groups using the conjunction/disjunction of their attributes. They also allow

“friends of friends” encryption. Additionally, a user can encrypt for a group even if

he is not a member of that group.

4.3 Privacy

In the early version of PeerSoN it was possible to determine which subjects could

access what objects from the encryption headers that contained the subjects’ IDs.

A cryptosystem based on conjunction of symmetric and asymmetric cryptography

does not, however, need to reveal for whom the data is encrypted (the problem of

identifying what one can decrypt can be solved by different means). In contrast, so

far as we know, all CP-ABE schemes have clear access structures; thus, anyone

who can download encrypted data can learn which groups have access to them.

On the other hand, there are BE schemes with hidden access structures. One of these

schemes is described by Jiang et al. [22].

4.4 Summary

To summarize our evaluation, an encryption system that combines symmetric and

asymmetric cryptography is quite efficient, although it is quite limited from the

functionality point of view. Encryption systems based on CP-ABE schemes are

moderately adequate in terms of efficiency, and have quite rich functionality.

However, because none of the CP-ABE schemes achieves non-monotonic, hidden

access structures and low (constant) storage and computational cost at the same

time, we propose using an encryption system based on broadcast encryption or

predicate encryption schemes. We describe these in the following sections.
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5 Broadcast Encryption

Broadcast encryption (BE) schemes [12] are used to distribute encrypted data to a

dynamic set of users in a cost-effective way. In general, a BE scheme consists of

a sender and a group of recipients. Each recipient has her own private decryption

key to decrypt the encrypted data sent by the sender.

BE schemes can be either symmetric or public-key based. In the first case, only a

trusted source/broadcaster of the system that generated all the private keys can

broadcast data to receivers. If the system is public-key based, then anyone who

knows a system’s public key can broadcast.

The efficiency of BE schemes is measured in terms of transmission, storage, and

computational cost. In addition to efficiency, one of the main requirements for a BE

scheme is that it should be easy to revoke a key or a set of keys. Other important

security concepts are collusion resistance and statelessness. A fully collusion-

resistant scheme is robust against collusion of any number of revoked users. A BE

scheme is said to be stateless if, after revocation of some subset of users, the

remaining users do not have to update their private keys.

A BE scheme is called dynamic [9] if it allows the following: new users can join

without the need to modify existing users’ decryption keys; the ciphertext size and

the system’s initial key setup do not depend on the number of users; for a symmetric

key based scheme, the encryption key should not be changed and for a public key

scheme, the group public key should be incrementally updated with complexity of

at most O(1). Because dynamic BE schemes provide so many advantages from the

perspective of key management and efficiency, we will narrow our discussion to

only this type of BE scheme.

It is obvious that the properties of BE schemes we have described are very

desirable. Thus suitable candidates for application to a social network environment

are BE schemes that have the following properties: stateless; fully collision resis-

tant; and dynamic with constant size ciphertexts and keys, and with computation-

ally efficient encryption/decryption.

We will use a dynamic identity-based broadcast encryption (IBBE) scheme that

meets all these requirements [22]. IBBE schemes involve a third-party authority: a

Private Key Generator (PKG). However, this role is given to the profile owner when

adjusting this scheme for our scenario. Thus, the profile owner is responsible for

creating a group of receivers and assigning private BE keys.

The IBBE scheme is formaly defined as a tuple of algorithms IBBE ¼ (Setup,
Extract, Encrypt, Decrypt) [8]. Although the DIBBE scheme defined in Jiang et al.

[22] has the same structure, there are some differences in the algorithms’ input

parameters that reflect the dynamic nature of the scheme. The algorithms for the

DIBBE scheme have the following form.

The Setup algorithm generates some system parameters, a secret master key, and

a group public key, GPK. The Extract algorithm uses as input a secret master key,

MK, known only to the broadcaster and produces a private key for each user. The

encryption algorithm Encrypt uses as input a set of receivers, S, and a GPK
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(additionally used for the DIBBE scheme) and outputs a pair (Header,K), where K
is a symmetric secret key to encrypt data and Header is an encryption of this

symmetric key for the set of receivers. Data are stored in the form (Header,
encrypted data); only a user whose ID/label is in the set can decrypt the Header
using his/her private key. Some schemes work with plain Headers that show who

can decrypt the data, while other schemes are more privacy preserving and reveal

no information about the set of receivers or any other parameters (e.g. scheme

described in [22, 30]). The Decrypt algorithm for the privacy preserving scheme

mentioned above uses GPK, Header, the user’s private key, and the user ID as input

and outputs a symmetric key, K; for the ordinary IBBE schemes, the Decrypt
algorithm also requires the set of receivers, S.

Because each time during encryption the user can create a set of receivers “on

the fly” in the IBBE scheme, it is possible to encrypt to any conjunction/disjunction

of groups, because a group is merely an arbitrary set of users. In addition, in IBBE

schemes, users that are not members of the group can still encrypt to the group if

they know the GPK. However, the DIBBE scheme defined by Jiang et al. [22]

requires the secret master key, MK, as input for the encryption algorithm. Thus,

encryption to a group of which one is not a member and encryption for “friends of

friends” are not supported.

User revocation for stateless BE schemes does not require re-keying for other

users. Thus, for stateless IBBE schemes, this means re-encryption of data with a

new symmetric key and consequently regenerating Headers for the new set of

receivers. User addition in any IBBE scheme requires re-encryption of Headers for
the new set of receivers in addition to creating a private key for that user.

Some broadcast encryption schemes (e.g. [8, 21]) achieve constant size ciphertext.

In addition, the scheme described by Jiang et al. [21] has decryption complexity of

O(1), while the encryption cost is linear in the number of receivers.

6 Predicate Encryption

In Predicate Encryption (PE) [23], a cipher text is associated with some attribute

from a set of attributes, S. This attribute defines who can decrypt the text. User

secret keys for decryption are associated with predicates (characteristic Boolean

functions) in some class F. A user can decrypt a cipher text if and only if f(I) ¼ 0,

where f ∈ F is a predicate associated with a user’s secret key and I ∈ S is an

attribute associated with the cipher text. As with BE schemes, PE schemes can be

divided into private-key and public-key schemes. In a public key scheme, any user

who knows the public key for encryption can define attributes and encrypt data for

some set of receivers. However, only an owner of the master secret key can create

user decryption keys. In a private-key scheme only, the owner can encrypt and

generate decryption keys for users.

The primary distinguishing feature of predicate encryption is “attribute-hiding.”

According to the definition of “attribute-hiding” [23], an attacker that possesses l
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secret user keys can learn only values f1(I),. . ., fl(I) and nothing more about the

attribute I. In other words, a cipher text does not reveal attributes, although the user

secret keymay leak some information. There is also an additional notion of “predicate

privacy” [28], which means that it should not be possible to learn a description of the

encoded predicate from the corresponding user secret key. However, this property can

only be achieved by symmetric PE schemes because, with asymmetric schemes, an

attacker can attempt to guess the predicate associated with a key by crafting arbitrary

plain text and encrypting it under any chosen attribute using an availablemaster public

key. The “predicate privacy” property is not very valuable in a social network

environment, because users can infer information about their access rights from the

decrypted information. In addition, a private-key scheme does not support encryption

for a group of which one is not a member and for friends of friends.

Many PE schemes [23, 24, 26] use inner-product predicates when a secret key

corresponds to a vector�xand the attribute corresponds to a vector�v. Then the following
condition holds: f �vð�xÞ ¼ 1 if �x� �v ¼ 0. PE schemes based on inner-products support

a wide class of predicates [23]: conjunctions/disjunctions; polynomials; CNF/DNF

formulas. Katz et al. [23] show how polynomial-based constructions can be used to

evaluate conjunctions/disjunctions of attributes against predicates. Yet, despite all this

variety, the expressiveness of inner-product predicates is lower than the expressive-

ness of ABE access structures [24]. Current PE schemes work only with monotonous

structures and do not allow negations. We would like to point out that anonymous

identity based encryption and hidden vector encryption are just special cases of PE

schemes based on inner-product predicates [24].

The PE scheme for inner-product predicates is formally defined as a tuple of

probabilistic polynomial-time algorithms: PE ¼ (Setup, KeyGen, Enc, Dec) [24].
The algorithms have the following form.

The Setup algorithm uses as input some security parameter(s) and generates a

secret master key, SK, and a public master key, PK. The KeyGen algorithm uses as

input a predicate vector �v and both master keys and produces a user private key

(decryption key) sk�v that corresponds to the predicate. The encryption algorithm

Enc uses as input an attribute vector �x, the public master key, and plain text and then

produces a cipher text, C. The decryption algorithm Dec uses the master public key,

PK, the user private key sk�v . It produces either cipher text or the distinguished

symbol ⊥ which means that decryption failed.

Although neither the original PE definition [23] nor the PE definition for inner-

product predicates [24] mentions anything about bilinear pairing operations, all of

the mentioned PE schemes use them. Therefore, because of performance

implications, we will consider PE usage in a key-encapsulation construction; that

is, symmetric encryption is used to encrypt the data, and the corresponding secret

key will be PE-encrypted.

PE schemes were not constructed with underlying symmetric encryption, as for BE

schemes, but taking into account that some algorithms for PE encryption require

expensive bilinear paring operations, we will consider them in combination with

underlying symmetric encryption (as in Persona with CP-ABE). Using multivariate

polynomials for predicates inner product PE schemes can handle arbitrary CNF or
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DNF formulas [23]. Therefore, all arguments, except for attribute-hiding, in favor of

or against combination of symmetric cryptography andCP-ABEcan also be applied to

the case of public-key predicate encryption based on inner-product predicates.

7 Comparisons and Discussion

In Table 1 we summarize our evaluation of different encryption schemes (with best

performance schemes taken as representatives) according to the stated criteria and

transmission costs. Transmission cost is defined as the number of decryption/

encryption operations that have to be performed in order to transfer an encrypted

object from the source to the destination. Of course, there is also a cost of sending

messages. So, for example in the case of Diaspora when all the keys and data are

sent to recipients and in early PeerSoN where they are stored locally, it is evident

that the difference is very significant. However, the transmission costs shown in

Table 1 do not take into account the costs of sending messages, and focuses solely

on encryption/decryption.

The following notation is used in Table 1: down – own data of the profile owner;

dfriends – data that was received from friends as posts; a – the size of access structure
in a CP-ABE scheme; n – the number of recipients; O(1)symm + O(n)asymm – a

symmetric operation with a constant cost followed by an asymmetric operation with

a linear in the number of recipients n cost; O(a)ABE – ABE operation with a linear in

the size of access formula a cost; s – number of shells in the Matryoshka; u – the

inner-product vector length in PE (this number can be quite small, e.g. anonymous

IBE can be obtained from PE using u ¼ 2 [23]); q – the order of a multiplicative

group in the PE scheme; encasymm – one asymmetric encryption operation; decasymm
– one asymmetric decryption operation; encsymm – one symmetric encryption

operation, k – number of affected objects.

As we mentioned in Sect. 4, there is not enough available information on the

encryption system of Safebook. Any assumptions about the encryption system that

may be used in Safebook would lead to the same evaluation results as for other P2P

systems that use the same encryption systems and follow the Pull model.

We should note that, in Table 1 the encryption operations are performed for groups

of receivers, and the decryption operations are performed by one receiver each. Thus,

although the encryption operation in Diaspora for one receiver requires only one

symmetric and one asymmetric encryption, for the group of receivers we would need

one symmetric and n asymmetric encryption operations; thus, the cost is linear.

In Table 1 we see that Diaspora (because of the Pushmodel) has the highest storage

cost storing not only own data, but also data received from others. The early version of

PeerSoN with a trivial BE scheme has the worst storage cost for headers; although,

CP-ABE schemes are also not optimal in this regard. The encryption cost of Persona

with its underlying CP-ABE scheme and the encryption cost of the PE scheme are

generally lower than for other systems, because the number of attributes is usually

smaller than the number of receivers. Additionally, CP-ABE with PE schemes have
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the worst decryption costs that depend on the number of attributes (attribute vector

length for PE), while all the other systems have constant decryption costs. Moreover,

CP-ABE and PE decryption algorithms contain bilinear pairing operations; because

they are computationally expensive and their number linearly depends on the number

of attributes, we can conclude that these algorithms are quite expensive.

The permissions modification cost is defined as the cost of changing permissions

(set of receivers) in one object. Because all objects are pushed in Diaspora, it is

impossible to modify a set of receivers of an already shared object; thus, there is a

dash in Table 1.

The cost of user addition to a group (a set of identities for identity-based

schemes) is the highest for dynamic IBBE, and the cost of user removal from a

group is the highest for CP-ABE and PE (unless the schemes allow negations).

Nevertheless, both of these schemes can encrypt for the conjunction/disjunction of

groups. And, while CP-ABE also provides the capability to encrypt for the group of

which one is not a member and for friends of friends, the IBBE scheme is more

secure and does not reveal access structures in encryption headers. PE is the best

from the functionality point of view, as it supports the capability to encrypt for the

group of which one is not a member and for friends of friends. It also supports

attribute-hiding.

We should note that, although there are public-key BE schemes that would

provide the same functionality as CP-ABE or PE, they have worse performances

than the private key DIBBE scheme described in Table 1. However, we do not

know of any theoretical limitations that would not allow creating a public-key BE

scheme with a hidden set of receivers and comparable or better performance. By

comparison, CP-ABE schemes are limited only to visible access structures [24]. PE

schemes have no such limitations and might achieve better performances.

8 Conclusions

We analyzed the scenario of P2P social networks without trusted parties and the

impact this environment has on encryption-based access control systems. Based on

this analysis, we stated the following evaluation criteria that encompass efficiency,

functionality, and privacy areas: efficiency of addition/removal of users from a

group; efficiency of user key revocation; encryption/decryption efficiency; encryp-

tion header overhead; capability to encrypt for the conjunction/disjunction of

groups; capability to encrypt for a group of which one is not a member, capability

to encrypt for “friends of friends”; and capability not to reveal access structures in

the header.

We analyzed existing P2P architectures for social networks that focus on

encryption as a means to ensure data confidentiality. We evaluated the types of

encryption systems that these architectures use (combination of asymmetric and

symmetric cryptographies, CP-ABE) based on the stated criteria.
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We also evaluated existing broadcast encryption (BE) and predicate encryption

(PE) schemes in terms of how they were in accord with the stated criteria and

defined properties that are crucial for the BE schemes to be used in the P2P social

network environment. We found one BE scheme that met all of the requirements

and adapted it to the social network environment. The PE scheme was considered

in combination with underlying symmetric encryption. Within the scope of the

current evaluation, the public-key predicate encryption schemes behave almost

like CP-ABE schemes, so all arguments (except for attribute hiding) that apply to

CP-ABE also apply to PE schemes.

The combination of asymmetric and symmetric cryptography does not have

sufficient efficiency and functionality for the P2P social network environment.

CP-ABE schemes are inferior to PE and BE schemes because none of the current

CP-ABE schemes achieve non-monotonic, hidden access structures, while at the

same time achieving low storage and computational costs. Hidden access structures

cannot be achieved for any future CP-ABE schemes, because this class of schemes

is limited to open access structures only. Current broadcast encryption schemes

with hidden access structures do not have the aforementioned drawbacks, although

they do not support the capability to encrypt for a group of which one is not a

member and the ability to encrypt for “friends of friends” because they are private-

key schemes. On the other hand, current PE schemes offer the same functionality as

CP-ABE schemes and have attribute-hiding properties, although they are not as

efficient as BE schemes. In addition, there are no theoretical limitations that might

prevent the creation of public-key BE schemes with hidden access structures and

more efficient PE schemes. Thus, we propose the use of either public-key inner-

product predicate encryption schemes or BE schemes with high performance

encryption/decryption, regardless of the number of identities/groups, for an effi-

cient encryption-based access control for the P2P social network environment.
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Crowdsourcing and Ethics

The Employment of Crowdsourcing Workers

for Tasks that Violate Privacy and Ethics

Christopher G. Harris and Padmini Srinivasan

Abstract Crowdsourcing has received considerable attention for its ability to

provide researchers and task requesters with an inexpensive, quick, and easy

method to complete repetitive tasks and utilize human intellect. Most studies

have expressed the merits of crowdsourcing; however, little discussion has been

reported on the potential to use the crowd to accomplish unethical tasks. In this

chapter, we start with a survey on crowdsourcing ethics that illustrates the crowd’s

reluctance to perform unethical tasks. We then conduct an experiment with

crowdsourcing workers to explore selected influential factors that might encourage

them to knowingly violate ethical norms of privacy.

Keywords Crowdsourcing • Privacy • Human computation • Anonymity

• Computer ethics • Collective intelligence • Wisdom of crowds

1 Introduction

Crowdsourcing – the act of sourcing tasks traditionally performed by specific

individuals to a group of people or community (the crowd) through an open call –

has established itself as a mechanism for accomplishing routine tasks and

conducting experiments that demand a large number of participants to be available

on short notice. Crowdsourcing often involves single-purpose tasks designed around
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a simple objective such as image classification, video annotation, form-based

data entry, optical character recognition, translation, and document proofreading.

Using crowdsourcing, task requesters are able to make use of workers who would

otherwise be inaccessible due to global reach or labor restrictions. Often it is claimed

that the large worker supply, scant regulation, and low labor costs provide

crowdsourcing’s strongest advantages [1]. We recognize four primary advantages

of crowdsourcing: speed, cost, quality, and diversity [2]:

1. Tasks can be set up quickly and easily, and results can often be obtained in less

than 24 hours.

2. Conducting tasks is usually inexpensive. A payment of only a few cents per task,

even with task redundancy established to enhance quality, is a fraction of the

compensation required if temporary in-house workers were used instead.

3. As long as tasks are designed with appropriate control mechanisms, results are

usually of good quality [3, 4].

4. The diversity of available workers in the labor pool is good. This can be

beneficial for creative tasks, or when a task requires a talent you cannot easily

find through standard channels (such as a translator from a rare language to

English).

Since Jeff Howe first coined the term “crowdsourcing” in a June 2006 Wired
magazine article [5], the overwhelmingly popular view has been that

crowdsourcing has benefitted both requesters and workers by more effectively

allocating labor and resources [6]. In comparison, there are relatively few criticisms

of crowdsourcing, and most are limited to discussions about the low pay workers

receive [7]. However, these criticisms rarely go beyond lamenting the economic

realities of a flexible global labor market. Furthermore, some critics have reported

on poor worker quality, including worker “spam” – the act of workers submitting

arbitrary answers to receive payment without effort. Consequently, most task

requesters now use well-established techniques to address spam.

Interestingly, little discussion has been reported on the potential of using

crowdsourcing platforms to accomplish unethical tasks. Thus, our goal is to explore

several hypotheses related to unethical behavior in crowdsourcing. We start with a

survey on crowdsourcing ethics that illustrates the crowd’s overall reluctance to

perform unethical tasks. We then conduct an experiment with crowdsourcing

workers to explore factors that might influence the decision of whether or not to

violate ethical norms with respect to particular expectations of privacy.

The remainder of this chapter is structured as follows. In the next section, we

give an overview of ethics in crowdsourcing and describe related works. Next, the

results of a worker survey we conducted are discussed. We then describe the tasks

of our experiment, test the influencing factors and hypotheses for the overall

procedure of our experiment, and a discussion of our results. We conclude with

an analysis of our findings.
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2 Background and Related Work

Consider an examination of positive and negative tasks that has been conducted

online. At the far positive end of the spectrum, there would be tasks that benefit

mankind (e.g., protein folding analysis, SETI-based tasks, or tasks enabling a cure

for dreadful diseases). At the far negative end, we would find cybercriminal

clearinghouses wherein bulk sales of stolen personal information are readily avail-

able for purchase. Although it is true that many online marketplaces offer passwords

and cracks for popular software applications that violate the software piracy laws of

most countries, these activities are generally not related to crowdsourcing.

More interesting is the middle region of this continuum: human computational

tasks that are not considered illegal, but may be regarded by most people as

unethical. The objective here is not to define ethical behavior – a definition that

has been debated at least since the time of Socrates. The examples used here

illustrate clear ethical violations understandable to most readers. For example, a

jilted lover asking others to pose as potential (but phony) suitors to a former lover

on a dating website to seek revenge may not be illegal, but many will find this action

unethical. Or, consider advances in technology and the ease of sending micro-

payments to parts of the globe. However, this ease of transferring work to

economically-depressed geographical areas forces some workers to choose

between maintaining their own ethical standards or accepting unethical work to

feed their family.

Effective policing of computer ethics on the Internet is difficult, particularly

because nobody owns the Internet. In crowdsourcing, one challenge in avoiding

ethical quagmires is tied to one of crowdsourcing’s strengths – the diversity of

crowd demographics. Several studies on ethics have shown that there is a substan-

tial variety of what is regarded as unethical behavior in different demographic

groups; for instance, a reprehensible deed conducted within one group may be

considered perfectly ethical in another.

Other studies have concluded that the anonymity of the Internet emboldens

behavior that would not likely occur face-to-face, as described by Freestone [8]

and Johnson [9]. Finding workers willing to perform unethical tasks increases when

the pool of potential workers, regardless of distance or demographics, is anonymous

and only an internet connection away.

In addition, there are various motivating factors for crowd participants. Several

studies have examined the ways in which the crowd is motivated to work on low-

paying tasks [10, 11]. For example, the compensation for Wikipedia article editing

and fact-checking is limited to personal satisfaction [12, 13]. However, for potential

participants in regions that offer few other employment opportunities, these tasks

may represent a means to support an entire family [14]. With different motivations

come different levels of acceptable behavior. Some may view every available task

as an opportunity for additional compensation. Others may see their reputation as a

paramount consideration in obtaining future tasks, and thus be far more reluctant to

engage in potentially unethical tasks. Given these diverse crowdsourcing worker
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characteristics, it could be quite feasible to obtain the desired number of

participants for most tasks of interest, including tasks that may seem unethical to

a particular group.

Consider the task of using the crowd for surveillance. This could be desired by a

person who wishes to monitor the actions of his ex-spouse and is physically

restricted from doing so, or by family members who want to monitor their teenager’s

activities while away from home. She or he could hire an expensive private detective

to engage in surveillance, or could solicit the crowd to observe the targeted person’s

activities and pay on the basis of validated pieces of information, making it harder

for the person beingmonitored to notice. In a recent talk, Jonathan Zittrain illustrated

how it is possible to identify a single Iranian demonstrator from a photograph by

crowdsourcing a comparison of the photograph with the ID cards of 72 million

Iranians, four photos at a time [15] He estimated that the total cost would be about

US$14,000 using a crowdsourcing platform such as Amazon’s Mechanical Turk1

(MTurk) – but far less if this task was offered as a game to schoolchildren and played

for no compensation. Even if the truemotives were discovered by the crowd, it is still

easy to find willing participants. Indeed, in societies where breaking social norms is

lightly punished, a number of people may eagerly accept an opportunity to break

social norms, especially when an incentive is introduced [16, 17], thereby providing

a large number of potential participants from the crowd to engage in such tasks.

Consider a hypothetical “revenge”-oriented crowdsourcing platform that

employs a crowd to conduct unethical information gathering tasks for various prices.

Password cracking of a specific individual’s e-mail accounts might be listed for a

certain fee (along with information about that individual to make the task quicker

and easier to perform). Creating a profile on an online dating website in order to

attract an ex-spouse into a false sense of commitment would involve a different level

of activity and list for a different fee. This platform, like most other crowdsourcing

platforms, would seek to bring providers and requesters together at a market-

clearing price; however, in this situation, this market-clearing price would be for

potentially unethical tasks. One concern is that far more severe (and illegal)

activities could be conducted based on these mild information-gathering techniques.

Malicious tasks requiring human computation can conceivably be accomplished

using the crowd. Zhou et al. describes several such cases in [18]. The “Completely

Automated Public Turing test to tell Computers and Humans Apart” (CAPTCHA) is

a screening device used to distinguish virtual robots from humans on the web [19].

The premise is that computer programs such as bots cannot read distorted text as

effectively as humans. CAPTCHA challenges remain a first line of defense against

automated computer cracking techniques, although they are not undefeatable.

Techniques such as CAPTCHA are designed to prevent automated systems from

mimicking human intelligence; however, many consider the human worker to be the

biggest risk to unethical behavior. Our objective is to examine factors that influence

the crowd’s ability to engage in unethical behavior.

1 http://www.mturk.com
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3 Survey of Unethical Behavior

We conducted a survey to obtain some understanding of the MTurk worker pool’s

views on unethical behavior. Our survey received 214 responses. To reduce survey

spam and bot-based survey completion, we required participants to provide written

comments to support their responses. The survey results provided insight into the

crowd’s view of unethical tasks, and are summarized in Table 1.

These results provided some interesting inferences. Seventy-seven percent of

workers that responded to Question 1 believe that breaking into e-mail accounts is

unethical. Ninety-two percent of workers responding to Question 2 believe that

sending e-mails misrepresenting themselves as someone else for personal gain is

unethical.Eightypercent ofworkers that responded toQuestion 3believe that assisting

others to send misrepresentative e-mails is unethical. This illustrates that our survey

respondents understand the unethical nature of using e-mail accounts that do not

belong to them, and of sending e-mails that misrepresent themselves. These results

illustrate the relative ethical distinction between (a) breaking into another person’s

e-mail account, and (b) sending misrepresentative e-mails for personal gain.

From this survey, we observed another interesting behavioral issue: how the

potential consequences of unethical acts influence a worker’s inclination to partici-

pate. According to Question 4, if the possibility of being caught performing an

unethical act exists, 85 % of survey respondents would not participate. However, as

Question 5 indicates, if the possibility of being caught does not exist, the number of

non-participants is reduced to 69 %. This represents a statistically significant

decrease from the result obtained in Question 4.

Table 1 Results from survey on ethical behavior of MTurk workers (n ¼ 214)

Statement

Strongly

disagree Disagree Neutral Agree

Strongly

agree

1. Compromising (breaking into)

e-mail accounts that do not belong

to me is unethical

2 3 18 21 56

2. Sending e-mails pretending to be

someone else for my own personal

gain is unethical

1 2 5 15 77

3. Helping another person send

e-mails pretending to be someone

else is unethical

2 3 15 16 64

4. I would not violate my own personal

ethics if there were a possibility

of being caught, for any price

1 4 10 14 71

5. I would not violate my own personal

ethics, even if there were no possibility

of being caught, for any price

3 12 16 24 45
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4 Experiment Description

We examined two subtasks: (1) the ability to recruit people from crowdsourcing

platforms to compromise a “source” e-mail account, and (2) the ability to have them

send an e-mail with specified content from the “source” e-mail account to a “target”

e-mail account. Our survey of unethical behavior showed that a large percentage of

survey participants regard both activities as unethical. Our goal was to determine if

we could obtain consistent results by performing an actual crowdsourcing experi-

ment involving these two unethical activities.

Our crowdsourcing tasks were set up as deception studies advertising the need

for e-mail writing assistance. In an effort to attract the widest variety of potential

workers, these tasks were written to imply that an urgent personal favor was needed

in the form of writing an e-mail for a friend. Figures 1 and 2 show examples of the

language used to recruit participants.

We created four different “source” e-mail accounts using pseudonyms, two of

which represented male-owned accounts and two of which represented female-

owned accounts. One account from each gender was used to complete a “positive”

e-mail request, and one account from each gender was used to complete a “negative”

e-mail request. The names and information we provided for each account were

purely fictional and only used for the purposes of this study – at no time were any

accounts from actual people used, and all e-mail accounts were solely under our

Fig. 1 A request to break into a female’s e-mail account to send a positive message

Fig. 2 A request to break into a male’s e-mail account to send a negative message
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control. As shown in Figs. 1 and 2, we provided the e-mail account and a few

possible passwords for each account and requested for the worker to enter the

account we provided to complete the task. We provided the passwords since this

experiment was not an examination of a worker’s password-cracking abilities, but

rather a characterization of willingness to engage in an unethical activity.

Workers were instructed to send an e-mail to one of the “target” accounts from a

given “source” account. Workers were told that the e-mail had to contain a

minimum of 50 words and be convincing, with the final decision on whether it

would be sent to the other party left to us. We monitored the e-mails sent to these

“target” accounts.

Once the accounts were created, we exchanged several e-mails between these

four “source” accounts and one of the two “target” accounts to make the relationship

seem more realistic. We assumed that these e-mail histories would be read by each

worker once they entered the “source” account. Thus, we also corresponded with

additional “third party” accounts that we had created to enhance their legitimacy.

Each “source” e-mail account corresponded to a minimum of four other non-target

e-mail accounts, thus resulting in the sending and receiving of an average of 22

messages with these additional e-mail accounts. Again, we assumed these e-mails

would be read by each worker, and therefore these e-mails contained information

that would support our requested demand.

In our experiment, a “run” involves a specific pair of source and target accounts

and it consists of two subtasks: (1) entering the “source” e-mail account using the

password provided, and (2) sending an e-mail with some required information to a

“target” e-mail account. We created one of four types of run for each worker. These

subtasks illustrate two potentially different levels of ethical violations. From the

survey conducted previously, we observed that sending an e-mail from an account

belonging to someone else is considered unethical by more respondents than simply

compromising or entering an e-mail account. Although these subtasks are not

independent events, we examined the number workers who entered the e-mail

account but did not send the e-mail. We conducted a total of 120 runs. Each worker

was allowed to participate in only one run. Each “source” e-mail account was

involved in 30 runs, and each target e-mail account was involved in 60 runs.

Each worker was required go to a website for information for the assigned run

(see Figs. 1 and 2). This allowed us to track the IP addresses and obtain timestamps

of when workers started each subtask. Next, we tracked the login IP address and

timestamp for each login to the “source” account. With this information, we could

evaluate the success of the e-mail-entry subtask if the e-mail-sending subtask was

not completed. In addition, we could read the e-mail sent to the “target” account,

including the message header, IP, timestamp, and actual message, which indicated a

completion of the overall task. After each run was completed, we refreshed the

information for the “source” e-mail account and modified the “source” e-mail

password information.

To allow us to compare ethical tasks and unethical tasks, we conducted a

separate study of 60 workers, divided equally among pseudo-anonymous and

identifiable platform workers and each with a similar request to help a friend
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write an e-mail. However, we only asked the workers to provide the body of the

e-mail text to be sent for a given scenario; we did not require workers to enter

the e-mail account or actually send an e-mail. This study represented an ethical

“baseline” counterpart to the previously described study. The three influencing

factors described in the next section were also examined in this baseline task.

5 Influencing Factors

Despite the results obtained from our survey, when unethical tasks are posted on

crowdsourcing platforms, we believe we will still find enough workers agreeing to

offer their services. We believe that several factors could potentially influence a

worker’s decision whether or not to participate in an unethical task. In this section,

we examine three potentially influencing factors and their effects on subtask

success: worker anonymity, anticipated consequence of the task, and payment.

In addition, we present specific hypotheses exploring these factors.

5.1 Level of Anonymity

Many crowdsourcing platforms such as MTurk rely on a large, pseudo-anonymous,

and transient workforce. Because these workers are known to requesters only by a

platform-established unique identifier, they are not completely anonymous

(requesters can determine if the same worker ID was used more than once, but

cannot identify the worker), we consider them to be “pseudo-anonymous.” This

characterization, combined with their non-persistent nature, makes it nearly impos-

sible for requesters to establish an ongoing relationship with reliable crowd workers.

Other crowdsourcing platforms (e.g., Elance2 and oDesk3) address this anonymity

by allowing workers to establish an identity and list their relevant skills and

experiences. They also allow task requesters to establish transactions directly with

workers, with the platforms serving as a marketplace. These platforms are usually

reserved for larger andmore specialized tasks, such as website design or business plan

development. These workers are often specialists who turn to crowdsourcing

platforms for supplemental income. Workers on such platforms frequently command

a premium rate for their work compared to those using pseudo-anonymous platforms

such as MTurk. We call these workers “identifiable” since a requester is able to

locate and contact a specific worker directly through the platform for subsequent

tasks at any time.

2 http://www.elance.com
3 http://www.odesk.com
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5.2 Anticipated Task Consequence

Most unethical behavior is perceived to have a negative consequence, but it is

possible for unethical behavior to have a positive consequence [20]. Behavior

such as moving an item without permission from a location where it is likely to be

damaged, temporarily holding on to a lost wallet, or taking a lost child home until his

or her parents can be located, are examples of positive consequences that come from

potentially unethical behavior. In our experiments, Figs. 1 and 2 illustrate examples

of tasks with anticipated positive and negative consequences, respectively.

We believe that a worker will be more willing to engage in an unethical task with

a stated positive consequence than to a task with a stated negative consequence, as it

is easier to justify the behavior. This view is validated by several studies in

consumer behavior [21, 22]. We examined how the perceived consequence of

unethical behavior might influence a worker’s decision to participate in the task.

5.3 Level of Payment Expected

Payment has been shown to be a factor in numerous crowdsourcing studies; the

survey we conducted indicated that financial incentives could encourage some

workers to engage in unethical work if the price was sufficiently high. However,

other studies have shown that other factors are also important; these include task

satisfaction, the level of challenge, or intrinsic motivation [23]. Moreover, some

studies have indicated that financial incentives can actually hurt performance [10].

Although our task was designed to be challenging, our objective is to observe the

effects of payment on the willingness to participate in unethical tasks.

We established task payments in the following way. We began with the

identifiable anonymity platforms, since these workers usually offer prices for

their services at an hourly rate. We negotiated a US$1.50 fixed price with the

participants directly based on their quoted hourly rate with the strong potential

of earning a bonus of $0.50 (low-paying), $2.50 (medium-paying), or $4.50

(high-paying). This provided a wage plus a bonus of $2.00, $4.00, or $6.00,

respectively. Similarly, for the pseudo-anonymous platform, we offered tasks at

rates close to the mean wage offered by the identifiable anonymity platforms.

We offered task payments of $1.50, with the strong potential of earning a bonus

of $0.50 (low-paying), $2.50 (medium-paying), or $4.50 (high-paying). The

same base payment and three levels of incentives were provided for the ethical

baseline study, for which only the body of the text needed to be supplied. Each

group was equally represented, so the mean anticipated financial incentive to

each participant was $4.00.
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5.4 Specific Hypotheses Explored

We explored the following four hypotheses:

1. Crowdsourcing platforms include workers that can be enticed to engage in

unethical behavior.

2. Workers from pseudo-anonymous crowdsourcing platforms are no more likely

to be enticed to engage in unethical behavior than workers from crowdsourcing

platforms in which identity can be determined.

3. Crowdsourcing workers who engage in unethical tasks are more likely to be

enticed to perform unethical tasks with a perceived positive impact compared

with those with a perceived negative impact.

4. Crowdsourcing platforms include workers that are more likely to be enticed to

participate in unethical tasks, provided that the final expected compensation

offered to them is sufficiently high.

5.5 Measures of Task Success

We took the following measurements when the worker initially visited the web

page to obtain instructions, and at the completion of each of our subtasks.

In parentheses, we indicate the measurements obtained from each subtask.

1. When the worker enters the e-mail account and supplies the correct password

(visitor IP address, timestamp).

2. When the worker sends an e-mail from the “source” e-mail account of 50 words

or greater, conveying the message we requested to the “target” e-mail account

specified at the instructions web page (e-mail timestamp, e-mail message).

Workers decided to connect and perform their work through proxy servers for a

number of reasons. Prior to geo-location of the IP address in each subtask, we

checked the IP addresses recorded against known proxy server lists and excluded

those found to be proxies.

In our study, we calculated the time spent on each subtask by subtracting the

synchronized timestamps between the subtasks. We assumed that the subtasks were

done in succession in one session. We discarded any time differences that exceeded

1.5 times the inter-quartile range as outliers.

6 Experimental Procedure

We used a 2�2�3 factorial design to investigate the effects of various conditions

(two types of worker anonymity, two types of anticipated consequence, and three

financial incentive levels) on our measurements (speed and completion rate).
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6.1 Identifiable Platforms

We provided 36 tasks on oDesk.com and 24 tasks on Elance.com using several

different requester identities. We provided financial incentives to identifiable plat-

form workers as previously described. As with the pseudo-anonymous platform, we

provided each worker with a link and obtained basic information, including IP

address and a task initiation timestamp.

6.2 Pseudo-anonymous Platforms

We posted 60 tasks on MTurk over a 30-day time period. We designed each task so

that it could be attempted by a single worker only. To avoid reputation effects from

the requesters’ side, we used a different MTurk identity to list each task. Therefore,

each task was posted by a unique requester ID with no previous MTurk history.

A link in the task description instructed the worker to visit a web page that provided

specific information about the task and obtained some basic information from their

visit, including IP address and a task initiation timestamp. We provided financial

incentives to pseudo-anonymous platform workers as previously described.

The success of the experiment depended on each task being perceived as a

unique request. To ensure that this information was not passed along to other

workers, we periodically monitored the popular worker forums Turkernation4 and

mTurk Forum5 for any criticisms of our sponsored tasks.

7 Results

7.1 Worker Engagement

Table 2 illustrates the success rates for each of the subtasks (accessing the website,

the ability to compromise the e-mail password, and sending an e-mail to the target

e-mail account). Subtask 1 was to enter a “source” e-mail account, representing an

account owned by a friend of the task requester. The success rate of subtask 1 is

71.7 % and 78.3 % for the pseudo-anonymous and identifiable groups, respectively.

Subtask 2, sending an e-mail with specified content from the “source” e-mail

account to a “target” e-mail account, had a success rate of 63.3 % and 70.0 % for

the pseudo-anonymous and identifiable groups, respectively. Comparing the results

of this unethical task to the results from our survey conducted prior to the

4 http://www.turkernation.com
5 http://www.mturkforum.com
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experiment, we see that the percentage of those who participated in this unethical

task was significantly higher than the percentage of surveyed crowdsourcing

workers who had reported they would participate in unethical activities. This

supports our first hypothesis that there are workers on crowd source platforms

who can be enticed to participate in both of the unethical goals of our experiment.

We observed that in general it took longer to recruit workers in the identifiable

group compared to the pseudo-anonymous group. This could be due to several

reasons (beyond the level of anonymity). First, the identifiable group participants

asked to be compensated at an hourly rate. To provide parity, we negotiated for a

fixed price for the task, significantly slowing the worker recruitment process.

In contrast, recruitment was far simpler with the pseudo-anonymous group.

We put the task description at a wage level of $1.50 plus one of the incentives,

and waited for workers to accept and complete the tasks. Second, we believe that

there are far more pseudo-anonymous workers available for the tasks we advertised,

permitting more workers to be hired within the window of time allocated for these

experiments. A third reason could be due to self-selection: we attempted to negoti-

ate with many workers from the identifiable group that did not respond. This could

be a result of these workers making an ethical decision prior to the discussion of

payment.

7.2 Level of Anonymity

We made comparisons between the two platform types for the likelihood of

completing each subtask. We used a t-test (two sided, a ¼ 0.05) to compare the

likelihood of a pseudo-anonymous group worker completing the first subtask to that

of an identifiable group worker. We also used a t-test (two sided, a ¼ 0.05) to

compare the likelihood of completing the second subtask between the two worker

groups. We did not find a significant difference between the two anonymity groups

completing either sub-task. Therefore, our second hypothesis is supported by these

findings.

Table 2 Success rates per subtask broken out by anonymity group

Number (percent) of workers

Pseudo-anonymous

group Identifiable group

Accept task 60 60

Access web page to obtain information 58 (96.7 %) 60 (100 %)

Subtask 1: Compromise the source e-mail

account password based on the

information provided

43 (71.7 %) 47 (78.3 %)

Subtask 2: Send an e-mail with specified

content from the source e-mail account

to a target e-mail account

38 (63.3 %) 42 (70.0 %)
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Next, we examined the time taken to complete the subtasks between these two

groups. The difference in time was calculated by subtracting the timestamp for the

web page visit from the time the password on the e-mail account was entered.

We assumed that both subtasks were completed within a single session and discarded

the outliers, as previously described. The mean difference in the time periods was

12 min for the pseudo-anonymous group and 14 min for the identifiable group.

We also examined the time taken to send the e-mail to the target e-mail account.

We repeated the assumption that the subtasks were performed within a single

session, and we discarded the outliers. The mean difference in time periods was

27 min for the pseudo-anonymous group and 28 min for the identifiable group.

Using a t-test (two sided, a ¼ 0.05), we did not find a significant difference in

either of these tests – the time it took to complete the first subtask or the second

subtask – based on worker anonymity level. This supports our second hypothesis.

Similarly, we did not find a significant difference in our ethical baseline task based

on anonymity.

7.3 Anticipated Task Consequence

We examined the differences between subtasks with requests for perceived positive

and negative anticipated consequences for both worker groups. To accomplish this,

we used a t-test (two sided, a ¼ 0.05) to compare the likelihood of a worker with a

negatively-perceived task completing the first subtask to that of a worker assigned

a positively-perceived task. We also used a t-test (two sided, a ¼ 0.05) to examine

the likelihood of completing the second subtask between the perceived positive and

negative task groups. From both t-tests, we did not find a significant difference

between the two groups to complete either subtask as a result of the positive and

negative task groups. Thus, our third hypothesis is not supported by these results.

7.4 Financial Incentive Effects

For the three financial incentive groups (low, medium, and high), we wanted to see

the effects of the expected financial incentive levels on the success of accomp-

lishing each of the subtasks (compromising the e-mail password, and the subtask of

sending an e-mail as agreed). For each platform, there were 20 workers assigned

to each of the three wage groups. Table 3 gives the breakdown of the number

of workers in each wage group entering the e-mail account and sending the e-mail

as agreed.

We conducted a one-way between-subjects analysis of variance (ANOVA) test

to determine if there is a difference between success rates for each of the three wage

levels in the combined group. There was a significant effect of wages paid on the
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task success rate at the p < 0.05 level for the three conditions [F(2,3) ¼ 9.55,

p ¼ 0.0078]. Further examination using Tukey’s Honestly Significant Difference

(HSD) test and Scheffé’s test as post-hoc methods determined that the lower-wage

worker group had a lower likelihood of completing each of the two subtasks

compared to the medium- and high-wage groups.

Examining the high-wage group, we see that nearly all participants completed

both subtasks, resulting in a conversion rate of 88.5 %. This supports our fourth

hypothesis that crowd workers are more willing to perform unethical tasks if the

financial incentives are sufficient. With the ethical benchmark test, we had 100 %

participation regardless of financial compensation offered. We did not notice a

significant effect of the wage offered on completion rates. This allowed us to

contrast the effects of financial compensation on the success rates of ethical and

unethical tasks.

7.5 Additional Analysis

Our experiment was designed with equal numbers of male and female “source”

e-mail accounts. Although not tied to any of our stated hypotheses, we wanted to

determine if the perceived gender of the “source” account holders was a factor in

successfully completing each subtask. Table 4 presents the breakdown of the

participants who visited the information web page for each worker group.

We used a t-test (two sided, a ¼ 0.05) to compare the likelihood of success for a

worker completing the first subtask using a female’s “source” e-mail account to that

of a worker using a male’s “source” e-mail account. We also used a t-test (two
sided, a ¼ 0.05) to examine the mean likelihood of success in completing the

second subtask between female and male “source” e-mail accounts. With both

tests, we found a significant difference in the two subtasks as a result of the gender

of the account holder.

We also determined whether the demographics of our workers matched the

underlying demographics of crowdsourcing workers. A February 2010 survey on

MTurk workers by Ross et al. – the most recently published demographic survey –

reported that 39 % of workers were US residents, 46 % were from India, and the

Table 3 Percentage of workers completing each subtask by expected compensation and

platform type

Low (%) Medium (%) High (%)

1. Pseudo-anonymous Enter e-mail account 50.0 65.0 100.0

Send e-mail as agreed 45.0 70.0 95.0

2. Identifiable Enter e-mail account 40.0 90.0 100.0

Send e-mail as agreed 35.0 90.0 100.0

3. Combined Enter e-mail account 45.0 77.5 100.0

Send e-mail as agreed 40.0 80.0 97.5
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remaining 15 % were from all other countries combined [24]. Table 5 reports the IP

address geo-locations for those workers who participated in our study.

We note that when compared to other surveys that show the distribution of

MTurk workers, the population agreeing to perform our tasks had a much larger-

than-expected representation from India and other Asian countries. One interesting

result of the Ross et al. study was the number of people who rely on crowdsourcing

income to provide for their basic needs (27 % India, 14 % USA), which may be a

factor in our observed demographics.

We realize that there are limitations to the experiment performed in this study.

First, because of Institutional Review Board (IRB) requirements on deception

studies, we disclosed information that may have limited the potential downside

risk of participants. This may have influenced the workers we recruited. In other

words, had we advertised for “revenge seeking password hackers” openly, we

would have likely obtained a different pool of workers that may have been

influenced our measurements. Second, despite our best attempts, we had no way

of knowing if the participants could see through our experiment and treat our work

requests as innocuous lab work.

8 Conclusion

We performed an experiment to better understand unethical behavior using workers

from several crowdsourcing platforms. We tested four hypotheses. Our results show

that our first hypothesis – crowdsourcing workers are willing to engage in unethical

behavior – clearly has merit. Our experiment found no significant difference in

Table 4 Percentage of workers completing each subtask by gender and platform type

Male

“Source” (%)

Female

“Source” (%)

1. Pseudo-anonymous Enter e-mail account 80.0 63.3

Send e-mail as agreed 76.7 63.3

2. Identifiable Enter e-mail account 83.3 70.0

Send e-mail as agreed 80.0 70.0

3. Combined Enter e-mail account 81.7 66.7

Send e-mail as agreed 78.3 66.7

Table 5 Locations of task participants based on IP address geo-location

Platform India USA

Asia excluding

India Europe Other Total

Pseudo-anonymous 32 11 10 5 2 60

Identifiable 23 11 16 7 3 60

Ethical (baseline) 29 16 8 7 0 60

Total 84 38 34 19 5 180
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participation rates based on the anonymity of the worker; in other words, the

pseudo-anonymous crowdsourcing workers in our study were no more or less

willing to engage in unethical behavior than identifiable workers. Investigation of

our fourth hypothesis shows that larger financial incentives do have an influence on

the success of unethical tasks; in other words, the crowd workers in our study were

more likely to participate in unethical tasks if the wage offered was sufficiently

high. Our experiments also showed that the expected impact of the study (positive

or negative), by itself, had little bearing on the choice made by crowdsourcing

workers to participate in an unethical task. This refutes our third hypothesis.

Overall, we showed that there is a sufficiently large pool of workers in

crowdsourcing platforms to accomplish unethical tasks. This conclusion holds

despite our earlier survey results. Even if our survey turns out to be representative

of the crowd in a general sense, the fact borne out is that there are enough workers

in the crowd to accomplish the unethical tasks tested here; even if only one one-

hundredth of one percent of the two million reported workers would eagerly agree

to perform unethical tasks, the number of available workers would exceed the

number of workers used in our experiment. From the perspective of task requester

with an unethical task to offer, we suggest that they would have no trouble finding

workers willing to participate.

We note that some workers struggled with the ethics of our study. Of the 120

workers agreeing to take part in our study on unethical tasks, we later discovered

that three workers sent an additional e-mail to our target soon after they completed

the task to either confess to, or apologize for, their unethical behavior. Furthermore,

one worker later sent an e-mail from his own personal account to the “target” e-mail

account to provide information on e-mail requests in an attempt to warn the

“target.” Thus, we see that a number of workers – despite anonymity and the ability

to financially benefit from an unethical work request – took an ethical approach and

warned strangers who faced potential harm.

Our experiment is only a preliminary step in an examination of crowdsourcing

ethics. In future work, we plan to investigate other tasks involving unethical crowd

behavior, including influencing recommender systems and unethical assistance

with academic tasks.
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The Effect of Social Status on Decision-Making

and Prices in Financial Networks

Yoel Krasny

Abstract In this chapter, we examine the impact of status-seeking considerations on

investors’ portfolio choices and asset prices in a general equilibrium setting.

The economy we study consists of traditional (“Markowitz”) investors as well as

status-seekers who are concerned about relative wealth. The model highlights the

strategic and interdependent nature of portfolio selection in such a setting: low-status

investors look for portfolio choices that maximize their chances of moving up the

ladder, while high-status investors look to maintain the status quo and hedge against

these choices of the low-status investors. In equilibrium, asset returns obey a novel

two-factor model in which one factor is the traditional market factor and the other is a

particular “high-volatility factor” that does not appear to have been identified so far in

the theoretical or empirical literature. We test this two-factor model using stock

market data and find significant support for it. Of particular interest is the fact that

the model and the empirical results attribute the low returns on idiosyncratic volatility

stocks documented byAng et al. (2006) to their covariancewith the portfolio of highly

volatile stocks held by investors with relatively low status.

1 Introduction

The empirical literature in finance has provided many challenges to traditional asset-

pricing theories. Although diversification is a fundamental tenet of modern portfolio

theory, in reality, investors tend to hold underdiversified portfolios. Many

households that hold individual stocks directly hold only a single stock, and the

median number of stocks held is only about three [1]. In addition, less wealthy
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investors are even less diversified than wealthier investors. A recent study by Kumar

(2009) [2] has found that investors who earn less than their neighbors (within a 25-

mile radius) invest more in stocks with lottery-like payoffs and experience greater

underperformance. The latter finding agrees with a recent empirical asset-pricing

study by Bali et al. (2009) [3] showing that stocks with lottery-like payoffs have

significantly lower returns than others. This conclusion agrees with the puzzling

empirical finding documented by Ang et al. (2006) [4] that stocks with high

idiosyncratic volatility have exceptionally low average returns. These findings

stand in stark contrast to asset-pricing theories that imply that idiosyncratic risk

should not be priced or that in a market in which investors cannot properly diversify,

one would expect idiosyncratic risk to be positively related to expected returns [5].

In this chapter, we argue that taking social-status-based concerns into account

sheds some light on these puzzles. We develop a model that introduces social-

status-conscious investors, for whom status is defined as their wealth-based rank in

their reference group, into an economy populated with traditional “Markowitz”

investors (mean-variance optimizers). Because some of these investors have low

status and others have high status, each group uses a different investment strategy.

We obtain closed-form solutions for portfolio choice in equilibrium and show that

low-status investors hold portfolios concentrated in high-volatility assets in an

effort to leapfrog high-status investors. High-status investors strategically hedge

against these attempts by investing in a portfolio with high exposure to high-

volatility assets. This gives rise to a two-factor asset-pricing model in a general

equilibrium.We obtain exact solutions for prices and show that expected returns are

a sum of a positive return premium on the market beta and a negative return

premium on the beta with a high-volatility factor derived from a portfolio of the

assets with the highest volatility in the economy.

We test the asset-pricing implications of the model using stock market data and

find significant economic and statistical support. The two-factor model proves to

price assets with high exposure to high-volatility stocks significantly better than the

CAPM, the Fama-French (1993) [6] three-factor model, and the Carhart (1997) [7]

four-factor model. The model sheds light on the idiosyncratic volatility puzzle

posed by Ang et al. (2006) [4] because assets with high idiosyncratic risk are

positively correlated with assets with high exposure to the high-volatility factor.

Nevertheless, the two-factor model has a cross-sectional pricing ability above and

beyond that of idiosyncratic risk.

The idea that individuals are often motivated in their behavior by a quest for

social status is not new. It has been acknowledged by economists such as Smith

(1776) [8], Marx (1849) [9], Veblen (1899) [10], and Duesenberry (1949) [11].

The importance of social status has long been recognized in psychology, sociology,

and more recently in economics. These studies highlight the effects that status

concerns have on individuals’ decisions. We ask how such concerns affect agents’

financial decisions—portfolio choices—and how these decisions affect aggregate

outcomes, namely asset prices. In the context of financial markets, status concerns

affect not only individual investors, but also mutual fund managers. The mutual

fund tournament literature, originated by Brown et al. (1996) [12], hypothesizes
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that the portfolio choices of fund managers reflect their concern about their position

relative to other managers because their compensation is linked to their perfor-

mance relative to their peers.

We devise a model that captures several salient characteristics of status

preferences. Most importantly, status is inherently positional in the sense stated

by Heffez and Frank (2008) [13]. We capture the positionality of status by modeling

status as the ordinal wealth-based rank of investors in their reference group.

Modeling status as indicated by ordinal rank in the distribution of wealth was

pioneered by Frank (1985) [14] in a study of the demand for positional and

nonpositional goods. Later, Robson (1992) [15] and Becker et al. (2005) [16]

considered preferences over absolute wealth as well as ordinal rank in wealth.

One consequence of the positionality of status is that an increase in one agent’s

relative status automatically translates into a decrease in the relative status of others

in the relevant reference group. This zero-sum feature of status gives rise to a

strategic interaction among agents in portfolio choice. Anecdotal evidence of this

sort was stated by Harrison Hong (2008) [64] during an interview given to theWall
Street Journal on the topic of the high-tech bubble: “My sister’s getting rich.

My friends are getting rich. . . I think this is all crazy, but I feel so horrible about

missing out, about being left out of the party. I finally caved in, I put in some money

just as a hedge against other people getting richer than me and feeling better than

me.” To capture the strategic interaction among investors, status-conscious

investors in our model strategically choose portfolios in Nash equilibrium.

Our work is consistent with the assumption that status concerns are primarily

local. Sociological studies consistently confirm that the comparisons that really

matter are highly local in character (Frank 1985) [17]. As Bertrand Russell once

remarked, “Beggars don’t envy millionaires; they envy other beggars who earn

more than they do” (Frank 2009) [18]. Recent empirical work indeed confirms the

importance of local comparisons. Luttmer (2005) showed that higher earnings of

neighbors are associated with lower levels of self-reported happiness, and Clark and

Oswald (1996) regressed job satisfaction on personal income and on predicted

income of a comparison group and found coefficients of equal magnitude but

opposite sign. Similarly, in the mutual funds context, local competitions emerge

among funds with the same investment style. Within each such competition, there

could be a nested local competition among the best-performing funds that compete

for the top positions in the tournament, and another local competition among funds

that compete to avoid the bottom positions. There could also be a competition

among funds of the same family, as suggested by Kempf and Ruenzi (2008) [19].

Just as in every competition there are winners and losers, in every local

reference group there must be high-status investors that are ahead in the

competition (“leaders”) and low-status investors that fall behind (“laggards”).1

1We use the terms “leader” and “laggard” following Cabral (2002, 2003) [20, 21] and Anderson

and Cabral (2007) [22], who studied the strategic choices of players competing in a dynamic race

for positional rewards.
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If status incentives are strong enough, then the leaders are satisfied with their

position and are interested in maintaining the status quo. The laggards, on the

other hand, are dissatisfied with their low rank and are interested in moving up the

status ladder. We model each competition within a certain reference group as a two-

player game where the leader is the richer investor and the laggard is the poorer

investor. The players compete over wealth-based rank. We obtain the portfolio

choices of the leader and the laggard in Nash equilibrium and then examine asset

prices in an economy with many pairs of status investors representing many

reference groups, as well as many traditional Markowitz investors who care only

about maximizing mean and minimizing variance.

The model highlights the difference between the investment behavior of status-

conscious investors who are concerned with upward comparisons (the “laggards”

in our model) and those investors who are concerned with downward comparisons

(the “leaders” in our model). In doing so, the model is aligned with the literature

in psychology on social comparison processes, which offers a key distinction

between the motivations and consequences of upward and downward

comparisons (Buunk and Gibbons 2007) [23]. People seek social downward

comparisons when the concern for self-enhancement predominates, but they

seek upward comparisons when the desire for self-improvement prevails. Blanton

et al. (1999) [24] found that students who compared themselves to better

performers improved their academic performance more than those who used

downward comparisons.

Inspired by this literature, Schoenberg and Haruvy (2009) [25] studied the

effects of status-seeking considerations on market bubbles in a laboratory setting.

In their experiment, subjects traded a 15-period finitely lived risky asset with a

known distribution of dividends. Subjects received information about the earnings

of either the best performer (“upward” traders) or the worst performer (“downward”

traders). Consistent with our model, Schoenberg and Haruvy found that “upward”

traders reported lower levels of satisfaction and bought risky assets at higher prices

than downward traders. Moreover, as the proportion of “upward” traders increased,

market prices of the risky asset increased, and deviations from fundamental values

became larger.

At the heart of our proposed model is a game between two players, a laggard

and a leader, who compete against each other for the top (wealth-based) rank.

The leader is defined as the wealthier player at the onset of the game. The attitudes

of investors toward the moments of return on their portfolios are determined

endogenously as a function of this initial status. The laggard pursues a volatile

portfolio because he has “nothing to lose.” In addition, he seeks minimal correla-

tion with the portfolio of the leader because differentiating himself is necessary to

overtake her. On the other hand, the leader faces “status risk,” the risk of losing

her leadership. This status risk has two components. The first is that she will earn a

low return and fall behind the laggard, and the second is that the laggard will earn

a high return and overtake her. To manage the first risk, the leader tries to

minimize the variance of her portfolio. Practically, this risk is the same as that
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faced by a traditional “Markowitz” investor. To manage the second risk, the

leader is interested in increasing the covariance of her portfolio compared to

that of the laggard. In the following discussion, we show that this twofold concern

of the leader gives rise to a two-factor asset-pricing model.

To study portfolio choices and the cross-section of expected returns in this

status-conscious economy, we introduce an economy with many groups of similar

assets. There are many pairs of laggard and leader investors (status-conscious

investors) and many Markowitz investors who care only about maximizing

expected return and minimizing volatility. We find a Nash equilibrium, in

which each laggard uses a mixed strategy to invest in a single asset from a specific

group (“group V”), which is characterized by the high volatility of its assets. We

obtain a closed-form solution for the leader’s response. The leader’s portfolio

reflects her twofold concern for reducing her variance and increasing her covari-

ance with the laggard as she invests in a linear combination of the tangency

portfolio and group V. The tradeoff of the leader between the tangency portfolio

and group V depends on her “hedging demand,” which captures the extent to

which the leader can hedge against the laggard. As the correlation within group V

increases, the covariance between the return of group V and the return of the

laggard’s portfolio increases. Therefore, the leader can better hedge against the

laggard using group V, and she increases her invested portion in group V

accordingly.

We obtain exact solutions for asset prices and show that they follow a two-factor

beta pricing model in which one factor is the market excess return and the other is

the excess return on group V over the market return (VMM). Assets with high

exposure to VMM obtain lower expected returns because they provide a hedge

against the status risk of the leader. The negative premium for assets with high

exposure to VMM depends on the hedging demand, which is derived from the

correlation within group V, and on the variance of VMM. When the variance of

VMM is lower, the leader can use other assets in the economy to hedge against the

laggard, the overall demand for group V assets decreases, and exposure to VMM is

rewarded less in equilibrium.

The model has both portfolio-choice and asset-pricing implications. It explains

why some investors (the laggards in the model) hold undiversified portfolios of

stocks with lottery-like payoffs and experience underperformance relative to tradi-

tional asset-pricing models. The model generates a cross-sectional two-factor beta

pricing equation. It suggests that assets with higher exposure to the most volatile

group of stocks in the market should have a negative return premium because they

provide a hedge against status risk. In addition, the model provides a closed-form

expression for the premium on this portfolio in terms of the correlation within that

portfolio and its variance.

We test the asset-pricing implications of the model using stock-market data.

In accordance with the model predictions, we construct 25 portfolios designed to

maximize the cross-sectional variation in expected returns.We sort stocks first by their

exposure to themarket and then by their exposure to the high-volatility factor (VMM).
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The empirical counterpart of group V is the portfolio of stocks with the highest total

volatility. We examine the monthly returns on these portfolios and show that

portfolios with higher exposure to VMM earn significantly lower risk-adjusted

returns. For example, the portfolio with the highest exposure to VMM has monthly

alphas of �1.08%, �0.84%, and �0.75% using the CAPM, the Fama-French (1993)

[6] three-factor model, and the Carhart (1997) [7] four-factor model respectively

during the period from 1945 to 2008.

We test the cross-sectional implications of the two-factor model using

time-series regressions, the Fama-MacBeth method, and GMM-SDF tests. All

these tests agree that the unconditional version of our two-factor model prices

the 25 test assets significantly better than the CAPM, the Fama-French three-

factor model, and the Carhart four-factor model. Using time-series regressions,

we show that a joint test that all pricing errors are zero rejects the CAPM, the

Fama-French three-factor model, and the Carhart four-factor model at the 1%

significance level. However, the same test cannot reject our two-factor model

even at the 5% significance level. The GMM tests reinforce this finding because

Hansen’s (1982) [26] test of overidentifying restrictions rejects the CAPM, the

Fama-French three-factor model, and the Carhart four-factor model at the 5%

significance level, while it cannot reject the unconditional two-factor model at

the 10% significance level. Using the Fama-MacBeth method and GMM-SDF

tests, we also find that exposure to the VMM factor remains statistically and

economically significant in explaining the cross-section of expected returns

after controlling for the Fama-French three-factor model and the Carhart four-

factor model. Using GMM tests, we also show that the conditional version of

the two-factor asset-pricing model, which incorporates variations over time in

the risk premium of the VMM factor, performs better than the unconditional

version.

Finally, we test the performance of this two-factor model versus that of idiosyn-

cratic volatility, as measured by Ang et al. (2006) [4], using Fama-MacBeth

regressions and GMM-SDF tests. The results show that the two-factor model

performs better in the cross-section. Nevertheless, we find high positive correlation

in the cross-section between idiosyncratic volatility and exposure to high-volatility

stocks. The model and this empirical finding provide an explanation for the

idiosyncratic volatility puzzle: the low returns that have been assigned to idiosyn-

cratic risk are actually a result of the negative premium for covariance with the

portfolio of highly volatile stocks. In this spirit, we show that the two-factor pricing

model reduces the monthly alpha of the high/low idiosyncratic risk portfolio of Ang

et al. (2006) [4] from �1.23% (using the Fama-French three-factor model) to

�0.32% for the period from 1963 to 2008.

The rest of this chapter is structured as follows. In the next section, we review

the literature related to this work. In Sect. 3, we present the model, and in Sect. 4,

we test its asset-pricing implications. Section 5 then presents conclusions. It

should also be noted that this chapter is based on work published in Krasny

(2011) [27].
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2 Related Literature

Several papers in the economics literature have studied the effect of status concerns

on risk preferences. Friedman and Savage (1948) [28] used status concerns to

interpret the concave-convex-concave shape of their well-known utility function.

They interpreted the convex segment in their utility function as a transition between

two socioeconomic levels and suggested that people are willing to take great risks

to obtain a chance to move to a higher social class. Robson (1992) [15] and Becker

et al. (2005) [16] illustrated that including status, modeled as ordinal rank in the

distribution of wealth, in the utility function leads some agents to take on fair

lotteries.

The behavior of the laggards in our proposed model is consistent with that of the

agents that are induced to take on fair lotteries in the studies mentioned above.

However, important distinguishing features of our model are that the investment

opportunity set is common to all investors and that assets are not independent of one

another. Therefore, in our model, the preference of the laggards for high-volatility

assets cascades to other investors, the leaders, because they can create a hedge

against the laggards. Becker et al. (2005) [16] stress that fair lotteries may take the

form of wagers made through occupational choices and entrepreneurial activities

and may not necessarily involve actual lotteries. The appropriate interpretation of

assets in our model is public equity. Unlike occupational choices and entrepreneur-

ial activities, investments in public equity are highly accessible and do not require

drastic changes in the daily life of an individual.

In the context of portfolio choice and asset prices, Cole et al. (2001) [29] studied

the effects of relative wealth concerns in a general framework and showed that

these concerns can have two opposite effects: investors can bias their portfolios

either toward or away from the portfolios held by other investors. Abel (1990) [30]

and other researchers studying interdependent preferences in finance have modeled

relative wealth using utility functions that exhibit the first effect, which is com-

monly termed “keeping up with the Joneses.” Because investors in these models

tend to bias their portfolios toward the portfolio held by the reference group, such

models yield herd behavior. For example, DeMarzo et al. (2004) [31] showed that

preference for a local good can give rise to relative wealth concerns, leading to

undiversified portfolios as households in each community tilt their portfolios

toward community-specific assets. Others, such as Lauterbach and Reisman

(2004) [32] and Cole et al. [29] (2001) have used such preferences to explain the

home bias. Roussanov (2009) [33] is the first paper, to our knowledge, in the finance

literature to specify a utility function that leads investors to “get ahead of the

Joneses” and to seek portfolios that are biased away from the aggregate portfolio.

Our proposed model takes the view that merging these two effects into a single

framework is essential to understanding the effects of status on portfolio choice and

asset pricing. Investors who are satisfied with their position relative to others will

pursue the “keeping up with the Joneses” approach and will bias their portfolios

towards the portfolios of others, whereas other investors who are dissatisfied with
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their position relative to others will pursue the “getting ahead of the Joneses”

approach described by Roussanov (2009) [33] and will bias their portfolios away

from the portfolios of others. Juxtaposing these two approaches gives rise to a

strategic game because the decisions of both types of investors are interdependent.

This chapter is a first step in studying such models.

This chapter also adds to earlier work that has shown that relative wealth

concerns may lead to a preference for lottery-like securities. Robson (1996) [34]

used a biologically motivated model to show that agents who are fundamentally

risk-neutral are induced to take fair bets involving small losses and large gains in an

environment in which the rewards are a function of relative wealth. Barberis and

Huang (2008) [35] studied the implications of prospect theory (Tversky and

Kahneman 1979 [36]) on asset prices. They showed that errors in the probability

weighting of investors cause agents to overvalue stocks that have a small probabil-

ity of a large positive return. The optimal beliefs framework proposed by

Brunnermeier et al. (2007) [37] also predicts a preference for lottery-like securities.

In their economy, agents optimally choose to distort their beliefs about future

probabilities to maximize their current utility. In both these references, assets

with positively skewed payoffs are overpriced. The asset-pricing implications of

our proposed model are different in two aspects from the studies mentioned above.

First, in our economy, high-volatility securities obtain high prices even if they are

not positively skewed. Second, in our economy, agents seek covariance with high-

volatility assets, giving rise to a two-factor beta pricing model in which covariance

with high-volatility assets commands a negative premium.

Other studies that have used relative wealth concerns to try to explain occurrences

of underdiversification are those of Roussanov (2009) [33] and DeMarzo et al.

(2004) [31]. Unlike these studies, this chapter identifies the holders of under-

diversified portfolios as investors who have fallen behind in the competition over

status and identifies the assets held in these portfolios as the most volatile assets.

A model that associates assets held in underdiversified portfolios with high-risk

assets has been provided by Van Nieuwerburgh and Veldkamp (2010) [38], who

argued that information acquisition can rationalize investing in a concentrated set of

assets. In particular, they formalized the conditions under which the informed

investor would hold an underdiversified portfolio of the riskiest assets. Liu (2008)

[1] argued that portfolio insurance leads the poorest investors to hold under-

diversified portfolios with assets that have the highest expected return and the

highest risk. Unlike these studies, our proposed model predicts that the under-

diversified portfolios held by poorer investors contain assets with low expected

returns. Therefore, the model proposed here is better aligned with the findings of

Kumar (2009) [2], who showed that investors who invest disproportionately more in

lottery-type stocks experience greater underperformance.

Another potential consequence of relative wealth concerns is the creation of

financial bubbles. Demarzo et al. (2007, 2008) [39, 40] have already pointed out

that herd behavior due to relative wealth concerns can play a role in explaining

financial bubbles and in particular the recent high-tech bubble. Other studies of the
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evolution of trends in financial networks have shown how these trends can be

predicted (and potentially also influenced) through monitoring local social

interactions between traders [41]. This chapter adds to this literature by identifying

that the source of asset-pricing bubbles is likely to be high-volatility stocks,

especially in times when these covary more and have high variance relative to the

market. During the high-tech bubble, sophisticated investors such as hedge fund

managers were heavily invested in technology stocks (Brunnermeier and Nagel

2004 [42]). From the vantage point of this research, these managers were using

technology stocks as a hedge against their status risk. Corresponding to the

characteristics associated with high prices in our model, at that time high-tech

stocks were the most volatile stocks in the market and had high covariance with one

another, and the high-tech industry as a whole had high variance relative to the

market.

Another related strand in the literature is the mutual fund tournament literature,

which examines whether underperforming mutual funds (the laggards in our model)

increase risk in the latter part of the year. This phenomenon has been studied using

return data, with different studies reaching different conclusions (see a review by

Elton et al. (2009) [43]). There are at least two issues with this empirical approach

that might hinder reaching a decisive conclusion about mutual-fund tournament

behavior. First, while most studies examine the risk taken by the leaders and the

laggards as measured by volatility or beta, Chen and Pennacchi (2009) [44] showed

that laggard funds should increase a fund’s “tracking error” volatility, but not

necessarily its return volatility. This chapter provides support for both these

approaches because the laggards in our model seek higher variance and lower

covariance with the leaders.

The second issue with this literature is the identity of the leaders and the laggards.

Although the common and intuitive approach is to view the underperforming funds

as the laggards and the top performers as the leaders, this might not necessarily be the

case. Chevalier and Ellison (1997) [45] studied the relationship between new cash

flows and returns and found that it was nonlinear, with an extreme payoff from

winning the tournament. Moreover, Chevalier and Ellison (1998) [46] identified

implicit incentives created by the relationship between job termination and perfor-

mance. Therefore, the career concerns of mutual-fund managers may provide an

incentive to avoid ending up among the worst performers. These studies suggest that

the competition might be a more complex and localized structure in which the best

performers compete among themselves, as do the worst performers. Furthermore, it

could be true that funds compete within families, as suggested by Kempf and Ruenzi

(2008) [19]. Other research on the ability to monitor and identify personal features in

a crowd is described in [47–52]. Our model provides an additional test to this

literature because it predicts that both the leaders and the laggards should increase

their holdings of highly volatile assets as the tournament-based incentives intensify

(i.e., towards the end of the calendar year).

Finally, this chapter relates to the race literature that studies the choices of

efforts and strategies by agents in a setting where rewards are positional in nature.
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In particular, Cabral (2003) [21] and Anderson and Cabral (2007) [22] provided

conditions under which the laggard will choose a risky strategy while the leader

will choose a safe strategy. Cabral (2002) showed that when the competitors

choose covariance, the laggard is willing to trade off lower expected value for

lower correlation with respect to the leader. Both effects are consistent with our

model.

3 The Model

In this section, we first define and examine the status game between the leader

and the laggard in a general setting where assets have a multivariate normal

distribution. Next, we define an economy with an additional structure imposed on

the distribution of assets and derive the Nash equilibrium in the two-player game.

Finally, we add many pairs of leaders and laggards (status-conscious investors)

and many traditional Markowitz investors and examine asset prices in this

economy.

3.1 The Two-Player Status Game

The model has two players: the laggard (“he”), with an initial wealth normalized to

one, and the leader (“she”), with an initial wealth normalized to k > 1. There are

finitely many risky assets with returns from a multivariate normal distribution as

well as a risk-free asset with a gross return of one available for investment. Short

sales are not allowed.2 Time is discrete and runs for one period.

The gross return of the leader’s portfolio is given by rd, and the gross return of

the laggard’s portfolio is given by rg. Therefore, at the end of the period, the

wealth of the leader is krd, and the wealth of the laggard is rg. The utility of the

players is given by their wealth-based rank: the initial utility of the leader is one,

and the initial utility of the laggard is zero. At the beginning of the period, each

player chooses a portfolio to maximize his or her expected utility, which is

equivalent to his or her probability of being the leader at the end of the period.

We denote the difference in end-of-period wealth between the leader and the

laggard by D (rd, rg):

Dðrd; rgÞ ¼ krd � rg: (1)

2 The results of this section can be derived under the assumption of limited short sales as well.
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This is a zero-sum game in which the leader (laggard) tries to maximize

(minimize) the expression:

PrðDðrd; rgÞ > 0Þ: (2)

Because D is normal, the objective function of the leader can be written as:

Max F
kEðrdÞ � EðrgÞffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

k2VarðrdÞ � 2kCovðrd; rgÞ þ VarðrgÞ
p

 !
(3)

where ’(.) is the cumulative distribution function (CDF) of a standard normal

distribution. If short sales are not allowed, the expected return on any portfolio

must be finite. Therefore, the leader can guarantee an expected return on her

portfolio at least as high as that of the laggard, and the following proposition holds:

Proposition 1. In Nash equilibrium, the choices of the players must satisfy:

kEðrdÞ � EðrgÞ > 0; (4)

where rd is the gross return of the leader, rg is the gross return of the laggard, and
k > 1 is the wealth ratio between the players.

Proof. The short sales constraint guarantees that any strategy � of the laggard

yields a finite expected return. For any such strategy, the leader can use an imitation

strategy with one unit of her wealth invested with � and the rest (k – 1) invested in

the risk-free asset. This guarantees a probability of winning the game (i.e.,

remaining the leader) greater than 0.5. In Nash equilibrium, the leader uses a

strategy that is at least as good as the imitation strategy and therefore yields a

probability greater than 0.5 of winning the game. Because assets are multivariate

normal, Eq. 3 implies that a probability greater than 0.5 of winning the game is

achieved if and only if the numerator of the CDF’s argument is positive. Therefore,

it follows that kE(rd) – E(rg) > 0.

In other words, in equilibrium, the laggard cannot choose a portfolio such that

his end-of-period wealth, on average, will exceed or be equal to that of the leader.

Otherwise, the leader will imitate his strategy.

The leader (laggard) chooses her (his) portfolio to maximize (minimize) the

probability of the leader’s maintaining her first-place rank at the end of the game.

Using Proposition 1 and Eq. 3, we can gain some insight into the endogenous

translation of the players’ initial status to their portfolio choice preferences. Both

players prefer higher expected returns on their portfolios. In addition, because

the numerator in Eq. 3 is positive, the leader (laggard) prefers a lower (higher)

variance in her (his) portfolio. Finally, the leader (laggard) prefers higher (lower)

covariance between the wealth of the players.
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3.2 The Economy

To examine further portfolio choices and asset prices, we impose an additional

structure on the distribution of assets by introducing G groups of assets. To clarify

notation, we will use capital letters to denote variables that relate to groups and

small letters to denote variables that relate to individual assets.

All assets are multivariate normal. Each group I 2 {1,. . .,G} has NI assets with

the same distribution. The return of asset k 2 {1,. . ., NI} in group I is denoted by ri
k.

The return of the equally weighted portfolio over all assets in group I is denoted by

rI. We refer to the “equally weighted portfolio over all assets in group I” as “group
I” for brevity.

The expected return of every individual asset in the same group I is identical and
denoted by mi. Because the return of group I is the average of the returns of

individual assets, the expected return of group I, mI, is equal to the expected return

of the individual securities:

8k 2 f1; . . . ;NIg; I 2 f1; . . . ;Gg:
The variance of every individual security in group I is the same and is denoted by

s2. The correlation of every pair of assets in group I is the same and denoted by rI.
Hence, the NI by NI covariance matrix of group I can be represented as:

Cov rki ; r
l
i

� � ¼ s2i if k ¼ l
rIs

2
i if k 6¼ l:

�

We assume that the correlation of every pair of assets within any group is

positive, but less than one:

0 < rI < 1; 8I 2 f1; . . . ;Gg: (5)

The correlation between two assets of different groups I, J 2 {1,. . ., G} is

denoted by ri,j. Hence, the G by G covariance matrix for individual assets across

different groups can be written as follows:

Cov rki ; r
k
j

� �
¼ sij ¼ s2i if i ¼ j

ri;jsisj if i 6¼ j:

�

The G by G covariance matrix for groups is denoted by E and can be expressed

as follows:

CovðrI; rJÞ ¼ sI;J ¼ s2I ¼ s2i rI þ 1�rI
NI

� �
if I ¼ J

ri;jsisj if I 6¼ J:

(

Note that the covariance of two individual assets in different groups is equal to

the covariance of these two groups.
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3.3 Portfolio Choice in Nash Equilibrium

First, we characterize the laggard’s response to the leader’s strategy. Proposition 1

suggests that the strategy of the leader in a Nash equilibrium guarantees that her

expected wealth in the next period will be greater than that of the laggard,

regardless of the response of the laggard. Therefore, we examine the response of

the laggard to such strategies. The following proposition characterizes the best

response of the laggard (all remaining proofs are relegated to the appendix):

Proposition 2. Given a strategy of the leader that satisfies condition (4) for all
possible strategies of the laggard, the best response of the laggard is to use a mixed
strategy whose support consists exclusively of pure strategies that employ a single
asset.

In other words, the laggard either chooses a single asset or a mix of single assets.

Each asset can be either the risk-free asset or a risky asset. Because the laggard

cannot choose a strategy such that his expected end-of-period wealth will be at least

that of the leader, he prefers higher volatility and lower covariance with the leader.

Investing in a single risky asset serves both objectives. The laggard may choose to

invest in the risk-free asset if the leader is invested in risky assets and either the

expected returns on these risky assets are too low, or the correlation between

the risky assets is too high. In either of these cases, the laggard is better off waiting

on the sidelines, hoping that the leader obtains a low return from the risky assets.

The symmetry of assets within each group makes it natural to focus the Nash

equilibrium analysis on strategies that are symmetric within each group. Such

strategies invest, on average, the same amount in each of the assets in the same

group. Therefore, Proposition 2 implies that in Nash equilibrium with symmetric

strategies within groups, if the laggard invests in some group I, then he must choose

a single risky asset using a uniform mixed strategy over all assets in group I. If he
were to invest exclusively in the risk-free asset, then the leader would imitate his

investment to guarantee her first rank.

We now turn to the leader’s response to the laggard’s strategy of choosing a single

risky asset using a uniform mixed strategy over a specific group that we denote as

groupV. The following proposition suggests that if the number of assets in groupV is

large enough, the leader’s problem is reduced to choosing a portfolio over groups.

Proposition 3. For NV large enough, and given that the laggard invests his wealth
in a single asset chosen uniformly by a mixed strategy over group V, within each
group the leader invests an equal amount in each of the assets.

The reason that a large enough number of assets in group V is required can be

illustrated by the following example. Suppose that there is only one group in the

economy and that there are only two assets in this group. In addition, the wealth

ratio, k, is very close to one. In this case, if the leader holds the equally weighted

portfolio, the probability that she will remain the leader is slightly greater than 0.5

because the result of the game depends primarily on whether the laggard’s chosen
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asset performs better than the other asset. However, in the event that she invests

everything in one asset, she will achieve a probability slightly greater than 0.75 of

winning the game, because if she “catches” the laggard and invests in the same

asset, she will undoubtedly remain the leader. Having a large enough number of

assets is important to discourage the leader from pursuing such strategies.

With NV large enough, because the laggard invests in an asset v, and within each
group the leader invests an equal amount in each of the assets, we can treat the

leader’s problem as choosing a vector y of length G over all groups. Therefore,

the problem of the leader can be represented as:

Maxy
kðy0~mþ 1Þ � ð~mv þ 1Þffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
k2y0Sy� 2ky0SEv þ s2v

p ; (6)

where ~m is the vector of expected excess returns over the G groups, ~m v is the

expected excess return of a group V asset, S is the covariance matrix over all

groups, and Ev is a vector of zeros except for entry v, which is one.

The leader prefers higher expected return, lower variance, and higher covariance

with group V. Therefore, the leader’s problem is a special case of the problem of

an intertemporal CAPM (ICAPM) investor who cares about her covariance with

state variables. In our proposed model, the only “state” variable is the return on

group V, and naturally the mimicking portfolio for group V is simply the return

on group V. In accordance with Fama (1996) [53], we conclude that the leader

chooses a multifactor-minimum-variance portfolio in the sense of Fama (1996) [53].

This portfolio is a combination of the risk-free asset, the tangency portfolio, and

group V. Hence, the leader’s risky portfolio can be described as follows:

y ¼ xS�1~mþ yEv; (7)

where x and y are scalars. Using this insight, we can now solve for a unique Nash

equilibrium:

Theorem 4. Under the conditions described in Appendix A.3, there exists a unique
Nash equilibrium in which the laggard chooses a single asset using a uniform mixed
strategy over group V assets and the leader invests in a risky portfolio y over
groups:

y ¼ s2v � s2V
kðk � 1ÞS

�1~mþ 1

k
Ev; (8)

where k > 1 is the wealth ratio between the players, sv is the volatility of an
individual asset of group V, sV is the volatility of group V, S is the covariance
matrix for groups, ~m is the expected excess return over the groups, and Ev is a vector
of zeros except for entry v, which is one.
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The investment of the leader in the risk-free asset, the tangency portfolio, and

group V reflects her preferences for lower variance, higher expected return,

and higher covariance with the laggard. As the wealth ratio between the players,

k, increases, the leader becomes less threatened by the laggard. Her status risk, the

risk of losing her first rank, becomes primarily the risk of obtaining too low a return,

and in some sense she becomes her “own worst enemy.” Hence, as k increases, the
leader increases her portion invested in the risk-free asset.

The leader’s twofold concern for low variance and high covariance with the

laggard is reflected in her risky portfolio as represented in Eq. 8, which is a linear

combination of the tangency portfolio and group V. To obtain high covariance with

the laggard, she matches his investment in group V in the second term
1

k
Ev. To

obtain an efficient mean-variance tradeoff, she invests in the tangency portfolio.

The balance between the two terms is a function of the following term:

C ¼ k � 1

s2v � s2V
; (9)

where C reflects the hedging demands of the leader. When the volatility of an

individual asset in group V (asset v) increases relative to the volatility of its group,

the correlation within group V decreases, and it is harder for the leader to obtain a

high covariance with the laggard. Therefore her hedging demands, as reflected by

C, decrease.

When hedging demands are high, the leader concentrates her efforts on the

covariance with the laggard and decreases her investment in the tangency portfolio.

When hedging demands are low, she finds it difficult to obtain a high covariance

with the laggard, and she channels her concerns to obtaining a more efficient mean-

variance portfolio by investing more in the tangency portfolio.

The first condition for the equilibrium described in Theorem 4 is that the

number of assets in group V is large enough in the sense of Proposition 3. The

second set of conditions is sufficient to have the laggard not deviate from

investing in asset v. Condition (2.a), sv >
ffiffiffi
2

p
sj8j 2 f1; :::; gg , says that the

volatility of asset v should be high enough relative to assets of other groups to

encourage the laggard to invest in it. This condition identifies the attribute that

makes group V the laggard’s choice. It is the high volatility of group V that

distinguishes it from other groups in the economy. Condition (2.b), sv,j > 0 8j,
tells us that there is no group with negative covariance with group V. If there

were one, the laggard might have been enticed to invest in it to obtain a negative

correlation with the leader, who is tilting her portfolio towards group V. Condi-
tion (2.c), sv,j > 2sV, says that the volatility of asset v should be high enough

relative to the volatility of group V. In other words, the correlation within group V
should be low enough, otherwise the leader can easily hedge against the laggard.

To prevent the laggard from deviating to the risk-free asset, a sufficient condition
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is sv >
ffiffiffi
2

p
sV, which is included in the above conditions. The third set of

conditions is necessary to ensure that the leader refrains from taking a short

position in the risk-free asset or in any of the risky assets.

3.4 Asset Prices in General Equilibrium

To examine asset prices in this economy, we add many leader-laggard pairs (status

investors) and many Markowitz investors. Let us examine the risky portfolio held

by each type of investor. The risky portfolio of every Markowitz investor is simply

the tangency portfolio. There are many laggards in the economy, and each laggard

chooses a single asset from group V using a uniform mixed strategy. Therefore, the

law of large numbers suggests that the aggregation of the portfolios of the laggards

is simply group V. As already shown, the portfolio of the leader is a linear

combination of the tangency portfolio and group V. Hence, the market portfolio,

which is a linear combination of the portfolios held by all investors, is also a linear

combination of the tangency portfolio and group V. This guarantees the existence of
a two-factor beta pricing model. To obtain a closed-form solution for prices, we

rearrange Eq. 8 to yield:

~m ¼ CðkSy� SEvÞ: (10)

The expected return of an asset is positively related to its covariance with the

portfolio of the leader and negatively related to its covariance with group V.
Because the leader’s portfolio is a combination of group V and the tangency

portfolio, it is also a combination of the market and group V. Hence, there exists

a two-factor beta pricing model in which one of the factors is the market and the

other is group V. To derive the closed form of this two-factor beta pricing model,

further assumptions about the ratio of the status-conscious investors to the

Markowitz investors are required.

3.4.1 An Economy with Only Status Investors

Suppose that there are only status investors in the economy. In this case, the market

portfolio can be expressed as a combination of the leader’s portfolio and the

laggard’s portfolio:

yM ¼ kyþ Ev

ky0iþ 1
: (11)
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Using the expression for the leader’s portfolio obtained in (8) and the pricing

Eq. 10, the expected excess return for an individual asset can be represented as:

~mi ¼ ½i0S�1~mþ 2C� Covðri; rMÞ � 2CCovðri; rVÞ: (12)

The exposure of an asset to the market positively contributes to its expected

return. The term i0S�1~m is the expected excess return divided by the variance of the

tangency portfolio. It reflects the implicit risk aversion of the leader. The term C
reflects the hedging demands of the leader, as defined in Eq. 9. If the hedging

demands are high, the leader is inclined to invest more in group V at the expense of

other groups, leading to a higher price for group V and a lower price for the market.

A compact way to express the asset-pricing relation as a two-factor beta pricing

model is to have the first factor be the excess return of the market portfolio and the

second factor the excess return on group V over the market return. We denote

the second factor by VMM. This form is not only algebraically simpler, but also

leads to powerful empirical predictions, as we will see shortly. From Eq. 12, the

two-factor beta pricing model for this economy can be derived:

Theorem 5. In an economy with many pairs of leaders and laggards, where the
Nash equilibrium described in Theorem 4 holds, the expected excess return of asset
i (~mi) is:

~mi ¼ bIi;MKT ½i0S�1~m� VarðrMKTÞ þ bIi;VMM½�2C� VarðrVMMÞ; (13)

where bIi;MKT is the slope of a univariate regression of the asset excess return on the
excess market return (rMKT – rf) andb

I
i;VMM is the slope of a univariate regression of

the asset excess return on the return of VMM. The return of VMM equals the return
of group V minus the return on the market (ry – rMKT), i is a vector of ones, E is the
covariance matrix of all groups, and mi is the expected excess returns of groups.

Equation 13 illustrates how exposure to the high-volatility factor, VMM,

translates into prices. By fixing the univariate beta of an asset on the market
�
bIi;MKT

�
,

a higher univariate beta on VMM
�
b I
i;VMM

�
, leads to a lower expected return.

The negative premium on VMM beta has two determinants. First, the hedging

demands C—when there are higher hedging demands, the premium becomes more

negative as the demand for exposure to group V increases. The second determinant

is the variance of the VMM factor. When Var(rVMM) increases, it is harder to hedge
against group V using other groups in the market, group V becomes more specific in

its effectiveness as a hedge, and its price increases.

To derive the stochastic discount factor (SDF) in this economy, Eq. 12 can be

manipulated to obtain a two-factor SDF:

M ¼ 1þ ~m0S�1~m� i0S�1~mðrMKT � rf Þ þ 2CðrV � rMKTÞ: (14)
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The SDF expression is useful if we want to think about the model in conditional

terms. So far, our analysis has focused on a one-period game. To extend the asset-

pricing implications to a multi-period setting, we use a nonoverlapping generations

approach. In this case, for every time period t, we can write the SDF as:

Mtþ1 ¼1þ ð~m0S�1~mÞt � ði0S�1~mÞtðrMKT;tþ1 � rf ;tþ1Þ
þ 2CtðrV;tþ1 � rMKT;tþ1Þ: (15)

This form of the SDF stresses the role of the hedging demand term in the

conditional asset-pricing model. The return on VMM is scaled by the hedging

demand term. This implies that the importance of the covariance of a return with

the VMM factor at time t + 1 depends on the hedging demands at time t. At times

when the correlation within the most volatile group of stocks increases, the hedging

demand term increases, and covariance with VMM leads to higher prices.

3.4.2 Status Investors and Markowitz Investors

Let us suppose that along with the status investors, there are Markowitz investors

who invest solely in the tangency portfolio. In particular, suppose that for every pair

of leader/laggard investors with wealth (k + 1), there is one Markowitz investor

that invests ’ in the tangency portfolio. ’ is positively related to the wealth of the

Markowitz investors in the economy and negatively related to their risk aversion.

Now the market portfolio is:

yM ¼
kyþ Ev þ fS�1~m

i0S�1~m

ky0iþ 1þ f
: (16)

We can use the same derivation used in the previous section to obtain the two-

factor beta pricing model as a function of ’:

~mi ¼ bIi;MKT

i0S�1~mþ fC

1þ Cf
i0S�1~m

2
4

3
5 VarðrMKTÞ þ bIi;VMM

�2C

1þ Cf
i0S�1~m

2
4

3
5 VarðrVMMÞ: (17)

As ’ increases, the effect of the status investors on prices in this economy

decreases. In particular, the negative premium on VMM becomes less negative as ’
increases. Nevertheless, the Markowitz investors do not reverse the effect of the

status investors. In fact, in the presence of status investors, the Markowitz investors

require a lower expected return on assets with high VMM beta than the expected

return they require in a CAPM world. The Markowitz investors care about the beta

of an asset with the tangency portfolio. The tangency portfolio, however, has a short

position in group V, and therefore a higher beta with group V leads to a lower beta

with the tangency portfolio.
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Not surprisingly, as ’ goes to infinity, the model converges to the CAPM world:

lim
f!1

~mðfÞ ¼ i0S�1~mSyM: (18)

Finally, the stochastic discount factor can be obtained as a function of ’:

M ¼ 1þ ~m0S�1~m� i0S�1~mþ fC
1þ Cy

i0S�1~m

" #
ðrMKT � rf Þ � �2C

1þ Cf
i0S�1~m

2
4

3
5ðrVMMÞ: (19)

4 Empirical Tests

The model provides two sets of testable implications. The first set relates to the

portfolio choices of investors as a function of their status in their reference group.

According to the model, low-status investors hold underdiversified portfolios which

are concentrated in highly volatile securities, while high-status investors weight

these assets more than traditional Markowitz investors. Kumar (2009) [2] provides

empirical support for the portfolio choice implication because he shows that

investors who earn less than their neighbors hold underdiversified portfolios

concentrated in lottery investments like stocks. The mutual fund tournament litera-

ture provides indecisive empirical findings regarding the tournament behavior of

mutual funds. As discussed in the related literature section, it is perhaps difficult to

identify the “laggards” and the “leaders” in such a tournament. The second set of

implications relate to the asset-pricing results of the model. In this section, we

concentrate on testing these implications.

The model provides a linear two-factor beta pricing model in which the factors

are excess returns. The first factor is the return on the market minus the risk-free

rate, and the second factor is the return of the most volatile group of stocks minus

the market (henceforth referred to as VMM). Because the model is a member of the

family of linear factor models, we can use an array of statistical tests provided by

the empirical asset-pricing literature to evaluate it. In addition, the model suggests

that assets with higher exposure to the portfolio of the most volatile stocks (hence-

forth portfolio V) should obtain lower returns. If the model is true, then assets with

high exposure to portfolio V (i.e., assets with high VMM beta) are overpriced

relative to asset-pricing models, such as the CAPM, the Fama-French three-factor

model (1993) [6], and the Carhart four-factor model (1997) [7], that do not take this

negative premium into account. In particular, the model predicts that the CAPM

alpha obeys the following relationship:

ai;CAPM ¼ bIi;MKTCþ bIi;VMMl
I
VMM; (20)
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where bIi;MKT and bIi;VMM are the univariate slopes of the return of asset i on the

market and in the VMM respectively, C is a constant, and lIVMM is the premium on

the VMM factor. For a given bIi;MKT , a higher bIi;VMM of an asset leads to lower

CAPM alpha because lIVMM is a negative number.

We will start by examining, using time-series regression, whether stocks with

high exposure to the portfolio of high-volatility stocks (i.e., stocks with high VMM

beta) obtain low returns relative to other asset-pricingmodels. Thenwewill examine

the unconditional version of the two-factor model directly using time-series

regressions, Fama-MacBeth (1973) [54] regressions, and GMM-stochastic discount

factor tests. We find that VMM beta is positively correlated with idiosyncratic risk

across our test assets, and therefore we proceed to examine the explanatory power of

VMM beta versus idiosyncratic risk using Fama-MacBeth regressions and GMM-

SDF tests. In addition, we form double-sorted portfolios, sorted first by idiosyncratic

risk and then by VMM beta, and examine the returns obtained by these portfolios.

Finally, we examine the conditional version of the model using GMM.

In testing the asset-pricing model, we first need to create test assets that have

sufficient dispersion in their exposure to the market and to VMM. To create such

assets successfully, we need to take into account time variation, not only in the

volatility of stock returns, but also in the cross-section of stock volatility.

In particular, the composition of the most volatile portfolio of stocks may change

frequently, and therefore the sensitivity of an individual stock to VMM can

change dramatically in a short time. For example, in the second half of 1978,

petroleum industry stocks (SIC 1311) constituted only 2.7% of portfolio V, while in

the second half of 1979, petroleum industry stocks constituted 28.1% of portfolio V.

The dramatic change was caused by the oil crisis of 1979. Hence, to form the V

portfolio using the most volatile stocks and to obtain up-to-date VMM beta

estimators, short windows with daily data are preferable. However, to obtain

more accurate estimators, longer windows are better. Most studies that have

estimated betas have used a formation period of more than a year; on the other

hand, Ang et al. (2006) [4] used a formation period of 1 month to estimate

idiosyncratic volatility. We choose a formation period of 6 months to balance this

tradeoff.3

Our sample includes daily and monthly data for AMEX, NASDAQ, and NYSE

stocks. For the time-series regressions, we use a sample period from January 1945 to

December 2008.We do not use earlier data because during and beforeWorldWar II,

there were several periods in which fewer than five stocks satisfied the conditions to

be included in portfolio V. For the Fama-MacBeth regressions and for the GMM-

SDF tests, we use the period from July 1963 to December 2008. These tests are used

to examine the explanatory power of the model versus idiosyncratic risk, which was

found to have explanatory power in a cross-section of expected returns in a study by

Ang et al. (2006) [4]. To maintain comparability with this earlier study, we start the

3 The results are robust to a formation period of 3 months.
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sample period in July 1963. In our tests, we use the Fama-French (1993) [6] factors,

MKTRF, SMB, and HML, as well as the momentum factor, UMD, constructed by

French.4

4.1 Forming the Test Assets

Our model has substantial predictive power regarding the relationship between

univariate market betas, univariate VMM betas, and expected stock returns. Higher

univariate VMM beta leads to lower expected return, while higher univariate

market beta leads to higher expected return. In accordance with the spirit of the

model, we construct strategies that select stocks based on their univariate slopes

with respect to the market and to VMM. We first form portfolio V as the value-

weighted top decile of stocks sorted by total volatility. We then estimate total

volatility using daily returns of the past 6 months and sort the stocks into

5 � 5 ¼ 25 portfolios. First, we sort the stocks into quintiles according to their

univariate market beta as estimated using daily returns for the past 6 months. Next,

for every quintile, we sort the stocks into subquintiles based on their univariate

VMM beta.

Because a sound estimation of VMM beta is of crucial importance for our tests,

we use the method proposed by Pastor and Stambaugh (2003) [55] and forecast the

next-period VMM beta using a cross-sectional predictive model that relates

the VMM beta of a specific stock in a certain month to the lagged VMM beta and

other predictive variables as described below.

4.1.1 Choosing Portfolio V

We use the following procedure to form portfolio V every month:

1. Include only stocks that have daily returns for all trading days in the past

6 months.

2. Exclude the lowest decile of stocks in terms of dollar volume.

3. Rank stocks according to their total volatility as estimated for the previous

6months according to Eq. 21 and pick the value-weighted top decile as portfolio V.

We use liquidity-based filtering because we want to capture the joint movements

across volatile stocks and to measure sensitivities to VMM. Hence, we refrain from

using noisy stocks with low-quality daily return data that suffer frommicrostructural

issues and from the problem of zero returns that might obscure our estimates.

4 The data source for these four factors is Kenneth French’s web site at Dartmouth.
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We estimate Var(ri) using daily returns of the past 6 months. Because asynchronous

trading of securities causes daily portfolio returns to be autocorrelated, we follow

French et al. (1987) [56] and estimate Var(ri) as the sum of the squared daily return

plus twice the sum of the products of adjacent returns:

ŝ2i; t ¼
XNt

t¼1

ðri;t;tÞ2 þ 2
XNt�1

t¼1

ðri;t;tÞðri;tþ1; tÞ; (21)

where there are Nt daily stock returns, ri,t,t, in formation period t. After obtaining
the variance for the entire 6 months, we divide by six to obtain an estimate of the

monthly variance.

Table 1 provides statistics for VMM and its relationship with other well-known

factors. VMM has an average monthly return of �0.86%, and its monthly standard

deviation, 8.22%, is not surprisingly the highest among the factors. VMM has a

correlation of 0.69 with SMB and a correlation of �0.53% with HML, suggesting

that small-growth stocks set the tone within portfolio V. VMM has a low correlation

with UMD, suggesting that its return is not driven by momentum effects. Finally,

the correlation of VMM with MKT is 0.52. Although the VMM factor has a short

position in the market portfolio, the market beta of portfolio V is high enough to

make the correlation between VMM and MKT positive.

4.1.2 Forecasting VMM Beta

To forecast the next period bVMM for a specific stock, we start by regressing

the daily return of the stock on the daily returns of VMM in the formation period.

To account for asynchronous price movements in returns, we follow Lewellen and

Nagel (2006) [57], who included four lags of factor returns, imposing the constraint

Table 1 Factor Statistics. The table reports the means, standard deviations, and correlations of

VMM and various factors. The factors MKTRF, SMB, and HML are the Fama and French (1993)

[6] factors, and the momentum factor, UMD, is as constructed by French. The sample period is

from July 1963 to December 2008, and the estimated values relate to monthly returns. VMM

is constructed every month using the following procedure. Only stocks with daily returns for every

trading day in the previous 6 months are considered as candidates for portfolio V. Next, stocks in

the lowest decile in terms of dollar volume (volume times price) are eliminated. Then the monthly

return volatility of stocks is estimated, using the 6-month daily returns corrected for one-lag

autocorrelation as in French et al. (1987) [56] and in Eq. 21. A value-weighted portfolio is formed

from the highest decile of stocks as sorted by total volatility. The monthly return of this portfolio is

obtained for the following month. Finally, the Fama and French MKT return is subtracted to obtain

the monthly return for VMM

Factor Mean StdDev r(i, MKTRF) r(i, SMB) r(i, HML) r(i, UMD) r(i, VMM)

MKTRF 0.38 4.45 1.00 0.30 �0.38 �0.08 0.52

SMB 0.24 3.19 0.30 1.00 �0.26 0.01 0.69

HML 0.43 2.89 �0.38 �0.26 1.00 �0.13 �0.53

UMD 0.86 4.03 �0.08 0.01 �0.13 1.00 �0.06

VMM �0.86 8.22 0.52 0.69 �0.53 �0.06 1.00
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that lags 2, 3, and 4 have the same slope to reduce the number of parameters. The

Lewellen and Nagel method is an extension of that proposed by Dimson (1979)

[58], who included current and lagged factor returns in the regression and addressed

the finding that small stocks tend to react with a week or greater delay to common

news (Lo and MacKinlay 1990), so that a daily beta will miss much of the small-

stock covariance with market returns. Specifically, we estimate bIX, where X is the

excess return either on the market or in VMM, using the following regression in

which the dependent variable is an excess return of a stock:

ri;t ¼ ai þ bi;0rX;t þ bi;1rX;t�1 þ bi;2½rX;t�2 þ rX;t�3 þ rXt�4� þ ei;t: (22)

The estimated beta is then: bi,x ¼ bi,0 + bi,1 + bi,2. The empirical literature has

shown that stock level beta estimators are fairly noisy and not persistent (e.g., Blume

1971) [59]. In our case, the problem is exacerbated because we are using a short

period to estimate VMM beta and the VMM factor is highly volatile. Table 2 presents

cross-sectional predictive regression results for next-month VMM beta
�
bIVMM;tþ1

�
on

various variables estimated for the previous 6 months. Every month t, we measure

Table 2 Predictive Regressions of VMM beta. The table summarizes the results of stock-level

cross-sectional predictive regressions of VMMbeta bIVMM;i;tþ1

� �
on various lagged variables for the

period from July 1963 to December 2008. The dependent variable, bIVMM;i;tþ1, is estimated using a

univariate regression of daily stock returns on VMM in the holding month (t + 1), accounting for

asynchronous price movements in returns as in Lewellen and Nagel (2006) [57] and in Eq. 22.

The independent variables, bIVMM;i;t, si,t, and ’i,t are estimated using the 6-month formation period

prior to month (t + 1). For each stock, bIVMM;i;t is estimated by a univariate regression of daily stock

returns on VMM over the 6-month formation period, accounting for asynchronous price

movements in returns as in Lewellen and Nagel (2006) [57] and in Eq. 22. The monthly volatility

of a stock, si,t, is estimated using the prior 6-month daily returns corrected for one-lag autocorrela-

tion, as in French et al. (1987) [56] and in Eq. 21. ’i,t measures the affiliation of the four-digit SIC

industry code of stock iwith portfolio V during the 6-month formation period and is constructed for

each four-digit SIC industry code as follows. The percentage market-cap proportion of every

industry i (denoted by a four-digit SIC code) in the market (denoted by mi) and the percentage

market-cap proportion of every industry i (denoted by a four-digit SIC code) in portfolio V (denoted

by vi) are measured as of the end of the 6-month formation period. A measure of industry affiliation

to portfolio V is constructed as ’i ¼ vi – mi. IVOL is idiosyncratic risk and is estimated as in Ang

et al. (2006) [4] relative to the Fama and French (1993) [6] three-factor model, using the daily

returns of the 1 month prior to (t + 1). Cross-sectional regressions are then run over all stocks for

each month from July 1963 to December 2008. A time-series average of the estimated coefficients

is taken to arrive at point estimates. T-statistics are reported in parentheses. The t-statistics are
obtained from time series of estimated coefficients and include a GMM correction for heterosce-

dasticity and serial correlation. The �R2 column gives the average R2 over time

const bIVMM;i;t si, t fi, t IVOLi, t �R2

0.35 (9.15) 0.38 (11.31) 0.02

0.11 (2.77) 0.04 (7.09) 0.02

0.56 (8.79) 0.05 (14.71) 0.01

0.34 (7.05) 0.09 (5.96) 0.01

0.16 (4.32) 0.22 (11.78) 0.02 (6.23) 0.03 (9.30) 0.03
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the next-month VMM beta using the daily returns of month t + 1. On average, a

cross-sectional regression of bIVMM;tþ1 on b I
VMM;t yields an R2 of only 0.02.

To improve the predictive ability of VMM beta, we start by adding volatility—a

stock cannot have high exposure to portfolio V without being volatile itself. The

reverse argument, however, is not necessarily true. A stock with high volatility can

have low exposure to volatile stocks, for example if its volatility is purely idiosyn-

cratic and is driven by factors that are not common with any other stock. Neverthe-

less, the formation-period volatility has significant predictive power for next-period

VMM beta. In fact, as a stand-alone predictor, it is not inferior to the lagged VMM

beta, judging by the average R2 which is 0.02 in both cases. Table 2 also shows that

the measure of idiosyncratic risk using the last-month daily returns has significant

predictive ability for the next-period VMM beta.

If a certain industry is extremely volatile at a certain point in time, then portfolio

V is likely to contain a high proportion of stocks associated with that industry, and

the high-volatility stock factor will be dominated by this industry. In such an event,

a stock belonging to that industry is likely to have high exposure to portfolio V.

To quantify this intuition, we measure the proportion of every industry i (defined by
the four-digit SIC code5) in the market (denoted by mi) and the proportion of every
industry i (defined by the four-digit SIC code) in portfolio V (denoted by vi).
We then construct a measure of industry affiliation to portfolio V:

’ ¼ vi � mi: (23)

A stock of industry i that has the same proportion of market cap in portfolio V

and in the market portfolio will have a neutral affiliation ’ ¼ 0. For example, in the

period from October 1999 to March 2000, the most volatile industry was SIC 7372,

“Prepackaged software,” with a market proportion of 7.69%, a portfolio V propor-

tion of 33.19%, and ’ ¼ 25.50. Table 2 shows that higher ’ is indeed positively

correlated with higher VMM beta in the following period.

Table 2 shows that all three variables are jointly significant in forecasting next-

period VMM beta, and therefore we use all three variables to forecast next-period

VMM beta:

bIVMM;i;tþ1 ¼ C0 þ C1b
I
VMM;i;t þ C2si;t þ C3’i;t: (24)

Each month, we estimate the coefficients in (24) by running 240 monthly

cross-sectional regressions over the previous 20 years and estimating the coefficients

in (24) as the average of the values obtained in the 240 regressions. It is important to

update the predictive regression because the relationships among the variables can

change over time. For example, SIC codes have become more accurate and informa-

tive over time, and indeed untabulated results show that C3 is increasing over time.

5We use the four-digit SIC code to obtain the most informative partition of industries. The results

are robust to a specification of three-digit SIC code.
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4.1.3 The 25 Test Assets

Stocks are first sorted into quintiles based on market beta, and then in each quintile,

they are sorted again into subquintiles according to the forecast VMM beta. Table 3

presents statistics for the 25 portfolios. For each market beta quintile, the raw

Table 3 Statistics for 5 � 5 portfolios. 25 value-weighted portfolios are constructed, sorted first

by univariate market beta,bIMKT, and then sorted by univariate VMM beta,bIVMM. Portfolio VMM is

formed as described in Table 1. Only stocks with more than 12 days of trading and more than 75 %

of trading days in each month in the past 6 months are considered.bIMKT is estimated by a univariate

regression of stock daily returns on the market during the 6-month formation period, accounting

for asynchronous price movements in returns as in Lewellen and Nagel (2006) [57] and in Eq. 22.

bIVMM is forecast using a cross-sectional predictive model in which the independent variables are

lagged with respect to bIVMM (estimated during the 6-month formation period), stock volatility, and

each stock’s industry affiliation to portfolio V, as shown in Table 2. The predictive model is

estimated using 240 cross-sectional regressions for each month in the 20 years prior to the holding

period. Stocks are then sorted into quintiles according to bIMKT , and within each quintile, they are

sorted into five subquintiles according to bIVMM. The statistics in the pair of panels in the first row

labeled “Raw Returns Mean” and “Std.Dev.” are measured in monthly percentage terms and apply

to total simple returns. The “Market Share” panel is expressed in percentage points and represents

the average market share of each portfolio measured as of the end of the 6-month formation period.

The values in the “Book to Market”, “IVOL,” and “Volatility” panels are calculated for each

formation period for each portfolio using a value-weighted average across stocks and then

averaged over time. The “Book to Market” panel shows the book-to-market ratio within each

portfolio, calculated as proposed by Fama-French. IVOL is idiosyncratic risk, measured as

proposed by Ang et al. (2006) [4] relative to the Fama and French (1993) three-factor model,

using the daily returns of the last month in the formation period. Volatility is estimated using the

daily returns for the previous 6 months corrected for one-lag autocorrelation, as in French et al.

(1987) [56] and in Eq. 21. The study period is from January 1945 to December 2008

Univariate bIVMM quintiles

Low 2 3 4 High Low 2 3 4 High

Mean return Std.dev return

Low bIMKT 0.89 0.79 1.00 0.96 0.95 3.28 3.62 4.50 5.38 7.31

2 0.94 1.05 1.09 0.95 0.81 3.63 4.22 4.54 5.20 6.66

3 1.08 1.06 1.09 0.95 0.78 4.21 4.79 5.41 6.17 7.54

4 1.01 0.96 1.01 1.07 0.90 5.29 5.81 6.52 7.29 8.35

High bIMKT 1.09 1.10 0.89 0.66 0.37 6.67 8.06 8.44 9.20 10.58

Market share Book to market

Low bIMKT 0.09 0.05 0.03 0.02 0.01 0.66 0.57 0.59 0.63 0.63

2 0.12 0.06 0.04 0.02 0.01 0.55 0.54 0.58 0.59 0.59

3 0.13 0.05 0.03 0.02 0.01 0.51 0.55 0.57 0.57 0.54

4 0.10 0.04 0.03 0.02 0.01 0.53 0.54 0.56 0.55 0.52

High bIMKT 0.05 0.02 0.02 0.01 0.01 0.54 0.55 0.54 0.54 0.54

IVOL (daily) Volatility (monthly)

Low bIMKT 0.88 1.17 1.48 1.91 2.85 4.88 6.26 7.71 9.59 13.01

2 0.95 1.13 1.33 1.62 2.24 5.70 6.65 7.60 8.92 11.62

3 1.04 1.26 1.46 1.74 2.24 6.54 7.53 8.57 9.87 11.99

4 1.21 1.47 1.70 1.97 2.37 7.65 8.88 9.94 11.24 12.78

High bIMKT 1.59 1.95 2.21 2.53 3.18 9.69 11.46 12.66 14.06 16.21
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returns on the highest-VMM-beta subquintile (the rightmost column) are generally

lower than the returns of other portfolios. This result is most pronounced for the

(5,5) portfolio—the portfolio with the highest market beta and the highest VMM

beta. This portfolio earned an average return of 0.37% per month, which is by far

the lowest return among all portfolios. Portfolios with higher VMM beta are more

volatile; the standard deviation of portfolio monthly returns increases with VMM

beta. In addition, the value-weighted average volatility and idiosyncratic volatility

across stocks in each portfolio increase with VMM beta. Idiosyncratic volatility is

measured as proposed by Ang et al. (2006) [4] with respect to the Fama-French

(1993) [6] three-factor model, using the daily returns of the previous month.

Intuitively, a portfolio with higher VMM beta will contain stocks with higher

sensitivities to portfolio V, which contains the most volatile stocks, and therefore

we expect it to be more volatile as well.

To test a factor model, initial studies must constitute portfolios using pre-

formation criteria, but then examine them using post-ranking factor loadings

computed over the full sample. To provide a convincing explanation of factor

risk, we need to show that the portfolios also exhibit persistent loadings on VMM

over the same period used to compute the alphas. The pair of panels in the first row

of Table 4 shows the post-formation VMM betas of the 25 portfolios and their

t-statistics. Indeed, in each and every row, the post-formation coefficients of VMM

follow the pre-formation coefficients in terms of ranking. Moreover, the dispersion

in VMM beta among portfolios is fairly high. We then form a high-VMM-beta

minus low-VMM-beta portfolio for each market beta quintile and show (Table 4)

that the VMM betas of these five portfolios are 0.6, 0.46, 0.52, 0.44, and 0.66.

4.2 Time-Series Analysis

To examine whether other asset-pricing models overprice portfolios with high

VMM beta, we examine the Jensen alphas obtained for the 25 portfolios. The pair

of panels in the second row of Table 4 shows the CAPM alphas and their t-statistics
for each of the 25 portfolios. Indeed, for each market beta quintile, we see that the

alphas generally decrease with VMM beta. The portfolio with the highest VMM

beta has the lowest CAPM alpha for each and every market beta quintile. Moreover,

for each market beta quintile, the alphas of the high-VMM-beta minus low-VMM-

beta portfolio are �0.35%, �0.48%, �0.62%, �0.39%, and �1.01% (from the

quintile with the lowest market beta to the quintile with the highest market beta).

The t-statistic values for these alphas are �1.66, �2.69, �3.31, �1.90, and �4.19

respectively. These findings indeed support the prediction of the model that stocks

with higher exposure to portfolio V are overpriced by the CAPM.

The results are qualitatively the same when using the Fama-French three-factor

model and the Carhart four-factor model (the panels in the third and fourth rows of

Table 4). A joint test for the 25 alphas equal to zero rejects the CAPM, the Fama-

French three-factor model, and the Carhart four-factor model with p-values of
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Table 4 Post-Formation Regressions. The table shows the results of various post-formation

monthly regressions for the 25 portfolios described in Table 3. There are 10 panels in the table.

The left panels contain point estimates, and the right panels report robust Newey-West (1987) [60]

t-statistics. Each panel contains 25 values corresponding to the 25 portfolios and five values

corresponding to five portfolios of high VMM beta minus low VMM beta for each market beta

quintile. The first pair of panels shows the post-formation VMM beta estimated using a regression

of portfolio monthly returns on VMM monthly returns for each portfolio. The next four pairs of

panels contain Jensen alphas with respect to the CAPM, the Fama-French (1993) three-factor

model, the Carhart four-factor model, and the MKT + VMM two-factor model proposed in this

paper. The MKTRF, SMB, and HML factors are the Fama and French (1993) [6] factors; the

momentum factor (UMD) is as constructed by French. For the panels that report point estimates of

Jensen’s alpha, the last row depicts the p-values obtained for a joint test for the 25 alphas equal to

zero. The test is conducted by first estimating all 25 regressions simultaneously using GMM with

robust heteroscedasticity and autocorrelation-consistent covariance matrix and then using a Wald

test. The sample period is from January 1945 to December 2008

Univariate bIVMM quintiles

Low 2 3 4 High H-L Low 2 3 4 High H-L

Post-form bIVMM t(bIVMM)

Low bIMKT 0.04 0.11 0.21 0.32 0.64 0.60 1.15 2.37 4.06 5.67 9.45 10.00

2 0.08 0.19 0.22 0.30 0.54 0.46 1.40 3.76 3.48 4.98 8.21 10.72

3 0.18 0.25 0.36 0.47 0.70 0.52 3.51 3.90 5.71 6.98 11.51 15.07

4 0.34 0.42 0.53 0.70 0.77 0.44 6.24 6.73 8.97 17.90 8.11 7.37

High bIMKT 0.55 0.76 0.85 1.01 1.21 0.66 10.04 16.71 18.22 15.99 14.53 11.16

Post-form aCAPM t(aCAPM)
Low bIMKT 0.22 0.05 0.14 0.03 �0.13 �0.35 2.46 0.47 1.24 0.20 �0.70 �1.66

2 0.19 0.19 0.19 �0.03 �0.28 �0.48 2.48 2.28 2.32 �0.30 �2.02 �2.69

3 0.21 0.11 0.06 �0.14 �0.41 �0.62 3.17 1.56 0.78 �1.44 �2.53 �3.31

4 0.00 �0.12 �0.14 �0.12 �0.39 �0.39 �0.03 �1.15 �1.46 �0.79 �2.15 �1.90

High bIMKT �0.07 �0.18 �0.42 �0.69 �1.08 �1.01 �0.57 �1.02 �2.40 �3.18 �4.11 �4.19

P(a ¼ 0) 0.0014

Post-form aFF3 t(aFF3)
Low bIMKT 0.07 �0.09 �0.01 �0.14 �0.17 �0.25 0.92 �0.95 �0.14 �1.12 �1.08 �1.41

2 0.09 0.09 0.08 �0.15 �0.30 �0.38 1.25 1.19 1.13 �1.85 �2.43 �2.79

3 0.16 0.06 0.04 �0.14 �0.36 �0.52 2.54 0.77 0.53 �1.55 �2.52 �3.38

4 0.05 �0.04 �0.05 �0.01 �0.32 �0.37 0.68 �0.45 �0.49 �0.06 �1.92 �2.05

High bIMKT 0.05 0.02 �0.24 �0.50 �0.84 �0.90 0.47 0.13 �1.76 �2.79 �3.58 �3.60

P(a ¼ 0) 0.0001

Post-form aCAR4 t(aCAR4)
Low bIMKT 0.14 �0.04 0.00 �0.15 �0.20 �0.34 1.45 �0.41 0.02 �1.08 �1.11 �1.64

2 0.14 0.14 0.13 �0.15 �0.25 �0.39 1.71 1.80 1.59 �1.66 �1.99 �2.62

3 0.17 0.13 0.13 �0.09 �0.23 �0.40 2.81 1.87 1.44 �0.98 �1.32 �2.23

4 0.09 0.01 0.05 0.05 �0.24 �0.33 0.98 0.07 0.44 0.38 �1.43 �1.83

High bIMKT 0.09 0.04 �0.19 �0.38 �0.75 �0.84 0.70 0.30 �1.28 �2.17 �2.81 �3.04

P(a ¼ 0) 0.001

Post-form aMKT+VMM t(aMKT+VMM)

Low bIMKT 0.06 �0.08 0.08 0.08 0.28 0.19 0.69 �0.89 0.78 0.53 1.45 1.03

2 0.02 0.09 0.11 �0.05 �0.06 �0.08 0.24 1.15 1.40 �0.54 �0.48 �0.53

3 0.10 0.04 0.09 �0.01 �0.03 �0.12 1.48 0.53 1.08 �0.09 �0.17 �0.73

4 0.00 �0.04 0.03 0.26 0.03 0.03 0.00 �0.37 0.36 2.08 0.17 0.16

High bIMKT 0.13 0.23 0.08 0.00 �0.16 �0.29 1.13 1.68 0.58 0.01 �1.01 �1.51

P(a ¼ 0) 0.0953
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0.0014, 0.0001, and 0.0001 respectively. On the other hand, the two-factor beta

pricing model proposed in this paper does a significantly better job in pricing these

portfolios. A joint test for the 25 alphas equal to zero cannot reject the model at the

5% significance level (the p-value is 0.095).
An important empirical issue is whether our results agree with those of Ang et al.

(2006) [4], who found that stocks with high idiosyncratic volatility (IVOL) relative

to the Fama and French (1993) [6] model have abysmally low average returns. The

cross-sectional correlation between VMM beta and idiosyncratic volatility across

the test assets is 0.84, where VMM beta is obtained for each portfolio using a post-

formation regression over the sample from July 1963 to December 2008 and

idiosyncratic volatility is calculated for each portfolio every month, using the

method of Ang et al. (2006) [4] and averaged across the sample from July 1963

to December 2008. The high cross-sectional correlation makes it difficult to disen-

tangle these two effects.

We start to address this problem by sorting stocks into IVOL quintiles, and then

for each IVOL quintile, we sort them again into two portfolios based on VMM beta.

Tables 5 and 6 show the results of this analysis. For the quintile with the highest

idiosyncratic risk, the portfolio with lower VMM beta has a simple return of 0.31%

per month, while the portfolio with higher VMM beta has a simple return of

�0.39% (Table 5). For the quintile with the highest idiosyncratic risk, the risk-

adjusted returns on the high-VMM-beta portfolio are significantly lower than those

of the low-VMM-beta portfolio (Table 6). For example, the CAPM alpha for the

Table 5 Statistics for Double-Sorted IVOL and VMMBeta Portfolios. Each month, stocks are

sorted into quintiles based on idiosyncratic volatility, measured as proposed by Ang et al. (2006)
[4], relative to the Fama and French (1993) [6] three-factor model, using the daily returns of the

prior month. Then each quintile is sorted into two deciles by VMM beta, calculated as in Table 3.

There are six panels in the table. The first row in each panel corresponds to the five idiosyncratic

risk quintile base portfolios. The second row corresponds to the five low-VMM-beta portfolios and

the third row to the five high-VMM-beta portfolios. The statistics correspond to those shown in

Table 3. The sample period is from July 1963 to December 2008

Idiosyncratic risk quintiles

beta 2 3 4 High Low 2 3 4 High

Mean return Std. dev return

Base 0.89 0.93 0.95 0.81 –0.01 3.83 4.88 6.02 7.57 8.71

Low bIVMM 0.85 0.94 0.90 0.86 0.31 3.55 4.40 5.21 6.29 7.47

High bIVMM 0.96 0.98 1.06 0.69 –0.39 4.91 6.26 7.59 9.43 10.67

Market share Book to market

Base 0.57 0.24 0.11 0.05 0.02 0.52 0.54 0.56 0.58 0.68

Low bIVMM 0.38 0.15 0.07 0.03 0.01 0.53 0.56 0.58 0.62 0.72

High bIVMM 0.19 0.09 0.05 0.02 0.01 0.50 0.52 0.53 0.55 0.64

IVOL (daily) Volatility (monthly)

Base 0.92 1.49 2.06 2.84 4.66 6.68 8.76 10.86 13.30 16.28

Low bIVMM 0.88 1.47 2.04 2.80 4.39 6.07 7.84 9.51 11.52 14.23

High bIVMM 1.01 1.52 2.09 2.88 4.98 7.95 10.26 12.74 15.49 18.79
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high-VMM-beta minus low-VMM-beta portfolio in the quintile with the highest

idiosyncratic risk is �0.87% per month, which is statistically significant at the 1%

level. The results suggest that the VMM beta has an explanatory power beyond that

of idiosyncratic volatility. However, a caveat is in order: the two variables are

Table 6 Double-Sorted IVOL and VMM Beta Portfolios–Post-Formation Regressions. Each

month, stocks are sorted into quintiles based on idiosyncratic volatility, measured as proposed by

Ang et al. (2006) [4], relative to the Fama and French (1993) [6] three-factor model, using the daily

returns of the previous month. Then each quintile is sorted into two deciles by VMM beta,

calculated as in Table 3. There are 10 panels in the table. The left panels contain point estimates,

and the right panels report robust Newey-West (1987) [60] t-statistics. In each panel, the first row

corresponds to the five idiosyncratic-risk quintile base portfolios. The second row corresponds to

the five low-VMM-beta portfolios and the third row to the five high-VMM-beta portfolios. The

fourth and last row shows results for a high-VMM-beta minus low-VMM-beta portfolios for each

idiosyncratic risk quintile. The sixth and last column in each row corresponds to a high-idiosyn-

cratic-risk minus low-idiosyncratic-risk portfolio for each row. The first pair of panels contains the

post-formation VMM beta estimated using a regression of portfolio monthly returns on VMM

monthly returns for each portfolio. The next four pairs of panels show Jensen’s alphas with respect

to the CAPM, the Fama-French (1993) [6] three-factor model, the Carhart four-factor model, and

the MKT + VMM two-factor model proposed in this paper. The MKTRF, SMB, and HML factors

are the Fama and French (1993) [6] factors; the momentum factor (UMD) is as constructed by

French. The sample period is from July 1963 to December 2008

Idiosyncratic risk quintiles

Low 2 3 4 High H-L Low 2 3 4 High H-L

Post-form bVMM t bVMMð Þ
Base 0.14 0.29 0.48 0.71 0.89 0.75 3.43 5.23 8.94 16.99 19.19 23.34

Low bVMM 0.08 0.17 0.33 0.49 0.63 0.55 1.94 3.02 6.56 10.81 11.62 12.30

High bVMM 0.26 0.47 0.68 0.95 1.16 0.90 5.58 8.35 11.76 21.12 23.07 30.49

H-L bVMM 0.19 0.30 0.34 0.46 0.53 0.35 13.85 11.90 12.48 23.03 13.56 8.87

Post-form aCAPM aCAPM
Base 0.12 0.06 0.01 �0.22 �1.07 �1.20 2.14 1.32 0.09 �1.35 �5.19 �4.78

Low bVMM 0.13 0.13 0.02 �0.08 �0.67 �0.80 1.69 1.86 0.25 �0.60 �3.77 �3.55

High bVMM 0.11 0.02 0.02 �0.44 �1.55 �1.65 1.61 0.21 0.14 �2.01 �5.37 �5.36

H-L bVMM �0.02 �0.11 0.00 �0.36 �0.87 �0.86 �0.21 �0.79 0.01 �2.01 �3.66 �3.78

Post-form aFF3 aFF3
Base 0.10 0.06 0.03 �0.16 �1.14 �1.23 2.18 1.15 0.49 �1.27 �7.60 �6.95

Low bVMM 0.06 0.04 �0.05 �0.17 �0.86 �0.92 1.03 0.71 �0.62 �1.62 �6.34 �5.46

High bVMM 0.13 0.13 0.12 �0.26 �1.52 �1.65 2.25 1.38 1.15 �1.50 �6.95 �7.22

H-L bVMM 0.07 0.08 0.17 �0.10 �0.66 �0.73 0.77 0.76 1.29 �0.56 �2.89 �3.15

Pos-Form aCAR4 aCAR4
Base 0.08 0.12 0.10 �0.07 �0.88 �0.96 1.54 2.14 1.54 �0.60 �5.45 �4.88

Low bVMM 0.05 0.06 �0.02 �0.07 �0.67 �0.72 0.77 0.98 �0.29 �0.66 �4.41 �3.83

High bVMM 0.10 0.20 0.18 �0.16 �1.21 �1.31 1.51 2.08 1.71 �0.90 �4.74 �4.80

H-L bVMM 0.05 0.14 0.20 �0.09 �0.54 �0.59 0.62 1.12 1.56 �0.45 �1.97 �2.17

Pos-form aMKTþVMM aMKT + VMM

Base �0.03 0.04 0.21 0.26 �0.34 �0.32 �0.63 0.69 3.51 2.44 �2.79 �2.21

Low bVMM �0.07 �0.02 0.05 0.14 �0.28 �0.21 �1.37 �0.24 0.70 1.20 �1.61 �1.04

High bVMM 0.05 0.19 0.42 0.32 �0.47 �0.52 0.82 2.06 3.57 2.71 �3.75 �3.66

H-L bVMM 0.12 0.21 0.37 0.17 �0.19 �0.32 1.41 1.86 2.41 1.20 �1.09 �1.61
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positively correlated, and therefore sorting by VMM beta creates a detectable

difference in IVOL (Table 5). We will revisit this issue using Fama-MacBeth

analysis and GMM-SDF tests.

Finally, Table 6 shows that the two-factor model does a better job of pricing the

quintile portfolios sorted by idiosyncratic volatility, using the method of Ang et al.
(2006) [4]. Although the monthly alphas of the high-idiosyncratic-risk minus low-

idiosyncratic-risk portfolio are �1.20%, �1.23%, and �0.96% using CAPM, the

Fama-French three-factor model, and the Carhart four-factor model, the monthly

alpha of this portfolio using the two-factor model is �0.32%.

4.3 Fama-MacBeth Analysis

The two-factor asset-pricingmodel suggests that expected returns can be expressed as:

Eðri � rf Þ ¼ bIi;MKTl
I
MKT þ bIi;VMMl

I
VMM; (25)

where bIi;MKT and bIi;VMM are the univariate slopes of the return of asset i on the

market and in the VMM respectively and lIVMM and lIMKT are the premiums on the

VMM factor and the market factor respectively. We can also write the model using

the bivariate slopes from a multiple regression of stock return on the excess returns

both of the market and of the VMM:

Eðri � rf Þ ¼ bIIi;mf l
II
MKT þ bIIi;VMMl

II
VMM: (26)

In this form, lIIMKT is the expected excess market return and lIIVMM is the expected

return on VMM. Because VMM and the market have a positive correlation of 0.52,

and because the model suggests that lIVMM < 0 andlIMKT > 0, the model implies the

following relationship among the premiums:

• lIVMM < 0:

• lIMKT > 0:

• lIIVMM > lIVMM

• lIIMKT < lIMKT :

Naturally, the model suggests that the bivariate premium on each factor equals

its expected return. The Fama-MacBeth [54] method is a convenient framework to

evaluate the model and its predictions. In addition, it enables us to augment the

factors suggested by the model with various factors that have proven to

have explanatory power for the cross-section of expected returns, such as the

Fama-French SMB and HML factors and the momentum factor, UMD. Finally,

the Fama-MacBeth procedure provides a closer look into the pricing relationship

between idiosyncratic volatility and VMM beta.

Following Fama-MacBeth (1973) [54], we first perform time-series regressions

in which we regress the excess portfolio returns on a constant and on various
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factors: MKT, SMB, HML, UMD, and VMM. In the second step, the excess

portfolio returns are regressed on the estimated factor loadings for each month in

the sample. Then a time-series average of the estimated coefficients is calculated to

obtain point estimates and statistical significance values for the factor premiums.

To examine the role of idiosyncratic risk (IVOL), we calculate the IVOL of each

portfolio for each month as proposed by Ang et al. (2006) [4] and use the averaged

IVOL value for each portfolio for the entire sample.

Table 7 shows the results of the Fama-MacBeth regressions. The first row shows

that the CAPM can account for 16% of the cross-sectional variation in the returns

on the 25 portfolios. In contradiction to the theoretical expectation of the CAPM,

the market factor (MKT) shows up with an insignificantly negative factor premium.

Our two-factor model suggests that the CAPM is wrongly specified. Because the

univariate market beta and VMM beta are positively correlated, the CAPM

attributes high market beta to portfolios with high VMM beta that obtain low

returns. The second row shows that VMM beta on its own also has an insignificantly

negative factor premium. In this case, the cross-sectional R2 is 0.28.

Rows 3 and 4 show the Fama-MacBeth results for our two-factor model. Row 3

contains the results with the univariate betas, while row 4 contains the results with the

bivariate betas. In both cases, the R2 with the two-factor model jumps to 0.61. The

predictions of the model regarding risk premiums are therefore supported. The

estimated univariate market premium is 1.67%, and the estimated VMM premium is

�2.47%. Both premiums are significant at the 1% level. The bivariate market pre-

mium is 0.97%, which is significant at the 1% level, and the bivariate VMM premium

is �0.86%, which is significant at the 5% level. The bivariate VMM premium,

�0.86%, is exactly the mean monthly return of VMM for the sample period.

Row 5 shows the results for the Fama-French three-factor model, and row 6 shows

the results for the Fama-French three-factor model augmented with VMM. Adding

VMM to the Fama-French three-factor model increases R2 from 0.47 to 0.73, and

VMM has a factor premium of �1.02%, which is significant at the 5% level. In fact,

row 6 shows that VMM is the only one of the four factors that is significant at the 5%

level. In the absence of VMM, SMB, and HML, the effect of VMM is apparent. The

SMB factor, which is positively correlated with VMM, has a negative premium of

�0.39%. The HML factor, which is negatively correlated with VMM, has a positive

premium of 0.36%.However, addingVMMchanges the coefficient of SMB to�0.1%

and renders the HML coefficient negative, with a premium of�0.48%. The results are

qualitatively the same for the Carhart four-factor model (rows 7 and 8).

Finally, we examine the role of idiosyncratic risk. Row 10 shows that a model

with market and idiosyncratic volatility has an R2 of 0.39, which is significantly

lower than the R2 of the two-factor model, which is 0.61. Nevertheless, because

IVOL is positively correlated with VMM beta, the premium on IVOL is negative,

�0.28%, and significant at the 5% level. Row 11 shows that when IVOL is added to

the univariate market beta and the univariate VMM beta, it becomes economically

and statistically insignificant, with a premium of �0.02%. However, VMM is still

significant at the 1% level. Hence, these results suggest that VMM drives out

idiosyncratic volatility, not the other way around.
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4.4 GMM-SDF Tests

Our model provides an explicit stochastic discount factor (SDF) which is linear in

the market return and the return on the high-volatility portfolio:

Mtþ1 ¼ 1þ ð~m0S�1~mÞt � ði0S�1~mÞtðrMKT;tþ1 � rf ;tþ1Þ þ 2CtðrV;tþ1 � rMKT;tþ1Þ:

The model suggests that the coefficient of excess market return in the SDF is

negative, while the coefficient of the return of high-volatility assets minus the

market in the SDF is positive. We examine the predictions of the model by

estimating the model E[MR] ¼ 1 using the GMM as proposed by Hansen (1982)

[26]. In the analysis described below, we choose the weighting matrix W to be the

asymptotically optimal one given by the inverse of the covariance matrix of the

moment conditions. We use the same 25 portfolios as in the previous sections. As

Cochrane (2005) [61] has noted, when the factors are correlated, one should test

whether the SDF-parameter coefficients equal zero to see whether a certain factor

helps to price the assets, rather than testing whether the factor premium obtained

from the Fama-MacBeth method equals zero. In our case, the excess market return

and the VMM factor indeed have a positive correlation of 0.52.

We start by examining the pricing ability of the unconditional two-factor model

versus the CAPM, the Fama-French three-factor model, and the Carhart four-factor

model. In particular, we estimate the following moment conditions:

1 ¼ E½ðB0 � B0Ftþ1Þ � Rtþ1�; (27)

where B0 is a constant, B is the vector of coefficients to be estimated, Ft+1 is a vector

of factors included in the specification of the SDF, and Rt+1 is the vector of returns

on the 25 portfolios. Using this specification, a factor that commands a positive risk

premium should have a positive coefficient.

Consistently with the Fama-MacBeth regressions, row 1 of Table 8 documents

the failure of the CAPM to price the 25 portfolios. The CAPM is formally rejected

by Hansen’s (1982) [26] test of overidentifying restrictions with a p-value of 1%,

and the coefficient of the market is negative and statistically insignificant. Row

2 shows the results with the unconditional version of the stochastic discount factor

included in the model. Adding VMM along with the market excess return to the

specification of the stochastic discount factor significantly improves the pricing

ability of the SDF. Now the test of overidentifying restrictions cannot reject the

two-factor SDF at the 10% significance level (the p-value is 13%). Both the excess

market return and the return of the VMM portfolio have the expected signs, and

both are statistically significant at the 1% level.

The two-factor SDF performs better than the Fama-French three-factor model

(row 3) and the Carhart four-factor model (row 5), both of which are rejected by the

test of overidentifying restrictions at the 5% significance level. Adding VMM to the

Fama-French three-factor model renders both the SMB and the HML statistically

insignificant, while VMM remains significant at the 1% level. Moreover, after

adding VMM to the Fama-French three-factor SDF, the test of overidentifying
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restrictions cannot reject the SDF at the 5% significance level. The results for the

Carhart four-factor models are qualitatively the same (rows 5 and 6).

The conditional SDF model obtained by the model implies that the effect of the

covariance between an asset’s return and the VMM factor depends on the hedging

demand term C. When the hedging demand term is large, covariance with VMM

leads to lower expected returns. To estimate the conditional model, we first need to

estimate the hedging demand term C. The expression for C in the model, as the

number of assets in group V goes to infinity, converges to the following term:

Ct ¼
rv;tðk � 1Þ
s2V;tð1� rv;tÞ

; (28)

where rv,t is the correlation of each pair of assets in portfolio V at time t and sv,t is
the volatility of portfolio V at time t. We estimate Ct using daily returns during the

6-month formation period. We estimate rv,t as the average correlation between all

pairs in portfolio V during the 6-month formation period, and we estimate the

monthly total volatility of portfolio V, sV,T, using daily returns during the formation

period as shown in Eq. 21. Following Ferson and Harvey (1999) [62], we determine

the scaling variable Ct. After obtaining an estimate for Ct for every month, we

estimate the following moment conditions:

1 ¼ E½ðB0 � B1ðrMKT;tþ1 � rf ;tþ1Þ � B2ð1þ B3CtÞðrV;tþ1 � rMKT;tþ1ÞÞ � Rtþ1�:
(29)

The model suggests that the coefficient B3 should be positive; in times where

Ct is high, covariance with VMM leads to lower returns. Row 7 of Table 8 reports

the results of this estimation. The conditional model performs better than any other

model, including the unconditional one, according to the p-value of the test of

overidentifying restrictions, which is 0.21. The coefficients of the market excess

return and of VMM remain significant and with the expected sign. The coefficient

of Ct has the expected positive sign, but is statistically insignificant.

To examine the role of idiosyncratic volatility, we use the method proposed by

Nyberg (2008) [63] to examine whether idiosyncratic volatility has pricing power

beyond that of the stochastic discount factors specified above. We estimate the

parameters of the stochastic discount factors using the GMM using the following

moment conditions:

1 ¼ E½ðB0 � B0Ftþ1Þ � Rtþ1 � gIVOLIVOLt�: (30)

The idiosyncratic volatility for every portfolio is estimated using the previous

month’s daily returns, as in Ang et al. (2006) [4]. If the stochastic discount factors
specified above cannot capture the negative relationship between idiosyncratic

volatility and returns, then gIVOL should have a negative coefficient. Rows 8, 10,

and 11 show that idiosyncratic volatility indeed has a pricing ability greater than

that of the SDF, whether using CAPM, the Fama-French three-factor model, or the

Carhart four-factor model. In all cases, IVOL is significant at the 1% level. In fact,
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the test cannot reject either the Fama-French three-factor model or the Carhart

four-factor model when IVOL is added to the specification. However, when idio-

syncratic volatility is added to the two-factor model with market return and VMM,

IVOL becomes statistically insignificant. Moreover, the p-value of the test for

overidentifying restrictions decreases from 0.13 without IVOL to 0.10 with IVOL.

The GMM-SDF tests agree with the Fama-MacBeth analysis on several results.

First, the two-factor model proposed here provides better pricing of the test assets

than the CAPM, the Fama-French three-factor model, or the Carhart four-factor

model. Controlling for SMB, HML, UMD, and idiosyncratic volatility, the VMM

beta has a significant pricing ability for the cross section of the expected returns of

the test assets. Nevertheless, idiosyncratic risk and VMM beta are positively

correlated, and in the absence of VMM beta, idiosyncratic risk can help in pricing

the test assets. Moreover, the GMM-SDF tests provide support to the conditional

version of the two-factor model because this model does a better job of pricing the

test assets than the unconditional version.

5 Conclusions

A fundamental assumption that underlies the lion’s share of portfolio choice and

asset-pricing theories is that investors care only about their absolute consumption or

wealth. However, both in the social context and in the mutual-fund arena, a growing

literature suggests that investors are concerned about their status relative to a

reference group of other investors. In this chapter, we examine the implications

of such concerns on portfolio choice and asset pricing in an economy with status-

conscious investors and traditional Markowitz investors. We devise a model that

captures the fundamental features of the concern for social status. Status is

inherently positional and therefore network-dependent and gives rise to a strategic

interaction among investors. In addition, different investors define their status with

respect to different local reference groups. Hence, in each reference group, there

must be investors with high relative status and investors with low relative status.

Our model introduces many pairs of low-status and high-status investors into an

economy populated with traditional Markowitz investors. These status-conscious

investors strategically choose their investments to maximize their expected status.

Themodel provides a rich set of implications. In a general equilibrium, low-status

investors hold a single high-volatility asset to move up the status ladder. Because

high-status investors are concerned about the risk of losing their status, they demand

assets that co-vary with high-volatility assets as a hedge against low-status investors.

In equilibrium, the demand for exposure to high volatility leads to a two-factor

model in which the first factor is the market and commands a positive premium,

while the second factor is a portfolio of high-volatility stocks and commands a

negative premium. This model also has dynamic implications. At times when the

returns of high-volatility assets co-vary more and the variance of the high-volatility
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factor is higher, high-status investors are induced to invest more in assets with high

exposure to the high-volatility factor, and its premium becomes more negative.

The general-equilibrium asset-pricing model derived in this chapter is novel in at

least two important aspects. First, it is not driven by the preferences of a single

representative agent, but is rather a result of strategic interactions among heteroge-

neous investors. Second, the general theme of asset-pricing models is that factor risk

premiums arise because risk-averse investors seek to limit their exposure to systematic

risk factors. In our proposed model, the high-volatility factor premium arises because

status-conscious investors seek exposure to this factor to hedge against their status risk.

We test the asset-pricing implications of the model using stock market data and

find significant economic and statistical support. The two-factor model proposed in

this chapter does a better job than the CAPM, the Fama-French three-factor model

(1993) [6], and the Carhart four-factor model (1997) [7] in pricing assets with

dispersion in their exposure to the market and to high-volatility stocks. In particular,

the model provides an explanation for the idiosyncratic volatility puzzle posed by

Ang et al. (2006) [4] because there is a positive cross-sectional correlation between

high exposure to the high-volatility factor and idiosyncratic risk. Nevertheless, we

show that our two-factor model has a cross-sectional pricing ability above and

beyond that of idiosyncratic risk, suggesting that the empirical results of this

chapter cannot be explained solely by the negative discount on idiosyncratic risk

documented by Ang et al. (2006) [4].

A Appendix

A.1 Proof of Proposition 2

We will prove the proposition in several steps. First, we examine the best risky

strategy of the laggard, given that he invests some wealth in risky assets. The

following lemma shows that within any group I, the laggard will not invest in more

than one asset. In particular, the risky asset in group I chosen by the laggard is one

in which the leader invests the least amount among all her investments in group I.

Lemma 6. Given a strategy of the leader that satisfies condition (4) for all possible
strategies of the laggard, and given that the laggard invests some wealth in risky
assets, within each group I the laggard holds at most one risky asset. If the laggard
invests in one asset in group I, then that asset belongs to the set Si (yI,d), where

SIðyI;dÞ ¼ argmin
j2f1;...;NIg

yI;d;j;

and where yI,d is the length NI of the leader’s group I portfolio and yI,d,j is the
amount invested by the leader in asset j of group I.
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Proof. Because the leader uses a strategy that satisfies condition (4) for all

possible strategies of the laggard, minimizing (3) implies that the laggard prefers

portfolios with higher expected return, higher variance, and lower covariance with

the leader. Let us fix the portfolios that the laggard holds in the non-I groups, fix the
amount that the laggard invests in group I, and examine the optimal portfolio within

group I. Because all assets have the same distribution within group I, any portfolio

yields the same expected return. Therefore, we can focus on how the choice of

portfolio within group I affects the laggard’s variance and covariance with the

leader.

We now show that to maximize the variance of his portfolio, the laggard is strictly

better off investing in a single asset of group I.The contribution of the group I portfolio
to the total variance of the laggard takes place through the covariance terms of the

laggard’s group I portfolio with the laggard’s other group portfolios and through the

variance of the group I portfolio. By fixing the wealth that the laggard invests in group
I, it is not difficult to show that the covariance terms of the group I portfolio with his
non-group I portfolios do not depend on how he distributes his wealth across the assets

in group I.However, the variance of the group I portfolio is maximized by investing in

a single asset of group I because the correlation of any pair of assets in group I is less
than one according to Eq. 5. Given that the assets across group I have identical

distributions, the laggard is indifferent to which asset he holds.

Next, we show that to minimize the covariance of the laggard with the leader, the

laggard is strictly better off investing in assets that belong to Si(yI,d), the set of assets
in group I in which the leader invests the least amount. The covariance of the

laggard’s group I portfolio with the leader’s portfolio depends on the covariance of

the laggard’s group I portfolio with the leader’s non-group I portfolios and the

covariance of the laggard’s group I portfolio with the leader’s group I portfolio.
Again, by fixing the amount that the laggard invests in group I, the covariance of his
group I portfolio with the leader’s non-group I portfolios is kept constant. The

covariance between the laggard’s group I portfolio and the leader’s group I portfo-
lio can be expressed as follows:

CovðrI;d; rI;gÞ ¼ y0I;dSIyi;g;

where rI,d is the return on the leader’s group I portfolio, rI,g is the return on the

laggard’s group I portfolio, yI,d is the leader’s group I portfolio, yI,g is the laggard’s
group I portfolio, and SI is the covariance matrix of group I. Because all assets in
group I have the same distribution, SI can be written as follows:

SI ¼ s2i ðrIOþ ð1� rIÞIÞ;

where O is an NI � NI matrix of ones and I is the NI � NI identity matrix. Now we

can express the covariance between the laggard’s group I portfolio and the leader’s

group I portfolio as:

CovðrI;d; ri;gÞ ¼ s2i ðrI þ ð1� rIÞy0I;dyI;gÞ:
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Therefore, the laggard can minimize this covariance by investing in group I
assets that belong to SI(yI,d). From a covariance point of view, it does not matter

how the laggard distributes his wealth within the assets in SI(yI,d). However, taking
into account that the laggard wants to maximize his variance, he is strictly better off

investing in a single asset in SI(yI,d).
We further examine the best risky strategy of the laggard, given that he invests

some wealth in risky assets. The following lemma shows that the laggard will invest

in only a single risky asset out of all risky assets in the economy.

Lemma 7. Given a strategy of the leader that satisfies condition (4) for all possible
strategies of the laggard, and given that the laggard invests some wealth in risky
assets, then the laggard invests in a single risky asset.

Proof. Using Lemma 6, the risky strategy of the laggard can be characterized by a

length G vector yg, y
0
gi ¼ 1, that reflects his investment in a single asset of each

group.

Let yd represent the portion that the leader invests in every group, such thaty
0
di ¼ 1.

Letwd be the portion that the leader invests in risky assets, and letwg be the portion that

the laggard invests in risky assets. Let m be the lengthG vector of expected returns for

groups. Let ~S be the G � G covariance matrix for individual assets across different

groups, and let Ŝ be theG � G covariance matrix that reflects the covariance of theG
assets chosen by the laggard with the G portfolios chosen by the leader from each

group. Finally, letVard be the variance of the risky portfolio of the leader.We can then

write the laggard’s problem as:

MinygUðygÞ ¼ kðwdy
0
dmþ 1� wdÞ � ðwgy

0
gmþ 1� wgÞffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

k2w2
dVard � 2kwgwdy

0
dŜyg þ w2

gy
0
g
~Syg

q : (31)

Now we will show that the best response of the laggard is not only to invest in a

single asset from every group, but also to invest in a specific group among all

groups. In other words, yg ¼ Ei, where Ei is a vector of zeros except for entry i,
which is one. By showing this, we will conclude that given an investment in risky

assets, the best response of the laggard is to invest in a single risky asset out of all

risky assets in the economy.

Assume by contradiction that the best response of the laggard is not to invest in a

single asset. In this case, there must be a pair of groups I and J where he invests a
portion of his risky portfolio in w�

i and w
�
j . Due to the short sales constraint, it must

be that 0 < w�
i , w

�
j < 1. We can examine strategies in which the laggard transfers

wealth z from I to J and invests wi ¼ w�
i þ z and wi ¼ w�

j � z in a single asset of

group I and a single asset of group J. Now we can write the objective function of the

laggard as U(z) instead of U(yg).
Consider the unconstrained problem of the laggard, when short sales are

allowed, and solve for z. First, note that U(z) is continuous for all z because its

denominator represents the variance of the wealth difference between the players.
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This variance cannot be zero because if the leader chooses a single asset out of

every group, Lemma 6 has shown that the laggard will choose a different asset than

the leader out of every group. Therefore, it must be that the portfolios of the two

players are different. Now the optimality of w�
i and w�

j and the fact that 0 < w�
i ,

w�
j < 1 guarantee that z ¼ 0 is a local minimum for this problem. At this point,

U(z ¼ 0), the value of the objective function of the laggard, is positive because the

leader has a higher expected wealth than the laggard. Note that in the unconstrained

problem of the laggard, he can increase the weight on the security (either i or j) that
has higher expected return, and by doing so, he can obtain negative values for U(z).
Alternatively, if both assets have the same expected return, he can increase the

weight on one of them, taking the denominator to infinity and the value of the

objective function U(z) to zero. Therefore, since U(z ¼ 0) > 0 and z ¼ 0 is a local

minimum, the function U(z) must have at least one maximum point. Hence, U(z)
has at least two extremum points. However, it is not difficult to show that the

function U(z) is of the form:

UðzÞ ¼ aþ bzffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Az2 þ Bzþ C

p : (32)

By taking the first derivative of U(z), it is easy to show that each member in this

family of functions has at most one extremum point, which leads to a contradiction.

Hence, the laggard will invest only in one risky asset.

Next, we will introduce the risk-free asset into the analysis. We will show

that if the laggard invests in a risky asset, he will not invest in the risk-free asset

as well:

Lemma 8. Given a strategy of the leader that satisfies condition (4) for all possible
strategies of the laggard, the laggard will not invest both in a risky asset and in the
risk-free asset.

Proof. This proof is similar to the previous one. We assume by contradiction that

the best response of the laggard is to invest both in a risky asset and in the risk-free

asset. We let z be the amount invested in the risky portfolio. Now we observe that U
(z) must still obey Eq. 32, and therefore we can use the same line of reasoning to

show that the laggard must either invest all his wealth in the risk-free asset or all his

wealth in the risky portfolio.

We use Lemmas 7 and 8 to conclude that the best response of the laggard is to

invest in a single asset, either a risky asset or the risk-free asset. In the event that the

laggard invests in a risky asset of some group I, he is indifferent among the assets in

group I that belongs to SI(yI,d), and therefore any mixed strategy across SI(yI,d) is a
best response as well.
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A.2 Proof of Proposition 3

In this section, we provide a sketch of the proof of Proposition 3. Let us first consider

the leader’s investment in non-V groups, and then her investment in group V.
The following discussion will show that if the laggard invests in a single asset

chosen uniformly by a mixed strategy over group V, the leader will invest the same

amount in each of the assets in the non-V groups. Choosing a portfolio that is

different from the equally weighted portfolio for some group we 6¼ V will not

change the leader’s expected return and the covariance with the laggard. However,

it will increase the variance of the leader’s portfolio because the covariance

between groups will remain the same, whereas the variance of the group V portfolio

will increase. Therefore, not investing in an equally weighted portfolio within a

non-V group decreases the value of the leader’s objective function.

What is left to show is that for Nv large enough, the leader will invest the same

amount in each of the assets in group V. When she chooses a portfolio within group

V, the leader faces a tradeoff between a preference for lower variance and a

preference for higher covariance with the laggard. Although any portfolio within

group V yields the same expected return on the leader’s portfolio, choosing the

equally weighted portfolio is the best choice for reducing the overall variance of the

leader’s portfolio. However, the leader might be induced to invest in other

portfolios within group v to increase her covariance with the laggard. For example,

she could choose only a single asset in group V, hoping that the laggard chooses the
same asset. We will show that when NV is large enough, the leader is better off

concentrating on decreasing her variance because the large number of assets makes

it impossible for the leader to find a portfolio that yields higher covariance with the

laggard in a way that offsets the variance inefficiency resulting from not investing

in the equally weighted portfolio. This proof uses only one group in the economy,

group V, but it can be generalized to many groups. The presence of more groups in

the economy does not change the nature of the covariance-variance tradeoff faced

by the leader.

Let wd be the portion invested in the risky assets by the leader. Let m be the

expected return of asset v, and let y be the risky portfolio of the leader within group
V. Let r be the correlation of any pair in group V, and let n be the number of assets

in group V. Given the mixed strategy of the laggard, the leader seeks a risky

portfolio y to maximize:

UnðyÞ ¼ 1

n

Xn
j¼1

F
kðmwd þ 1� wdÞ � m

s
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1� 2kwdðrþ ð1� rÞyjÞ þ k2w2

dðrþ ð1� rÞy0yÞ
q

0
B@

1
CA (33)

First, we will characterize the general form of the leader’s solution to this

problem.
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Lemma 9. The portfolio that maximizes the functionUn(y) takes the following form:

y ¼ z
1

n
iþ ð1� zÞEj; j 2 f1; . . . ; ng: (34)

In other words, it is a linear combination of the equally weighted portfolio and a
single asset j, where z is the amount invested in the equally weighted portfolio.

The leader’s response reflects the tradeoff between variance and covariance with

the laggard. If the leader wants to minimize variance, she should invest in the

equally weighted portfolio. However, if she wants to maximize the covariance with

the laggard, then the prospect of a successful bet on the laggard’s asset might

increase the covariance with the laggard. The solution reflects this tradeoff because

it is a linear combination of the equally weighted portfolio and a single asset j.

Lemma 10. There exists an n0 such that for every n > n0, the equally weighted
portfolio is a local maximum.

Proof. Now the leader solves for z to find the weight invested in the equally

weighted portfolio. Without loss of generality, the leader invests (1 – z) in

asset 1. We can express the leader’s problem as a function of n, the number of

assets in group V, as follows:

UnðzÞ ¼ n� 1

n
F

Affiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
fnðzÞ

p
 !

þ 1

n
F

Affiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
gnðzÞ

p
 !

: (35)

where the expected value of the wealth difference between the players is A. In
addition, the variance of the wealth difference between the players in the event that

the laggard chooses an asset other than asset 1 is expressed as a function of z, the
weight invested in the equally weighted portfolio is:

fnðzÞ ¼ 1� 2kwd rþ ð1� rÞ z

n

h i� �
þ k2w2

d

� rþ ð1� rÞ zð2� zÞ
n

þ ð1� zÞ2
� 	
 �

; (36)

and the variance of the wealth difference between the players in the event that the

laggard chooses asset 1 is:

gnðzÞ ¼ fnðzÞ � 2kwdð1� rÞð1� zÞ: (37)

Algebraic manipulations show that Un(z ¼ 1) ¼ 0. Hence, we conclude that the

equally weighted portfolio is an extremum point. Moreover, the second derivative
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of the objective function at z ¼ 1 converges to a negative number as the number of

assets in V goes to infinity:

lim Unðz ¼ 1Þ < 0: (38)

We conclude that there is an n0 such that for all n > n0, the equally weighted

portfolio is a local maximum.

Lemma 11. There exists an n0 such that for every n > n0, the equally weighted
portfolio is a global maximum.

Proof. Given that the solution for this problem has the form of (34), algebraic

manipulations show that any extremum must be a local maximum for n large

enough. Because the equally weighted portfolio is a local maximum, for large

enough n, there cannot be any other local maxima; if there were, then the continuity

of Un(z) implies that there should also be a local minimum point between these

maxima. This contradicts our previous observation that for n large enough, any

extremum point must be a local maximum.

A.3 Conditions for Theorem 4

1. NV should be large enough in the sense of Proposition 3.

2. Conditions to have the laggard not deviate from investing in asset v:

(a) sv >
ffiffiffi
2

p
sj8j 2 f1; . . . ; gg:

(b) sv;j > 08j 6¼ v:
(c) sv > 2sV :
(d) kðy0~mþ 1Þ > ð~mj þ 1Þ8j 2 f1; . . . ; gg:

3. Conditions to have the leader refrain from taking a short position in the risk-free

asset or in any of the risky assets:

(a) 0 < C�1i0S�1~mþ 1 < k:
(b) EjS�1~m > 08j 6¼ v:
(c) EvS�1~m > �C:

where sv,j is the covariance between an asset in group V and an asset in group J,
sj is the volatility of an individual asset of group J, sV is the volatility of group V,
S is the covariance matrix for groups, ~m is the expected excess return over the

groups, Ej is a vector of zeros except for entry j, which is one, NV is the number

of assets in group V, y is the optimal portfolio of the leader, and C ¼ k � 1

s2v � s2V
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A.4 Proof of Theorem 4

By setting A ¼ ~m’ S�1~m, we can perform the following simplification:

y0~m ¼ xAþ yv;

y0Sy ¼ x2Aþ 2xy~mv þ y2s2V ;

y0SEv ¼ x~mv þ ys2V :

Now we can write the leader’s problem as:

Maxðx;yÞ
kð½xAþ y~mv� þ 1Þ � ð~mv þ 1Þffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

k2 x2Aþ 2xy~mv þ y2s2V
� � 2k x~mv þ ys2V

� þ s2v
q : (39)

Taking the first-order conditions for x and y and equating both to zero lead to the
solution:

x ¼ s2v � s2V
kðk � 1Þ ;

y ¼ 1

k
:

So the leader’s risky portfolio over all groups is:

y ¼ s2v � s2V
kðk � 1ÞS

�1~mþ 1

k
Ev: (40)

Given the leader’s strategy, we revisit the problem of the laggard and find the

conditions required to keep the laggard investing only in group V. Because the

laggard invests only in a single risky asset or in the risk-free asset, we examine his

utility from investing in asset j (note that the laggard is interested in minimizingUj):

Uj ¼
kðy0~mþ 1Þ � ð~mj þ 1Þffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
k2y0Sy� 2ky0SEj þ s2j

q : (41)

Substituting the investment of the leader, we obtain:

Uj ¼
k xAþ ~mv

k þ 1
� �

� ð~mj þ 1Þffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
k2 x2Aþ 2x ~mv

k þ s2V
k2

h i
� 2k x~mj þ sv;j

k

� þ s2j

r : (42)
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We examine the conditions to guarantee that Uv < Uj for all j. The conditions

are algebraically complex, but we can find simple sufficient conditions to satisfy

this inequality:

1. sv;j > 08j:
2. sv >

ffiffiffi
2

p
sj8j:

3. sv > 2sV :

Restricting the analysis to strategies that are symmetric within each group,

Proposition 2 implies that in Nash equilibrium, the laggard must use a mixed

strategy in which he invests in a single risky asset chosen uniformly over a specific

group or over several groups. The conditions above guarantee that the laggard

prefers an asset from group V to an asset from any other group. Therefore, he will

use a mixed strategy only over group V. Because the unique best response of the

leader is determined by solving her maximization problem, this equilibrium is

unique among strategies that are symmetric within each group.
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Stealing Reality: When Criminals Become

Data Scientists (or Vice Versa)

Yaniv Altshuler, Nadav Aharony, Yuval Elovici, Alex Pentland,

and Manuel Cebrian

Abstract In this paper, we discuss the threat of malware targeted at extracting

information about the relationships in a real-world social network as well as

characteristic information about the individuals in the network, a type of attack

which we dub Stealing Reality.We explain how Stealing Reality attacks differ from
traditional types of attacks against individuals’ privacy and discuss why their

impact is significantly more dangerous than that of other attacks such as identity

theft. We then analyze this new form of attack and show what an optimal attack

strategy would look like. Surprisingly, it differs significantly from many conven-

tional network attacks in that it involves extremely slow spreading patterns.

We point out that besides yielding the best outcome for the attackers, such an

attack may also deceive existing monitoring tools because of its low traffic volumes

and the fact that it imitates natural end-user communication patterns.
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1 Introduction

We live in the age of social computing. Social networks are everywhere, are

exponentially increasing in volume, and are changing everything about our lives,

the way we do business, and how we understand ourselves and the world around us.

The challenges and opportunities residing in the social-oriented ecosystem have

overtaken scientific, financial, and popular discourse. With the growing emphasis

on personalization, personal recommendation systems, and social networking, there

is a growing interest in understanding personal and social behavior patterns. This

trend is manifested in the growing demand for “data scientists” and data-mining

experts in the commercial ecosystem, which in turn is derived from the increasing

number of social data-driven startup companies as well the social inference-related

research sponsored by other commercial entities and various NGOs.

This work is somewhat of a “what-if” exploration. History has shown that

whenever something has a tangible value associated with it, there will always be

those who will try to steal it for profit. Along this line of thought – based on current

trends in the data ecosystem coupled with the emergence of advanced tools for

social and behavioral pattern detection and inference – we ask the following

question: What will happen when the criminals become data scientists?
We conjecture that the world will increasingly see malware that integrates tools

andmechanisms from network science into its arsenal, as well as attacks that directly

target human-network information as a goal rather than a means. Paraphrasing

Marshall McLuhan’s “the medium is the message,” we have reached the stage

where “the network is the message.”
Specifically, we point out a new type of information security threat: a class of

malware, the goal of which is not to corrupt the machines it infects, to take control

of them, or to steal explicit information stored on them (e.g., credit-card informa-

tion and personal records). Rather, the goal of this type of attack is to steal social

network and behavioral information through data collection and network science

inference techniques. We call this type of attack a “Stealing Reality” attack.
After characterizing the properties of this new kind of attack, we analyze how it

could be carried out. We reveal the optimal strategy for attackers interested in

learning a social network and its hidden underlying social principles. Remarkably,

our analysis shows that such an optimal strategy involves in many cases an

extremely slow spreading pattern. Counterintuitively, such attacks generate far

greater damage in the long term than more aggressively spreading attacks.

In addition, such attacks are likely to avoid detection by many of today’s network

security mechanisms, which tend to focus on detecting network traffic anomalies

such as an increase in traffic volume. We demonstrate this surprising new discovery

using several real-world social network datasets.

The rest of this chapter is organized as follows: related work is discussed in

Sect. 2, after which Sect. 3 describes the threat model of the Stealing Reality social
network attack. Section 4 presents an analysis of the attack as well as the optimal

attack strategy. Section 5 introduces the concept of the “social learnability” of a
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network, while Sect. 6 summarizes experimental results. Concluding remarks are

given in Sect. 7. This chapter is an extended version of a work that was originally

published in IEEE Journal of Intelligent Systems [1].

2 Background and Related Work

In recent years, the social sciences have been undergoing a digital revolution,

heralded by the emerging field of “computational social science.” Lazer et al. [2]
have described the potential of computational social science to increase our

knowledge of individuals, groups, and societies with unprecedented breadth,

depth, and scale. Computational social science combines the leading techniques

from network science [3-6] with new machine learning and pattern recognition

tools that are specialized for understanding people’s behavior and their social

interactions [7-10].

The pervasiveness of mobile phones the world over has made them ubiquitous

social sensors of location, proximity, and communications. The term “Reality
Mining,” coined in [11], describes the collection of sensor data pertaining to

human social behavior. Using call records, cellular-tower IDs, and Bluetooth

proximity logs collected from individual mobile phones, the subjects’ social net-

work can be accurately detected, as well as their regular patterns of daily activity

[9, 11]. Mobile phone records from telecommunications companies have proven to

be highly valuable for uncovering individual-level insights: cell-tower location

information can be used to characterize human mobility and has revealed that

humans follow simple reproducible mobility patterns [12]. Eagle et al. found
that the diversity of individuals’ relationships is strongly correlated with the level

of economic development of communities [13]. On the one hand, data gathered

through service providers include information on very large numbers of subjects,

but on the other hand, this information is constrained to a specific domain (email

messages, financial transactions, etc.), and there is very little if any contextual

information on the subjects themselves. The alternative approach of gathering data

at the individual level makes it possible to collect many more dimensions of data

related to the end user, data which are often not available at the operator level.

Madan [14] expanded the work of Eagle and Pentland [11] to show how mobile

social sensing can be used to measure and predict the health status of individuals

based on their mobility and communication patterns. They also examined the

spread of political opinion within communities [15].

Already, companies like Sense Networks are putting such tools to use in the

commercial world to understand customer churn, to enhance targeted advertise-

ments, and to offer improved personalization and other services. The technical

advancements in mobile phone platforms and the availability of mobile software

development kits (SDKs) are making the collection of Reality Mining data easier

than ever before.
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3 Stealing Reality: The Threat Model

In our discussion, the term “reality information” refers to inferred information

about human personal and social behavior. This includes: (1) information on

individuals, which we call “node information” (including any attribute of a node

that can be learned from available data, such as occupation, level of income, health

state, personality type, etc.); (2) dyadic information, which is information on

relationships and other attributes of connections between two nodes (called “edge

information”); (3) network-level information, which is information on groups of

nodes, communities, and general network properties and information. The full set

of network information also includes all data on nodes and edges as well.

As mentioned above, we do not here consider explicitly stated information,

such as names and social-security or credit-card numbers, that can be found in

(and stolen from) existing databases. In the same way that Reality Mining is the

legitimate collection and analysis of such information, Reality Stealing is the

illegitimate acquisition of it.

3.1 Motivation for Attackers

There already exist secondary markets for resale of stolen identities, such as www.

infochimps.com, and black-market sites and chat rooms for resale of other illegal

datasets [16]. It is reasonable to assume that the email address of a “social hub”

would be worth more to an advertiser than that of a “social leaf” and that personal

information matching the profile of a student might be priced differently than

information matching that of a corporate executive. There are already companies

operating in this area that are engaged in the collection of email and demographic

information with the intention of selling it [17]. Methods of social network analysis

and trend recognition have already been published in many leading venues [18].

Why work hard when one can release automatic agents that can collect the same,

and possibly much higher-quality, information? Stolen Reality information could be

used for several malicious goals:

• Selling to the highest bidder (both “legitimate” bidders such as advertisers, etc.,

or in the black market to other attackers) [19].

• Bootstrapping other attacks as part of a complex “Advanced Persistent Threats”
(APT) attack [20–22].

• Business espionage, e.g., analyzing a competitor’s customer base and profiling

high-yield customers for targeted marketing [23] or producing high-quality

predictions [24].
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3.2 Why Are Reality Stealing Attacks So Dangerous?

Communication network topologies and network device identifiers can be modified

with the press of a button. The same goes for passwords, usernames, and credit-card

numbers. Email and online accounts can be easily replaced, and the user’s contacts

can be quickly warned of the breach. However, it is much harder to change one’s

social network, person-to-person relationships, friendships, or family ties. If a

chronic health condition is uncovered through such an attack, this discovery cannot

be undone. The victim of a “behavioral pattern” theft cannot change her behavior

and life patterns. This type of information, once out, is very hard to contain.

A second component that accentuates this danger is that real-life information can

be deduced from seemingly “safe” data, like accelerometer and location informa-

tion, which users already freely allow many mobile applications to access.

Because we believe that this threat is concrete, the goal of this paper is to analyze

potential attacks from the attackers’ perspective so that such attacks can be better

understood and proper defenses can be developed. We primarily discuss attacks

performed on mobile phones.

3.3 Past Attacks on Real-World Information

To help understand the risk in attacks on inferred real-world information, we here

review past attacks on explicit data. In 2008, real identity information on millions of

Korean citizens was stolen in a series of malicious attacks and posted for sale [25].

In 2007, the Israel Ministry of the Interior’s database, with information on every

Israeli citizen, was leaked and posted on the Web [26]. More recently, a court ruling

is awaited on whether the database of a bankrupt gay dating site for teenagers will

be sold to raise money to repay its creditors (the site includes personal information

on over a million teenage boys [27]). In all these cases, once the information is out,

there is no way back, and the damage will be felt for a long time thereafter. In a

recent Wall Street Journal interview, former Google CEO Eric Schmidt referred to

the possibility that people in the future might choose to change their names legally

to detach themselves from embarrassing “reality” information publicity exposed on

social networking sites. This demonstrates the sensitivity of this problem and the

challenges in recovering from leakage of real-life information, whether by youthful

carelessness or by malicious extraction through an attack [28, 29].

Many existing viruses and worms use primitive forms of “social engineering”
[30] as a means of spreading to gain the trust of their next victims and cause them

to click on a link or install an application. For example, Happy99 was one of the

first viruses to attach itself to outgoing emails, thus increasing the chances of having

the recipient open an attachment to a seemingly legitimate message sent by a

known acquaintance. Contemporary malware still uses similar techniques for

seeding attacks, a recent example being Operation Aurora, a sophisticated attack
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originating in China against dozens of U.S. companies during the first half of 2009;

the attack was initiated by links spread through a popular Korean instant messaging

application [25] which has been associated with the idea of “Advanced Persistent
Threats,” or APTs [20, 21]. Further information on security and privacy leakage in

social networks can be found in [31, 32].

4 Social Attack Model

We shall model the social network as an undirected graph G(V,E). A Stealing
Reality attacker’s first goal is to inject a single malware agent into one of the

network’s nodes. Upon injection, the agent starts to “learn” this node and its

interactions with its neighbors. Periodically, the agent tries to copy itself into one

of the original node’s neighbors. The probability that an agent tries to copy itself to

a neighboring node at any given time step is called the aggressiveness of the attack
and is denoted as r. Aggressive agents have higher value of r (and hence take

shorter periods of time between any two spreading attempts), whereas less aggres-

sive agents are less likely to try to spread at any given time and will wait longer on

average between attempts to copy themselves to one of the neighbors of their

current host.

As information about the network itself has become a worthy cause for an attack,

the attacker’s motivation has become to steal as many properties as possible related

to the network’s social topology. We shall denote the percentage of vertex-related

information acquired at time t by LV(t) and the percentage of edge-related informa-

tion acquired at time t by LE(t).
The duration of the learning process of the Stealing Reality attack is the time it

takes the attacking agent to identify with high probability the properties of a node’s

behaviors or of some of its social interactions. We model this process using a

standard Gompertz function in its parametric form yðtÞ ¼ aebe
ct
(with parameters

a, b, and c). This model is flexible enough to fit various social learning mechanisms

while providing the following important features: (a) sigmoidal advancement: the

longer such an agent operates, the more precise its conclusions will be; (b) the rate

at which information is gathered is lowest at the start and end of the learning

process; (c) asymmetry of the asymptotes, which is implied by the fact that for any

value of T, the amount of information gathered in the first T time steps is greater

than the amount of information gathered in the last T time steps.

The applicability of the Gompertz function to model the evolution of local

“learning” of the preferences and behavior patterns of users was demonstrated in

[33], where a prediction of which applications mobile users will choose to install on

their phones was generated using an ongoing learning process. This experiment

showed that this process can be best modeled using the function 1�e�x. Because we
know that 1�t < e�t (with very tight results for most t < 1), we can clearly see

that: 1�e�x � e�e�xx , which is an instance of the Gompertz function for a ¼ 1,

b ¼ c ¼ �1. The Gompertz function is frequently used to model a great variety of
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processes due to the flexible way that it can be controlled using the parameters a, b,
and c. Applications include mobile phone uptake [34], population growth in a

confined space [35], and growth of tumors [36] (see illustration in Fig. 1).

An aggressive spreading pattern is more likely to be detected by users or

administrators, resulting in the subsequent blocking of the attack. On the other

hand, attacks that spread slowly may evade detection for a longer period of time,

but the amount of data they gather will be limited. To predict the detection

probability of the attack at time t, we shall use Richard’s Curve, a generalized

logistic function often used to model the detection of security attacks [37]:

PdetectðtÞ ¼ 1

ð1þ e�rðt�MÞÞ1r s
(1)

where r is the attack aggressiveness, s is a normalizing constant for the detection

mechanism, and M denotes the normalizing constant for the system’s initial state.

Let Iu(t) be the infection indicator of u at time t, Tu be the initial infection time of

u, and p(u,t) the Gompertz function. Defining LVðtÞ ¼ 1
jVj

P
u2V IuðtÞ � pðu; t� TuÞ,

we get:

LVðrÞ ¼
Z 1

0

@LVðtÞ
@t

�
�
1� pdetectðtÞ

�� �
dt (2)

5 “Social Learnability” – Obtaining the Social Essence

of a Network

In this section, we define a mathematical measure that predicts the ability of an

attacker to “steal,” or acquire, a given social network, which we call the social
learnability of a network. The measure reflects both the information contained in

the network itself and the broader context from which the network was derived.

After presenting the mathematical formulation of this measure, we demonstrate its

importance by showing how it can sort several real-world social networks

Fig. 1 Illustration of the Gompertz function. The charts represent the following functions

(from left to right): y ¼ ae�et , y ¼ e�aet , and y ¼ ee
�at
, for a ¼ ½, a ¼ 1, and a ¼ 2
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according to their complexity (which is known) and even group two very different

social networks that were generated by the same group of people. We conclude by

showing that the optimal learning process with respect to this new measure involves

in many cases extremely nonaggressive attacks.

5.1 Information Complexity of Social Networks

This discussion of the information complexity of social networks can be best

viewed as an extension of the line of research which studies various aspects of

the complexity of reality. Among the most interesting works on this topic are those

of Bennett [38, 39], which discuss concepts such as logical depth, mutual informa-
tion, and long-range order of complex physical systems using a combination of

thermodynamic and computational considerations.

In [40], the analysis and measurement of organization and complexity in nature

is summarized as follows:

The observed complexity of nature is often attributed to an intrinsic propensity of matter to

self-organize under certain (e.g., dissipative) conditions. In order better to understand and

test this vague thesis, we define complexity as “logical depth,” a notion based on algorithmic

information and computational time complexity. Informally, logical depth is the number of

steps in the deductive or causal path connecting a thing with its plausible origin.

We believe that the structure and complexity of social networks derived through

a similar self-organization tendency should be analyzed using similar methods.

Let us denote by KE the Kolmogorov complexity [41] of the network, namely, the

minimal number of bits required to “code” the network in such a way that it could

later be completely restored. The Kolmogorov complexity of a network represents

in fact the basic amount of information contained in a social network. For example,

a military organization’s network consists of highly homogeneous links and hierar-

chical structures repeated many times over. We would expect it to require a much

shorter minimal description than, say, the social network of the residents of a

metropolitan suburb. In the latter case, we would expect to see a highly heteroge-

neous network composed of many types of relationships (such as work

relationships, physical proximity, family ties, and other intricate types of social

relationships and group affiliations). For a given resident, some of his network

connections will be primarily due to work relationships, while other connections

will exist because of physical proximity to next-door neighbors, status as parents of

friends of the person’s children, and many other intricate types of social

relationships and group affiliations of the person. We expect that the minimal

amount of information required to describe this network will be much larger than

in the first homogeneous network example.
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5.2 Social Entropy of Social Networks

At this point, let us recall that every social reality network belongs to (one or more)

“social families,” each of which has its own consistency (or versatility). Some

families may contain a great variety of possible networks, each having roughly a

similar probability of occurrence, while another may consist of a very limited

number of possible networks.

Note that the complexity of each network does not necessarily correlate with its

entropy. Some families may consist of a low variety of highly complex networks,

while other families may contain a great variety of relatively simple networks.

For example, let us assume that a country has three distinct types of urban cities

as defined by planning laws (e.g., metropolitan centers, rural areas, and small

towns). Each of the networks that are generated by these three types of cities may

be highly complex. However, knowing the type of city under discussion can

significantly assist in the reconstruction of its network (based on the fact that

there are only three types of networks allowed).

Alternatively, we can imagine a military organization that by its nature tends to

generate networks that are highly hierarchical and usually possess low randomness.

However, because there are significantly large numbers of subgroups and

functionalities in an army, each having its own network structure, having prior

knowledge of the variety of networks one may encounter provides little help in the

reconstruction of networks based on partial information (although the networks

themselves can be expected to have low Kolmogorov complexity).

Let us define to contain n random instances of networks of |V| nodes that

belong to the same social family as G. Let Xn be a discrete random variable

with possibility values {x1, x2,. . ., xn½|V||V|�1} (corresponding to all possible graphs

over |V| nodes), taken according to the distribution of . The normalized social

entropy of the network G can then be calculated by dividing the entropy of the

variable Xn by the maximal entropy for graphs of |V| nodes:

lnðGÞ¼D HðXnÞ
log2zjVj

(3)

where z|V| denotes the number of distinct nonisomorphic simple graphs of |V| nodes

and can be obtained by applications such as Nauty [42] or calculated analytically

using the Pólya enumeration theorem [43]. l(G) is then defined as: limn!1lnð �GÞ
�� .

Taking n to infinity, we get:

lðGÞ¼D lim
n!1 lnðGÞ

The value of l(G) can be approximated for finite values of n using either a priori
knowledge about the composition of G’s social family or empirically by analyzing

an artificially constructed set of networks of the same family. Such networks can be

synthesized (if a generative model for this family is available) or taken from small

subnetworks sampled from G.
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5.3 Stealing the Social Essence of a Network

At this point, let us recall Reed’s Law [44], which asserts that the utility of large

networks (particularly social networks) can scale exponentially with the size of the

network. This observation is derived from the fact that the number of possible

subgroups of network participants is exponential in N (where N is the number of

participants) and extends far beyond the N2 scaling embodied in Metcalfe’s Law
[45] that was used to represent the value of telecommunication networks.

Extending this notion, we assert that a strong value emerges from learning the

2 “social principles” behind a network, denoting by the amount of information
that is encapsulated in a network.

Note that 2O( ) is also an upper bound for the value that can be obtained from a

structure of size if we mathematically define a structure’s value as the deepest

state to which a Turing-equivalent computation system of states can relax (which

is also identical to the Poincaré recurrence time of a system with degrees of

freedom).

Assuming that at time t an attacker has stolen |E|LE(t) edges, then taking KE

as the maximal amount of information that can be coded in network G, we

normalize it by the fraction of edges acquired thus far. Because KE is measured in

bits, the appropriate normalization should maintain this scale. By multiplying by

l(G), the normalized social entropy of the network G, the amount of information in

the network can be written as follows:

After normalizing by the overall “social essence” of the network (received for

LE ¼ 1), the following expression results for the social essence of the acquired

subnetwork:

LSðtÞ ¼ 2
lðGÞ�KE� log2ðjEjLEðtÞÞ

log2 jEj

2lðGÞ�KE
¼ 2

lðGÞ�KE�log2LEðtÞlog2 jEj

which after some arithmetic yields:

LSðtÞ ¼ LEðtÞ
lðGÞ�KE
log2 jEj (4)

Note that KE represents the network complexity, whereas l(G) represents the

complexity of its social family.
At this point, we assert that our social learnability measure presented above is

indeed a valuable property for measuring network attacks. To support this assertion,

we demonstrate the values of this measure for several different real-world

networks. Figure 2 presents an analysis of the networks derived from the Social
Evolution experiment [14, 46], the Reality Mining network [9], and the Friends and
Family [47] experiment. One can easily see the logic behind the predictions
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generated using the social learnability measure about the difficulty of learning each
of these networks. Specifically, the Social Evolution network is predicted to be

harder to steal than the Reality Mining network, but easier to steal than the Friends
and Family networks. This can be explained by looking closely at the details of the
three experiments. Whereas the Reality Mining experiment tracked people within a

relatively static work environment, the Social Evolution experiment took place in

an MIT undergraduate dormitory, involving students with (apparently) much more

complex mobility and interaction patterns. The Friends and Family dataset

involved even more complicated interactions because it consisted of a heteroge-

neous community of couples, which increased the amount of information

encapsulated within the network.

In addition, note how the social learnability measure places the two Friends and
Family networks directly on top of each other, despite the fact that the two networks
contain significantly different information on volume, meaning, and network infor-

mation dimensions. Still, because these two networks essentially represent the same

social group of people, their social learnability measures have highly similar

values.

The importance of the social entropy of a network is illustrated in Fig. 4, which

shows an analysis of the Reality Mining network [9] for various possible values of

social entropy. The value for the Kolmogorov complexity of the network was

approximated using an LZW compression of the network.

Figure 3 demonstrates the progress of the network-essence stealing process for

various network complexity values. Note that as the amount of information

contained in a network increases (in other words, as the network represents

more complex social structures), the network becomes much more difficult to

acquire.

Fig. 2 An illustration of the reality stealing process for three different values of social entropy

h(G) (0.02, 0.1, and 1) for four different networks: the Random Hall network [14, 46], the Reality
Mining network [9], the Friends and Family [47] self-reporting network, and the Friends and
Family Bluetooth network [47]. Using this example, we can see that the Reality Mining network is
easier to steal from than the Random Hall network, which in turn is easier to steal from than the

Friends and Family networks
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5.4 Easily Learnable Networks

Asmore andmore reality edges are stolen by the attacker, the amount of information

that the attacker possesses increases. However, looking at Eq. 4 and its illustrations

in Figs. 2, 3, and 4, we can clearly see that this increase is not monotonic. In fact, for

some networks, the first few edges enable the attacker to construct a relatively small

portion of the social reality they represent, whereas for other networks, the benefit

that an attacker would gain from a relatively small portion of the network’s edges

would be much greater. We refer to the latter as easily learnable networks, a term
denoting networks for which stealing the first x%of edges enables the reconstruction

ofo(x) of the social reality that the network encapsulates. From Eq. 4, we can derive

the following criterion for easily learnable networks:

lðGÞ < log2jEj
KE

(5)

Note that for networks that are not easily learnable, the amount of information

that can be constructed from the first few stolen social edges is very limited.

However, for every network that is not easily learnable, there is a threshold value

of the number of stolen edges after which the network becomes easily learnable and

Fig. 3 Analytic illustration of the evolution of LS as a function of the overall percentage of edges

acquired for networks with the same number of edges (|E| ¼ 1,000,000), assuming the same social

entropy l(G) ¼ 0.1 and with different levels of Kolmogorov complexity
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o(1) information can be obtained from every new stolen edge. From Eq. 4, we can

calculate this threshold as:

@LSðtÞ
@LEðtÞ>1

Let us denote by cLE the critical learning threshold above which the process of

learning a network accelerates as described above (with each new learned edge

contributing a steadily growing amount of information concerning the network’s

structure) to be defined as follows:

cLE>
log2jEj

lðGÞ � KE

� � log2 jEj
lðGÞ�KE�log2 jEj

(6)

Consequently, to provide as strong a protection as possible for the network, we

should make sure that for every value of t:

X
ei2E

IeiðtÞ � e�ae�riðt�Tei Þ
<

log2jEj
lðGÞ � KE

� � log2 jEj
lðGÞ�KE�log2 jEj
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Fig. 4 Demonstration of the importance of a network’s social entropy l(G), illustrated for the

Reality Mining network [9]. The curves represent an approximation of the social essence measure

calculated using an LZW compression of the Reality Mining network. It can be seen that if the

network is assumed to be derived from a family of maximum entropy (namely, having a uniform

distribution of all possible networks), the evolution of the Stealing Reality attack differs signifi-

cantly than for networks derived from a family of a lower social entropy. In fact, even for

l(G) ¼ 0.1, stealing the network would be materially easier because additional information

could be obtained from any edge acquired
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Otherwise, the attack will prevail when a time t is reached for which the above

inequality no longer holds.

The notion of an easily learnable network is illustrated in Fig. 5, which analytically
presents the critical learning thresholdcLE for networks of 1,000 nodes as a function of

the network’s Kolmogorov complexity for three possible values of social entropy.

6 Experimental Results

We evaluate our model on data derived from a real-world cluster of mobile phone

users drawn from the call records of a major city within a developed western

country and made up of approximately 200,000 nodes and 800,000 edges.

Figure 6 demonstrates the attack efficiency (namely, the maximum amount

of network information acquired) as a function of the attack’s “aggressiveness”

(i.e., its infection rate). The two curves represent the overall amount of information

Fig. 5 Analytic illustration of the easily learnable network concept and the critical learning

threshold as expressed in Eq. 6. The graph illustrates the critical learning thresholdcLE for networks

of 1,000 nodes as a function of increasing Kolmogorov complexity for three different values of the

social entropy L(G). The critical learning threshold is the portion of the network that needs to be

stolen for the network to become easily learnable (from that point), or in other words, to enable an

attacker to obtain o(1) information from any additional single stolen edge. For example, for a

network with a social entropy value of 0.02 and with a Kolmogorov complexity of 0.6 of the

network size, an attacker would have to obtain 40% of the network to reach the stage of accelerated

learning
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(both edge-related and vertex-related) that can be obtained as a function of the

aggressiveness value r. It can be seen that although a local optimum exists for an

aggressiveness value of slightly less than r ¼ 0.5 (a relatively aggressive attack),

this value is exceeded by the global optimum achieved by a much more “subtle”

attack with an aggressiveness of r ¼ 0.04.

To perform an extensive further validation of our analytic model for predicting

the success of Stealing Reality attacks, we have simulated attacks for random

subnetworks of a real-world 200,000-node mobile network using a wide range of

attack aggressiveness values and numerous sets of values for the attack properties.

For each combination, we have empirically determined the overall expected

amount of information that is stolen by the attack.

Although the actual percentage of stolen information varied significantly among

the various simulations, demonstrating the influence of changes to the attack

properties, many of the simulations displayed the same interesting phenomenon:

a global optimum of the attack performance located around a very low value of r.
Some of these scenarios are presented in Fig. 7. The values of a and b which

demonstrated this behavior were between 10 and 500. Values of riwere between 0.1
and 100, whereas the values of s were between 0.1 and 12. The values of M were

between 0.1 and 30. It is interesting to mention that for high values of a and b, low
values of M exhibited this phenomenon, but high values of M did not.

Fig. 6 Results of an analysis of the overall amount of data that can be captured by a Stealing
Reality attack, illustrating the phenomenon that the most successful attack possible (namely, an

attack that is capable of stealing the maximum amount of information) is associated with a very

low value of the attack aggressiveness, r. The upper curve representsLE(r), the overall percentage
of edge-related information stolen. The lower curve represents LV(r), the overall percentage of

vertex-related information stolen. Note the local maximum around r ¼ 0.5, which is, however,

outperformed by the global maximum at r ¼ 0.04
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To perform further validation of our theoretical attackmodel, we used a small-scale

real-world social network obtained from the Friends and Family study [47] and

containing data derived from a multitude of mobile-mounted sensors (e.g., call logs,

accelerometers, Bluetooth and WiFi interactions). Using these data, we have con-

firmed our assumptions about the learning process [33]. The authors are currently

working on a paper which will focus on the empirical implementation and validation

of the model presented in this work.

7 Discussion and Concluding Remarks

This paper has presented the concept of a Stealing Reality attack, which is an attack
aimed at acquiring implicit social information rather than explicit personal data. We

have proposed a novel social network measure called social learnability and

demonstrated its importance by validating it using several real-world social

networks. We then showed that to maximize this measure, an attack must often

resort to slow and subtle spreading patterns rather than aggressive ones, thus

achieving maximum learning of the network while remaining undetected. We then

validated this theoretical result experimentally using a real-world mobile-based

social network.

Fig. 7 Extensive study of a real-life mobile network simulating Stealing Reality attacks. Different
curves represent different sets of values for the attack parameters a, b, s,M, and ri. Performance of

each scenario is measured as the percentage of information acquired, as a function of the infection

rate r. The scenarios that are presented in this figure demonstrate a global optimum of the attack

performance at very low values of r, stressing the fact that in many cases an extremely non-

aggressive attack yields the maximum amount of stolen information
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The new concept of Stealing Reality attacks might provide an explanation for

evidence observed in the process of investigating recent Advanced Persistent
Threats (APT) attacks and might further suggest that such attacks might have

happened in the past and gone undetected. The reason for the “stealthiness” of

the Stealing Reality attack is the focus of most existing network monitoring

methods on detecting “noisy” attack attempts. Systems such as Network Telescope
[48] are designed to detect activity in IP segments that are supposed to contain no

activity. Other widely used methods rely on the detection of anomalies in network

activity [49, 50], which requires a considerable amount of data. As a result, a

nonaggressive attack can be expected to “stay below the radar” and to avoid

detection by such systems.

Finally, it is interesting to note the sensitivity of the attack to the accuracy of the

selection of the optimal aggressiveness value (Fig. 6), which further hints at the

usefulness of this type of attack for entities such as global hacking organizations or

national defense agencies that have the resources needed to gather the information

required for such accurate estimation.
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Applications of k-Anonymity and ℓ-Diversity
in Publishing Online Social Networks

Na Li and Sajal K. Das

Abstract Many online social network (OSN) owners, such as Facebook and

Twitter, regularly publish data they have collected from their users’ online activities

to third parties, such as sociologists and commercial companies. These third parties

mine these data and extract information for their particular purposes. This data-

sharing elicits users’ concerns regarding disclosures of their privacy. This chapter

takes a systematic look at the applications of some classical privacy preservation

models, including k-anonymity and ℓ-diversity, which were originally developed to
protect tabular data privacy to secure users’ privacy contained in OSN data.

Keywords k-anonymity • ℓ-diversity • Relation privacy • Online social networks

• Utility loss • Topology-based attack

1 Introduction

In recent years, the popularity of online social networks (OSNs) like Facebook and

Linkedin has grown exponentially because they facilitate networking between

people and their family and friends. These OSN sites allow their users to create

online profiles and share personal information with a huge number of friends, which

is also available to strangers. The authors [1] have pointed out that users’ private

information is seriously exposed in these online social networks. Furthermore,

users’ privacy may also be threatened when OSN site owners share data with

third parties, such as commercial companies and sociologists, who exploit the

data collected by OSN websites to serve their particular purposes.
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The data collected by OSN sites are quite valuable to these third parties, as they

can analyze these data to extract the information they need. For example, a

company may use the data that form the basis of customer profiles to promote its

products to these customers through an online recommendation system.

Sociologists may analyze these data to better understand the evolution of social

communities in the physical world. These third parties usually obtain these data

either by crawling an OSN website through the public interface provided by the

OSN owner, or by requesting these data from the OSN owner who routinely

publishes the OSN data. This information sharing may elicit users’ concerns

regarding disclosures of their privacy. The failure to protect users’ privacy can

result in serious consequences, not only by severely undermining the popularity of

OSNs, but by restricting the amount of data that OSN owners are willing to share

with third parties.

Basically, there are two types of attacks that can compromise users’ privacy on

OSNs: passive attacks and active attacks. During a passive attack, an adversary only

leverages data analysis to infer users’ private information, while during an active

attack, an adversary takes actions beyond static data mining and analysis. In an

example given by Backstrom et al. [2], an adversary creates a subgraph with a

special topology in the OSN by creating dummy users and relationships prior to

data publishing. Then, after he re-identifies himself from the published OSN by

searching for the subgraph with this special topology, he can further re-identify

other normal users with whom he already established connections.

Another active attack, called a stealing-reality attack [3], is part of a complex

advanced persistent threats (APT) attack [4]. The first goal of such an attacker is to

inject a single malware agent into one of the network’s nodes and begin learning

about this node and its interactions with neighboring nodes. Gradually, the agent

mimics being one of the original node’s neighbors and continues to compromise the

neighbor’s neighbors. As the information collected from the network is sufficient to

launch an attack, the attacker will steal as many of a social network’s topological

properties (i.e., relationships) as possible. The authors [5] have even shown the

possibility of compromising a significant fraction of users’ relationships in an OSN

by subverting a small group of users. Thus, there are various forms of active attacks,

which are more complex than static data analysis.

In this chapter, we focus on passive attacks against users’ privacy in publishing

OSN data to third parties and discuss privacy preservation techniques from the

viewpoint of OSN owners. Apparently, simply removing users’ information from

the data before publishing will ensure the preservation of users’ privacy. If this is

done, it will hide all users’ information, but it will completely destroy the utility of

the published data that is needed by third parties. For example, a sociologist who is

interested in researching the evolution of group dynamics cannot garner much

practical insight from the OSN data published with no details regarding users’

relationships. Therefore, the challenge for an OSN owner is how best to handle

the dilemma presented by preserving privacy and maintaining data utility for

third parties.
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We model OSNs as undirected graphs, where the vertices and edges represent

users and their relations, respectively. We define all information relevant to a user,

such as his/her email or affiliation, as node attributes. Additionally, we can weigh

each edge to indicate different strengths of users’ relationships.

There is a substantial literature on protecting users’ privacy in publishing OSN

data, which primarily addresses users’ identity privacy and relationship privacy.

In this chapter, we will primarily discuss the applications of classical privacy

preservation models that were originally developed to protect tabular data privacy,

such as k-anonymity and ℓ-diversity, to preserve users’ privacy when publishing

OSN data. For some other related work, including preserving weight privacy of

relationships [6, 7], we refer readers to our survey article [8], in which we proposed

a novel taxonomy of anonymization techniques for preserving users’ relationship

privacy in publishing OSN data. Note that to identify a user from a published OSN,

an adversary can leverage unique attributes associated with that user. However, we

will discuss topology-based attacks, in which we assume the attacker is equipped

with some topological properties associated with a target user to identify the user;

for example, the degree or one-hop neighborhood of the vertex that corresponds to

the user.

This chapter is organized as follows. In Sect. 2 we discuss some work that

employed k-anonymity to protect users’ privacy when publishing OSN data.

In Sect. 3, we focus on our previous work that applied ℓ-diversity model to preserve

users’ relationship privacy. In Sect. 4 we provide some experimental examples.

Finally, we summarize this chapter in Sect. 5.

2 k-Anonymity

The k-anonymity model [9] was proposed in order to make any object indistin-

guishable from at least k�1 others using prior knowledge. In general, such prior

knowledge is called a quasi-identifier that includes several pieces of information,

each of which is not unique for an object, while their combination helps to

distinguish an object from others. If the prior knowledge is solely relevant to a

user’s attributes in a graph model, we can directly apply the anonymization

techniques developed for preserving tabular data privacy to protecting user’s

attribute privacy so that a malicious third party cannot infer the values of sensitive

attributes of a target user.

However, the main difference between tabular data and OSN data is that the

latter contain some relational data (e.g., users’ relations), which creates a particular

challenge for preserving users’ privacy. The reason is that one relation is usually

associated with more than one user. Thus, changing it (i.e., removing/inserting) for

anonymization can affect other users whose relation privacy may have been

previously well preserved. Under this condition, we have to rehandle privacy

preservation for these associated users after changing the currently focused relation.
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There has been extensive work on how to apply a k-anonymity model to preserve

users’ identity privacy, in which the prior knowledge mastered by an attacker varies

from a node’s degree (i.e., the number of direct neighbors of a user) to any

arbitrarily given subgraph that covers a target user. It would seem that removing

users’ identifiers from OSN data to be published or using pseudo-identities should

effectively preserve users’ identity privacy. However, Fig. 1 illustrates its ineffec-

tiveness. In this example, so long as the attacker knows that Alice has two friends,

he can tell the node with degree of two in the anonymized graph corresponds to

Alice. In the following, we will detail various k-anonymity-based techniques to

preserve not only users’ identity privacy, but also user’s relationship privacy in

publishing OSN data.

2.1 k-Degree Anonymity

Liu and Terzi [10] first applied k-anonymity to preserve users’ identity privacy,

where the prior knowledge assumed to be mastered by an attacker was the node

degree. Specifically, an attacker intends to identify a target user from the published

OSN graph using his knowledge of that user’s degree. We again use the example

illustrated in Fig. 1. In this example, simply adding an edge between Bob and Tom

before releasing OSN data can sufficiently preserve Alice’s identity, as this makes

all nodes have the same degree of two in the published graph. Therefore, knowing

that Alice has two neighbors no longer helps the attacker to identify Alice.

The anonymization technique [10] includes two steps. First, in an arbitrarily

given graph, G(V, E), a sequence of node degrees are generated based on the original
node degrees, which satisfy k-degree anonymity defined in Definition 1 (see below).

The sequence generation is subject to one constraint that requires minimizing the

distance between the degree sequence to be generated and the original one, where

the distance is denoted in Definition 2 (see below). The intention to require this

constraint is to minimize the change of the original nodes and edges in the graph

manipulation-based anonymization technique in order to maintain as much utility in

the published data as possible. To achieve this goal, the authors designed a dynamic

programming algorithm to generate the anonymous degree sequence.

Fig. 1 Topology-based

attack
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Second, a new graph, Ĝ(V, Ê), is formed based on the newly generated degree

sequence, where Ê \ E ¼ E (or Ê \ E � E in the relaxed version). The authors

evaluated the performance of their anonymization technique with respect to

anonymization cost, including the degree sequence distance, cluster coefficient

(a measure of degree to which nodes in a graph tend to cluster together), and

average path length. This demonstrates that their k-degree anonymity technique not

only protects user identities against node-degree based attack, but also maintains

data utility well.

Definition 1. k-degree anonymity. A graph G(V, E) is k-degree anonymous if each

vertex in V shares the same degree with at least k�1 other vertices.

Definition 2. Degree sequence distance. Given two degree sequences, ď and d,
their distance is defined as L(ď�d) ¼ ∑vi|ď(vi)�d(vi)|, where d(�) is the original

degree and ď(�) is the revised degree.

2.2 k-Neighborhood Anonymity

The authors [11] modeled an attack stronger than the aforementioned degree-based

attack, called neighborhood based attack. In this case, the attacker is assumed

to have extra knowledge of the 1-hop neighborhood structure of a target user in

the original OSN graph. Under this new attack model, depending only on the

k-degree anonymity technique cannot effectively defend users’ identity privacy

against the neighborhood-associated topology-based attack. As shown in Fig. 2,

by knowing Ada’s neighborhood structure, an attacker can identity her from a

2-degree anonymous graph. Therefore, a stronger anonymization technique [11]

was designed based on a k-neighborhood anonymity model, as defined below in

Definition 3.

There are three steps in this anonymization technique [11]. First, the neighbor-

hood of each vertex is extracted and encoded based on its topology. The intention of

coding the neighborhood is to easily compare the neighborhoods of vertices to find

isomorphic neighborhoods, where graph isomorphism is defined below in Defini-

tion 4. Second, vertices are grouped into small groups with sizes of at least k. The

vertices in each group are required to have similar neighborhood codes. Finally,

graph manipulation techniques, such as edge insertion/deletion, are applied to the

graph to ensure that all vertices in each group have the same 1-hop neighborhood

topology with the intention to achieve k-neighborhood anonymity.

Definition 3. k-neighborhood anonymity. A vertex v is k-neighborhood anony-

mous if there are at least k�1 other vertices for each of which its immediate

neighbors form a subgraph isomorphic to the subgraph constructed by the immedi-

ate neighbors of v. A graph is k-neighborhood anonymous if and only if all vertices

are k-neighborhood anonymous.
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Definition 4. Graph Isomorphism. Given two graphs, G1(V1, E1) and G2(V2, E2),
G1 is isomorphic to G2 if and only if there exists at least one bijective function

f: V1 ! V2, such that for any edges (u, v) ∈ E1, there is an edge ((f (u), f (v)) ∈ E2.

2.3 k-Automorphism

The k-automorphism anonymization model [12] provides for even stronger identity

preservation than the k-neighborhood anonymity model. Specifically, k-automor-

phism anonymization guarantees the security of a target user’s identity privacy,

even when an attacker knows a priori of any arbitrary-hop neighborhood topology

of the target user. Given graph automorphism in Definition 5 below, the authors

[12] first defined a k-automorphic graph: given a graph G, if (a) there exist k�1

automorphic functions Fa (a ¼ 1,. . ., k�1) in Gand (b) for each vertex v in G, Fa1
(v) 6¼ Fa2 (v) (1 < a1 6¼ a2 < k�1), then G is a k-automorphic graph. The goal of

privacy preservation [12] is that given any graph G and any sub-graph query Q,

publishing a graph G* that must satisfy two constraints: (1) there are at least k

matches of Q in G*, where match is introduced in Definition 6 below; and (2) any

two of the k matches are different matches according to Definition 7 below, where

no attacker can identify the target user with a probability higher than 1/k.

Definition 5. Graph Automorphism. An automorphism of a graph G(V, E) is an

automorphic function f of the vertex set V, such that for any edge e ¼ (u, v),
f(e) ¼ (f(u), f(v)) is also an edge in G. If there exist k automorphisms in G, this
means that there exist k�1 different automorphic functions.

Fig. 2 2-degree anonymous graph with the failure of defending against neighborhood based

attack
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Definition 6. Match. Given two graphs Q and G, if there exists at least one

subgraph X in G such that Q is isomorphic to X under the bijective function f,

then Q is subgraph isomorphic to G and X is called a subgraph match of Q in G.

The anonymization technique [12] involves three steps. First, the original graph is

partitioned into several groups of subgraph blocks each of which contains at least k

subgraphs and any two subgraphs do not share any vertices or edges. Second, graph

manipulation is used to ensure that the subgraphs in each group are isomorphic to

each other. Finally, if any edges cross different isomorphic blocks in the original

graph, then some dummy edges will be inserted across the blocks for publishing to

achieve the complete isomorphism of subgraph blocks. The authors proved that

graph G* anonymized by their proposed algorithm achieved k-automorphism,

thereby defending users’ identity privacy against any topology-based attack. An

example is illustrated in Fig. 3. Ten nodes are first grouped into two blocks. To make

the two blocks isomorphic, an edge is inserted between v2 and v4. In addition, an

edge connecting v5 and v9 is inserted to compensate for the block-crossing edge

(v1, v6). The final published graph is a 2-automorphic graph.

Definition 7. Different Matches. Given a sub-graph query Q and two matches m1

and m2 of Q in a social network G0, where m1 and m2 are isomorphic to Q under

functions f1 and f2, respectively, if there exists no vertex v (in query Q) whose

match vertices in m1 and m2 are identical, m1 and m2 are called different matches.

2.4 k-Isomorphism

The k-automorphism techniques [12] can effectively preserve users’ identity privacy,

although users’ relation privacy is only weakly protected. In the example illustrated in

Fig. 4, an attacker who knows that Alice has two friends and that Tom has three can

infer that Alice and Tom are friends in the social network graph, although he cannot

pinpoint Alice and Tom. This successful inference results from the full connection

between the vertices of degree 2 and the vertices of degree 3, which causes a lack of

structure-diversity of edges in the published graph. This problemwas also noted by the

authors [13]. Moreover, the authors [13] were concerned with users’ privacy in an

Fig. 3 Graph partition and edge copy
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indirect relationship, which is represented by a path between two nodes in the graph.
This relationship privacy may not be preserved, even in a k-automorphic graph.

An example is illustrated in Fig. 5, where G is a 4-automorphism anonymous graph.

Suppose the adversary knows Ga for Alice and Gc for Carol. Although the

attacker cannot distinguish individual users, he is convinced that there exists a

path of length 2 between Alice and Carol, which indicates the close relationship

between them.

To preserve users’ indirect relationship privacy, a k-isomorphism model was

proposed [13]. A k-isomorphism requires a graph G contain k disjointed subgraphs

that are isomorphic to each other. This privacy preservation model guarantees

that an attacker cannot infer whether the two users are linked by a path of

Fig. 4 2-automorphism

anonymous graph with the

failure of protecting users’

relationship privacy

Fig. 5 Attack against

relationship privacy

in a 4-automorphism

anonymous graph
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(at most) a certain length in the original graph with a probability of more than 1/k.
Correspondingly, the authors proposed an anonymization technique to achieve the

k-isomorphism privacy preservation. As compared to the k-automorphism technique

[12], the improvement in the k-isomorphism technique is to partition the original

graphG in to k disjointed subgraphs,which ensures the complete isomorphism of all

k subgraphs.

3 ℓ-Diversity

The ℓ-diversity model [14] was originally proposed to preserve tabular data privacy

after researchers became aware of the weakness of the k-anonymity model. Specifi-

cally, even though k-anonymity can ensure that any object will be indistinguishable

from at least k�1 others based on the values of quasi-identifier attributes, thus

forming a group, the values of a sensitive attribute for objects in one group may be

the same. In this case, although the attacker cannot identify a target object, he can

still successfully infer the value of the sensitive attribute associated with the target

object. To counteract such an attack, the ℓ-diversity model was proposed to ensure

the value diversity of any sensitive attribute in each group.

In this section, we primarily address how to apply the ℓ-diversity concept to

preserving users’ relationship privacy in publishing OSN data [15]. We will first

introduce an attack model and a privacy preservation model and then will discuss

two corresponding anonymization techniques in detail.

3.1 Attack Model and Privacy Guarantee

In our attack model, the attacker attempts to infer a sensitive relationship between

two target users. However, we are still focused on topology-based attacks. There-

fore, we assume that the extra knowledge that the attacker has is the number of

friends of each target user, which is represented by the vertex degree in the OSN

graph. This common information is publicly available on many OSN sites (e.g.,

LinkedIn). Furthermore, in the worst case scenario, one of the target users can even

be identified by the attacker based on some background knowledge that may be

collected from the user’s blog.

Under this attack model, a k-degree anonymization technique is insufficient to

guarantee the relationship privacy we desire. A simple example is illustrated in

Fig. 6a, where nodes are grouped in terms of their degrees. Suppose the attacker

intends to infer the relationship between user A and user B. In this 4-degree

anonymous graph, if the attacker only knows that the two users have degrees of

four and one, respectively, he cannot successfully infer their relationship. However,

if the attacker can somehow identify user A, even though he cannot identify user B
based solely on the knowledge of his degree, the sensitive relationship between user
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A and user B can be disclosed due to the full connection of all vertices of degree one

with user A. To defend against this attack, we propose a new privacy anonymization

model in Definition 8, which was adapted from the ℓ-diversity concept [14].

Definition 8. A published network is ℓ-diversity anonymous (ℓ-diversified) if and
only if given the degrees of any two users, the attacker cannot successfully infer the

existence of a relationship between them from the anonymized graph with a

probability of greater than 1/ℓ, even when one of them is identifiable from the

published data.

Definition 8 is stricter than k-degree anonymity, as we first need to ensure that a

user cannot be identified by his/her degree information, which is exactly the degree

anonymity. If a published graph satisfies ℓ-diversity, there must be at least ℓvertices
with any unique degree. Moreover, ourℓ-diversity model guarantees the relationship

diversity between any two groups of vertices. An example of a 4-diversity anony-

mous graph is given in Fig. 6b. In this graph, suppose user B has degree of three and

user A is exposed; the probability of inferring the relationship between them is just 1/

4, as the node connecting with A has a probability of 1/4 of being user B.

3.2 Insights from an ℓ-Diversified Graph

Given an ℓ-diversified graph, we know from Definition 8 that the group size for

vertices with a unique degree must not be < ℓ; that is, if we suppose Va is the set of

vertices with degree of da, then |Va| � ℓ. Furthermore, the point of preventing the

attacker from inferring relationship between two users with confidence >1/ℓcan be
interpreted by noting that in each group the ratio of vertices that share a neighboring

k = 4 = 4

degree = 1
degree = 4 

 
4-degree anonymity

degree = 3
degree = 2

 4-diversity anonymity

a b

Fig. 6 Anonymous social network graphs against disclosure of users’ relationship
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vertex to the total vertices in that group must not be >1/ℓ. Suppose in Va vertices

linking to vn (any vertex in the graph) form a set Va
0; then |V0

a/Va| � 1/ℓ.
In each group, if we continue partitioning vertices until each smaller group has a

size of |Va*|, where ℓ<¼ |Va*| < 2 ℓ, then the second point in Definition 8 can be

interpreted as |Va*| <¼ 1. This indicates that the ℓ-diversity model does not allow

any two vertices in the same small group to share any vertex. In other words, edges

across any pair of small groups should not share any vertices at their ends, which is

exactly the matching concept in Graph Theory.

The features of small groups and matching guided us in our designs of relation

anonymization techniques. However, these features form a sufficient, but unneces-

sary condition to judge whether a given graph is ℓ-diversified. Sufficiency is quite

obvious. If the vertices in a graph can be partitioned into small groups each of which

has vertices of the same degree, and the edges across any small groups also form

a matching, then the graph is ensured to be ℓ-diversified. However, not all

ℓ-diversified graphs can be partitioned into such small groups holding such a

matching property. Yet, because our focus is on converting a graph to an ℓ-diversity
anonymous graph, the features we observed at least provide a direction for graph

conversion.

3.3 Our Anonymization Techniques

We design solutions for preserving users’ relationship privacy using an ℓ-diversity
model from two directions. Given an arbitrary social network graph, G: hV;Ei, we
intend to make the graph ℓ-diversified using graph-manipulation by (1) finding a

subgraph G: hV0;E0i, where V0 ¼ V and E0 � E, and (2) creating a supergraph G*:
hV�;E�i, where V* 	 V and E* 	 E . In addition to the privacy concerns in the

published graph, utility loss should be minimized. This is defined as the number

of changed vertices/edges as compared to the original graph. In the following,

we will discuss two techniques that effectively ℓ-diversify a graph for relation

anonymization based on these two directions.

3.3.1 Max-Subgraph Algorithm (MaxSub)

Given an arbitrary graph, G: hV;Ei, the basic idea of MaxSub is to start from a

graph G0: hV0;E0i , where V0 ¼ V and E0 ¼ ø. Then, we iteratively add back a

subset of the original edges for publishing, while ensuring theℓ-diversity anonymity

at any iteration in the process of edge recovery. MaxSub comprises two main steps:

Internal Matching-Partition (IMP) and External Matching-Partition (EMP), with

their pseudocodes in Algorithm 1 and Algorithm 2, respectively.

Step 1. Internal Matching-Partition (IMP): We first arbitrarily select from the

original graph a maximal matching. A maximal matching is referred to as a

maximal set of edges without any common end-vertex. Specifically, we start by
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randomly selecting an original edge, and then remove its two end-vertices and their

associated edges from the original graph. We continue to pick up edges until no

edge remains. All edges selected form a maximal matching which partitions all

vertices into groups. Two of these are called “matched” groups, which respectively

contains one of the end-vertices of each edge in the matching. If there remain

unmatched vertices, they constitute a third group designated an “unmatched” group.

Note that all vertices in each of the two (or three) groups have the same degree,

while not sharing any neighboring vertex through the edges in the matching. Thus,

in the general case, as long as each group contains at least ℓvertices, the constraint
ofℓ-diversity anonymity will be satisfied and the matching will succeed. In addition

to the general case, there are some other situations where, although not all groups

have sizes >ℓ, by adjusting the matching we can still partition the vertices into

groups that comply with the ℓ-diversity constraint.

One special situation is when the size of the unmatched group is<ℓ. In this case,
we adjust the matching by removing the minimum number of matched edges, such

that the number of unmatched vertices is at least ℓ. Note that at the same time as this

adjustment is made, the number of matched vertices in each group decreases.

Therefore, we allow the matching adjustment only when we can ensure the ℓ-diver-
sity constraint on matched groups will not be violated. In particular, each matched

group has at leastℓvertices if they form separate groups. Or, matching has to ensure

that the total number of vertices in both of the matched groups is not <ℓ, where the
two groups will merge into one and halt further iterative matching.

The other special situation is when each matched group has fewer thanℓvertices,
while their sum has more than ℓvertices. In this case, similar to the restraint in the

matching adjustment of the first special case, we combine the two matched groups

into one, after which we terminate their matching. For all other situations, matching

fails and is aborted.

Given a successful matching, we publish all edges in it. The process of

matching-partition will continue internally in each of the groups that are newly

formed and are not terminated until no matching can be found to further split the

group into smaller groups with sizes of not less than ℓ. In fact, the procedure of

splitting the original vertices into smaller groups by iteratively matching and

partitioning can be thought of as the growth of an upside-down tree that is rooted

at the original vertex set. The leaf-nodes of the tree are groups that have sizes �ℓ,
but are not divisible by additional maximal matchings.

To illustrate the IMP process of executing MaxSub, an example is given in

Fig. 7a–d, where ℓ¼ 2. Based on a maximal matching {(1, 2), (3, 4), (5, 6), (7, 8)},

all vertices are partitioned into three groups: match1 {v1, v3, v5, v7}, match2 {v2, v4,
v6, v8}, and unmatch {v9, v10}, as shown in Fig. 7b. Because each group has at least
ℓvertices, all edges in the matching are published. For match1 and match2, because
they contain vertices >ℓ, we continue looking for a maximal matching in each

of them. For match1, all vertices can be matched further, which leads to another

partition, {v1, v3} and {v5, v7}. For match2, because no matching exists,

the iteration terminates without additional edges being published. The graph

manipulated by IMP is given in Fig. 7c. Note that the procedure of splitting the
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original vertices into smaller groups by iteratively matching and partitioning can be

presented as the growth of an upside-down tree that is rooted at the original vertex

set. The leaf-nodes of the tree are groups that have sizes�ℓ, but are not divisible by
additional maximal matchings. The corresponding tree to the illustrated example is

shown in Fig. 7e without the branches circled in bold. Each leaf-node of the tree

forms a set of equal-degree vertices in the graph published by the IMP phase in the

MaxSub algorithm.

We observe that although IMP can ensure any published graph to be ℓ-diversity
anonymous, the utility of the published graph that is defined as the number of

original edges published is not well maintained. The reason is that the design

of IMP never recovers any additional edges between two groups of vertices after

they have been split. For example, given the graph published by the IMP step of

MaxSub in Fig. 7c, we could actually find another maximal matching, {(v2, v9), (v6,

v10)}, between two leaf-node groups, {v2, v4, v6, v8} and {v9, v10}. This matching

leads to an additional splitting of a leaf-node group, as marked by a rectangle

in Fig. 7e, which results in publishing one more original edge without violating the

ℓ-diversity constraint. This additional matching is taken care of by the following

step in MaxSub, namely, External Matching-Partition.

Step 2. External Matching-Partition (EMP): EMP checks for the possibility of

adding back more edges that cross those leaf-node groups formed by IMP. In this

way, the leaf-node groups may be further split into smaller groups due to the degree

differentiation of vertices in each group by edge addition. EMP checks any pair of

leaf-node groups, gi and gj say, to seek more edges for further publishing.

Specifically, an arbitrary maximal matching is first selected between gi and gj
subject to a single constraint: if some of the vertices have been previously matched

together across the two groups, they are not considered in the new matching. This

constraint guarantees that the final published edges across any pair of groups are

Fig. 7 An example for ℓ-diversity based techniques
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still matched, thereby satisfying ℓ-diversity anonymity. An example is illustrated in

Fig. 8, where ℓ¼ 2. Suppose that (v2, v10) and (v5, v9) are two edges published in

IMP. So, the four vertices are marked as “unmatched” vertices and excluded from

the new matching between gi and gj.
Based on this new matching, gi and gj are further partitioned into smaller groups

that contain matched and unmatched vertices, respectively. If necessary, partition

adjustments can be made by removing edges from the matching to ensure that each

newly formed group does not have fewer than ℓvertices. As shown in Fig. 8, due

to the matching of the two edges (v1, v7) and (v6, v11), both gi and gj are divided

into two smaller groups. Later, after checking the possibility of publishing edges

between gi and some other group, gh say, if a maximal matching is found between

gh and the entire group gi after excluding matched vertices in IMP, we then check

each small group in gi to see whether the new matching can split the small group

further. In our example, three edges, (v1, v15), (v3, v13), and (v5, v18), form the new

matching between gi and gh. However, because only one vertex is matched in sgi1,
splitting sgi1 further will violate the constraint of group size in ℓ-diversity anonym-

ity. Therefore, we abort this edge in this matching. For sgi2, two edges are matched;

thus, we further split sgi2 into two smaller groups. Meanwhile, vertices in gh are

partitioned into two groups. This procedure for group-crossing matching needs to

be done between any pair of leaf-node groups formed by IMP.

Theorem 1. Given an arbitrary graph, its subgraph published by MaxSub is
ℓ-diversity anonymous.

Fig. 8 An example for EMP in MaxSub
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Proof. We prove Theorem 1 based on two aspects of ℓ-diversity anonymity:

(1) degree anonymity – each final group contains at least ℓvertices of the same

degree; and (2) relationship diversity – neither of two vertices in a group

share a neighboring vertex in the published graph. One can see that the combi-

nation of these two properties guarantees ℓ-diversity anonymity (as defined by

Definition 8).

Degree anonymity: Based on the algorithm design, we can see in both IMP and

EMP groups are formed by matchings; thus, vertices in each group have the same

degree at all times. Furthermore, matching (including matching after successful

adjustment) succeeds only if each of the newly formed groups has at leastℓvertices.
Therefore, MaxSub achieves degree anonymity.

Relationship diversity: We prove that each of leaf-node groups formed by IMP

satisfies relationship diversity by contradiction. Suppose that two vertices in the

same group share a neighbor, v. Then, both of their edges that connect with

the common neighbor must be added during the same iteration when v is separated
from these two vertices by a matching. This contradicts that all added-back edges in

one iteration form a matching. Thus, all leaf-node groups published by IMP satisfy

the relationship diversity requirement.

Now we prove that the small groups published by EMP also meet relationship

diversity by contradiction. Suppose that two vertices in the same small group

s have a common neighbor, v, in the small groups’. Because EMP only does

matching one time between any pair of leaf-node groups generated by IMP, one

of these two edges must have been added in IMP. However, this contradicts

the design of EMP, where vertices that have been matched together in IMP are

excluded from any new matching across the two groups. Thus, the small groups

resulting from EMP achieve relationship diversity.

Theorem 2. Accordingly, the graph that is finally published by MaxSub is
ℓ-diversity anonymous. The time complexity for MaxSub is O(n2) for a graph of n
vertices.

Proof. The complexity of finding a maximal matching is basically O(|g|2) in a group

with |g| vertices. In the worst IMP case, all vertices can be matched in each group,

such that each matched group has the maximum number of vertices to participate in

the next matching iteration. Thus, the procedure of iteratively matching and

partitioning can be presented as a binary tree, as shown in Fig. 9. The time

complexity of the IMP step can be calculated by summing the time consumption

on partitioning each tree-node on all tree levels, as formalized in Eq. 1, where n is

the number of original vertices.

T nð Þ ¼
Xr¼jlog2n=‘j

r¼0

n=2rð Þ2 
 2r ¼ O n2
� �

(1)
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For each EMP step, suppose that h is the maximum size of a leaf-node group

generated by IMP, where h > ℓ. The time complexity for EMP to process each pair

of leaf-node groups is O(h2). Because the size of each leaf-node group is at least ℓ,
the number of pair-wise matchings across groups is, at most, (n/ℓ)(n/ℓ�1)/2. Thus,

EMP assumes O(n2 h2/ℓ2) for time complexity.

Consequently, taking these two steps into consideration, the overall time com-

plexity for MaxSub is O(n2).

Algorithm 1 IMP – MaxSub

Input: G(S,Es) - an arbitrary graph as the original graph

Output: EG: published edges, where EG � Es

1 Find a maximal matching in S

2 Partition S into Smatch1, Smatch2 and Sunmatch
3 if |Smatch1|+|Smatch2|� 2 ℓthen
4 if |Sunmatch| < ℓthen
5 Adjust the matching

6 if Adjustment succeeds then

7 EG ¼ {edges maintained in the matching}

8 if |Sadjustmatch1| � ℓthen
9 IMP-MaxSub(G1, S

adjust
match1) and IMP-MaxSub(G2, S

adjust
match2)

10 else EG ¼ Ø

11 else if |Smatch1|+|Smatch2|� ℓthen
12 if |Sunmatch| < ℓthen
13 Adjust the matching

14 if Adjustment succeeds then

15 EG ¼ {edges maintained in the matching}

16 else EG ¼ Ø

17 else EG ¼ Ø

Fig. 9 Worst case for IMP in MaxSub
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Algorithm 2 EMP - MaxSub

Input: The result graph published by IMP in MaxSub and the original graph G

Output: a heuristic maximum ℓ-diversity anonymous subgraph of G

1 for any pair of leaf-node groups, gi and gj, from IMP do

2 Mark vertices matched between gi and gj by IMP

3 Find a maximal matching among vertices without marks

4 for each SmallGroup sgk in gi and gj do

5 Split sgk into sgmatchk and sgunmatchk
6 if sgmatchk < ℓor sgunmatchk < ℓthen
7 Adjust the matching for sgk
8 if Adjustment is successful or (sgmatchk � ℓor sgunmatchk � ℓ) then
9 Add back edges associated with sgmatchk in the new matching

10 else

11 Abort the maximal matching

3.3.2 Min-Supergraph Algorithm (MinSuper)

MinSuper is a two-step algorithm for expanding a graph, G, to its supergraph of

ℓ-diversity anonymity: (1) forming ℓ-non-conflicting groups, where an ℓ-non-
conflicting group is referred to as a group of ℓ vertices without sharing any

neighboring vertex in G; (2) equalizing vertex degrees in each ℓ-non-conflicting
group. To illustrate MinSuper, we shall use the same example (with ℓ¼ 2) as that

for MaxSub, as shown in Fig. 7f–i. The pseudocode for MinSuper is given in

Algorithm 3.

Step 1. (Formingℓ-non-conflicting groups: All vertices inG are first sorted in a non-

ascending order of their degrees, as shown in Fig. 7f. From the first vertex in the

ordered sequence, MinSuper looks forℓvertices with no common neighbors to form

an ℓ-non-conflicting group by sequentially checking and skipping the conflicting

ones. If a group includes only fewer than ℓnon-conflicting vertices after going

through the entire sequence, then dummy vertices with degrees of zero are padded

to ensure group sizes not less than ℓ. For the running example, the final groups are

listed in Fig. 7g.

Step 2. (Equalizing each ℓ-non-conflicting group): Each vertex is first labeled with

the difference between its degree and the maximum vertex degree in its group, as

shown in Fig. 7g. Then, dummy edges are inserted across any pair of groups,

particularly between vertices with non-zero degree differences that have not been

linked with any other vertex in each other’s group. This constraint in the procedure

for injecting dummy edges essentially requires that both the original and dummy

edges across any pair of groups do not share vertices at their ends; thus, they meet

the feature of matching for ℓ-diversity anonymity.

For a group that still has at least one vertex with a non-zero degree difference

after pairing up with any other group, dummy vertices and edges will be inserted
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into the graph to equalize vertex degrees in that group. In particular, dummy edges

will be constructed between those dummy vertices and real vertices with non-zero

degree differences in order to reduce the degree differences to zero. For example,

as shown in Fig. 7h, a dummy edge is inserted between v1 and v3. In order to

equalize the degree of v9 and v10, we create two dummy vertices v11 and v12.

We cannot simply put the two dummy vertices in one non-conflicting group as they

both connect v10, we introduce two more dummy vertices v13 and v14 to form two

non-conflicting groups as shown in Fig. 7i. The final published graph is the one with

all original edges plus the dummy edges and vertices introduced. One can see that

the procedure of sorting during the first step ensures that vertices in the same ℓ–non-
conflicting group have similar degrees, thus minimizing the number of dummy

edges required for degree equalization.

Algorithm 3 MinSuper

Input: G(V, E) the original graph, and its vertex set T, where T ¼ V

Output: a heuristic minimum ℓ-diversity anonymous supergraph of G

1 Sort vertices in T in non-ascending order of their degrees

2 groupnum ¼ 0

3 while T 6¼ Ø do

4 t ¼ next non-grouped node in T; Remove t from T

5 counter ¼¼ 0

6 while counter < ℓand not reach the end of T do

7 Find a non-conflicting node vnc; Remove vnc from T

8 counter++;

9 if counter ¼¼ ℓthen
10 An ℓ-group is formed.

11 else An ℓ-group is formed with (ℓ- counter) fake nodes
13 groupnum++

14 Calculate degree difference D dv for each node v

15 for i ¼ 1: groupnum�1 do

16 for j ¼ i : groupnum do

17 Create fake edges across gi and gj
18 if gi still has a set of nodes with nonzero D dv, Si then

19 while Si 6¼ Ø do

20 s ¼ next node in Si
21 Remove s from Si; Create D ds fake nodes

22 Construct D ds fake edges linking s with fake nodes

We start by demonstrating the necessity of inserting dummy vertices in

MinSuper to create a supergraph with ℓ-diversity anonymity by Theorem 3.

Theorem 3. Relying only on the insertion of dummy edges may not work to expand
an arbitrary graph to its ℓ-diversity anonymous supergraph.
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Proof. We know that given an ℓ-diversity anonymous graph with aℓvertices, no
vertices can have degrees greater than a; otherwise, the graph would require more

than ai vertices to ensure there are at least ℓvertices with degrees greater than a.
Therefore, if an arbitrary graph with a vertices, G, originally has at least one vertex
of degree greater than a, depending solely on dummy edges will not help to convert

the graph so as to become ℓ-diversity anonymous.

Theorem 4. Given an arbitrary graph, its supergraph published by MinSuper is
ℓ-diversity anonymous.

Proof. First, formingℓ-non-conflicting group guarantees the size of each group to be
ℓ. Second, because of the degree equalization procedure, all vertices in each group

share the same degree. Finally, because of conflict-checking while forming groups,

as well as the group-crossing matchings when equalizing vertex degrees in each

group, we ensure that no vertices in the same group share any neighboring vertex.

Therefore, the graph published by MinSuper is guaranteed to be ℓ-diversity
anonymous.

Theorem 5. The time complexity for MinSuper is O(n3) for a graph of n vertices.

Proof. The time complexity for vertex sorting is O(nlog(n)) by a Merge Sort

Algorithm. In the worst case of forming ℓ-non-conflicting groups, where each

vertex conflicts with all other vertices in a complete graph, it takes each vertex O

(n2) time for checking, and thus O(n3) for all vertices. For degree equalization, each

group requires, at worst, to be checked with all other groups for edge construction.

In the worst case for a complete graph, the total number of groups is n, and the

checking between any pair of groups requires O(ℓ2). Therefore, the time complexity

for normalizing degrees is O(ℓ2n2) � O(n2). Therefore, the time complexity for

MinSuper is O(n3).

4 Experimental Study

We conducted a comprehensive set of experiments for both synthetic and real-

world social network data sets to evaluate our algorithms’ performances. In partic-

ular, we measured the utility loss of the published data that was caused by our

anonymization techniques. We implemented both MaxSub and MinSuper

algorithms in MATLAB. In addition, we used a software package called Pajek1

to measure the topological properties of the original graph and the graphs

anonymized by our algorithms.

We conducted our experiments using three data sets. Co-author data set:

The Co-author data set consists of 7,955 authors of papers in a database and theory

conferences that are available at the collection of Computer Science Bibliographies

1 http://vlado.fmf.uni-lj.si/pub/networks/pajek/
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(http://liinwww.ira.uka.de/bib-liography). The Co-author graph is constructed by

inserting an undirected edge between any pair of authors who have co-authored at

least one paper. In total, there are 10,055 edges in this graph. SIGMOD data set:

The SIGMOD data set was crawled from DBLP (http://dblp.uni-trier.de/xml/) on

December 5, 2009; it contains co-authorship information for all previous SIGMOD

conferences. In its corresponding graph, there are 3,791 vertices (i.e., authors) and

10,003 edges (i.e., co-authorship). R-MAT data set: We used the R-MAT graph

model [16] to generate a synthetic data set. The basic idea behind R-MAT is to

recursively subdivide the adjacency matrix of a graph into four equally-sized

partitions, and then distribute edges within these partitions with unequal

probabilities of a, b, c, and d. Using the R-MAT model can generate graphs

characterized by scale-free and small-world features, the two most important

properties for many real-world social networks. We followed the configuration

found in [11], and set the input parameters to a ¼ 0.45, b ¼ 0.15, c ¼ 0.15, and

d ¼ 0.25 to generate social network graphs with 5,000 vertices and average vertex

degree of 5.

4.1 Experimental Results

We studied the utility loss of the anonymized data from the topological

measurements of graphs, including: the number of deleted or inserted edges/verti-

ces; the number of pairs of unreachable vertices; the average distance of reachable

vertices (i.e., the length of the shortest path between each pair of vertices);

the distribution of vertex degrees; and the distance distribution of pairs of reachable

vertices.

Number of vertices/edges: Fig. 10a–c show that in our three data sets, as compared

with the number of original vertices, the number of dummy vertices created by

MinSuper is quite small. As shown in Fig. 10d–f, the number of edges changed by

MaxSub is more than that by MinSuper. For MinSuper, as compared with the large

number of original edges, only a few dummy edges are inserted.

In addition, we can also observe the tradeoff between privacy preservation and
utility loss. According to Definition 8, the larger the value of ℓis, the higher is the
level of privacy preservation. However, a small value ofℓwill reduce the utility loss
in the published graph in terms of our algorithm design. The reason is that a small

value of ℓleads to groups of smaller size, which creates more chances to add edges

across groups. This experimental result is shown in Fig. 10d–f. With increasing ℓ,
the plot from MaxSub decreases slightly. Because the value of ℓis relatively small,

ranging only from 2 to 7, the plot does not decline dramatically. For MinSuper, the

plot increases with ℓ. This is because increasing ℓleads to forming ℓ-non-conflicting
groups of larger size. Hence, the difference between the maximum and minimum

degrees in each group becomes greater, which requires more dummy edges to be

created for the purpose of degree equalization.
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Degree distribution: In Fig. 10g–i, the degree distribution in the graph anonymized

by MinSuper is more similar to the original than that in the graph published by

MaxSub.

Distance distribution: We discuss the distance distribution only for reachable

vertices in the graphs. As shown in Fig. 10j–l, the distance distributions in graphs

Fig. 10 Experimental study of utility loss
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published by MinSuper nearly overlap with those in the original graphs, which

reflects less utility loss. Additionally, we observe that there are far more reachable

pairs of vertices in the graphs by MinSuper than those in the graphs anonymized

by MaxSub, which indicates the better connectivity of the graphs published by

MinSuper. The reason is given the fact that MaxSub and MinSuper achieve

ℓ-diversity anonymity for an arbitrary graph from two different directions:

seeking a subgraph and a supergraph, MinSuper primarily relies on inserting

dummy edges, therefore it results in better connectivity of the anonymized graph

than MaxSub.

Fig. 10 (continued)
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5 Conclusions

In this chapter, we have discussed the applications of some classical privacy

preservation models that were developed for tabular data to preserve users’ privacy

when publishing OSN data. In particular, we introduced some k-anonymity based

techniques developed not only to preserve users’ identity privacy, but also to

Fig. 10 (continued)
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protect users’ relationship privacy. We also detailed our previous work that

employed the ℓ-diversity model to preserve users’ relationship privacy.

There are some other models in the traditional fields of data mining and

databases for preserving tabular data privacy, such as t-closeness [17], which

have not been considered much in the context of publishing OSN data. In addition,

a new concept, differential privacy [18], has entered the field of preserving data

privacy. However, it has not been well explored for handling relational data, like

Fig. 10 (continued)
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OSN data, which merits more research efforts. We believe that without securing

user’s privacy, the reputation of OSNs will be jeopardized and their user population

will decrease dramatically. Therefore, more attention should be paid to developing

techniques to preserve users’ privacy on OSNs.

To the best of our knowledge, this is the first work that addresses the application

of the ℓ-diversity model for preserving relational data in publishing OSNs.

We believe that it can be applied to some other relevant scenarios, such as

preserving group membership, which will become potential research possibilities.

Fig. 10 (continued)
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Links Reconstruction Attack

Using Link Prediction Algorithms to Compromise

Social Networks Privacy

Michael Fire, Gilad Katz, Lior Rokach, and Yuval Elovici

Abstract The explosion in the use of social networks has also created new kinds of

security and privacy threats. Many users are unaware of the risks involved with

exposing their personal information, which makes social networks a “bonanza” for

identity thieves. In addition, it has already been proven that even concealing all

personal data might not be sufficient for providing protection, as personal informa-

tion can be inferred by analyzing a person’s connections to other users. In attempts

to cope with these risks, some users hide parts of their social connections to other

users. In this paper we present “link reconstruction attack”, a method that can infer

a user’s connections to others with high accuracy. This attack can be used to detect

connections that a user wanted to hide in order to preserve his privacy. We show

that concealing one’s links is ineffective if not done by others in the network. We

also provide an analysis of the performances of various machine learning

algorithms for link prediction inside small communities.
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1 Introduction

In recent years there has been a surge in the use of social networks, smartphones,

and other internet-enabled devices. Because of this trend, ever-growing amounts of

data – both personal and financial – are available online. These data can be and are

being collected by third parties. Companies can collect users’ data by various

methods, including social web crawlers [31], website logs [15], social network

applications [38], and smart phone applications [3]. In today’s technological world,

the loss of personal data is not only a financial risk, but can also lead to criminal

charges. This problematic situation in which sensitive personal information is

exposed to third parties has become worse in recent years due to the explosion in

use of online social networks. The amount of personal information contained in

such networks is enormous. For example, an analysis of the Facebook social

network determined that it had more than 845 million registered users. According

to recent statistics published by Facebook [14], 50% of Facebook users log onto this

site on a daily basis via laptop or other mobile devices, and 30 billion pieces of

content are shared each month (web links, news stories, blog posts, notes, photo

albums, etc.). The average Facebook user has 130 friends and creates 90 pieces of

content each month. Many Facebook users expose personal details, such as dates of

birth, email addresses, high school names, and even their phone numbers [2, 8].

Usually, online social networks like Facebook provide their users with means to

protect their personal information. This is done by allowing only one’s “friends”

(those who the user trusts and defines as such) to access one’s personal information.

However, limiting access to specific trust groups is not a perfect solution for privacy

protection due to the fact that some users tend to accept unfamiliar users into their

trust group. In so doing, they expose their personal data to third parties [8, 32].

Furthermore, even if a person takes almost every precaution and reveals nothing

except links to other users in the social network, her personal data can still be

inferred from her friends. This holds true for different types of social networks,

including online social networks [28], mobile phone social networks [7], and real

world student cooperation social networks [15]. Therefore, as suggested by

Jianming et al. [24] and Lindamood et al. [28], in order to better protect their

privacy, users should also conceal their links to other users, or at least make them

accessible only to their “friends”.

In this paper, we present a method for inferring hidden links within small

communities that are part of large social networks. Our method is based on the

link prediction algorithm that was first described by Fire et al. [16]. This new

algorithm is based on a machine learning classifier trained on a small set of easy-to-

compute topological features. We then use the classifier to predict hidden links

inside different types of social network communities, each containing up to several

hundred links: a Facebook group of people who work in the same company; an

SMS social network from the Friends and Family study; the real world Students’

Cooperation Network; and groups of researchers with the same affiliation that were

collected from the Academia.edu social network. We demonstrate that, although

our classifiers were trained only on small training sets, they can still infer hidden
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links within different types of communities with high rates of F-measure and AUC

(Area under the ROC curve). Using our methods, it is possible, with a high degree

of accuracy, to infer and reconstruct users’ social links and personal information.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Sect. 2, we provide a brief

overview of previous studies on privacy protection in social networks and on

different link prediction algorithms. In Sect. 3, we describe the methods and

experiments that were used during the construction and evaluation of our classifiers.

In Sect. 4, we describe the different social network communities that were used

throughout this study. In Sect. 5 we present our experimental results. Finally, in

Sect. 6, we present our conclusions and offer future research directions.

2 Related Work

In this section we describe previous work in the fields of social networks privacy

and link prediction.

2.1 Privacy in Social Networks

In recent years, online social networks use has grown exponentially. Online social

networks, such as Facebook [13], Twitter [37], LinkedIn [29], Flickr [17],

YouTube [39], and LiveJournal [30], serve millions of users on a daily basis.

With this increased use, new privacy concerns have been raised. These concerns

results from the fact that online social network users publish personal information

both about themselves and their friends; all of this information can be collected by a

third party. Research by Acquisti and Gross [2] in the area of social network privacy

attempted to evaluate the amount of personal information that was exposed by users

on Facebook. They concluded that many Facebook users disclose personal infor-

mation about themselves, including dates of birth, email addresses, relationship

statuses, and even phone numbers.

Another interesting fact is that around 55% of users accept friend requests from

people they do not know. By accepting these friend requests, users disclose their

private information to strangers [32]. Moreover, studies on trust levels in social

networks showed that 27.5% of Facebook users who participated in the study had

met face-to-face with people who they had initially met through Facebook [11].

Recently, Boshmaf et al. [8] collected 250 GB of inbound traffic from Facebook

using Socialbots. These Socialbots succeeded in harvesting data from Facebook

users by using friend requests that originated from fake Facebook profiles. Another

privacy related concern is that one’s personal information can be inferred from

one’s links. Jianming et al. [24] and Lindamood et al. [28] demonstrated methods

for inferring users’ personal information by using that of their friends. This was

done for social networks like Facebook and LiveJournal.
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Similar privacy problems also exist in other types of social networks. In

smartphones social networks, various applications were identified as collecting

users’ personal information. This personal information included data on such things

as one’s location [5] and user keystrokes [12]. An even greater threat was described

by Altshuler et al. [6], who showed that attacks could steal one’s social network and

behavioral information. Moreover, Altshuler et al. demonstrated that other infor-

mation, such as ethnicity, religion, origin and age could be inferred from social

network links that were created through SMS messages [7]. Recently, Fire et al.

showed that even complex attributes like academic course final test grades could be

inferred from a student’s links to other people who took the course. The social

network that was used for this analysis was created by analyzing the course’s

assignments and the course web log [15].

2.2 Link Prediction

The link prediction problem (i.e., inferring the existence of unknown links based on

known ones), has many applications outside the domain of social networks. In the

bioinformatics domain, link prediction is used to identify interactions among

proteins [4], while in the e-commerce domain it is used to provide

recommendations to customers [22]. It is even applied in the area of homeland

security, where its application attempts to detect terrorist cells [21]. The popularity

of this method has generated a wide variety of possible solutions. However, in spite

of their diversity, most algorithms rely on supervised machine learning and feature

selection. A thorough review of previous work can be found in Hasan and Zaki [20].

In this paper, we focus on the common approach of using supervised learning

algorithms to solve the Link Prediction problem. This approach was introduced by

Liben-Nowell and Kleinberg in 2003 [27]. They studied the utility of graph

topological features by testing them on five co-authorship networks data sets,

each containing several thousands of authors. In 2006, Hasan et al. [21] extended

their work on the DBLP and BIOBASE coauthorship networks (each containing

several hundreds of thousands of papers). Since its publication, the supervised

learning approach has been implemented by several research groups [10, 26, 34].

Most solutions that these researchers proposed were tested on bibliographic or co-

authorship data sets [10, 21, 27]. In 2009, Song et al. used matrix factorization to

estimate the similarity of nodes in large scale social networks, such as Facebook

and MySpace [36]. In 2011, several papers were published after the IJCNN social

network challenge was issued [23]. Each of these papers proposed a different

method for predicting links in social networks. Narayanan et al. won the challenge

by using a method that combined machine-learning algorithms and de-

anonymization [33]. Cukierski et al. [9] won second place by extracting 94 distinct

graph features and using the Random Forest algorithm to analyze the training data

(consisting of several thousands of edges). Recently, Fire et al. published a method

for predicting links in large scale online social networks using easy-to-compute
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topological features. Their method used 50,000 links as a training set for the

classifiers [16].

In this paper, we use the link prediction algorithm presented by Fire et al. [16]

and test it on different types of social network communities in order to reconstruct

users’ links. We show that reconstructing users’ links can compromise their privacy

and render them vulnerable to inference attacks, as described by Jianming et al. [24]

and Lindamood et al. [28].

3 Methods and Experiments

To identify hidden links inside different communities, we applied methods from the

machine learning domain. For each community, we developed a dedicated link

classifier capable of predicting the likelihood of the existence of a link between two

members. For each community, we extracted a “positive” training set of links that

exist in the communities’ graphs and a set of “negative” links that do not exist in

the graph.

Due to the small sizes of the communities, our “positive” links training set

consisted almost entirely of links that connected members inside the community.

Our “negative” links training set consisted of two types of links. The first was

random links, where both nodes were chosen randomly (hereafter referred to as the

“easy” train set). The second type of “negative” links was generated so that the two

connected nodes were within a distance of two from each other (hereafter referred

to as the “hard” train set).

Subsequently, for each positive and negative link we extracted a small set of

easy-to-compute topological features, as suggested by Fire et al. [16]. We then used

these extracted topological features to train several supervised learning classifiers.

This was done using WEKA [19], a popular suite of machine learning. Finally, we

used WEKA to evaluate the performance of each classifier.

The remainder of this section describes the small sets of features that were

extracted to train our classifiers and the different machine learning algorithms

used in our experiments.

3.1 Feature Extraction

This section describes the different features that were extracted in order to build our

community link prediction classifiers. The extracted features are primarily based on

the Friends-features subset, as suggested by Fire et al. [16].

Let G ¼< V,E > be the graph representing the topological structure of a general

social network community. Links in the graph are denoted by e ¼ (u, v) ∈ E where

u, v ∈ V are nodes in the community graph. Our goal is to construct simple
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classifiers capable of computing the likelihood of (u, v) ∈ E or (u, v) =2 E for every

two nodes u, v ∈ V . To achieve this goal, we extracted the following features for

each link, (u, v), from our training sets.

1. Vertex degree: Let be v ∈ V , we can define the neighborhood of v by:

GðvÞ : ¼ fujðu; vÞ 2 E or ðv; uÞ 2 Eg (1)

If G is a directed graph we can also define the following neighborhoods:

GinðvÞ : ¼ fujðu; vÞ 2 Eg
GoutðvÞ : ¼ fujðv; uÞ 2 Eg (2)

Using the above defined neighborhoods, we can define the following degree

feature:

degreeðvÞ : ¼ jGðvÞj (3)

If G is a directed graph, we can also define the following degree features:

degreeinðvÞ : ¼ jGinðvÞj (4)

degreeoutðvÞ : ¼ jGoutðvÞj (5)

The degree features are used to measure the number of friends v has inside the

community. If we look at a directed graph of a community such as Twitter, the

meaning of the degree feature is how many other members of the community v
follows (out-degree), and how many members of the community follow v (in-

degree).

2. Common friends: Let u, v ∈ V ; we define the common friends of u and v to be
all the members in the community that are friends both of u and v. The formal

definition of the number of common friends is: Let be u, v ∈ V then

common� friendsðu; vÞ : ¼ jGðvÞ \ GðuÞj (6)

The common-friends feature was widely used in previous work in to predict

links in different datasets [9, 16, 22, 27, 34, 36].

3. Total friends: Let u, v ∈ V ; we can define the number of distinct friends of

u and v by:

total� friendsðu; vÞ : ¼ jGðuÞ [ GðvÞj (7)

4. Jaccard’s coefficient: Jaccard’s-coefficient is a well-known feature for link

prediction [9, 16, 22, 27, 34, 36]. This feature, which measures the similarity

among sets of nodes, is defined as the size of the intersection divided by the size

of the union of the sample sets. The formal definition of Jaccard’s coefficient can

be written in the following way.
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Jaccards0�coefficientðu; vÞ : ¼ jGðuÞ \ GðvÞj
jGðuÞ [ GðvÞj (8)

In our approach, this measure indicates whether two community members have a

significant number of common friends regardless of their total number of friends.

A higher value of Jaccard’s-coefficient indicates a stronger connection between

two nodes in the community.

5. Preferential-attachment-score: The preferential-attachment score is defined as

the multiplication of the number of friends of u and v.

preferential�attachment�scoreðu; vÞ : ¼ jGðuÞj � jGðvÞj (9)

The Preferential-attachment score is a well-known concept in social networks. It

measures how “connected” each user is and also provides a strong indication of

how likely (and at what rate) the user is likely to create additional

connections [16, 21].

6. Opposite direction friends: For a directed graph G, we created a specific

measure that indicates whether reciprocal connections exist between each pair

of nodes

opposite�direction�friendsðu; vÞ : ¼ 1 if ðv; uÞ 2 E

0 otherwise

(
(10)

7. Shortest path: We define the shortest path measure between nodes u and v in the
following manner: shortest�path(u, v). This measure represents the length of the

shortest path between u and v inside the community. If the community graph is

directed, this measure will not necessarily be symmetrical. The shortest path

feature has been explored in several papers [16, 21] and found to be one of most

significant features for the predicting hidden links.

8. Friends measure: The friends measure is a private case of the Katz mea-

sure [25], and was first presented by Fire et al. [16]. The formal definition of

the friends measure is: Let be u, v ∈ V , then

friends � measureðu; vÞ : ¼
X
x2GðuÞ

X
y2GðvÞ

dðx; yÞ (11)

Where d(x, y) is defined as:

dðx; yÞ : ¼ 1 if x ¼ y or ðx; yÞ 2 E or ðy; xÞ 2 E

0 otherwise

(

The friends measure represents the number of u’s friends who also know v’s
friends. The higher the number of connections between u and v’s friends, the
greater the chance that u and v know each other.
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3.2 Experimental Setup

To build community link prediction tools, we created an easy training set and a hard

training set for each community. The easy training set for each community

contained 50% positive and 50% negative links. As mentioned previously, the

positive links are those that exist within the community, while the negative links

are those that, to the best of our knowledge, do not exist.

In the easy training set, each of the negative links was created by randomly

choosing two nodes in the community that did not have a link between them, while

in the hard training set, negative links were created by choosing two nodes in the

community that were at a distance of two from each other. Due to the small size of

each community, the size of each training set would have been twice the size of the

number of existing links in each community had all of the existing links in each

community been included in our training sets.

Once the training set links were selected, a Python code was developed using the

Networkx package [18]. This code was used to extract the topological features

mentioned above for each of the links (8 features for an undirected network and

14 features for a directed network). Our next step was to evaluate different link

prediction methods created by different supervised learning algorithms. We used

WEKA’s C4.5 (J48), IBk, NaiveBayes, SMO, MultilayerPerceptron, Bagging,

AdaBoostM1, RotationForest, and RandomForest implementations of the

corresponding algorithms. For each of these algorithms, most of the configurable

parameters were set to their default values, with the following exceptions: for C4.5,

the minimum number of instances per leaf parameter was between the values of 2, 6,

8 and 10; for IBk, its k parameter was set to 10; for SMO, the NormalizedPolyKernel

with its default parameters was used. The ensemble methods were configured as

follows: The number of iterations for all ensemble methods was set to 100. The

Bagging, AdaBoostM1, and RotationForest algorithms were evaluated using J48 as

the base classifier with the number of instances per leaf set to 4, 6, 8, and 10.

4 Communities Datasets

We evaluate our community link prediction classifiers using four communities from

different types of social networks datasets: Facebook [13], Academia.edu [1],

Friends and Family study [3], and Students’ Cooperation Social Network [15]

(Table 1).

Facebook. Facebook is a website and social networking service that was launched

in February 2004 [13]. As of January 2012, Facebook had more than 800 million

registered users [14]. Facebook users may create a personal profile, add other users

as friends, and interact with other members. Because the friendship link between

two members must be reciprocal, the existence of a link between member A and

member B induces a mutual connection. Therefore, we refer to Facebook’s under-

lying friendship graph undirected. We evaluated our classifiers for a small
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community of co-workers that according to their Facebook profile pages worked for

the same well-known high-tech company. These co-workers’ community network

graph contained 410 nodes and 635 links, it was obtained using a web crawler at the

beginning of January 2012 (see Fig. 11).

Academia.edu. Academia.edu is a platform for academics to share and follow

research that is underway in a particular field or discipline [1]. Members upload and

share their papers with other researchers in over 100,000 fields and categories. An

Academia social network member may choose to follow any of the network’s

Table 1 Communities datasets

Community

Is

directed

Nodes

number

Links

number Obtained by Date

Facebook coworkers No 410 635 Web crawler 2012

Academia.edu researchers

community

Yes 207 702 Web crawler 2011

Friends and family SMS

network

Yes 103 281 Smartphone application 2010–2011

Students’ cooperation

network

No 185 311 Web log and assignments

analysis

2011

Fig. 1 Facebook coworker community social network

1All the social networks figures in this paper where created by Cytoscape software [35].
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members; hence, the directed nature of the links within this network. We evaluated

our classifiers for a small community of researchers who, according to their

Academia.edu profiles, belonged to the same Ivy League University. The

researchers’ community network graph contained 207 nodes and 702 links (see

Fig. 2) and was obtained using a web crawler.

Friends and family. The Friends and Family dataset contains rich data signals

gathered from the smartphones of 140 adult members of a young-family residential

community. The data were collected over the course of 1 year [3]. We evaluated our

classifiers for members of a social network that was constructed based on SMS

messages sent and received by the members. The SMS messages social network

directed graph contained 103 nodes and 281 links (see Fig. 3).

Students’ cooperation social network. The students’ cooperation social network

was constructed from the data collected during a “Computer and Network Security”

course; a mandatory course taught by two of this paper’s authors at Ben-Gurion

University [15]. The social network contains data collected from 185 participating

students from two different departments. The course’s social network was created

by analyzing the implicit and explicit cooperation among the students while doing

their homework assignments. The students’ cooperation graph contained 185 nodes

and 311 links (see Fig. 4).

Fig. 2 Academia.edu researchers community social network
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Fig. 3 Friends and family SMS messages social network

Fig. 4 Students’ cooperation

social network



5 Results

For each community and for each easy and hard training set, we evaluated our list of

different machine learning classifiers by using a tenfold cross-validation approach.

We used an area-under-curve (AUC) measure to evaluate our results. In Figs. 5

and 6, we present the classifiers’ performances for the easy dataset for the Facebook

Fig. 5 AUC results – Facebook coworkers’ community

Fig. 6 AUC results – Academia.edu researchers’ community
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coworkers’ community and for the Academia.edu researchers’ community, respec-

tively. The best results for each of our datasets are presented in Tables 2 and 3.

As expected, the ensemble methods fared best, especially the Rotation Forest

algorithm. In contrast to previous link prediction ensemble classifiers that require

large amounts of resources [9, 16], our community link prediction ensemble

classifiers were quick to build and train due to the small size of the required training

sets. For example, the average time for extracting link features in the Facebook

community was 0.002 s, both for negative and positive links.2

To obtain an indication of the usefulness of the various features in different

communities and datasets, we analyzed their respective importance using Weka’s

information gain attribute selection algorithm. Our results are presented in Tables 4

and 5. Based on these results, it should be noted that a feature’s importance varies

among the different communities.

6 Conclusions and Future Work

In today’s world, many people use different types of social networks in order to

communicate with each other and to share knowledge. One of the main problems

with using and participating in social networks is that one’s privacy can be easily

become compromised. Even if the social network user does not expose information

to other users in the network, and even hides all of his personal information, he may

still be exposed to inference attacks due to his connections to other users [24, 28].

One can defend oneself against these types of inference attacks by hiding some of

one’s links in the network. In this study, we presented a method for reconstructing a

Table 2 Easy training set – classifiers’ highest results

Dataset Classifier Train set size TP F-measure AUC

Facebook Rotation forest 1,270 0.9983 0.9667 0.9951

Academia.edu AdaBoost 1,445 0.969 0.9746 0.9954

Friends and family AdaBoost 563 0.9818 0.9745 0.9946

Student’s cooperation Bagging 623 0.9643 0.9398 0.9775

Table 3 Hard training set – classifiers’ highest results

Dataset Classifier Train set size TP F-measure AUC

Facebook Rotation forest 1,270 0.9835 0.9686 0.9981

Academia.edu Rotation forest 1,445 0.9127 0.9213 0.9756

Friends and family Rotation forest 563 0.9537 0.9471 0.9831

Student’s cooperation Rotation forest 623 0.999 0.9883 0.9998

2We ran our algorithm using Python 2.7, on a regular Dell Latitude E6420 laptop with i7 core, and

8 GB RAM.
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user’s hidden links to other users by creating a link prediction community classifier

for different types of social networks.

The classifiers presented in this paper were created by using only a handful of

graph topological features for each link and a small amount of training data for each

data set. Despite these limitations, the tested classifiers succeeded in achieving high

results both in terms of F-Measures and AUC measures (also referred to as ROC

Areas) for all tested community data sets. While most of the tested classifiers

produced positive results, the best results were obtained using ensemble supervised

learning algorithms, with the Rotation Forest algorithm achieving the highest AUC

rates. We also demonstrated that the presented classifiers could perform well even

on the hard training set (See Table 3). These types of link prediction classifiers can

assist attackers in reconstructing the hidden user links.

Table 5 Hard training set – information gain value of different features

Table 4 Easy training set – information gain value of different features
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Several possibilities for future research are currently under consideration. The first

direction is attempting to reconstruct cross-community hidden links.Another possibil-

ity is creating a method to accurately predict and measure one’s exposure to inference

attacks. A third possible direction is creating a recommender system that would advise

users to connect to other users in order to foil link reconstruction attacks.
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An Analysis of Anonymity in the Bitcoin System

Fergal Reid and Martin Harrigan

Abstract Anonymity in Bitcoin, a peer-to-peer electronic currency system, is a

complicated issue. Within the system, users are identified only by public-keys.

An attacker wishing to de-anonymize users will attempt to construct the one-to-

many mapping between users and public-keys, and associate information external

to the system with the users. Bitcoin tries to prevent this attack by storing the

mapping of a user to his or her public-keys on that user’s node only and by allowing

each user to generate as many public-keys as required. In this chapter we consider

the topological structure of two networks derived from Bitcoin’s public transaction

history. We show that the two networks have a non-trivial topological structure,

provide complementary views of the Bitcoin system, and have implications for

anonymity. We combine these structures with external information and techniques

such as context discovery and flow analysis to investigate an alleged theft of

Bitcoins, which, at the time of the theft, had a market value of approximately

US$500,000.

Keywords Network analysis • Anonymity • Bitcoin

1 Introduction

Bitcoin is a peer-to-peer electronic currency system first described in a paper by

Satoshi Nakamoto (a pseudonym) in 2008 [19]. It relies on digital signatures to

prove ownership and a public history of transactions to prevent double-spending.

The history of transactions is shared using a peer-to-peer network and is agreed

upon using a proof-of-work system [3, 11].
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The first Bitcoins were transacted in January 2009, and by June 2011 there were

6.5 million Bitcoins in circulation among an estimated 10,000 users [27]. In recent

months, the currency has seen rapid growth in both media attention and market

price relative to existing currencies. At its peak, a single Bitcoin traded for more

than US$30 on popular Bitcoin exchanges. At the same time, U.S. Senators

and lobby groups in Germany, such as Der Bundesverband Digitale Wirtschaft

(the Federal Association of Digital Economy), raised concerns regarding the

untraceability of Bitcoins and their potential to harm society through tax evasion,

money laundering and illegal transactions. The implications of the decentralized

nature of Bitcoin with respect to the authorities’ ability to regulate and monitor the

flow of currency is as yet unclear.

Many users adopt Bitcoin for political and philosophical reasons, as much as

pragmatic ones. There is an understanding amongst Bitcoin’s more technical users

that anonymity is not a primary design goal of the system; however, opinions vary

widely as to how anonymous the system is in practice. Jeff Garzik, a member of

Bitcoin’s development team, is quoted as saying that it would be unwise “to attempt

major illicit transactions with Bitcoin, given existing statistical analysis techniques

deployed in the field by law enforcement”.1 However, prior to the present work,

no analysis of anonymity in Bitcoin was publicly available to substantiate or

refute these claims. Furthermore, many other users of the system do not share this

belief. For example, WikiLeaks, an international organization for anonymous

whistleblowers, recently advised its Twitter followers that it now accepts anony-
mous donations via Bitcoin (see Fig. 1) and states the following2:

Bitcoin is a secure and anonymous digital currency. Bitcoins cannot be easily tracked back

to you, and are [sic] safer and faster alternative to other donation methods.

They proceed to describe a more secure method of donating Bitcoins that

involves the generation of a one-time public-key but the implications for those

who donate using the tweeted public-key are unclear. Is it possible to associate a

donation with other Bitcoin transactions performed by the same user or perhaps

identify them using external information? The extent to which this anonymity holds

in the face of determined analysis remains to be tested.

Fig. 1 Screen capture of

a tweet from WikiLeaks

announcing their acceptance

of ‘anonymous Bitcoin

donations’

1 http://www.theatlantic.com/technology/archive/2011/06/libertarian-dream-a-site-where-you-

buy-drugs-with-digital-dollars/239776 –Retrieved 2011-11-12.
2 http://wikileaks.org/support.html – Retrieved: 2011-07-22.
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This chapter is organized as follows. In Sect. 2 we consider some existing

work relating to electronic currencies and anonymity. The economic aspects

of the system, interesting in their own right, are beyond the scope of this work.

In Sect. 3 we present an overview of the Bitcoin system; we focus on three features

that are particularly relevant to our analysis. In Sect. 4 we construct two network

structures, the transaction network and the user network using the publicly available

transaction history. We study the static and dynamic properties of these networks.

In Sect. 5 we consider the implications of these network structures for anonymity.

We also combine information external to the Bitcoin system with techniques

such as flow and temporal analysis to illustrate how various types of information

leakage can contribute to the de-anonymization of the system’s users. Finally, we

conclude in Sect. 6.

1.1 A Note Regarding Motivation and Disclosure

Our motivation for this analysis is not to de-anonymize individual users of the

Bitcoin system. Rather, it is to demonstrate, using a passive analysis of a publicly

available dataset, the inherent limits of anonymity when using Bitcoin. This will

ensure that users do not have expectations that are not being fulfilled by the system.

In security-related research, there is considerable disagreement over how best to

disclose vulnerabilities [7]. Many researchers favor full disclosure wherein all

information regarding a vulnerability is promptly released. This enables informed

users to promptly take defensive measures. Other researchers favor limited disclo-

sure; while this provides attackers with a window in which to exploit uninformed

users, a mitigation strategy can be prepared and implemented before public

announcement, thus limiting damage (e.g. through a software update). Our analysis

illustrates some potential risks and pitfalls with regard to anonymity in the Bitcoin

system. However, there is no central authority that can fundamentally change the

system’s behavior. Furthermore, it is not possible to prevent analysis of the existing

transaction history.

There are also two noteworthy features of the dataset when compared to conten-

tious social network datasets (e.g. the Facebook profiles of Harvard University

students) [18]. First, the delineation between what is considered public and private

is clear: the entire history of Bitcoin transactions is publicly available. Secondly,

the Bitcoin system does not have a usage policy. After joining Bitcoin’s peer-to-

peer network, a client can freely request the entire history of Bitcoin transactions;

no crawling or scraping is required.

Thus, we believe the best strategy to minimize the threat to user anonymity is to

be descriptive about the risks of the Bitcoin system. We do not identify individual

users apart from those in the case study, but we note that it is not difficult for other

groups to replicate our work. Indeed, given the passive nature of our analysis, other

parties may already be conducting similar analyses.
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2 Related Work

2.1 Electronic Currencies

Electronic currencies can be technically classified according to their mechanisms

for establishing ownership, protecting against double-spending, ensuring ano-

nymity and/or privacy, and generating and issuing new currency. Bitcoin is

particularly noteworthy for the last of these mechanisms. The proof-of-work

system [3, 11] that establishes consensus regarding the history of transactions

also doubles as a minting mechanism. The scheme was first outlined in the B-

Money Proposal [10]. We briefly consider some alternative mechanisms in this

section. Ripple [12] is an electronic currency wherein every user can issue

currency. However, the currency is only accepted by peers who trust the issuer.

Transactions between arbitrary pairs of users require chains of trusted intermediaries

between the users. Saito [24] formalized and implemented a similar system, i-WAT,

in which the chain of intermediaries can be established without their immediate

presence using digital signatures. KARMA [28] is an electronic currency wherein the

central authority is distributed over a set of users that are involved in all transactions.

PPay [30] is a micropayment scheme for peer-to-peer systems in which the issuer of

the currency is responsible for keeping track of it. However, both KARMA and PPay

can incur large overhead when the rate of transactions is high. Mondex is a smart-

card electronic currency [26]. It preserves a central bank’s role in the generation

and issuance of electronic currency. Mondex was an electronic replacement for

cash in the physical world whereas Bitcoin is an electronic analog of cash in the

online world.

The authors are not aware of any studies of the network structure of electronic

currencies. However, there are such studies of physical currencies. The commu-

nity currency Tomamae-cho was introduced into the Hokkaido Prefecture in

Japan for a 3-month period during 2004–2005 in a bid to revitalize the local

economy. The Tomamae-cho system involved gift-certificates that were re-usable

and legally redeemable into yen. There was an entry space on the reverse side of

each certificate for recipients to record transaction dates, their names and

addresses, and the purposes of use, up to a maximum of five recipients. Kichiji

and Nishibe [16] used the collected certificates to derive a network structure that

represented the flow of currency during the period. They showed that the cumula-

tive degree distribution of the network obeyed a power-law distribution, the

network had small-world properties (the average clustering coefficient was high

whereas the average path length was low), the directionality and the value of

transactions were significant features, and the double-triangle system [22] was

effective. Studies have also been performed on the physical movement of cur-

rency: “Where’s George?” [29] is a crowd-sourced method for tracking U.S.

dollar bills in which users record the serial numbers of bills in their possession,

along with their current location. If a bill is recorded sufficiently often, its

geographical movement can be tracked over time. Brockmann et al. [6] used
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this dataset as a proxy for studying multi-scale human mobility and as a tool for

computing geographic borders inherent to human mobility.

Grinberg [13] considered some of the legal issues that may be relevant to

Bitcoin in the United States. For example, does Bitcoin violate the Stamp Payments

Act of 1862? The currency can be used as a token for “a less sum than $1, intended

to circulate as money or to be received or used in lieu of lawful money of the United

States”. However, the authors of the act could not have conceived of digital

currencies at the time of its writing and therefore Bitcoin may not fall under

its scope. Grinberg believes that Bitcoin is unlikely to be a security, or more

specifically an “investment contract”, and therefore does not fall under the

Securities Act of 1933. He also believes that the Bank Secrecy Act of 1970 and

the Money Laundering Control Act of 1986 pose the greatest risk for Bitcoin

developers, exchanges, wallet providers, mining pool operators, and businesses

that accept Bitcoins. These acts require certain kinds of financial businesses,

even if they are located abroad, to register with a bureau of the United States

Department of the Treasury known as the Financial Crimes Enforcement Network

(FinCEN). The legality of Bitcoin is outside the scope of our work, but is interesting

nonetheless.

2.2 Anonymity

Previous work has shown the difficulty in maintaining anonymity in the context

of networked data and online services that expose partial user information.

Narayanan and Shmatikov [21] and Backstrom et al. [4] considered privacy attacks

that identify users using the structure of networks, and showed the difficulty in

guaranteeing anonymity in the presence of network data. Crandall et al. [9] infer

social ties between users where none are explicitly stated by looking at patterns of

“coincidences” or common off-network co-occurrences. Gross and Acquisiti [14]

discuss the privacy of early users in the Facebook social network, and how

information from multiple sources could be combined to identify pseudonymous

network users. Narayanan and Shmatikov [20] de-anonymized the Netflix Prize

dataset using information from IMDB3 that had similar user content, showing

that statistical matching between different but related datasets can be used to

attack anonymity. Puzis et al. [23] simulated the monitoring of a communications

network using strategically-located monitoring nodes. They showed that, using

real-world network topologies, a relatively small number of nodes could collabo-

rate to pose a significant threat to anonymity. Korolova et al. [17] studied strategies

for efficiently compromising network nodes to maximize link information

3 http://www.imdb.com
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observed. Altshuler et al. [1] discussed the increasing dangers of attacks targeting

similar types of information, and provided measures of the difficulty of such

attacks, on particular networks. All of this work points to the difficulty in

maintaining anonymity where network data on user behavior is available, and

illustrates how seemingly minor information leaks can be aggregated to pose

significant risks. Security researcher Dan Kaminsky independently performed an

investigation of some aspects of anonymity in the Bitcoin system, and presented his

findings at a security conference [15] shortly after an initial draft of our work was

made public. He investigated the ‘linking problem’ that we analyze and describe in

Sect. 4.2. In addition to the analysis we conducted, his work investigated the

Bitcoin system from an angle we did not consider – the TCP/IP operation of the

underlying peer-to-peer network. Kaminsky’s TCP/IP layer findings strengthen

the core claims of our work that Bitcoin does not anonymise user activity.

We provide a summary of Kaminsky’s findings in Sect. 5.2.

3 The Bitcoin System

The following is a simplified description of the Bitcoin system (see Nakamoto [19]

for a more thorough treatment). Bitcoin is an electronic currency with no central

authority or issuer. There is no central bank or fractional reserve system controlling

the supply of Bitcoins. Instead, they are generated at a predictable rate such that the

eventual total number will be 21 million. There is no requirement for a trusted third-

party when making transactions. Suppose Alice wishes to ‘send’ a number of

Bitcoins to Bob. Alice uses a Bitcoin client to join the Bitcoin peer-to-peer network.

She then makes a public transaction or declaration stating that one or more

identities that she controls (which can be verified using public-key cryptography),

and which previously had a number of Bitcoins assigned to them, wishes to re-

assign those Bitcoins to one or more other identities, at least one of which is

controlled by Bob. The participants of the peer-to-peer network form a collective

consensus regarding the validity of this transaction by appending it to the public

history of previously agreed-upon transactions (the block-chain). This process

involves the repeated computation of a cryptographic hash function so that the

digest of the transaction, along with other pending transactions, and an arbitrary

nonce, has a specific form. This process is designed to require considerable compu-

tational effort, from which the security of the Bitcoin mechanism is derived.

To encourage users to pay this computational cost, the process is incentivized

using newly generated Bitcoins and/or transaction fees, and so this whole process

is known as mining.
In this chapter, three features of the Bitcoin system are of particular interest.

First, the entire history of Bitcoin transactions is publicly available. This is neces-

sary in order to validate transactions and to prevent double-spending in the absence

of a central authority. The only way to confirm the absence of a previous transaction
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is to be aware of all previous transactions. The second feature of interest is that a

transaction can have multiple inputs and multiple outputs. An input to a transaction

is either the output of a previous transaction or a sum of newly generated Bitcoins

and transaction fees. A transaction frequently has either a single input from a

previous larger transaction or multiple inputs from previous smaller transactions.

Also, a transaction frequently has two outputs: one sending payment and one

returning change. Third, the payer and payee(s) of a transaction are identified

through public-keys from public-private key-pairs. However, a user can have

multiple public-keys. In fact, it is considered good practice for a payee to generate

a new public-private key-pair for every transaction. Furthermore, a user can take

the following steps to better protect their identity: they can avoid revealing

any identifying information in connection with their public-keys; they can repeat-

edly send varying fractions of their Bitcoins to themselves using multiple (newly

generated) public-keys; and/or they can use a trusted third-party mixer or laundry.

However, these practices are not universally applied.

The three aforementioned features, namely the public availability of Bitcoin

transactions, the input-output relationship between transactions and the re-use and

co-use of public-keys, provide a basis for two distinct network structures: the

transaction network and the user network. The transaction network represents

the flow of Bitcoins between transactions over time. Each vertex represents a

transaction, and each directed edge between a source and a target represents an

output of the transaction corresponding to a source that is an input to the transaction

corresponding to the target. Each directed edge also includes a value in Bitcoins and

a timestamp. The user network represents the flow of Bitcoins between users over
time. Each vertex represents a user, and each directed edge between a source and a

target represents an input-output pair of a single transaction wherein the input’s

public-key belongs to the user corresponding to the source and the output’s public-

key belongs to the user corresponding to the target. Each directed edge also includes

a value in Bitcoins and a timestamp.

We gathered the entire history of Bitcoin transactions from the first transaction

on January 3, 2009 up to and including the last transaction that occurred on July 12,

2011. We gathered the dataset using the Bitcoin client4 and a modified version of

Gavin Andresen’s bitcointools project.5 The dataset comprises 1,019,486

transactions between 1,253,054 unique public-keys. We describe the construction

of the corresponding transaction and user networks, and their analyses, in the

following sections. We will show that the two networks are complex, have non-

trivial topological structure, provide complementary views of the Bitcoin system,

and have implications for the anonymity of users.

4 http://www.bitcoin.org
5 http://github.com/gavinandresen/bitcointools
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4 The Transaction and User Networks

4.1 The Transaction Network

The transaction network T represents the flow of Bitcoins between transactions
over time. Each vertex represents a transaction and each directed edge between a

source and a target represents an output of the transaction corresponding to the

source that is an input to the transaction corresponding to the target. Each directed

edge also includes a value in Bitcoins and a timestamp. It is straight-forward to

construct T from our dataset.

Figure 2 shows an example sub-network of T . t1 is a transaction with one input

and two outputs.6 It was added to the block-chain on May 1, 2011. One of its

outputs assigned 1.2 Bitcoins (BTC) to a user identified by the public-key pk1.
7

The public-keys are not shown in Fig. 2. Similarly, t2 is a transaction with two

inputs and two outputs.8 It was accepted on May 5, 2011. One of its outputs sent

0.12 BTC to a user identified by a different public-key, pk2.
9 t3 is a transaction with

two inputs and one output.10 It was accepted on May 5, 2011. Both of its inputs are

connected to the two aforementioned outputs of t1 and t2. The only output of t3 was
redeemed by t4.

11

T has 974,520 vertices and 1,558,854 directed edges. The number of vertices is

less than the total number of transactions in the dataset because we omit

transactions that are not connected to at least one other transaction. The omitted

transactions correspond to newly generated Bitcoins and transaction fees that are

not yet redeemed. The network has neither multi-edges (multiple edges between the

same pair of vertices in the same direction) nor loops. It is a directed acyclic graph

(DAG) since the output of a transaction can never be an input (either directly or

indirectly) to the same transaction.

Figure 3a shows a log–log plot of the cumulative degree distributions: the solid red

curve is the cumulative degree distribution (in-degree and out-degree); the dashed

green curve is the cumulative in-degree distribution; and the dotted blue curve is

the cumulative out-degree distribution. We fitted power-law distributions of the form

p(x)� x � a for x> xmin to the three distributions by estimating the parameters a and

xmin using a goodness-of-fit (GoF) method [8]. Table 1 shows the estimates along

6 The transactions and public-keys used in our examples exist in our dataset. The unique identifier

for the transaction t1 is 09441d3c52fa0018365fcd2949925182f6307322138773d52c201f5cc2

bb5976. You can query the details of a transaction or public-key by examining Bitcoin’s block-

chain using, for example, the Bitcoin Block Explorer (http://www.blockexplorer.com).
7 13eBhR3oHFD5wkE4oGtrLdbdi2PvK3ijMC
8 0c4d41d0f5d2aff14d449daa550c7d9b0eaaf35d81ee5e6e77f8948b14d62378
9 19smBSUoRGmbH13vif1Nu17S63Tnmg7h9n
10 0c034fb964257ecbf4eb953e2362e165dea9c1d008032bc9ece5cebbc7cd4697
11 f16ece066f6e4cf92d9a72eb1359d8401602a23990990cb84498cdbb93026402
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with the corresponding Kolmogorov–Smirnov GoF statistics and p-values. We note

that no distributions for which the empirically-best scaling region is non-trivial has a

power-law as a plausible hypothesis (p > 0.1). This is probably due to the fact that

there is no preferential attachment [5, 25]: new vertices are joined to existing vertices

whose corresponding transactions are not yet fully redeemed.

There are 1,949 (maximal weakly) connected components in the network.

Figure 3b shows a log–log plot of the cumulative component size distribution.

There are 948,287 vertices (97.31%) in the giant component. This component also

contains a giant biconnected component with 716,354 vertices (75.54% of the

vertices in the giant component).

We also performed a rudimentary dynamic analysis of the network. Figure 3c–e

show the edge number, density and average path length of the transaction network

on a monthly basis, respectively. These measurements are not cumulative. The

network’s growth and sparsification are evident. We also note some anomalies in

the average path length during July and November of 2010.

4.2 The User Network

The user network U represents the flow of Bitcoins between users over time.

Each vertex represents a user. Each directed edge between a source and a target

represents an input-output pair of a single transaction wherein the input’s public-key

1.2 B
T
C

01/05/2011 14:13:26

... t4 has 12 other
inputs not shown here

1.32 BTC
14:10:54 05/05/2011

0.12 B
T
C

13:12:19 05/05/2011

t1

t2

t3 t4

Fig. 2 An example sub-network from the transaction network. Each rectangular vertex represents

a transaction and each directed edge represents a flow of Bitcoins from an output of one transaction

to an input of another
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belongs to the user corresponding to the source and the output’s public-key belongs

to the user corresponding to the target. Each directed edge also includes a value in

Bitcoins and a timestamp.

We must perform a preprocessing step before U can be constructed from our

dataset. Suppose U is, at first, incomplete in the sense that each vertex represents a

single public-key rather than a user and that each directed edge between a source

and a target represents an input-output pair of a single transaction. In this case the

input’s public-key corresponds to the source and the output’s public-key

corresponds to the target. In order to perfect this network, we need to contract

Table 1 The degree,

in-degree and out-degree

distributions of T

Variable ex �x s a xmin GoF p-val.

Degree 3 3.20 6.20 3.24 50 0.02 0.05

In-degree 1 1.60 5.31 2.50 4 0.01 0.00

Out-degree 1 1.60 3.17 3.50 51 0.05 0.00
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Fig. 3 Transaction network. (a) Log–log plot of the cumulative degree distributions. (b) Log–log

plot of the cumulative component size distribution. (c) Temporal histogram showing the number of

edges per month. (d) Temporal histogram showing the density per month. (e) Temporal histogram

showing the average path length per month
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each subset of vertices whose corresponding public-keys belong to a single user.

The difficulty is that public-keys are Bitcoin’s mechanism for ensuring anonymity:

“the public can see that someone (identified by a public-key) is sending an

amount to someone else (identified by another public-key), but without information

linking the transaction to anyone.” [19]. In fact, it is considered good practice for a

payee to generate a new public-private key-pair for every transaction to keep

transactions from being linked to a common owner. Therefore, it is impossible to

completely perfect the network using our dataset alone. However, as noted by

Nakamoto [19],

Some linking is still unavoidable with multi-input transactions, which necessarily reveal

that their inputs were owned by the same owner. The risk is that if the owner of a key is

revealed, linking could reveal other transactions that belonged to the same owner.

We will use this property of transactions with multiple inputs to contract subsets

of vertices in the incomplete network. We constructed an ancillary network in

which each vertex represents a public-key. We connected pairs of vertices with

undirected edges where each edge joins a pair of public-keys that are both inputs to

the same transaction and are thus controlled by the same user. From our dataset, this

ancillary network has 1,253,054 vertices (unique public-keys) and 4,929,950 edges.

More importantly, it has 86,641 non-trivial maximal connected components. Each

maximal connected component in this graph corresponds to a user, and each

component’s constituent vertices correspond to that user’s public-keys.

Figure 4 shows an example sub-network of the incomplete network overlaid

onto the example sub-network of T from Fig. 2. The outputs of t1 and t2 that were
eventually redeemed by t3 were sent to a user whose public-key was pk1 and a user

whose public-key was pk2 respectively. Figure 5 shows an example sub-network of

the user network overlaid onto the example sub-network of the incomplete network

from Fig. 4. pk1 and pk2 are contracted into a single vertex u1 since they correspond
to a pair inputs of a single transaction. In other words, they are in the same maximal

connected component of the ancillary network (see the vertices representing pk1
and pk2 in the dashed grey box in Fig. 5). A single user owns both public-keys.

We note that the maximal connected component in this case is not simply a clique;

it has a diameter of length four indicating that there are at least two public-keys

belonging to that same user that are connected indirectly via three transactions. The

16 inputs to transaction t4 result in the contraction of 16 additional public-keys into
a single vertex u2. The value and timestamp of the flow of Bitcoins from u1 to u2 is
derived from the transaction network.

After the preprocessing step,U has 881,678 vertices (86,641 non-trivial maximal

connected components and 795,037 isolated vertices in the ancillary network) and

1,961,636 directed edges. The network is still incomplete. We have not contracted

all possible vertices but this approximation will suffice for our present analysis.

Unlike T , U has multi-edges, loops and directed cycles.

Figure 6a shows a log–log plot of the network’s cumulative degree distributions.

We fitted power-law distributions to the three distributions and calculated their GoF
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and statistical significance as in the previous section. Table 2 shows the results.

We note that none of the distributions have a power-law as a plausible hypothesis.

There are 604 (maximal) weakly connected components and 579,355 (maximal)

strongly connected components in the network; Fig. 6b shows a log–log plot of the

cumulative component size distribution for both variations. There are 879,859

vertices (99.79%) in the giant weakly connected component. This component also

contains a giant weakly biconnected component with 652,892 vertices (74.20% of

the vertices in the giant component).

Our dynamic analysis of the user network mirrors that of the transaction

network in the previous subsection. Figure 6c–e show the edge number, density

and average path length of the user network on a monthly basis, respectively. These

measurements are not cumulative. The network’s growth and sparsification are

evident. We note that even though our dynamic analysis of the user network was on

a monthly basis, the preprocessing step was performed using the ancillary network

of the entire incomplete network. This enables us to resolve public-keys to a single

user irrespective of the month in which the linking transactions occur.
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Fig. 4 User network. (a) Log–log plot of the cumulative degree distributions. (b) Log–log plot of

the cumulative component size distribution. (c) Temporal histogram showing the number of edges

per month. (d) Temporal histogram showing the density per month. (e) Temporal histogram

showing the average path length per month
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t1

t3 t4
pk2

pk1

t2

Fig. 5 An example sub-network from the incomplete network. Each diamond vertex represents a

public-key and each directed edge between diamond vertices represents a flow of Bitcoins from

one public-key to another

pk2

pk1

u1

u2

1.32
 BTC

14:1
0:54

05/0
5/20

11

pk
2

pk
1

Fig. 6 An example sub-network from the user network. Each circular vertex represents a user and

each directed edge between circular vertices represents a flow of Bitcoins from one user to another.

The maximal connected component from the ancillary network that corresponds to the vertex u1 is
shown within the dashed grey box
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The contraction of public-keys into users, while incomplete, generates a network

that is in many ways a proxy for the social network of Bitcoin users. The edges

represent financial transactions between pairs of users. For example, it may be

possible to identify communities, central users and hoarders within this social

network.

5 Anonymity Analysis

Prior to performing the aforementioned analysis, we expected the user network to

be largely composed of trees representing Bitcoin flows between one-time public-

keys that were not linked to other public-keys. However, our analysis reveals that

the user network has considerable cyclic structure. We now consider the

implications of this structure, coupled with other aspects of the Bitcoin system,

on anonymity.

There are several ways in which the user network can be used to deduce

information about Bitcoin users. We can use global network properties, such as

degree distribution, to identify outliers. We can use local network properties to

examine the context in which a user operates by observing the users with whom

he or she interacts, either directly or indirectly. The dynamic nature of the user

network also enables us to perform flow and temporal analyses. In addition, we can

examine the significant Bitcoin flows between groups of users over time. We will

now discuss each of these possibilities in more detail and provide a case study to

demonstrate their use in practice.

5.1 Integrating Off-Network Information

There is no user directory for the Bitcoin system. However, we can attempt to build

a partial user directory associating Bitcoin users (and their known public-keys) with

off-network information. If we can make sufficient associations and combine them

with the previously described network structures, a potentially serious threat to

anonymity emerges.

Many organizations and services (such as on-line stores) that accept Bitcoins,

exchanges, laundry services and mixers have access to identifying information

regarding their users; e.g. e-mail addresses, shipping addresses, credit card and

bank account details, IP addresses, etc. If any of this information is publicly

Table 2 The degree,

in-degree and out-degree

distributions of U

Variable ex �x s a xmin GoF p-val.

Degree 3 4.45 218.10 2.38 66 0.02 0.00

In-degree 1 2.22 86.40 2.45 57 0.05 0.00

Out-degree 2 2.22 183.91 2.03 10 0.22 0.00
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available, or accessible by, for example, law enforcement agencies, then the

identities of users involved in related transactions may also be at risk. To illustrate

this point, we consider a number of publicly available data sources and integrate

their information with the user network.

5.1.1 The Bitcoin Faucet

The Bitcoin Faucet12 is a website where users can donate Bitcoins to be

redistributed in small amounts to other users. In order to prevent abuse of this

service, a history of recent give-aways are published along with the IP addresses

of the recipients. When the Bitcoin Faucet does not batch the re-distribution,

it is possible to associate the IP addresses with the recipients’ public-keys. This

page can be scraped over time to produce a time-stamped mapping of IP addresses

to Bitcoin users.

We found that the public-keys associated with many of the IP addresses that

received Bitcoins were contracted with other public-keys in the ancillary network,

thus revealing IP addresses that are related to previous transactions. Figure 7a

shows a map of geolocated IP addresses belonging to users who received Bitcoins

over a period of 1 week. Figure 7b overlays the user network onto a sample of

those users. An edge between two geolocated IP addresses indicates that the

corresponding users are linked by an undirected path with a length of at most

three in the user network (after we exclude paths containing the Bitcoin Faucet

itself).

These figures serve as a proof-of-concept from a small publicly available data

source. We note that large centralized Bitcoin service providers are capable of

producing much more detailed maps.

Fig. 7 The Bitcoin Faucet can be used to map users to geolocated IP addresses. (a) A map of

geolocated IP addresses associated with users receiving Bitcoins from the Bitcoin Faucet during a

1-week period. (b) A map of a sample of the geolocated IP addresses in (a) connected by edges

where the corresponding users are connected by a path of length at most three in the user network

that does not include the vertex representing the Bitcoin Faucet

12 http://freebitcoins.appspot.com
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5.1.2 Voluntary Disclosures

Another source of identifying information is the voluntary disclosure of public-keys

by users, for example when posting to the Bitcoin forums.13 Bitcoin public-keys

are typically represented as strings approximately 33 characters in length and

starting with the digit one. They are well indexed by popular search engines.

We identified many high-degree vertices with external information, using a search

engine alone. We scraped the Bitcoin Forums in which users frequently attach a

public-key to their signatures. We also gathered public-keys from Twitter streams

and user-generated public directories. It is important to note that in many cases we

are able to resolve the ‘public’ public-keys with other public-keys belonging to the

same user, using the ancillary network. We also note that large centralized Bitcoin

service providers can do the same with their user information.

5.2 TCP/IP Layer Information

Security researcher Dan Kaminsky performed an analysis of the Bitcoin system,

and investigated identity leakage at the TCP/IP layer. He found that by opening a

connection to all public peers in the network simultaneously, he could map IP

addresses to Bitcoin public-keys, working from the assumption that “the first node

to inform you of a transaction is the source of it. . .[this is] more or less true, and

absolutely over time” [15]. Using this approach it is possible to map public-keys to

IP addresses unless users are using an anonymising proxy technology such as TOR.

5.3 Egocentric Analysis and Visualization

For any particular user, we can directly derive several pieces of information from

the user network. We can compute the balance held by a single public-key. We can

also aggregate the balances belonging to public-keys that are controlled by a

particular user. For example, Fig. 8a, b show the receipts and payments to and

from WikiLeaks’ public-key in terms of Bitcoins, and the number of transactions,

respectively. The donations are relatively small and are forwarded to other public-

keys periodically. There was also a noticeable spike in donations when the facility

was first announced. Figure 8c shows the receipts and payments to and from the

creator of a popular Bitcoin trading website aggregated over a number of public-

keys that are linked through the ancillary network.

An important advantage of deriving network structures from the Bitcoin trans-

action history is the ability to use network visualization and analysis tools to

investigate the flow of Bitcoins. For example, Fig. 9 shows the network structure

13 http://forum.bitcoin.org
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surrounding the WikiLeaks public-key in the incomplete user network. Our tools

resolve several of the vertices with identifying information described in Sect. 5.1.

These users can be linked either directly or indirectly to their donations.

5.4 Context Discovery

Given a number of public-keys or users of interest, we can use network structure and

context to better understand the flow of Bitcoins between them. For example, we can

examine all shortest paths between a set of vertices, or consider the maximum number

of Bitcoins that can flow from a source to a destination given the transactions and their

‘capacities’ in time-window of interest. For example, Fig. 10 shows all shortest paths

between vertices representing the users we identified using off-network information in

a b

c

Fig. 8 Plot of cumulative receipts and payments to and from Bitcoin public-keys and users.

(a) The receipts and payments to and from WikiLeaks’ public-key over time. (b) The number of

transactions involving WikiLeaks’ public-key over time. (c) The receipts and payments to and

from the creator of a popular Bitcoin trading website aggregated over a number of public-keys
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Sect. 5.1, and the vertex that represents the MyBitcoin service14 in the user network.

We can identify more than 60% of the users in this visualization and deduce many

direct and indirect relationships between them.

Case study-Part I : We analyzed an alleged theft of 25,000 BTC reported in the

Bitcoin Forums15 by a user known as allinvain. The victim reported that a large

portion of his Bitcoinswere sent to pkred
16on June 13, 2011 at 16:52:23UTC. The theft

occurred shortly after somebody broke into the victim’s Slush pool account17

and changed the payout address to pkblue.
18 The Bitcoins rightfully belonged to

Fig. 9 An egocentric visualization of the vertex representing the WikiLeaks public-key in the

incomplete user network. The size of a vertex corresponds to its degree in the entire incomplete

user network. The color denotes the volume of Bitcoins – lighter colors have larger volumes

flowing through them

14 http://www.mybitcoin.com
15 http://forum.bitcoin.org/index.php?topic¼16457.0
16 1KPTdMb6p7H3YCwsyFqrEmKGmsHqe1Q3jg
17 http://mining.bitcoin.cz
18 15iUDqk6nLmav3B1xUHPQivDpfMruVsu9f
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pkgreen.
19 At the time of the theft, the stolen Bitcoins had a market value of approxi-

mately US$500,000. This case study illustrates potential risks to the anonymity of a

user (the thief) who has good reason to remain anonymous.

We considered the incomplete user network before any contractions. We

restricted our analysis to the egocentric network surrounding the thief: we include

every vertex reachable by a path of length at most two, ignoring directionality and

all edges induced by these vertices. To avoid clutter, we also removed all loops,

multiple edges, and edges that were not contained in some biconnected component.

In Fig. 11, the red vertex represents the thief who owns the public-key pkred and the
green vertex represents the victim who owns the public-key pkgreen. The theft is

represented by a green edge joining the victim to the thief.

Interestingly, the victim and thief are joined by paths (ignoring directionality)

other than the green edge representing the theft. For example, consider the

Fig. 10 A visualisation of all users identified in Sect. 5.1 and all shortest paths between the

vertices representing those users and the vertex representing the MyBitcoin service in the user

network

19 1J18yk7D353z3gRVcdbS7PV5Q8h5w6oWWG
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sub-network shown in Fig. 12 induced by the red, green, purple, yellow and orange

vertices. This sub-network is a cycle. We contract all vertices whose corresponding

public-keys belong to the same user. This allows us to attach values in Bitcoins and

timestamps to the directed edges. We can make a number of observations. First,

we note that the theft of 25,000 BTC was preceded by a smaller theft of 1 BTC.

This was later reported by the victim using the Bitcoin forums. Second, using off-

network data, we identified some of the other colored vertices: the purple vertex

represents the main Slush pool account, and the orange vertex represents the

computer hacker group known as LulzSec.20 We note that there has been at least

one attempt to associate the thief with LulzSec.21 This was a fake; it was created

after the theft. However, the identification of the orange vertex with LulzSec is

genuine and was established before the theft. We observe that the thief sent 0.31337

BTC to LulzSec shortly after the theft but we cannot otherwise associate him with

the group. The main Slush pool account sent a total of 441.83 BTC to the victim

Fig. 11 An egocentric visualization of the thief in the incomplete user network. For this visuali-

zation, vertices are colored according to the text, edges are colored according to the color of their

sources and the size of each vertex is proportional to its edge-betweenness within the egocentric

network

20 http://twitter.com/LulzSec/status/76388576832651265
21 http://pastebin.com/88nGp508
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over a 70-day period. It also sent a total of 0.2 BTC to the yellow vertex over a 2 day

period. One day before the theft, the yellow vertex also sent 0.120607 BTC to

LulzSec.

The yellow vertex represents a user who is the owner of at least five

public-keys.22 Like the victim, he is a member of the Slush pool, and like the

thief, he is a one-time donator to LulzSec. This donation, the day before the theft, is

his last known activity using these public-keys.

1 BTC
17:34:04 13/06/2011

25000 BTC
17:52:23 13/06/2011

0.31337 BTC
17:45:31 13/06/2011

0.120607 BTC
16:55:19 12/06/2011

0.11 BTC
04:04:14 22/05/2011

0.09 BTC
09:07:59 23/05/2011

60 transactions involving 441.83 
BTC over a 70-day period 

Thief

Victim

Time

B
it

co
in

s

Fig. 12 An interesting sub-network induced by the thief, the victim, and three other vertices. The

notation is the same as in Fig. 11

22 1MUpbAY7rjWxvLtUwLkARViqSdzypMgVW413tst9ukW294Q7f6zRJr3VmLq6zp1C68EK1

DcQvXMD87MaYcFZqHzDZyH3sAv8R5hMZe1AEW9ToWWwKoLFYSsLkPqDyHeS2feDVs

VZ1EWASKF9DLU CgEFqfgrNaHzp3q4oEgjTsF
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5.5 Flow and Temporal Analyses

In addition to visualizing egocentric networks with a fixed radius, we can follow

significant flows of value through the network over time. If a vertex representing a

user receives a large volume of Bitcoins relative to their estimated balance and,

shortly after, transfers a significant proportion of those Bitcoins to another user, we

deemed this interesting. We built a special purpose tool that, starting with a chosen

vertex or set of vertices, traces significant flows of Bitcoins over time. In practice

we found this tool to be quite revealing when analyzing the user network.

Case Study – Part II: To demonstrate this tool, we re-considered the Bitcoin

theft described previously. We note that the victim developed their own tool to

generate an exhaustive list of public-keys that received some portion of the stolen

Bitcoins after the theft.23 However, this list grows very quickly and, at the time of

writing, contained more than 34,100 public-keys. Figure 13 shows an annotated

visualization produced using our tool. We note several interesting flows in the

aftermath of the theft. The initial theft of a small volume of 1 BTC was immediately

followed by the theft of 25,000 BTC. This is represented as a dotted black line

between the relevant vertices, magnified in the left inset of the figure.

In the left inset, we note that the Bitcoins were shuffled between a small number

of accounts and then transferred back to the initial account. After this shuffling step,

Fig. 13 Visualization of Bitcoin flow from the alleged theft. The left inset shows the initial

shuffling of Bitcoins among accounts close to that of the alleged thief. The right inset shows the
flow of Bitcoins during several subsequent days. The flows split, but later merge, validating that

the flows found by the tool are probably still controlled by a single user

23 http://folk.uio.no/vegardno/allinvain-addresses.txt
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we identified four significant outflows of Bitcoins that began at 19:49, 20:01, 20:13

and 20:55. Of particular interest are the outflows that began at 20:55 (labeled as “1”

in both insets) and 20:13 (labeled as “2” in both insets). These outflows pass

through several subsequent accounts over a period of several hours. Flow 1 splits

at the vertex labeled A in the right inset at 04:05 on the day after the theft. Some of

its Bitcoins rejoin Flow 2 at the vertex labeled B. This new combined flow is labeled

as “3” in the right inset. The remaining Bitcoins from Flow 1 pass through several

additional vertices in the next 2 days. This flow is labeled as “4” in the right inset.

A surprising event occurs on June 16, 2011 at approximately 13:37. A small

number of Bitcoins were transferred from Flow 3 to a heretofore unseen public-key

pk1.
24 Approximately 7 min later, a small number of Bitcoins were transferred from

Flow 3 to another heretofore unseen public-key pk2.
25 Finally, there were two

simultaneous transfers from Flow 4 to two more heretofore unseen public-keys:

pk3
26 and pk4.

27 We have determined that these four public-keys, pk1, pk2, pk3 and
pk4 – which received Bitcoins from two separate flows that split from each other

2 days previously – were all contracted to the same user in our ancillary network.

This user is represented as C in Fig. 13.

There are several other examples of interesting flow. The flow labeled Y involves

the movement of Bitcoins through 30 unique public-keys in a very short period of

time. At each step, a small number of Bitcoins (typically 30 BTC which had a

market value of approximately US$500 at the time of the transactions) were

siphoned off. The public-keys that received the small number of Bitcoins are

typically represented by small blue vertices due to their low volume and degree.

On June 20, 2011 at 12:35, each of these public-keys made a transfer to a public-key

operated by the MyBitcoin service.28 Curiously, this public-key was previously

involved in a separate Bitcoin theft.29

We also observe that the Bitcoins in many of the aforementioned flows were

transferred between public-keys very quickly. Figure 14 shows two flows in

particular wherein the intermediate parties waited for very few confirmations before

re-sending the Bitcoins to other public-keys.

Much of this analysis is circumstantial. We cannot say for certain whether or not

these flows imply a shared agency in both incidents. However, our analysis does

illustrate the power of our tool when tracing the flow of Bitcoins and generating

hypotheses. It also suggests that a centralized service may have additional details on

the user(s) in control of the implicated public-keys.

24 1FKFiCYJSFqxT3zkZntHjfU47SvAzauZXN
25 1FhYawPhWDvkZCJVBrDfQoo2qC3EuKtb94
26 1MJZZmmSrQZ9NzeQt3hYP76oFC5dWAf2nD
27 12dJo17jcR78Uk1Ak5wfgyXtciU62MzcEc
28 1MAazCWMydsQB5ynYXqSGQDjNQMN3HFmEu
29 http://forum.bitcoin.org/index.php?topic¼20427.0
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5.6 Other Forms of Analysis

Many other forms of analysis could be applied to de-anonymize the workings of the

Bitcoin system:

• Many transactions have two outputs, where one is the payment from a payer to a

payee and the other is the return of change to the payer. If we assume that a

transaction was created using a particular client implementation and we have

access to the client’s source code, then we might be able to distinguish, in some

cases, between the payment and the change. We can then map the public-key

that the change was assigned to, back to the user who created the transaction.

• Order books for Bitcoin exchanges are typically available to support trading

tools. As orders are often placed in Bitcoin values converted from other

currencies, they have a precise decimal value with eight significant digits.

It might be possible to find transactions with corresponding amounts and thus

map public-keys and transactions to the exchanges.

• Over an extended time period, several public-keys, if used at similar times,

might belong to the same user. It might be possible to construct and cluster a

co-occurrence network to help deduce mappings between public-keys and users.

Fig. 14 Bitcoins are transferred very quickly, between the public-keys on the highlighted paths
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• Finally, there are far more sophisticated forms of attack wherein the attacker

actively participates in the network; for example, using marked Bitcoins or

operating a laundry service.

5.7 Mitigation Strategies

In addition to educating users about the limits of anonymity in the Bitcoin system,

some risks to privacy could potentially be mitigated by making changes to the

system. A patch to the official Bitcoin client has been developed30 that allows users

to prevent the linking of public-keys by making the user aware of potential links

within the Bitcoin client user-interface. It is also possible for the client to automati-

cally proxy Bitcoins through dummy public-keys. This would come at the cost of

increased transaction fees but would increase deniability and obfuscate the chain of

transaction histories. Finally, if a future version of the protocol supported protocol-

level mixing of Bitcoins, then the difficulty for a passive third-party to track

individual user histories would increase.

6 Conclusions

For the past half-century futurists have heralded the advent of a cash-less society [2].

Many of their predictions have been realized, e.g. the ‘on-line real-time’ payment

system and bank-maintained ‘central information files’ described by Anderson

et al. [2]. However, cash is still a competitive and relatively anonymous means of

payment. Bitcoin is an electronic analog of cash in the onlineworld. It is decentralized:

there is no central authority responsible for the issuance of Bitcoins and there is no

need to involve a trusted third-party when making online transfers. However, this

flexibility comes at a price: the entire history of Bitcoin transactions is publicly

available. In this chapter we described the results of our investigation of the structure

of two networks derived from this dataset, and their implications for user anonymity.

Using an appropriate network representation, it is possible to associate many

public-keys with each other, and with external identifying information. With

appropriate tools, the activity of known users can be observed in detail. This can

be performed using a passive analysis only. Active analyses, by which an interested

party can potentially deploy ‘marked’ Bitcoins and collaborate with other users can

be used to discover even more information. We also believe that large centralized

services (such as the exchanges and wallet services) are capable of identifying and

tracking considerable subsets of user activity.

30 http://coderrr.wordpress.com/2011/06/30/patching-the-bitcoin-client-to-make-it-more-anonymous

– Retrieved 2011-11-04.
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Technical members of the Bitcoin community have cautioned that strong

anonymity is not a primary design goal of the Bitcoin system. However, casual

users need to be aware of this, especially when sending Bitcoins to users and

organizations with whom they would prefer not to be publicly associated.
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Privacy-Preserving Data Integration

Using Decoupled Data

Hye-Chung Kum, Stanley Ahalt, and Darshana Pathak

Abstract Data from social network websites are an excellent source of information

for studying human behavior and interactions. Typically, when analyzing such data,

the default mode of access is de-identified data, which provides a level of privacy

protection. However, due to its inability to link to other data, de-identified data has

limitations with regard to answering broad and critically important questions about

our complex society. In this study, we investigate the properties of information

related to privacy, and we present a novel model of data access called decoupled data

access for studying personal data using these properties. “Decoupling” refers to

separating out the identifying information from the sensitive data that needs protec-

tion. We suggest that decoupled data access can provide flexible data integration

with error management while providing the same level of privacy protection as de-

identified data. We further test the ability of different mechanisms to hinder infer-

ence of identity when names are revealed for data integration. Our results show that

through chaffing, not specifying the universe around the data, and revealing names

in isolation, the real identities of names for both common and rare names can be

protected.
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Keywords Privacy-preserving data integration • Decoupled data • De-identified

data • Computational social science • Record linkage • Entity resolution

1 Introduction

Data from social network websites are an excellent source of information for

studying human behavior and interactions. However, there are limitations in

addressing broad questions about our complex society using only data from social

network websites. A model capable of integrating online social network data with

other sources of data could present a much broader picture.

Integrating data from disparate sources requires the ability to identify linkages

across different datasets with no established common identifiers. In addition, data

integration is made even more difficult by diverse formatting standards, missing

data, and erroneous data. The main difficulty is that data are often expressed

differently (e.g., nicknames), change over time (e.g., last names), are not unique

attributes (e.g., John Smith), are missing (e.g., social security numbers are often

missing), or are incorrectly entered. Many models for record linkage under such

uncertainty factors have been investigated since they were first proposed in 1959 by

Newcombe [1]. All such models for approximate record linkage require careful

management of errors that are introduced during the linkage process and manual

resolution of ambiguous links. It is important that these errors are noted and passed

on to the next phase of analytics in order to analyze the merged data accurately.

As shown in a variety of papers in the statistical literature [2-4], properly accounting

for linkage errors during the analysis of a merged data can have a significant impact

on the accuracy of research projects using merged data from multiple sources.

Applications that merge personal data, such as data from various social network

websites, are becoming more common. Indeed, the increase in these linkage

activities has resulted in growing concerns about the privacy of the individuals

being linked [5, 6]. In 2001, the United States Government Accountability Office

(US GAO) published a report on record linkage and privacy [6]. This report

discussed the use of record linkage for national statistics and research, privacy

and data stewardship issues, and current technologies (e.g. third-party linkage, list

inflation, grouped linkage, secure data centers, signed consent forms, and

techniques to perturb data) that help address privacy protection in federally-funded

projects that require record linkage.

Ten years after this report was published, privacy-preserving data integration is

still a largely unresolved issue. We observe that there are still only two modes of

access to individual level micro-data for research:

• De-identified mode: Data is de-identified by stripping personally identifiable

information (PII) from the data to make the data more anonymous. Note that

stripping PII does not make the data fully anonymous for everyone in the data

due to quasi-identifiers such as race [7]. PII is explicitly identifiable information

such as name, social security number, and sometimes birth date. Exactly which
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fields are considered PII is not always clear. Many Institutional Review Boards

(IRBs) include IP addresses as PII [8]. De-identified data has limited value in

research due to the inability to link such data to other data sources.

• Trust mode: For compelling research, we trust government agencies or social

scientists to properly guard the PII entrusted to them and use it strictly for

IRB-approved purposes only.

Both modes of access have significant problems when applied to the study of

broad research questions that require integrated data. First, de-identified data has

limited use in data integration. Second, the trust mode provides little privacy

protection and questionable accuracy in data integration. Under the trust mode,

PII is exposed to approved personnel with little protection against insider attacks.

When social scientists are trusted with PII, they can create the linkage themselves.

However, individual project principal investigators and social scientists are respon-

sible for maintaining a highly secure IT system that can store and protect the PII.

It is unrealistic to expect investigators leading individual social science projects to

be able to maintain such highly secure systems. In reality, such systems depend on

the social scientist keeping the research team in compliance with the IRB, and rely

on basic security technology for protection in compelling research projects with

reasonably secure systems. It is no wonder that the bar for compelling research is

quite high. The most common case for linkage, when required, is for government

agencies (e.g., state health statistics divisions or the United States Census Bureau)

that have access to highly secure systems to perform the data integration for the

scientist. Resources are limited in government agencies to carry out such tasks, so

very few researchers are able to find such collaborations. More importantly, when

government agencies perform data integration for the scientist, error management

in the linkage process becomes problematic. As discussed in Sect. 3, record linkage

is a complex iterative process that requires careful management of errors. However,

when data integration is done by government staff, social scientists have no control

over the process and thus cannot manage the level of error in the integrated data.

Consequently, propagating the measurement errors of the linkage process into the

statistical analysis step is also difficult. Furthermore, this process provides no

protection against insider attacks by government staff, who have access to many

types of private information such as social security numbers on the system.

To the best of our knowledge, no privacy-preserving data integration system has

been modeled for use with real world problems. The only models of privacy in

record linkage are research papers on private record linkage; these define the

research goal as computing a set of linked records and then outputting them to

the two private parties without revealing any information about the non-linked

records. One of the assumptions of private record linkage is that the two parties

each have private data that should not be revealed to the other party unless it is

necessary as a result of the linking process. This formulation of the problem

inherently prevents effective human intervention during the linkage process that

could resolve ambiguities that occurred during linkage. Consequently, a major

challenge remaining for all methods in private record linkage for real applications
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is a lack of discussion on how the model parameters will be estimated, and how the

ambiguous links will be resolved without human intervention [9].

We emphasize that we do not formulate the privacy-preserving record linkage as

is done in private record linkage. We believe that as a general framework, human

intervention is necessary to guide good data analysis; this requires that data be

revealed. In fact, our innovative approach to protecting individual privacy focuses

on revealing information rather than hiding it. Our approach is to understand the

minimum information required for acceptable linkage, and then to design protocols

to reveal, in a secure manner, only that information.

The main use case in this study was designed for scientists who already have

access to multiple de-identified data sets. Our goal is to build a privacy-preserving

data integration model that can provide the same level of protection as de-identified

data, but with the ability to integrate data to support broad research in computa-

tional social sciences [10-13].

We present a novel mode of access for research – the decoupled mode – that

falls between the de-identified mode and the trust mode. Decoupling refers to

separating out the identifying information from the sensitive data that needs

protection. Compared to de-identified data (which cannot be linked), decoupled

data is much more powerful while still providing the required privacy. Privacy is

not an issue for non-unique isolated information. If the name John cannot be

linked to any sensitive information, there is little danger in exposing just the

name. The decoupled mode can allow social scientists to perform the linkage

themselves and to manage the errors in the linkage process while still preserving

privacy. In essence, decoupled data access can lower the bar for doing linkage for

research. This is because with proper protocols in place, all de-identified data

could be released as decoupled data to these secure systems, thereby enabling

flexible record linkage. Compared to the trust mode, much less information is

revealed under strictly controlled environments. Therefore, high-level security

clearance would no longer be needed for those working on record linkage. Instead

of high clearance government staff, graduate students with IRB approval who sign

data use agreements would be able to access the controlled information required

to perform record linkage without compromising privacy. The protocols of

accessing decoupled data need not be different than the protocols for accessing

sensitive de-identified data. However, the system requires good security protocols

for controlling the information being revealed as well as good audit systems to

closely monitor use.

The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 2 details the use

case for privacy-preserving record linkage and describes the main threat models in

the use case. Section 3 gives a short overview of related work in record linkage and

privacy-preserving computation. In Section 4, important properties of information

related to privacy are described. Section 5 presents our proposed decoupled data

access model using these properties. Section 6 describes our experiment, and

presents findings on how people perceive identity. We conclude with a discussion

of future work in Section 7.
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2 Use Case and the Threat Model

2.1 Use Case for Private Record Linkage

The use case for private record linkage involves two private parties, each with full

information for each of their systems and each in need of some information from the

other system. This commonly occurs when two separate parties need to share data.

Such use cases are common in government agencies, but are not as common for

social network data. For example, if a child welfare agency is trying to investigate

educational outcomes for children in foster care, the child welfare agency would

have full information about the children on welfare whereas the education agency

would have all information about educational outcomes of all children. The goal of

private record linkage is to link and share the data on outcomes of children in foster

care such that the child welfare agency does not gain any information about the

education data for children not in the child welfare system. The opposite is true for

the education agency. If a trusted third party is used, the third party should not have

access to any information from the education data or the child welfare data. This set

up makes it very difficult to manage errors or resolve ambiguities during the record

linkage process. Furthermore, theoretically, the third party model is often discussed

as a privacy protection mechanism in research papers; however, most projects will

not bear the extra cost of involving a non-related third party. In practice, it is often

the case that one party will send all identifying information to the other party who

then performs the linkage and sends the merged information back. The extra

financial cost of using a third party, as well as the additional exposure of PII, is

not practical in real applications. In this example, the child welfare agency would

send all PII for the children in the child welfare system to a trusted staff member at

the education agency. The education staff member will make the best effort to

merge the two systems and return the educational outcomes data for the children in

foster care back to the child welfare agency. In the process, the education agency

staff has access to a full list of children in the child welfare system, opening the door

for potential privacy violations.

2.2 Use Case for Privacy-Preserving Record Linkage

The use case for the privacy-preserving record linkage modeled in this study

involves computational social science research wherein the scientist already has

access to multiple de-identified datasets. Let us assume that a researcher is studying

the relationship of Twitter posts and Facebook posts. Under the model of de-

identified data access, the scientist can gain access to de-identified data from both

social network sites without detailed identifying information for the actual accounts

in each social network. However, it would be difficult to accurately answer questions

about the relationship between the posts in the two sites without being able to link
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up the accounts. Our goal is to build a privacy-preserving data integration model that

can provide levels of protection similar to de-identified data, but with the ability to

allow the social scientist to flexibly merge different information and carefully

manage errors to support broad research in computational social sciences [10-13].

Large research databases of personal information usually require strict protec-

tion in secure settings, even for de-identified data that is not fully anonymous. Our

use case for supporting research in computational social science assumes a data

infrastructure with these secure controlled access settings, wherein the kinds of

operations carried out on the data and access to the data are strictly controlled [5,

14-16]. Access to all data would require appropriate IRB approval, with data

available for analysis only on secure servers and only for approved purposes.

It will be easy to control and monitor analysis performed on the data under these

conditions. This assumption of controlled access realistically reduces the threat

model significantly without much loss in usefulness in real applications. Under

these assumptions, most sophisticated cryptographic attacks or link attacks for

re-identification would be very difficult due to high security and 24/7 monitoring.

2.3 Threat Model for Privacy-Preserving Record Linkage

For a large data collection containing extensive private information, the most

common threat model is an attack to gain unauthorized information from the

data. An example of a potential attack of this kind for private health data would

be a health insurance company that gains access to unauthorized health information

about a potential customer from a research data source, then illegally denies that

customer an insurance policy based on unauthorized use of the information.

There are two kinds of attack for an unauthorized access to information. First, an

unauthorized user of the system can hack into the data collection. These are users

who do not have a login to the system. For these attacks, most data collections rely

on well-established security measures such as login authentication, requirements

for routinely changing passwords, and 24/7 monitoring of the system. Second, an

insider attack might be initiated from an authorized user who hacks into parts of the

data collection that they are not authorized to access. These attacks are by users

with valid logins who bypass the access rights established on the system. Again,

protection from these threats relies on well-established security protocols such as

24/7 monitoring of the system. Protection from these threat models requires that all

micro-level research data be stored under well-maintained and monitored secure

systems with strict, fine grain access control.

The most difficult attacks to protect against are insider attacks by authorized

users for unauthorized purposes. Access is granted to most personal data for

research via IRB approvals that clearly state the authorized uses for the data. It is

very difficult to protect against insider attacks by users who violate the IRB and

access the data for unauthorized purposes. For this reason, almost all social science

research data is de-identified to protect against this type of attack. We present a new
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decoupled model that can protect private data from these attacks through a

computerized third party model. Using encryption, chaffing, shuffling, and privacy

protocols for processing PII, the proposed decoupled mode can provide levels of

protection similar to de-identified data access for this kind of attack. In the

decoupled data system, a social scientist has access to the same de-identified

sensitive data. What the scientist gains by using the decoupled system is access to

computerized third-party software that can access the PII in order to merge the

de-identified data. The scientist can ask the computer to merge two de-identified

tables, after which the computerized third party takes control and carries out the

linkage. In this process, the software actively interacts with the scientist as needed

for guidance on parameter settings and resolving ambiguities.

There is one more important threat model for the research data use case: a threat

from someone who wants to manipulate the study results by falsifying information

on the system. Fortunately, similar to protection against unauthorized read access,

these unauthorized write access threats can be stopped by the aforementioned

standard and well-established security protocols. However, we acknowledge that

there is no good protection against insider attacks from the scientist conducting the

research.

3 Related Works

3.1 Record Linkage

Integrating multiple data from disparate sources requires the ability to identify the

same entity across different tables with no common unique identifiers. Identifying

the same real world entities and linking records from different tables for the same

entity is called record linkage or entity resolution. The same technology is used for

de-duplicating one table by linking the table to itself and linking multiple tables for

integration. The main difficulty in entity resolution is that data are often expressed

differently (e.g., nicknames), change over time (e.g., last names), do not have

unique attributes (e.g., John Smith), are missing (e.g., social security numbers

(SSNs) are often missing), or are erroneous. Let us consider an example where a

SSN, first name, last name, and birth date are available. If we merged only on the

SSN, issues arise from missing and erroneous numbers. If we merge using all four

attributes on an exact match, many true matches will be missed. How many of

the true matches are missed with an exact match depends on the quality and the

similarity of the data systems. Typically, linkages across government administra-

tive data systems using exact matches give poor results. Approximate matching

methods can easily identify 50% more links than the exact methods. As a rule of

thumb, when merging government records, exact matching methods identify

roughly 60–70% of the identifiable links using approximate matching methods

[17]. We suspect that data collected from social network websites might have
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lower levels of error but higher levels of missing data because the integrity of the

data set relies primarily on users entering the data correctly with little verification.

Social network data is also likely to have more occurrences of nicknames, which

introduce variations in the data that also result in difficulty with entity resolution.

The goal of the different approaches to approximating record linkages is to

identify as many of the false negatives missed using the strictest rule while

introducing as few false positives as possible. Typically, all approaches will

perform approximate matching and produce three categories: “match,” “uncertain,”

and “unmatch.” The objective is to minimize the uncertain region, which generally

requires manual review by a person to resolve the ambiguous links.

The most difficult links to resolve involve twins. In this case, much of the

identifying information is validly the same or very similar [17]. Often, SSNs are

only one digit off, and one system might have assigned the SSN in one way, while

another system has it assigned in the other way. These types of data errors make it

almost impossible to automatically resolve entities without human intervention.

Multiple birth rates have been rising in the United States, with twin birth rates at

29.3 per 1,000 births in 2000 [18]. That is approximately six twins in every 103

children born, not including triplets and higher-order births. These are substantial

numbers that need to be considered when performing record linkage on people-

level data. In one system of education data that performs record linkage on a regular

basis, we have seen a twin field being regularly collected to differentiate data errors

from real twins.

A record linkage model of personal data given such uncertainty was first

proposed in 1959 by Newcombe [1], and the mathematical foundations were

established by Fellegi and Sunter [19]. Since then, several approaches to entity

resolution have been proposed [20–25]. The most straightforward methods are rule-

based approaches, called deterministic record linkage, in which a set of reasonable

rules are specified [17]. Typically, people build the rules incrementally by examin-

ing the most similar unlinked records and adding good rules to capture a greater

number of false negatives. It is easy to see why manually building a full set of rules

with small uncertainty regions is a labor intensive and iterative process.

Consequently, the most popular method is probabilistic record linkage based on

calculating the probability of two records being a match [1, 19, 20, 25]. A blocking

step is used to reduce the search space from N*N by grouping similar records in one

quick pass (e.g., blocks of records with the same last names). The records that are

blocked together are scored to determine the match. To avoid missing matches that

were not blocked together, it is typical to perform several block/score passes.

The probability of a match can be calculated by estimating an agreement weight

for each attribute and combining them into one score. The user specifies two

thresholds in the match score that determine the match, uncertain, and unmatch

regions. The agreement weight can be estimated based on a model trained using the

naive Bayes method or other machine learning techniques [22]. The main

drawbacks for use with probabilistic record linkage are the difficulty in training

the model, and in estimating the two thresholds for match and unmatch. Again,

human intervention is required during the linkage process to estimate the

parameters and resolve the uncertainty region.
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3.2 Privacy-Preserving Computation

Although different from our use case, private record linkage is one model of

privacy-protected record linkage. The goal of private record linkage is to compute

the set of linked records and then output them to the two private parties without

revealing anything about the non-linked records [9, 26]. There are three main

approaches to private record linkage. First, secure set intersection methods deal

with exact matching and are too expensive to be applied to large databases [27, 28].

Second, there are methods that attempt to mask the identifying information so as

not to reveal the actual identifying data, but to reliably link using the masked data

[29-32]. These methods will often use a third party to perform the match to avoid

sophisticated cryptographic attacks. There are also hybrid methods [33]. One major

challenge for these private record linking methods in real applications is the lack of

discussion on how the threshold parameters for match and unmatch will be

estimated, and how the uncertainty region will be resolved without human inter-

vention. A comprehensive survey of private record linkage can be found in [9].

Another closely related area is a more general problem in privacy-preserving

data mining [34] that focuses on performing useful data analysis without revealing

private information. Protocols that can securely merge the data, perform analysis on

the merged data, and only output the results of the regression without revealing any

of the data are examples of privacy-preserving data mining. Sanitizing methods that

perturb the quasi-identifiers to obscure individual identity [35-37] and differential

privacy [38] are recent advancements in the area. These methods often involve

privacy metrics to control the tradeoff between accuracy and privacy. A higher

level of protection is provided by higher levels of sanitization that come at the cost

of accuracy.

4 Information and Privacy

For many people, privacy protection in data means making the data anonymous to

prevent identification. This generally agreed upon understanding of privacy protec-

tion has been used to propose privacy preservation mechanisms that allow data to

be released for statistical research. However, preventing identification for privacy

protection will never allow for good record linkage. This is because in entity

resolution, the goal is to exactly identify the entity represented by the data in

each table being linked so that the tables can be accurately merged. It is important

to be able to accurately differentiate between two twins in the data so that in the

analysis, two twins are not treated as a data error of one person. We need a more in-

depth understanding of privacy and information in order to model privacy-

preserving record linkage for research. In this section, we present important

properties of information relating to privacy.
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4.1 Understanding Privacy and Security

Webster’s dictionary defines privacy as the state of being free from observation.
Privacy in regard to personal information has been defined as the right or desire of

individuals to control the release of information about themselves [39]. In other

words, it is the right of individuals to selectively reveal sensitive information about

themselves to others. We note that the desire for privacy usually relates to

controlling the use of sensitive information, not identifying information.

Controlling the release and use of digitized personal data is particularly challenging

because of the ease of sharing digitized data via remote access and replication.

Privacy protection is a social construct rather than a technical construct that is

often defined via privacy laws. Most modern information privacy laws around the

world, including The Privacy Act adopted in 1974, are based on what are known as

Fair Information Practices (FIPs) [40]. FIPs were first published in a report issued

by the Advisory Committee on Automated Personal Data systems of the U.S.

Department of Health, Education and Welfare (HEW) in 1973 [41]. The five

principles are (1) openness of the data system, (2) access to one’s personal data,

(3) integrity of one’s personal data, (4) control of the use of data, and (5) security

safeguards on the data (Table 1).

From a technical standpoint, these privacy standards result in policy

requirements on digital data about (1) who has access to which data, (2) for what

purpose, and (3) how the data should be maintained. Security technology tools are

often used to implement these privacy policies in an information system.

4.2 Privacy in Social Network Websites

Privacy issues in social network sites primarily arise from control of the use of data,
and security safeguards on the data. Privacy is an actively researched topic in social
network sites because the revealing of personal information in social network sites,

Table 1 HEW code of fair information practices [41]

Openness There must be no personal data record keeping systems whose very existence is

secret

Access There must be a way for an individual to find out what information about him is in a

record and how it is used

Control There must be a way for an individual to prevent information about him that was

obtained for one purpose from being used or made available for other purposes

without his consent

Integrity There must be a way for an individual to correct or amend a record of identifiable

information about him

Security Any organization creating, maintaining, using, or disseminating records of

identifiable personal data must assure the reliability of the data for their intended

use and must take precautions to prevent misuse of the data
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which often occurs voluntarily by users, can lead to serious privacy implications.

These risks include exposure to various physical and cyber risks including identity

theft and link privacy attacks [42-44]. Many users freely reveal surprisingly large

amounts of personal data including names, phone numbers, and birth dates on social

network sites with little control of how this information might be used. Further-

more, limiting the visibility of the revealed information through privacy settings is

rarely used. Users often have a poor understanding of how such personal informa-

tion can be misused, and social network websites do little to prevent misuse [42].

In addition, more care is needed to protect seemingly benign information such as

group membership information and link information in social network sites as they

can inadvertently leak private information as well [43, 44]. In fact, the boundaries

blur between personal information published intentionally, either conditionally

(i.e. for specific audience) or not, and information over which the users have no

control. Such ambiguities make issues of personal privacy on social network sites

even more complex [45].

Even in anonymized social networks, where names are replaced with meaning-

less unique identifiers, it is possible to trace the user information based on

connections, usage patterns, and related context. So even if name is unavailable,

the information about the universe around the name is also potentially risky in

revealing private data [46]. These findings reiterate the notion that de-identification,

stripping some designated list of information, cannot provide good privacy protec-

tion on data. Instead, data needs to be understood in a continuum where any data

reveals some information, which has a potential for privacy violation. Some data

just have more potential for violation than others. We discuss these continuums in

the next section.

Given that all data have some potential to violate privacy, it is crucial that we

better understand how to control the use of information on social network websites

to provide protection. FlyByNight is a prototype system for mitigating the privacy

risks to users using encryption techniques to protect sensitive data. It uses proxy

cryptography to ensure that sensitive data is always encrypted when transmitted on

the network and before reaching the servers, thereby raising the cost of attacks and

providing better legal protection for privacy [47]. Privacy-by-proxy hides user

identity and sensitive data behind special markup tags to implement better access

controls for such data. While displaying such data, special permission check is done

by the proxy server, and only retrieved and displayed to users with appropriate

privileges. This approach can better protect user data exposure to third party

developers who use social networking APIs [48].

4.3 Sensitivity and Identifiability

There are two dimensions of information that are important in understanding

privacy: the sensitivity of information and the identifiability of information.
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Definition 1 (The Sensitivity of Information). The sensitivity of information is

defined as how private the information is. The lower the sensitivity, the more public

the information, and the higher the sensitivity, the more private the information. For

privacy protection in computational research, we use the potential risk of harm to

the individual when information is leaked as a measure of information sensitivity.

Thus, information is designated as sensitive by the researcher and approved by the

IRB committee.

In the real world, sensitivity of information is individual-dependent as well as

time-dependent. However, modeling privacy protection with such dependencies is

very difficult. Thus, for the purposes of privacy-preserving computation for

research, we use the potential risk of harm to the individual when information is

leaked as a measure of information sensitivity. For example, if the release of a

particular piece of data could mean that individuals might lose their job, health

insurance, or reputation, then the information is considered highly sensitive. The

IRB committee makes the final determination on the potential harm of leaked

information based on the proposal made by the scientist. Note that IRB members

are obligated to review all research activities and to ensure that all research subjects

are protected.

Definition 2 (Identifiability of Information). The identifiability of information

is defined as the extent to which the information can uniquely identify the entity

represented by the data. The lower the identifiability of the information, the more

difficult it is to uniquely identify the entity by releasing that information. The

highest possible identifying information is something that can uniquely identify

all entities; for example, social security numbers. In the literature, highly

identifying information is often called explicitly identifying information or person-

ally identifiable information (PII).

Identifying information is universe-dependent and thus may be indirectly time-

dependent if the universe is dynamic. For example, the identifiability of a name

depends on the universe in which the name is used, such as the region. The indirect

time dependence of the identifiability of names results from people dying and being

born in that region, and from migration.

Figure 1 depicts the two important properties of information related to privacy

on a two-dimensional graph. The two properties are continuous, and all forms of

information, either single fields or a combination of multiple fields, have some level

of sensitivity and identifiability. Privacy protection is most needed for information

in the upper right corner where information is highly sensitive and highly identifi-

able (HSHI). As information moves downward in either dimension, it can be shared

with more people with fewer restrictions because either it is not sensitive (low

sensitivity, high identifiability – LSHI), the sensitive information is difficult to

associate with a real world entity (HSLI), or both (LSLI).

We can model privacy in terms of these two dimensions. A dimension that

correlates highly to the sensitivity of information is the level of detail in the

information. Typically, more detailed information is more sensitive, although not
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always. The level of detail in information is important to understand because for

information to be used in social science research, a high level of detail is required.

In Fig. 1, we show this correlation and designate high sensitivity (HS) as the region

of information most useful for social science research. For flexible record linkage

with error management, high identifiability (HI) is required, as shown in Fig. 1.

Definition 3 (Privacy-Preserving Information in Universe U). When no highly

sensitive information that is designated by the researcher and approved by the IRB

committee can be uniquely associated with an entity in universe U, the data is said

to be privacy-preserving information in universe U. The level of privacy protec-
tion provided can be quantified by “anonymity,” which is the minimum number of

entities that the information can be associated with in the universe.

The de-identified model of privacy-preserving data is shown in Fig. 2(a).

De-identification, the most commonly accepted form of privacy protection in social

sciences, transforms HSHI (high sensitivity, high identifiability) information into

HSMI (high sensitivity, medium identifiability) information, which has better levels

of privacy protection. However, by using medium identifying information, some-

times called quasi-identifiers, HSMI information becomes vulnerable to linkage

attacks in which openly available LSHI (low sensitivity, high identifiability) infor-

mation, such as voter registration, is linked to HSMI information to recreate the

HSHI information. Recent advancements in privacy protection for de-identified

data, including k-anonymity [37], ℓ-diversity [36], and t-closeness [35], transform

HSMI information into MSLI (medium sensitivity, low identifiability) information

using generalization and suppression to protect against such linkage attacks.

The level of privacy protection is enhanced from the de-identified data by reducing

the identifiability of the sensitive information. By generalizing and suppressing

quasi-identifiers, there is some reduction in the level of detail in the information.

This loss of detail effectively lowers the identifying power in the information, but

often this loss of detail also reduces the usefulness of the information.

For most statistical computing where the purpose is to learn general

characteristics about the data, moving HSHI information to the low or medium

identifying regions is not much of an issue, as long as the sensitivity and usefulness

level is mostly maintained. However, as seen in Fig. 2(a), when HSHI data is moved

to a low identifying region, record linkage becomes impossible.

Fig. 1 Sensitivity and Identifiability of Information
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Definition 4 (Privacy-Preserving Research Information System). A privacy

preserving research information system is an information system that has the

required security protocols in place for researchers to access one or more privacy-

preserving information in universe U, as defined above, for research.

The U.S. Census Bureau and the Center for Disease Control (CDC) Research

Data Centers (RDC) [14, 16] offer good examples of privacy-preserving research

information systems. The RDC is an information system wherein researchers can

gain access to micro-level de-identified data under restricted access control for

approved research with many security protocols in place for the highest level of

privacy protection required by government agencies. Restricted access is the

strictest level of access wherein researchers are required to use designated

computers in physical locations, and all releases of information are fully monitored.

5 A Model for Privacy-Preserving Record Linkage

5.1 Decoupled Data Access Model

Let U be a universe with multiple entities that have multiple attributes. Then let D
(n) be a table with n rows collecting data on x attributes from universe U, where
each row represents an entity in universeU and each column represents an attribute.

D[i] denotes row i in table D. Thus, row D[i] represents attributes of an entity in

Fig. 2 Models for record linkage (RL)
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universe U. We note that the entity represented by D[i] may not be uniquely

mapped from D[i] to the entity in universe U. For example, let table D(n) be a

one-attribute table of gender. Then, D[i] ¼ male represents all entities that are

male in universe U.

Definition 5 (PII Table and De-identified Table). Given a table D(n), the PII

table for D(n) is denoted by ID(n) where table ID(n) is composed of attributes that can

explicitly identify the entity in universe U. Note that “explicitly identify” does not

necessarily mean uniquely identify. SD(n) denotes the de-identified table composed

of columns in D(n) that are not in table ID(n). Then, D(n) ¼ ID(n) + SD(n).

ID(n) is typically the entity that is stripped and discarded from the full table D(n)
to create the de-identified table SD(n) consisting of only the sensitive data. So, D(n)
is a HSHI table, ID(n) is a LSHI table, and SD(n) is a HSLI’ table as depicted

in Fig. 2(b). Figure 2(c) is the model for de-identified data access from which the

de-identified table SD(n) is released for research.

Definition 6 (Decoupled Table). Let there be a mapping function recordID() such

that recordID(ID[i]) ¼ recordID(SD[j]) iff ID[i] and SD[j] consist solely of values

originating from the same row in table D(n). A Decoupled table is defined as the

PII table ID(n
0) and the de-identified table SD(n) such that n0 > n and there exists a

pair of encryption and decryption functions, EnR(M, pubR(D)) and DeR(M, privR(D)),

such that

EnR(recordID(ID[i]), pubR(D)) ¼ EnRecordID(ID[i]) and

DeR(EnRecordID(ID[i]), privR(D) ) ¼ recordID(ID[i]) ¼ recordID(SD[ j]).

Basically, a decoupled table is produced when a PII table and a de-identified

table have been separated, and the PII table has been shuffled and inflated with fake

data to block row association between the PII table and the de-identified table.

The asymmetric encryption function EnR() ensures that only holders of the private

key, privR(D), can gain access to the row association between the PII table and the

de-identified table. Each decoupled table has its own set of keys as denoted by

the subscript D in pubR(D) and privR(D). Furthermore, extra rows are built into the

table ID (n0) through chaffing such that ID(n
0) has more rows than the originating

table D(n) and the de-identified table SD(n).

Definition 7 (Decoupled Data Access System). Let there be a mapping function

tableID() such that tableID(ID) ¼ tableID(SD) ¼ D. A decoupled data access

system is a database system that has one or more decoupled tables such that there

exists a pair of encryption and decryption functions, EnT (M, pubT) and DeT(M,

privT), such that

EnT (tableID(ID), pubT) ¼ EnTableID(ID) and

DeT (EnTableID(ID), privT) ¼ tableID(ID) ¼ tableID(SD).

In a decoupled data access system, the association information of matching the

PII table ID(n
0) to the attribute table SD(n) is only available to those with the private

table key, privT. RSA is a well-established secure method of public key encryption

that can be used for encrypting both the row association and table association
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information [49]. Encryption of the row and table association information provides

the same level of protection to the de-identified data in the decoupled system as the

plain de-identified data. Thus, the privacy protection in the decoupled data access

system relies on the encryption technology used in the system. Figure 2(d) shows

the model of the decoupled data access system.

Definition 8 (Duplicate). If two rows D[i] and D[ j] represent the same entity in

universe U, then the table D(n) is said to have duplicates.

Definition 9 (Record Linkage). If row i from table D1 (n) and row j from table D2

(m) represent the same entity in universe U, then the mapping of EnRecordID

(ID1[i]) ¼ EnRecordID(ID2[j]) is called a record linkage. Tables D1 and D2 are

said to be linked when all common entities in table D1 and table D2 have been

mapped. Note that the mapping between table D1 and table D2 is often an N-to-N

mapping in reality since many tables have some duplicates.

Property 1 (k-anonymous in universeU).Given a universe U from which the data

D(n) is collected, a PII table ID(n) is said to be k-anonymous in universe U iff for

all rows in ID (n) there exist at least k entities in U represented by the row.

Note that when all entities in universe U are not known, then k entities do not

need to explicitly exist in universe U; rather, merely the possibility of k entities in
the universe U is sufficient. We further discuss the importance of creating an

intractable universe U0 through chaffing in Sect. 5.3.

Definition 10 (Privacy-Preserving Record Linkage). Given two tables D1 and

D2, a privacy-preserving record linkage is defined as linking the two PII tables,

ID1(n) and ID2(m), using the decoupled data access system, and both the PII tables

ID1 (n) and ID2 (m) are k-anonymous in universe U.

Figure 2(b) depicts the privacy-preserving record linkage model in terms of the

sensitivity and identifiability of information. Given no breach of the security

protocols for association of HSLI’ with the LSHI information, privacy-preserving

record linkage has an identical level of protection for the original HSHI information

D(n) as the commonly used de-identified data access model. However, flexible

linkage with error management is now possible using the LSHI information in the

decoupled system. Thus, the problem of privacy-preserving record linkage is now

effectively a problem of designing security protocols to prevent leaking the associ-

ation of HSLI’ information with the LSHI information.

5.2 Social Security Numbers

The advantage of modeling privacy-preserving record linkage using the sensitivity

and identifiability of information comes from the relationship between them as seen

in real data. In reality, most attributes either have high identifiability or high

sensitivity because most attributes that can explicitly identify all entities in the
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universe are public information. A name, address, and phone number is commonly

accepted as an explicitly identifying information that has low sensitivity. This type

of information has a very low potential of harming the individual when leaked.

By comparison, highly sensitive data, such as HIV status, usually have low

identifiability. The dichotomous nature of most real information having either

high sensitivity or high identifiability but not both makes it fairly easy to transform

HSHI data into HSLI data because the highly identifying data can be dropped

without dropping the useful highly sensitive data.

The one exception is the social security number. The most powerful types of

identifying information in a country are its national identification numbers, which

in the U.S. are social security numbers. The identifiability is usually highest when

there are no errors or missing data. These data are also highly sensitive data, since

leaked SSNs can lead to identity theft and cause serious harm to the individual.

Fortunately, although the SSN is highly sensitive data, it is not useful for research.

Thus, for the purposes of privacy-preserving computation for research, we can

group the SSN with the other LSHI information. However, special security

measures are required to protect SSNs during linkage, so that the actual SSN is

never leaked. In the record linkage process, the actual SSN does not need to be

revealed to the scientist. The only information the scientist needs is the difference

between two SSNs. This information can be conveyed as the number of digits that

are different and the number of transposes, without ever revealing the SSN. Figure 3

shows a simple scheme to convey the similarity of two SSNs.

5.3 Need for Chaffing

In a decoupled data access system, enough information can be revealed during

linkage for some entities in the PII table to be exposed, thereby allowing a scientist

to uniquely identify the entity in universe U. For example, if the scientist saw a row

with a friend’s name and birthday, the identity of the friend could be revealed.

The probability of this record representing the friend will depend on the possibility

of other entities in the universe that share both of these attributes. The rarer the

name and the smaller the geographical region of the universe, the more likely

the friend’s identity has been revealed. Fortunately, even when the identity is

revealed, given that the scientist cannot associate the particular row with any row

in the de-identified data, none of the sensitive data would be exposed and privacy of

the information would be maintained. However, any tautology for table D being

linked would hold true for the scientist’s friend. For example, if the research

IDEN-
TICAL

TRANS-
POSE

ONE
DIGIT OFF

TWO
DIGIT OFF

DIFF-
ERENT

AB A A X
BA B B Y

Fig. 3 SSN similarity information
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involved linking child welfare data, then by definition all entities in the child

welfare table have received services. Thus, if the scientist can infer that the friend

was represented in the table, it is then possible to infer that the friend received

welfare services – a highly sensitive piece of information that would violate the

privacy of the friend.

Thus, strict decoupling via encryption is not sufficient to protect privacy when

identities can be revealed during the linkage process. We need to employ chaffing to

enforce the property of k-anonymity in universeU to prevent potential inferences that

might be made from the PII tables while the scientist is working on the linkage.

k-anonymity in universeUwill ensure that the scientist cannot infer guaranteed unique

identification from the PII table. In the preceding example, if the data covered all child

welfare services in a large state, the scientist would not be able to infer the identity of

the row. Even though the scientist might suspect it, there would be no way to know

how many people share the same name and birthday with the friend in the state. Such

uncertain information is not as useful for most attackers who want unauthorized

information.Most importantly, referring back to our operational definition of sensitive

information based on potential harm, little harm can come from uncertain information

because it is difficult to take action based on such information.

Clearly, universe U is very important in privacy protection. The uncertainties of

universe U can provide a cover for the revealed PII data and prevent action that

might harm the individual. Adding false data to the PII table effectively enlarges the

universe to an infinite intractable universe. Thus, effective chaffing can prevent any

guaranteed inferences that might violate privacy.

We note that some names are more anonymous than others, but few are strictly

unique, even when paired with a birth date. More importantly, there is no guarantee

that any name and birth date pair refers to a particular person. Even when there is only

one entity in the universe with a particular pair of name and birth date, there is no

guarantee of unique identification because it is very difficult to know the full universe.

The uncertainties ofU provide the required protection. This inherent property of non-

unique identification by name is what makes the entity resolution problem extremely

difficult, requiring extensive computation and careful management of errors.

In comparison, addresses and phone numbers can closely identify most people in

universe U. Attributes such as these that can uniquely identify most entities require

close monitoring and careful handling. Physical location information such as zip

code or city can also be used to effectively narrow down the universe. Thus, if

physical location information needs to be used for linkage, chaffing becomes

critical to enlarging universe U for protection.

5.4 Computer-Based Third Party Model

Adecoupled data access information system is essentially a computerized third party

that strictly controls information. Although trusted human third parties are not used

in practice, the trusted third party mechanism to protect privacy is well understood.
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Two very important advantages are gained by implementing a computer-based

third party. Most importantly, unlike human third parties with which interaction is

costly and thus limited, it is very easy to interact with a computerized third party

through properly designed software. With a computerized third party acting as an

oracle, a person can interact frequently with information held by the computer third

party at the smallest level in order to manage errors in the linkage. The scientist can

ask detailed questions, such as how similar are two encrypted SSNs. In addition, a

computerized third party model of privacy protection is a realistic way to implement

the secure third party model in practice. The software should function like a

bank vault with security deposit boxes that have well-developed security protocols

for importing and accessing datasets in the system. Access to each dataset is given

only to those who have the appropriate decryption key. Even the software itself is not

able to decrypt without the user-presented key. Furthermore, access to different

parts of the dataset, the PII table, and the de-identified table requires different

clearance levels with virtually no person having the clearance to view the full

table together.

6 Experimental Results

In this study, we considered how privacy could be preserved in entity resolution by

better understanding the sensitivity and identifiability of information. Revealing

names without distortion is important for accurate entity resolution, and we suggest

that privacy can still be maintained, even when names are revealed due to the non-

uniqueness of names and uncertainty in the universe around the data. There is no

way to know how many people named John exist in the universe of the data,

especially if the universe is unknown. To better understand how people infer

identity from names, we conducted an experiment to measure the perceived

identifiability of names under various circumstances. Our goal was to test the

effectiveness of the different methods in obscuring the actual identity of names,

given that the names are revealed to the researcher. In this experiment, we measured

(1) the impact of the universe around the data, (2) the effect of chaffing, and (3) the

identifiability of three different identifying information characteristics; namely,

the common name, the common name and date of birth, and the rare name.

6.1 Survey Design

Our basic experiment included performing an online survey to measure how

confident people are when inferring identity under different conditions. The full

survey had 18 questions; however, we will discuss only the eight questions most

relevant to this chapter. Using a Likert scale, we asked participants to state their

confidence level in identifying a person from a list given different identifying
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information and a universe. We used a seven-point scale to measure the confidence

level. The participant could choose between three levels of yes, three levels of no,

or “I don’t know.” We presented the participants with certain identifying informa-

tion for a target student and an honor roll list that included the same identifying

information. We then asked the participants to measure their confidence level as to

the likelihood that the two are the same person. Table 2 shows the basic setup of all

questions. We used the high school honor roll scenario because it was a relatively

neutral list, and participants would not have emotional or biased assumptions about

the list. There were four scenarios. Each scenario had two separate questions.

First, we measured the difference in confidence level when the universe around

the data was specified versus when it was not specified. We did this by giving an

honor roll from the same high school that the target student attends (known uni-

verse), versus an honor roll from an unspecified high school (unknown universe).

General instructions were given at the beginning. The instructions clearly stated that

the unspecified school may or may not be the same school that the target students

attended. For each target student, we asked the question two times: first with the

honor roll from the specific high school, followed by the same question with an

honor roll from an unspecified school, to measure the change in confidence level.

Table 2 Basic survey question format

Scenario 1. Q1. Meet George Brown, a student at Meadowgreen High School

Using only the information on this screen, how likely is it that the George Brown introduced above

is the same person listed on the honor roll provided here?

Meadowgreen HS Honor Roll

Brian Richards

1. Highly likely to be the same person Amanda Ward

2. Moderately likely to be the same person Edward Jones

3. Slightly likely to be the same person Hilary Ford

4. I don’t know if they are the same person or not George Brown

5. Slightly likely to be two different people Susan Miller

6. Moderately likely to be different people David Green

7. Highly likely to be two different people Alexander Parker

Daniel Parker

Alex Parker

Scenario 1. Q2.Repeat Q1 above but change the honor roll list to be for an unspecified school, titled

A High School Honor Roll

Scenario 2. Meet Susan Miller (date of birth 4/17/1994), a student at Meadowgreen High School

Using only the information provided here, how likely is it that the SusanMiller introduced above is

the same person listed on the honor roll provided here?

Modify honor roll lists to include a column for dob

Scenario 3 and 4. Meet Rahul Ghosh, a student at Meadowgreen High School

Using only the information provided here, how likely is it that the Rahul Ghosh introduced above,

has made the honor roll at his school?

The lists for scenarios 3 and 4 were modified to include more rare names such as Viswanath Sastry,

Jie Lee, and Juan Lopez. The scale was also adjusted to [Highly – Moderately – Slightly] likely

to have [NOT] made the honor roll
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As seen in Table 2, we highlighted the source of the list so that the participants would

pay attention to the changes in the universe in different questions. Then, we went

through multiple sets of the two questions, changing the identifying information

given for the target student. We used four scenarios: (1) a target student with a

common name (George Brown), (2) a target student with a common name and date

of birth (Susan Miller, born on 4/17/1994), (3) a target student with a rare name

(Rahul Ghosh), and (4) a target student with a rare name (Rahul Ghosh) with a list

that included false names of students not on the honor roll. For the second scenario

(in which we included dates of birth for identifying information), we also added a

column of birth dates to the honor roll lists.

The fourth scenario measured the effect of chaffing on how people infer identity.

We first used a target student with a rare name, Rahul Ghosh, as the base question

and asked the two questions. This was scenario three. For these questions, we also

changed both lists to include more rare names such as Viswanath Sastry, Jie Lee,

and Juan Lopez. In addition, we changed the question slightly to ask how likely it is

that the target student had made the honor roll at his school. The scale wording was

also adjusted to indicate the confidence of having made the honor roll. We changed

the question slightly so that we could ask the participants to answer the same

question one more time, knowing that the honor roll included some false data of

students who did not make the honor roll. This is the fourth scenario, wherein we

tested a given rare name as the identifying information on a chaffed list. The exact

instructions given just before the fourth scenario are shown in Table 3. The four

scenarios used to ask two questions each gave us a total of eight questions.

6.2 Method

.The main goal of this study was to quantify the impact of different mechanisms that

hinder inference of identity when a name is revealed to graduate students and

researchers in the course of entity resolution. Thus, we recruited participants by

sending out e-mails to various mailing lists on different campuses targeting graduate

students and researchers in both the social sciences and computational sciences. The

social science students were mostly in public health and social work, whereas compu-

tational science students were mostly in computer science, statistics, and operational

research. We targeted graduate students and researchers because they are most likely

to use the decoupled data system for record linkage with error management. Thus,

understanding how this population infers identity from names was important.

Table 3 Instructions given to measure the effect of chaffing

We did not tell you this before, but the tables used in the previous questions contained a few

pieces of false data. Those tables included students who were NOT actually on the honor roll.

It’s too late to go back and change your answers for those questions, but we’ll give you another

chance here. Knowing that these honor rolls are not fully correct, answer the questions again as
to how likely is it that the Rahul Ghosh made the honor roll at his school
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We received 59 responses. Tables 4 and 5 show the basic demographics and data

experiences of the respondents. To gather information on the participants’

experiences with data, we asked the participants to check all that apply on a list of

descriptions. Although we made no attempt to recruit from students with experience

in data analysis, we obtained a good mix of participants with various experiences in

data. This is probably a reflection on the general experience of a broad range of

graduate students; all but six had some experience with data. Approximately 40%

had experience in record linkage, secondary data analysis, and large data analysis

using de-identified data. 32% of the participants had experience with large data that

was not de-identified. Therefore, about one in three of the participants had some

experience in accessing data under the trust mode with little privacy protection. This

was a larger number than we expected in the general academic community,

suggesting the need for this work on decoupled data systems. Data integration is

the primary reason for researchers to have access to data that is not de-identified. The

decoupled data system could provide better privacy protection in these

circumstances while still allowing for the data integration.

We tested the change in the confidence level of identity by comparing responses

to different questions using the Wilcoxon signed rank test, a non-parametric t-test.

The Wilcoxon signed rank test considers the statistical difference in the median of

measured ordinal variables such as the Likert scale [50].

6.3 Results

Figure 4 shows our experimental results as stacked bar charts. Each of the eight

questions corresponds to one stacked bar. HS name refers to the question that was

asked with the high school specified on the honor roll, and the No HS name refers to

Table 4 Demographics of participants (total participants ¼ 59)

Demographics

Student Yes 50 (84.75%) No 9 (15.25%)

Education Bachelors 25 (42.37%) Masters 26 (44.07%) Ph.D. 8 (13.56%)

Department Social

science

26 (44.07%) Computational

science

31 (52.54%) Missing 2 (3.39%)

Race White 44 (74.58%) Asian 9 (15.25%) Other 6 (10.17%)

Gender Female 27 (45.76%) Male 32 (54.24%)

Table 5 Data experiences of participants (total participants ¼ 59)

Experience with data

Record linkage experience Experience 25 (42.37%) No experience 34 (57.63%)

Secondary data analysis Yes 23 (38.98%) No 36 (61.02%)

Large data that is de-identified Yes 23 (38.98%) No 36 (61.02%)

Large data that is NOT de-identified Yes 19 (32.20%) No 40 (67.80%)

No experience with data Experience 53 (89.83%) No experience 6 (10.17%)
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the question that was asked with the unspecified high school honor roll. The bar

chart is shown as a percentage of participants, and the table below shows the counts

of participants. The experiment had three important findings.

First, the results showed that in all four scenarios when the universe around the

data was not specified (Bars 2, 4, 6, and 8), the level of confidence that people had

on the identity of the target student dropped significantly compared to the case in

which the universe was specified (Bars 1, 3, 5, and 7). For example, when presented

with just a common name for identifying information (George Brown), of the 28

participants who were highly confident that the target student was also the same

student on the honor roll for Meadowgreen high school, only 5 (18%) remained

highly confident when we told them the list came from an unspecified school.

Overall, the median level of confidence dropped by two levels, from moderately
likely to be the same person when the high school was properly specified to I don’t
knowwhen the school was not specified. The non- parametric t-test revealed that the

drop in confidence when the school name was not specified was statistically

significant at the .005 level in all four scenarios. The implication is that in general,

in the decoupled data system, making the universe of the list unknown has signifi-

cant impact in reducing the inference power of any given name. Specifically, even if

a researcher encounters familiar names during the linkage process, they are signifi-

cantly less confident in the real identity of the name when the universe around the

data is unknown.

Fig. 4 Experimental results
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Second, we found that chaffing is effective in reducing identifiability for rare

names to levels lower than those of simple common names. The participants who

were highly confident of the identity of Rahul Ghosh after being given a list from

the same school dropped by 54%, from 68% (40/59) to 14% (8/59) (Bar 5 vs. Bar 7),

when they were told that the list had false data. Overall, the median dropped two

levels, from highly confident to slightly confident, with the t-test showing a statisti-

cally significant difference in the median at the .005 level (Bar 5 vs. Bar 7).

Furthermore, the t-test result between the common name scenario and the rare

name + chaffing scenario when the high school was specified is also statistically

significantly different at the .005 level (Bar 1 vs. Bar 7). In other words, our subjects

had significantly less confidence in the identity of rare names on a chaffed list

compared to common names on an accurate list. The distributions of the responses

given in Fig. 4 clearly support this drop in the confidence level of identity. Thus, by

chaffing the list, the identifiability of rare names were reduced to similar or lower

levels of the identifiability of common names. Note that even for rare names, the

median dropped further to ideal levels of I don’t knowwhen the list was chaffed and

the high school was not specified (Bar 8).

Finally, when comparing the four scenarios, we found that the test subjects were

most confident in identity when the name and date of birth were given. The order of

confidence of identity from high to low is (1) common name + dob, (2) rare name,

(3) common name, and (4) rare name + chaffing. The least confidence in identity

given only a common name is expected. The more interesting finding was that

people tended to have more confidence in inferring identity when a pair of common

name + dob was given compared to when a rare name was given. This finding

suggests that even though objectively a given pair of name and date of birth might

not be uniquely identifying information, subjectively people might think otherwise.

This could lead to wrong conclusions about the identity of a familiar name and birth

date pair. In entity resolution, dates can be used in a scheme similar to the SSN

(Fig. 3) for depicting the distance between two dates using elements of dates

(namely, day + month + year) without actually revealing the dates. Thus, we

suggest not revealing dates of birth in decoupled data systems.

6.4 Implications

Our experiment found that if (1) a name is shown in isolation with respect to other

identifying information, (2) the universe around the data is not specified, and (3)

chaffing is performed on the list to protect against high identifiability of rare names,

then more than 50% of the participants responded that they could not infer the

identity when given a rare or common name (Bar 2 and Bar 8). These are promising

results for a privacy-preserving record linkage system via decoupling. The most

difficult but important data to use for entity resolution without revealing the true

identity are names (e.g., the names of people, companies, or streets) because

nicknames and abbreviations are difficult to capture once the name space is
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distorted. Our experimental results support the proposal that there are ways to lower

the identifiability of names even when they are revealed without distortion. For

other numeric-based data elements that can be broken out into meaningful units,

such as digits or elements of dates, there are simple methods that can calculate and

reveal only the distance without the actual values being revealed. It is sufficient to

only share the results of the distance calculation with the researcher for entity

resolution. A well-combined scheme of revealing names and distance metrics of

other data can lead to an accurate privacy-preserving record linkage system.

7 Conclusion and Future Work

In this chapter, we presented a newmode of data access for research that falls between

the de-identified mode and the trust mode. The general mode of access for social

science research, the de-identified mode, is too limiting for data integration. On the

other hand, the trust mode of access reveals too much private information to the

scientist and requires very high levels of security. Such levels of security often lead

to government agencies performing the data integration for the scientist. This separa-

tion of the data integration process and data analysis of the merged data produce

questionable results due tomeasurement errors introducedduring linkage thatwere not

properly accounted for in the analysis. The typical kinds of errors often found in data

entered by people result in the need to manage errors during linkage. The proposed

decoupledmode of accesswill allow for flexible linkagewith errormanagementwhile

protecting privacy by implementing a secure computer-based third party using encryp-

tion, chaffing, and shuffling.Our experimental results show that chaffing is an effective

mechanism for privacy protection, and a well-combined scheme of revealing names

and distance metrics of other data can lead to an accurate privacy-preserving record

linkage system. With such a system, a social scientist can gain access to diverse

existing databases to build a high-quality network of social relationships such as

families, friends, and neighbors without compromising individual privacy.

Research in decoupled data access has only begun, and there is much work

remaining. Below are some directions for future research.

• Chaffing: What kind of false data, and how much of it, is required to prevent

inferences without interfering with decision making during entity resolution?

• Encryption: What is the best encryption technology to enforce strict decoupling?

How do we implement a scheme in which authorized users are given a key that is

required to decrypt the information?

• Record linkage: What information should be revealed to allow high quality

linkage while protecting privacy? How can we use attributes that can uniquely

identify the majority of the entities in the universe for record linkage? We briefly

discussed SSNs, but there are other attributes such as a phone number and

address. These highly unique attributes are excellent for record linkage but

pose a great danger to privacy protection.
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• Visual analytics: What visual analytic techniques can be used to effectively

convey highly identifying information while still protecting privacy?

• Security system: How can we build an overall secure computer-based third party

system to manage the PII tables, the de-identified tables, and the information

flow between them for accurate record linkage and data cleaning?

• Audit system: What privacy audits should be performed on the decoupled data

access system? What logs should be kept for the privacy audits? Can we design

anomaly detection algorithms to automatically detect major threats?

• IRB process: All research involving human subjects requires approval from the

IRB in the US. This includes research involving human subject data, and

the standards around IRB approvals for human subject data need to be updated

if we are to use the decoupled system. What should the IRB process look for

when using data in a decoupled data system? What training should be required

for researchers using the system?

• Identity inference: Our experiment was a small study on limited identifying

information with only one rare name. It would be interesting to study the impact

of context and the types of names on how people infer identity. Do people infer

more or less about more emotional lists such as cancer status? Howmuch bias do

people have toward the ethnicity of names?

• Record linkage is an important problem for industry. Can commercial infra-

structure be upgraded to build in privacy-preserving record linkage?

• Understanding the types and nature of errors in data is important for entity

resolution. Research on the quality of data in social network sites and on

selection bias for users of social network sites will be important for the applica-

tion of data to broad computational social science.

Finally, we note that recent progress in privacy has shown that de-identified data

is still open to re-identification, making the de-identified data access dangerous.

Such link attacks are very difficult under the controlled data access assumption.

More importantly, any new technology to improve privacy on de-identified data can

be applied to decoupled data as well. Therefore, we note that the focus of this study

is on the problem of making de-identified data linkable under the same privacy

protection, rather than on the problem of making de-identified data safer.

There is no silver bullet for privacy-preserving computation. Developing an

effective model for privacy-preserving linkage with sensitive data for research

requires a well-orchestrated system with strong fine-grained access control, regular

privacy audits, and good IRB approval guidelines [8]. Our proposed decoupled data

access system can be a blueprint for such privacy-preserving linkage systems for

broad-based applications in computational social sciences.
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